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For all those who transgress in faith
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To produce is to draw forth, to invent is to find, to
shape is to discover. In bodying forth I disclose.
—Martin Buber, I and Thou
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Preface

Gender Trouble and My Hybrid Life
The spectacle of a significant number of critics getting personal in
their writing, while, not to be sure, on the order of a paradigm
shift, is at least the sign of a turning point in the history of critical
practices.
—Nancy Miller, Getting Personal

Nearly all who spoke to me expressed their surprise that intelligent men and women should be found in communion with the
Mormon Church. . . . How persons of education and refinement
could ever have embraced a faith that prostrated them at the feet
of the Mormon Prophet [Joseph Smith], and his successor
Brigham Young, was to the enquiring mind a perfect mystery.
—Fanny Stenhouse, Tell It All

Since the official founding in 1830 of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints, popularly known as the “Mormon Church,” Latterday Saint (LDS) women have felt compelled on many occasions to
explain and justify their religious beliefs. Throughout the late nineteenth century in the United States, for example, Mormon women
defended themselves at mass meetings and in writing against women
social reformers who criticized or pitied Mormon women for practicing
polygamy. Contemporary members of the mainstream LDS Church now
contract only monogamous marriages, but many outsiders continue to
criticize or patronize Latter-day Saint women for their allegiance to a
patriarchal religion that valorizes motherhood and espouses strict religious codes. As a Mormon woman myself—but one without a husband
and children—I have sometimes felt the sting of outsiders’ criticism.
From childhood, Mormon doctrine offered me the most explicit
script for determining the “ideal” roles that women and men should perform to achieve “ideal” family life: men provide and women stay home

xi
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with children. My own family, like many others, did not fit this ideal.
My mother grew up in Jackson Hole, Wyoming, among a small community of ranchers and farmers who, in 1896, first homesteaded along a
ten-mile stretch of dirt road, dubbed “Mormon Row” by early detractors.
My father was not a Mormon. He, too, grew up in Wyoming and fell in
love with my mother when they attended high school together. In 1954,
at nineteen, Mom bought her own beauty salon while Dad served in the
army during the immediate aftermath of the Korean War. After they
married at age twenty-one, Mom continued to build a successful small
business that has thrived next to our house in Jackson for fifty years. By
employing multiple hairdressers, she usually brought in more money
than Dad could earn working first as a sawyer, then as a hunting and
fishing guide, and finally, as a foreman for a road construction company
before dying suddenly of a heart attack at age fifty-six.
As a hybrid child raised in this “part-member” family, I faithfully
attended church each week, mostly with my twin sister, since Mom
stopped attending services soon after she married Dad. Despite Mom’s
inactivity at church and Dad’s aversion to religion, I dutifully attended
services and strongly identified as a Mormon. Only with conscious effort
have I begun to understand the significance of my non-Mormon identity. Literally and symbolically, I am the product of a “mixed” marriage.
Much of who I am and who I am always in the process of becoming can
be attributed to the cultural backgrounds and influence of both my
mother and my father. Autobiographer and American cultural critic
Richard Rodriguez refers to thousands of individuals with mixed heritage as the “brown” children of America. His recent book, Brown: The
Last Discovery of America, poetically describes how “brown” children
have been viewed historically as “impure” or “tragic,” particularly those
who are categorized in such terms based on their mixed race heritage.
Much of Rodriguez’s cultural explication of “the browning of America”
focuses on miscegenation, but he also addresses other kinds of mixing or
border crossing that American society both resists and participates in,
including geography (east-west, north-south), sexual orientation (heterosexual, same-sex, bisexual), and religion (Baptist Buddhist; Jewish
Muslim). “The future [of America] is brown,” he writes, “as brown as the
tarnished past. Brown may be as refreshing as green. We shall see” (35).
Despite the growth of Americans’ obvious mixing, many forces still
exist to try to deny or prevent it: “When the line between us is unenforced or seems to disappear,” laments Rodriguez, “someone will surely
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be troubled and nostalgic for straight lines and will demand that the
future give him the fundamental assurance of a border” (227). Rodriguez
warns that any “desire” to “cleanse” or attempt to “choose” to be “one
thing or another” endangers the individual and the society. “The brown
child may grow up to war against himself. To attempt to be singular
rather than several. May seek to obliterate a part of himself. May seek
to obliterate others” (226). Critical race theorists Richard Delgado and
Jean Stefancic affirm Rodriguez’s philosophy about who we are: “No person has a single, easily stated, unitary identity,” they write. “Everyone
has potentially conflicting, overlapping identities, loyalties, and allegiances” (Critical Race Theory: An Introduction 9).
Paul John Eakin, a prominent theorist in the field of life writing,
argues that rather than thinking of the “self” as “an entity,” “self” should
be viewed as “a kind of awareness in process.” To avoid oversimplifying
identity formation, he trades in his former phrase, “the story of the self,”
for a new one: “making selves.” This postmodern shift in terminology,
along with a shift toward “rethinking the nature of self-experience” by
applying research in neurology, cognitive science, memory studies, and
developmental psychology, better explains the complexity of selfhood
and, thus, better demonstrates the complexity of autobiographical acts.
As Eakin and many other contemporary theorists of life writing prove,
“[T]here are many stories of self to tell, and more than one self to tell
them” (xi).
Trying to understand the intersections, interplay, overlap, and internal conflicts that have resulted from my own Mormon and nonMormon identities is complicated. I have always known that, in general, Latter-day Saints view a marriage such as my father and mother’s as
undesirable. The preferred marriage is meant to occur in the temple
between a Latter-day Saint man and woman; that’s the Mormon ideal—
any other union is spiritually dangerous or flawed. Although I was not
born within a temple marriage (so that from the beginning I was not
securely “sealed” to my parents for “time and all eternity”), I knew that
my mother and father loved each other. That always felt like enough
security for me. What has not felt certain or secure is choosing a partner for myself. The complicated experiences I have had dating both
members and nonmembers, however, are probably best left for another
autobiographical act.
For now, I will admit that I frequently felt insecure and defensive
about stereotyping and prejudices against Mormons. Mormons aren’t
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fun: they don’t drink or smoke or swear; they’re clannish and self-righteous;
they’ve got a bunch of wives. In my small hometown, Mormons were a
minority religion but one with significant presence and influence.
Because I was committed to the ideals of my religion, I didn’t drink or
smoke, and I hardly dated until attending Brigham Young University
(BYU) in 1981, where thousands of upstanding Mormon men gathered—magnificently—in abundance. At an LDS university, I felt
relieved to finally fit in. Unlike in high school, I no longer felt like a
prudish Mormon girl who didn’t party or have sex. During college, I
socialized with peers, did well academically, and participated in regular
religious activities.
At BYU, the line between church and school is purposely blurred.
This blurring felt good to me at the time because while growing up I
sometimes felt split between two different worlds: church (Mormons,
us) and school (non-Mormons, them). In contrast, when I arrived on
BYU campus, I no longer felt compelled to live between these two
worlds. In fact, for the next eight years while earning a bachelor’s and a
master’s degree in English, I enjoyed the coherence of my academic and
religious life, willingly participating in my own training toward obedience, perfection, purity, and a temple marriage to a returned missionary.
Now, however, at forty years old and with a PhD in English, I am still
single, and my relationship with the church has changed significantly.
I believe the foremost reason for the change originated in what theorist Judith Butler describes as “gender trouble” (Gender). From childhood, I preferred playing softball to Barbie dolls, and in school, I often
sought opportunities to study women’s achievements, since textbooks
focused most often on the public lives of “great” men. By the time I
turned twelve, I was already getting interested in boys. I was also a
tomboy myself, who was being indoctrinated in a traditionally minded,
patriarchal religion—just call me a human petri dish, ripe for breeding
personal, political, and religious identity conflicts. As a graduate student
of English, I began studying feminist literary criticism and history,
paving the way for an identity split that only deepened when I began a
full-time position as a faculty member in the Department of English at
Ricks College, a church-owned school now known as BYU-Idaho.
Internal conflicts between my feminist ideals and my Mormon upbringing grew more insistent with each passing year, helping me better understand the experience of marginalized or oppressed groups, something
that I thought I understood as a marginalized Mormon. Prejudice and
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oppression became (ironically) quite present for me as a feminist scholar teaching at a church-operated school.
The conflicts I experienced as a Mormon woman and a feminist literary critic sensitized me to the conflicts, contradictions, and paradoxes
often played out in the pages of these six twentieth-century Mormon
women’s life narratives. Analyzing their autobiographical acts aided my
understanding of twentieth-century Mormon women’s experience, but
it also exacerbated my own religious conflicts and questions. In addition, the gender trouble that presents itself in these six texts forced me
to scrutinize practices in the LDS Church that discriminated against
women or minorities and that I have experienced myself, both professionally and personally.
As a faculty member at Ricks College, for example, I was implicitly
and explicitly cautioned against teaching anything perceived to be “radically feminist.” While most of my students seemed to welcome my perspective and ideas as refreshing, others wrote anonymous, threatening
notes or vandalized the feminist-informed cartoons and articles I posted
on my door. Once I was questioned by an administrator about someone
having accused me of teaching Mormons’ concept of a Mother in
Heaven, a concept that church leaders had specifically discouraged
members from discussing since Mormon feminists had been speculating
about the nature of Her identity for some time. In answer to this administrator’s inquiry, I told him the truth: I had never had any reason to discuss our Mother in Heaven in class. This incident and others like it were
clearly meant to let me know I was being watched and that I could be
denied continuing faculty status (tenure), if I did not maintain a conservative agenda in my classroom.
Suspicions and surveillance such as these disturbed and disillusioned
me. How could anyone assume that I was anything but a faithful
Mormon? I always paid my tithing, accepted callings without hesitation,
obeyed the Word of Wisdom, taught Sunday School, and helped people
in need. I also earned high student evaluations and was recognized with
a teaching award early in my professional career. But I soon learned that
as an employee of the church, my past good behavior, excellent teaching, and devoted membership did not mean that I could not or would
not be sacrificed if I didn’t stay within the boundaries set by church
authorities. Sometimes I did and other times I did not know what those
boundaries were or what might happen if I dared to cross them. Within
five years, I left this environment to pursue a PhD in English at Arizona
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State University, a publicly owned institution. I have never looked
back. But I do miss teaching and interacting with many of my Mormon
colleagues in the Department of English. They were intelligent, caring
human beings, who, for the most part, supported my work.
Disparities, contradictions, and formidable warnings against border
crossing in my own life have led me to more closely examine similar tensions underlying the six life narratives I explicate here, further directing
me toward the central issue of my book: these six women writers’ submission, or not, to church leaders’ authority. More specifically, I use the
phrase “faithful transgression” to describe moments in the texts when
each writer, explicitly or implicitly, commits herself in writing to trust
her own ideas and authority over official religious authority while also
conceiving of and depicting herself to be a “faithful” member of the
church. Similar to these six autobiographers, I, too, have committed
faithful transgressions within the pages of this book. Choosing to do so
has not been easy. My research and critical reflection have forced me—
repeatedly, endlessly—to wrestle with my own deeply ingrained religious beliefs and my equally compelling education in feminist theories
that mean to liberate and empower women.
Mormon women writers and feminists such as me are not alone in our
struggle, however. Sharon Presley, Joanne Weaver, and Bradford
Weaver, for example, claim that the 1980 excommunication of Mormon
ERA activist Sonia Johnson “brought public attention to a previously
little recognized phenomenon: Mormon feminism” (51). Many nonMormons may be surprised to learn that thousands of Mormon feminists
exist and have formed loose but supportive alliances among a significant
subcommunity of Mormon intellectuals, who sustain each other
through various alternative publications, listservs, and annual conferences. Outsiders’ astonishment about the existence of Mormon feminism is understandable since the majority of Mormon women would not
refer to themselves as feminists. Still, Mormon women have long been
the victims of reductive stereotyping. As Presley, Weaver, and Weaver
explain, “The belief widely held by non-Mormons, that the LDS
Church . . . vigorously promotes traditional sex roles for women, easily
leads to an image of the Mormon woman as the stereotypically unquestioning and dutiful housewife.” These LDS writers aptly point out, “The
truth is, as usual, more complex than this” (52).
Laurel Thatcher Ulrich, professor of history at Harvard University and
winner of the Pulitzer Prize for A Midwife’s Tale (1990), understands the
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challenges of claiming seemingly contradictory identities as a Mormon
and a feminist. In “Border Crossings,” a personal essay she first considered entitling “Confessions of an OxyMormon,” Ulrich asserts, “I am a
Mormon. And a feminist. As a daughter of God, I claim the right to all
my gifts. I am a mother, an intellectual, a skeptic, a believer, a crafter of
cookies and words. I am not a Jack (or a Jill) in a Box, ready to jump
when my button is pushed” (Ulrich and Thayne 198). Throughout this
autobiographical piece, her writing demonstrates how and why it is possible, even inescapable, for a scholar such as her to be a believing member of a patriarchal religious institution while also advocating for the
rights of women: “I can no more deny my religious identity than I can
divest myself of my Thatcher freckles or my Rocky Mountain accent.
Nor,” she stresses, “would I discard my feminist values” (203). For those
who may still have difficulty understanding how people’s identities do
cross over any artificially constructed boundaries between a conservative
religion and feminism, Ulrich declares, “Feminism may be larger than
they imagined and Mormonism more flexible” (201).
By writing about Mormon women’s autobiographies, I hope the complexity of Mormon women’s life experience and Mormon women’s life
writing will be better understood—and believed. In Women and
Authority: Re-emerging Mormon Feminism, editor and now-excommunicated Mormon writer Maxine Hanks traces four waves of Mormon feminism, demonstrating that whether arguing for “spiritual potential and
suffrage,” for the ERA, or for a feminist theology, “there is no [Mormon]
feminist consensus—we must validate our diversity” (xix). In my own
writing here, I imagine radical Mormon feminists might view my interpretations as too tame, too cautious, not critical enough. Liberal
Mormon feminists, on the other hand, might view my conclusions
more sympathetically, while orthodox Mormon women (if they read
the book) might condemn the majority of these ideas as apostate or
bordering thereon. Regardless of member or nonmember responses to
my work, however, I have tried to approach the six texts from both an
insider’s and an outsider’s perspective, working to strike a balance
between celebrating Mormon women’s writing accomplishments while
also critiquing the Mormon context within which each of them writes.
By analyzing and explaining the tradition of Mormon women’s autobiography, I hope to begin filling a critical literary gap, not only in
Mormon literary studies, but also in the burgeoning field of women’s
life narratives.
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Similar to many other women’s life writing, Mormon women’s personal narratives have frequently been trivialized or considered quaint
pieces of Mormon social history. In contrast, my examination of twentieth-century Mormon women’s autobiographies intends to valorize
these women’s writing and to argue for them as both eloquent storytellers and astute rhetoricians in the American canon of literature. With
regard to Terry Tempest Williams’s writing in particular, Jan Whitt
argues that Williams is an author who “believes that we can make sense
of personal contradictions through literature and that we are healed by
the stories we tell. That healing,” observes Whitt, “is a result of the collision of opposites; it is the result of emotional violence” (84). In the
case of all six autobiographers, I would add that such contradictions,
emotional conflicts, and ultimate potential for healing in and through
their texts abound.
For me, analyzing these life narratives has brought both rupture and
repair. My hope is that, for others, this work will offer encouragement to
read the primary texts, engage in discussions about these authors’ arguments, take pleasure in their imaginative storytelling, and, at the very
least, seek to better understand what each writer in her own way has to
say about twentieth-century Mormon women’s faithful transgressions in
the American West.
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Introduction

Autobiographical Constructions
of the Mormon Self(s)
Autobiography is creation myth written in the first person.
—Daniel B. Shea, Spiritual Autobiography in Early America

Mention the word “autobiography” to members of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints, the “Mormons,” and they will invariably
offer you any number of unpublished autobiographical texts, many of
which lie, mostly idle, in family members’ drawers, closets, attics, cedar
chests, and safety deposit boxes. Other families, such as my own, selfpublish books of life histories or diaries that include elaborate genealogies and photographs to accompany the narrative.1 Soon after
Mormonism’s founding prophet, Joseph Smith, officially established the
church on April 6, 1830, in Fayette, New York, church members began
producing a sizable number of daily journals, life histories, and family
genealogies. In fact, the expanse of nineteenth- and twentieth-century
Latter-day Saint (LDS) life writing seems endless.
Early Latter-day Saints frequently wrote letters, diaries, journals,
“personal histories,” and other autobiographical forms about their conversion to Mormonism, describing how God intervened in their lives as
they struggled to build up His kingdom amid public derision, physical
abuse, murders, and martyrdoms that would precipitate Mormons’
forced migration west. These early-nineteenth-century Mormon autobiographers conceived of their individual life stories as part of a larger history that would chronicle the establishment and development of their
church from its beginnings in the East to its eventual expansion across
the western American frontier—and beyond. Even today, Latter-day
Saints generally relate the stories of their lives within a context of communal religious experience that situates Mormons’ autobiographical
acts2 squarely within a tradition of American spiritual autobiography
inherited from the Puritans and Quakers.

1
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Eugene England, a prominent Latter-day Saint author, literary critic,
and promoter of Mormon literature, long recognized the value of
Mormon self-narratives and personal essay writing.3 In the 1960s, for
example, England founded Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought,
which has always relied heavily on the personal essay and its autobiographical elements. Other unofficial Mormon periodicals, such as
Sunstone: Mormon Experience Scholarship, Issues and Art, Irreantum, or
Exponent II (formerly The Women’s Exponent) founded by Mormon
women during the late 1800s, have also depended on Mormon life writing and personal essay for their content. A current stated objective of
Exponent II, for instance, is “to promote sisterhood by providing a forum
for Mormon women to share their life experiences in an atmosphere of
trust and commitment.” Even The Ensign, the LDS Church’s official
periodical for adult church members, uses personal narratives written by
leaders and members to teach gospel principles.
In 1997, England published an important introduction to Bright
Angels and Familiars: Contemporary Mormon Stories, in which he traced
the relatively brief history of Mormon short stories and literature
(xi–xx). However, neither the overview he offers nor the collection
itself distinguishes excerpts of Virginia Sorensen’s or Phyllis Barber’s
autobiographical writing from any of the other Mormon “stories” that
England’s edited collection makes available. While I agree with the
implied point that Mormon autobiography fictionalizes an autobiographer’s life and that the writer thus makes her or his life into a “story,” I
would resist subsuming Mormon life writing into the general category of
Mormon fiction. Instead, my critical project seeks to encourage readers
to explore, examine, and complicate Mormon autobiography as a distinct literary genre that has grown directly out of the history and doctrine of a very American religion. In fact, autobiographical writing has
been the literary genre most often undertaken by Latter-day Saint writers of all persuasions. Furthermore, while professional writers Juanita
Brooks, Terry Tempest Williams, and Phyllis Barber have all produced
purposely crafted, engaging, and rhetorically astute Mormon women’s
life narratives, not until now has a literary scholar inside or outside of
Mormonism produced any sustained discussion that distinguishes the
purposes and conventions of Mormon autobiography in general or of
Mormon women’s autobiography in particular.4 My purpose here, then,
is to encourage such a discussion, drawing on significant developments
in subjectivity and inscription of life story published in recent decades.
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Establishing the Tradition of Mormon Life Writing
Since he was fourteen years old, Joseph Smith, Mormonism’s founding
leader, claimed, both orally and in writing, to have experienced a series
of events in which he was either visited by God or by God’s angels. In
1838, at thirty-three, Smith published his official autobiographical
account of the very first of these heavenly visitations, explaining that
the incident occurred in a secluded, wooded area near the family home
in Palmyra, New York, in 1820. Latter-day Saints refer to this account
as the story of the First Vision. It is based on one crucial, life-changing
spiritual event that has informed the doctrine, rituals, faith, hope,
belief, and dogma of every Latter-day Saint who was ever born into or
converted to Mormonism. All Latter-day Saints have read, considered,
or been highly influenced by this autobiographical fragment, usually
from childhood, or, if converted, from the moment she or he was introduced to the church.5
In his essay, “The Ineffable Made Effable: Rendering Joseph Smith’s
First Vision as Literature,” LDS literary critic Richard H. Cracroft
demonstrates how Smith’s personal narrative informs much Mormon
fiction, poetry, and drama: “The First Vision, as Joseph dictated it in
1838 for The History of the Church and as canonized in 1880 as part of
the Pearl of Great Price, is the mucilage of Mormonism, the unifying
dynamic common to every Latter-day Saint” (96). While Cracroft’s
essay establishes the importance of the story for LDS fiction, poetry, and
drama writers, it overlooks the significance of the narrative’s influence
on LDS autobiographers. I would add, then, that as a personal life narrative, the First Vision’s “unifying dynamic” applies with equal or even
more force to subsequent Mormon life writing. I also argue that more
can and should be done to distinguish the conventions of this genre, as
well as to explore the Latter-day Saint ideology that encourages such
distinct and prolific autobiographical acts.
Because Mormon doctrine has always strongly encouraged maintaining
ties between ancestors and descendants through what it commonly refers
to as “personal” or “family” histories, autobiographical writing produced
by Latter-day Saints has continued to increase with church growth. The
official membership of six in 1830 has grown to more than ten million6
and, along with it, the number of life narratives. Yet despite these burgeoning numbers, or perhaps because of their mass, the bulk of Mormon
life writing remains mostly unpublished and unknown. Davis Bitton’s
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1977 Guide to Mormon Diaries and Autobiographies became the first annotated bibliographic record of thousands of published and unpublished life
writings preserved up to 1973 in numerous libraries across the United
States.7 More than twenty-five years later, however, the “Bitton Guide”
(as it is known among LDS scholars) has not been updated and can serve
only as a partial index to Mormons’ well-established autobiographical
writing tradition.8 Furthermore, LDS historian Maureen Ursenbach
Beecher points out, “It should not surprise us . . . that in Davis Bitton’s
Guide to Mormon Diaries, a listing of over three thousand diaries and autobiographies of the American West, the ratio of women’s to men’s life writings in Utah repositories is about one in ten.” Beecher speculates that this
“discrepancy” between the number of women’s and men’s texts is “created as much by our failure to value and preserve women’s life writings as by
their failure to write” (The Personal Writings xv).
Within the patriarchal organization of the LDS Church, life writing
has always been an ecclesiastically authorized venue for men as well as
women to express their views on numerous topics, including the controversial issue of nineteenth-century Mormon polygamy.9 Juanita
Brooks, a historian of the western frontier and a Mormon autobiographer herself, spent much of her life searching for and preserving
Mormon diaries and personal histories: “More and more I am surprised
at the amount there is,” she writes in a 1936 letter to her colleague, Nels
Anderson. “It seems that every person who joined the Mormons felt it
his duty to keep a record. And some of them tell things which I am sure
some of our good Leaders would prefer remain untold” (Peterson
104–5). As a self-proclaimed and lifelong “faithful Mormon” who
always sought to tell the full story of her Mormon heritage, Brooks felt
driven to stay ahead of church authorities who might try to keep certain
details about church history hidden from public scrutiny. As she gathered diaries, Brooks admits that she “purposely avoided contacting any
of the general church authorities because I was afraid they would try to
get all the personal stuff I knew about into the church Historian’s Office
before I could get to it” (Peterson 105). Once the church Historian’s
Office had possession, Brooks knew any material that might be perceived damaging to the church’s image could be censored, or worse, kept
from public view.
Despite the remarkable number of Mormon life narratives, a few
“classic” male autobiographies, such as Smith’s First Vision, dominate.
Another example, The Autobiography of Parley P. Pratt, first published in
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1874 and written by an early male church leader, is well known and
widely circulated among Latter-day Saints. Pratt’s conversion and the
miracles that he recounts having occurred during his service as an early
church authority have inspired Latter-day Saint readers for years, teaching them about Pratt’s challenges as the first Mormon missionary among
Native Americans and about the physical persecution and imprisonments that an early church apostle overcame as he and other leaders
exercised faith in God. In the preface to Pratt’s autobiography, Pratt’s
son writes that his father’s life story “was so interwoven with that of the
church, that many of the most interesting sketches of church history
will be found therein” (3). In 1857, at fifty years old, Pratt was assassinated by antagonists of the church, similar to the 1844 martyrdom of its
thirty-nine-year-old founder, Joseph Smith.
Although male texts such as Pratt’s and Smith’s dominate the canon
of Mormon autobiography, a few female narratives have gained some
fame. For example, LDS scholars have long admired A Mormon Mother
by Annie Clark Tanner (1864–1940), first published in 1941 and written
by a Latter-day Saint woman who practiced late-nineteenth-century
Mormon polygamy. Although less well known inside and outside of
Mormonism, Tanner’s text is notable for its lucid, carefully crafted prose
and forthright treatment of Mormon polygamy from a woman’s point of
view. Although other individually published autobiographies exist,
much of early life writing by Mormon women has been published
together in various compilations such as Edward Tullidge’s early 1877
history The Women of Mormondom or, more recently, two brief volumes
compiled by Ogden Kraut, entitled Autobiographies of Mormon Pioneer
Women. Each volume contains what Kraut refers to as “faith-promoting”
stories of nineteenth-century pioneers. “In their own words,” he writes,
“they vividly describe their extreme suffering, sorrow, sickness and sacrifice for the sake of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. But they also experienced amazing healings and gained strong testimonies of the Prophet
Joseph Smith and the Gospel he restored.” For Kraut, at least, the utilitarian religious purpose of these autobiographies is clear: “It is sincerely
hoped that those who read about the lives of these noble women will
acquire a greater faith in God and a deeper appreciation for their many
temporal and spiritual blessings, as well as a more fervent desire for
valiancy in living and defending the fullness of the Gospel” (3).
In the past, historians and sociologists have, to some extent, studied
seriously the early life narratives of such writers. Literary critics in the
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field of life writing, however, have barely noticed them. In fact, no sustained critical literary attention applied to the tradition of Mormon
autobiography exists, although miscellaneous treatments of a few
Mormon women’s autobiographies have appeared in recent years. An
unpublished thesis at Arizona State University by Johanna Mary
Wagner illustrates three different waves of Mormon feminism reflected
in the autobiographies of Sarah Studevant Leavitt, Mary Ann Hafen,
and Juanita Brooks. Wagner’s thesis provides a useful preliminary, but
simplified view of Mormon women’s autobiographical writing as it
reflects their “waxing and waning” authority within the LDS Church
(6). One published article of literary criticism by a non-Mormon critic,
Lynn Z. Bloom, analyzes Tanner’s autobiography from an outsider’s perspective, arguing that her writing exhibits a “double voice” quality: one,
an “overt voice,” which is “integrative, reinforcing the values and behavior of her husband and of the frontier culture”; and two, a “covert
voice,” which is “contradictory, subversive—and necessary to maintain
her dignity, sanity, and sense of self” (138). A second published essay by
Mormon insider Paula Kelly Harline argues similarly. According to
Harline, Mormon women’s autobiographies and diaries reveal a desire to
reinforce their religious beliefs, but in their “private writings,” she
observes, “we find evidence of struggle beneath the surface” (126).
Both Bloom and Harline have identified important underlying conflicts that emerge when examining the autobiographical writing of many
Mormon women. These two critics’ relatively brief essays, however,
focus on frontier writing and only scratch the surface of what can and
should be said about the diverse inscription strategies twentieth-century Mormon women have employed to construct their experiences in the
American West. In addition, Bloom examines the autobiographies from
an outsider’s perspective. My own perspective as a scholar from within
the Mormon Church gives me a unique position from which to
approach my subject as one who is equipped to understand the writing
that results from women who seem, to a feminist critic like Bloom, “paradoxically devoted” to their religion (138). As a Mormon feminist
scholar, my position balances understanding for these women’s faith
with critical awareness of the ways each Mormon woman shapes her life
experiences within particular historical, social, theological, and literary
contexts.
The minimal literary attention to Mormon women’s autobiographies
that Harline, Bloom, and Wagner offer should come as no surprise.
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Marked by Georges Gusdorf’s seminal essay in 1956, “Conditions and
Limits of Autobiography,” and Estelle Jelinek’s 1980 book entitled
Women’s Autobiography: Essays in Criticism,10 the advent of literary studies in autobiography as a genre is relatively recent. While Gusdorf’s early
essay focuses attention on “great” men’s autobiographies, Jelinek’s later
work argues that critical attention should be paid to women’s autobiography as well.11 Only since the 1970s have literary theorists in autobiography and related critical literary movements—feminist, multiculturalist,
modernist, and postmodernist—begun to make space for including life
writing in the American literary canon alongside American novels, short
stories, dramas, and poetry. Nineteenth- and twentieth-century autobiographies written by Mormon men and women constitute a subgenre of
personal narrative that captures one significant American experience:
Mormons’ participation in the colonization of the American West. Like
many other previously overlooked works of autobiography, life writing by
Mormons deserves much more critical literary attention. My analysis initiates what I expect will invite a wider discussion on the topic.
To begin such a study, I map the broad terrain of Mormon autobiographical writing—its establishment and major conventions. By offering
an abbreviated discussion about Mormon autobiography in general, I
work to provide a framework for understanding the context within
which these six twentieth-century Mormon women autobiographers
write. The rhetorical and literary analysis that I develop in subsequent
chapters describes how Mary Ann Hafen (Recollections of a Handcart
Pioneer of 1860: A Woman’s Life on the Mormon Frontier, 1938), Annie
Clark Tanner (A Mormon Mother, 1941), Juanita Brooks (Quicksand and
Cactus: A Memoir of the Southern Mormon Frontier, 1982), Wynetta
Willis Martin (Black Mormon Tells Her Story, 1972), Terry Tempest
Williams (Refuge: An Unnatural History of Family and Place, 1991), and
Phyllis Barber (How I Got Cultured: A Nevada Memoir, 1992) repeat,
revise, and amplify, to varying degrees, the Mormon autobiographical
writing tradition within local and national contexts.

Five Conventions of Mormon Autobiography
Like other autobiographical writing traditions in the Americas—the
slave narrative, captivity narrative, or testimonial, for example—a traditional Latter-day Saint autobiography follows particular patterns in
purpose, form, and content. In Reading Autobiography: A Guide for
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Interpreting Life Narratives, Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson demonstrate that storytelling is the means by which “we retrospectively make
experience and convey a sense of it to others.” They and others in the
field of autobiography demonstrate that “as we tell our stories discursive
patterns guide, or compel, us to tell stories about ourselves in particular
ways” (26). After she taught a course in autobiography at BYU, Linda
Rugg, visiting professor of philosophy at Brigham Young University in
1996, offered a preliminary sketch of the particular ways that traditional Mormon life narratives are developed. As a nonmember professor, she
was surprised to discover “striking similarities” and a kind of formulaic
pattern among her LDS students’ life writing. Rugg observes,
Almost all of the writers focused on their religious experience as the central
motif in their lives. Further, that religious experience was defined in much
the same terms from student to student: childhood instruction in religion
from parents and family, missionary experience (which often denoted a kind
of conversion to true, personally held faith), and the foundation (or the
planned foundation) of a family within the church. (15)

Although teaching at a private religious institution, Rugg had still
been surprised to learn that her students were accustomed to journal
writing and to bearing witness—that they wrote more in the tradition of
St. Augustine than Nietzsche. She admits, “I did not know that they
were in the habit of making confessions” (16). In Bitton’s Guide, he,
too, recognizes patterns in Mormon life writing, describing the standard
Mormon “missionary diary,” the largest single category of Mormon
diaries his research team indexed. According to Bitton, the following
characteristics are common in such diaries: mission call, preparation,
and farewells; trip; companions; proselytizing members; contact with
home; sightseeing; release; and return trip (viii–ix).
From my own reading and study of life writing by Latter-day Saints,
five writing conventions have become apparent. First, Mormon autobiographers witness and testify of God and the “truth” of their personal
and historical experience as Latter-day Saints. Second, they frequently
explain various Mormon doctrines and establish their authority to do so.
Third, they work to document Mormons’ collective history and cultural heritage. Fourth, to one degree or another, they often feel compelled
to defend their religion or membership in the church. And fifth, they
frequently write their life stories for both member and nonmember readers, anticipating the possibility of reaching a broad audience inside and
outside their Mormon community.
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To begin, the purpose, content, and style of conventional Latter-day
Saint life writing fits well within a long tradition of spiritual autobiography begun during the fourth century with The Confessions of St.
Augustine, in which St. Augustine relates how he was constantly searching for God and truth. Traditional Mormon life narratives are also written as a witness of God’s existence and as a testimony of His working
directly in an individual life through what believing Mormon autobiographers refer to as “the hand of the Lord,” “spiritual experiences,” “personal revelations,” or “small miracles.” Latter-day Saints’ emphasis on
making personal record of their spiritual experiences echoes aspects of
seventeenth-, eighteenth-, and nineteenth-century Quaker diary writing
and Puritan spiritual narratives, which Daniel Shea describes in his book,
Spiritual Autobiography in Early America. Despite the complex nature of
Puritan and Quaker writing, Shea grants that the “explicit arguments of
early spiritual narratives” are “highly conventional.” He adds, “A Puritan
sought to assemble the evidence for divine favoritism toward him, and
many Quaker journals recount the protracted search of the narrator for
Truth, which he inevitably finds in the doctrines of the Society of
Friends” (xxv). Such standard conventions, in which an autobiographer’s text demonstrates the discovery or establishment of truth and God’s
favored blessings in her or his life, clearly reappear in the tradition of
Mormon personal histories. The foremost example of Mormon life writing, Smith’s First Vision, perfectly illustrates an instance of a man writing about how God intervened in and blessed his life after he sought
divine help through fervent prayer.
The gravity of witnessing in writing to such interactions with God
means that traditionally, Mormon autobiographers pay close attention
to “truth” and to “accurate” history. They often begin their narratives
with recitals of their precise ancestry and exact place of birth, carefully
researching and marking the progression of the story of their lives until
ending the story with a formal testament of faith in God and the restoration of the gospel through Smith. Mormon autobiographers’ meticulous
attention to testifying of God and to producing accurate historical
details—exact places and dates of births, marriages, missions, deaths, or
other life-changing events—follows biblical and Book of Mormon writing
traditions.12 Scriptural texts are a written record of people’s interactions
with God and long passages of scripture may be devoted to a character’s
lineage. For Hebrews and Latter-day Saints, where people come from,
when they lived, and who their ancestors or descendants were matter.
Understanding Mormon theology such as this is key to understanding
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the focus and language of Mormon life writing. For Mormons, lineage is
connected to the belief in a pre- and a postmortal life, in which extended family members are “sealed” to one another through priesthood ordinances performed in temples, which include a marriage ceremony
between a woman and man “for time and all eternity.” When reading
their autobiographies, the marriage ceremony itself should be understood as only one aspect of a temple “sealing.” Church members making
written records of that sealing participate in a ritual act that is nearly as
vital as the sealing itself.
Besides witnessing and testifying of God at work in their life,
Mormon autobiographers use a mixture of religious and plain language
to offer various explanations about basic gospel principles, especially as
the person reflects on how she or he has learned, understood, lived, and
practiced, or not practiced them in life. To illustrate, three foundational
doctrines set forth in Smith’s First Vision narrative include first, a belief
in an embodied God, the Father, who is separate from an equally
embodied God, the Son, or Jesus Christ; second, an insistence on the
existence of ultimate “truths” that were “restored” to the earth through
modern-day prophecy; and third, a claim to singular “authority” from
God to act or speak in His name because of the otherworldly events
Smith experienced in Palmyra, New York.
Issues of authority pervade Mormon autobiography and become especially challenging for Mormon women writers. Because Latter-day
Saints insist on a “restoration” of Christ’s primitive doctrines—as
opposed to Protestants’ belief in a “reformation” of doctrines and practice or Catholics’ belief in a never ending link to the original source—
a frequent purpose of Mormon history writing, even in autobiographies,
is to argue for this “restoration” through Smith. In general, the LDS
Church itself works through institutional record keeping and history
writing to verify its authority to act in God’s name. Historians James B.
Allen and Glen M. Leonard explain that, unlike their neighbors in New
England who believed in a “revivalistic pluralism” where people could
achieve salvation as long as they joined any church, Latter-day Saints
preached that saving ordinances must be performed with authority
given by Jesus Christ Himself and that theirs was “the only church with
direct authority to baptize and administer other ordinances in the name
of Christ” (55). Like the church itself, individual members write in ways
that are intended to validate their personal authority. Nearly all male
members of the church are ordained “deacons” in the priesthood at
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twelve years old, an important rite of passage that occurs for adult male
converts after they are baptized. A young man progressively attains
more authority and status as he moves up from “deacon” to “teacher” to
“priest” to “elder” (usually when he begins serving a mission at twentyone) and finally to “high priest.” A male member of the church often
keeps a written record of his priesthood line of authority, tracing his
ordination through the priesthood holder who ordained him and back
through each successive man’s ordination until he reaches Jesus Christ
Himself. This record and any spiritual experiences he may have as he
exercises that priesthood authority may be further developed in the personal stories he recounts about his life.
Not until a revelation received by then church president Spencer W.
Kimball in 1978, however, were all LDS men even able to be ordained
to the priesthood. Until 1978, men of African descent could be baptized
members but could not hold a priesthood office. All women in the LDS
Church continue to be excluded from such privileged authority. Until
the late twentieth century, the highest ecclesiastical officers of the
church (referred to by twentieth-century church members as “general
authorities”) were mostly white American males. These men’s control of
general policy making continues today, although an expanding male
leadership in the growing population of the LDS Church outside the
United States, especially in Latin America and Asia, has begun to exert
modest influence on church policies and practice.13 Such a single-minded, authority-based doctrine has always influenced the purpose and
shape of Latter-day Saints’ life writing.
It should not be surprising that issues of authority become paramount
to Mormon women writers, including the six autobiographers in this
study. When inscribing particular aspects of their lives and personal views,
all six authors anticipate that their authority will be challenged. Because
they are unordained women, they can only hope (perhaps futilely) to
establish their elusive right to explain, defend, and critique Mormon doctrines or practices, including, for example, those on the Godhead,
polygamy, patriarchy, priesthood, and sexual expression. They must establish themselves not only as credible authors but even, sometimes, as credible Mormons. Credibility as an author and as a “faithful” Mormon
becomes most significant, of course, when these women writers’ views differ from those expressed by the official male leaders of the church.
In addition to testifying of God’s active presence in their lives, laying
out potentially controversial Mormon doctrine, and working to establish
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their authority to speak, a third convention of Mormon autobiography
is its collective cultural nature, which also clearly parallels the Puritans
and Quakers. “[I]t is well to be reminded by recent psychological-historical studies of the Puritans,” says Shea, “how thoroughly communal
was the autobiographical act among them. And the thesis must apply as
well to the Quakers, for whom the condition either of silence or of
speech, referred to the authority of the Inner Light, was in an important
sense authorized by the communal Meeting” (xiv). In reality, Sidonie
Smith and Julia Watson note, “any acts of personal remembering are
fundamentally social and collective” because “[m]emory is a means of
‘passing on,’ of sharing a social past that may have been obscured, in
order to activate its potential for reshaping a future of and for other subjects” (Reading 20–21). Mormons’ particular tradition of written personal histories, however, takes communal living, authorship, and remembering into the afterlife, a realm beyond that of their religious American
forebears. Personal histories written by Mormons demonstrate that for
the here and hereafter each life within a congregation is intertwined
with other members’ lives.
As an expression of their communal commitments, Mormons have
theologically and culturally focused on building “Zion,” a term that signifies their intent to create a community of people who exist in harmony with each other because the members are “of one heart and one
mind,” working toward common religious goals. Historically, Mormon
autobiographers have written to record their own supposedly individual
experience but also to make a record of their life within a distinct cultural experience in the United States. They assume that their individual narratives will reflect on their family and religious community for
generations to come. This focus on unity explains how and why
Mormon personal histories are tied to Latter-day Saints’ fundamental
commitment to genealogy and temple work, two religious obligations
that they believe bring themselves and their family members salvation
or “exaltation” with God after mortality—the ultimate communal experience. According to Latter-day Saints’ interpretation of the Bible and
other LDS scripture (the Book of Mormon, the Doctrine and
Covenants, and the Pearl of Great Price), LDS members believe that
God requires them to identify and document their ancestors so that family members can be united eternally after death. Not only do Mormons
write in their autobiographies about anticipated reunions in heaven, but
they also frequently write about angels in heaven keeping record of their
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lives and the temple ordinances they perform on their own or their
ancestors’ behalf. Modern-day Mormons trace their family ancestry back
at least four generations and more, if possible.
The communal nature of Mormon autobiography also explains why
nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century Mormon autobiographers
viewed their writing as documenting the injustices that the original
Latter-day Saints suffered because of their unusual religious beliefs and
practices. By documenting their life experience through written
accounts that give witness to their suffering and triumph, early Mormon
autobiography parallels the slave narrative and testimonial writing traditions in the Americas. In all three genres, writers recount how they
have overcome mental suffering, physical abuse, displacement, and even
threat of death, inflicted by those who persecute them. One key difference between the abuse early Mormons documented and those documented in slave narratives or testimonials, however, is that much of the
suffering that Mormon autobiographers have reported resulted not from
their racial identity, which is beyond anyone’s ability to choose, but
from the conscious choice they made to join a religion that provoked
other Americans’ religious intolerance.
Many LDS autobiographers demonstrate a keen awareness of outsiders’ critical gaze toward them as individuals and as a group. Since the
LDS Church’s distressed beginnings, Latter-day Saints have always been
taught to be “good examples” so that they could presumably disprove
negative stereotypes and “represent” the church well or, at least, protect
themselves from ridicule and harm. This imperative to demonstrate
mostly the good about their lives and to correct outsiders’ misperceptions about them and their religious community leads to the fourth convention in Mormon autobiography: their need to defend the church and
present themselves and their community members in a positive manner.
Like the Puritans who fled to the American continent for religious
freedom and like other forced migrations of demeaned groups within the
United States or surrounding territories, nineteenth-century Mormons
were pushed from New York into Ohio, Illinois, then Missouri, and finally, all the way to the Rocky Mountains of the Great Basin Valley before
they discovered their own place of refuge from physical assaults and
direct scorn. During these forced “removals,” Latter-day Saints were constantly explaining and defending their practice of polygamy, their publication and distribution of the Book of Mormon, and their modern-day
prophets, Joseph Smith and Brigham Young, both of whom married mul-
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tiple women and claimed to have experienced heavenly visitations. In
order to protect themselves from innumerable antagonists, Latter-day
Saints became what has often been viewed as a clannish, defensive group
of people, who threatened other citizens with their close-knit religious
communities and their attendant power to vote. Such a controversial
and volatile history informs the shape and content of Mormons’ autobiographical acts, even today.
Late-nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century Mormon women autobiographers, such as Hafen and Tanner, provide detailed explanations
about the doctrine and history of polygamy, as well as their reasons for
entering into such marriages, knowing the stereotypical beliefs outsiders
generally held about plural wives. They use personal experience,
Mormon or non-Mormon histories, scripture, and appeals to male
authority figures to defend their positions or to critique those who
oppose them, while also constructing their personal and religious history
in the most positive manner possible. These implicit or explicit defenses of their faith are usually aimed at critics of Mormonism and originate
from Mormons’ troubled past of being viewed as “peculiar”14 people who
lived outside the larger community’s social or religious norms.15
Traditionally, the purpose of Mormon life writing has been to demonstrate God’s dealings in their lives, to document the trials and persecution they have experienced, and to defend their Mormon faith with
truth telling, working to inspire their family, Mormon community, and
outsiders to seek God in ways similar to their own.
A final convention that grows out of Mormon doctrine and history is
these autobiographers’ frequent efforts to write the story of their lives for
both member and nonmember audiences. Latter-day Saints of all ethnic, racial, and economic backgrounds have frequently fashioned their
life stories with three distinct audiences in mind: the autobiographer’s
posterity, the larger Mormon community (insiders), and finally, the
often critical—or at least curious—non-Mormon, reading public (outsiders). To illustrate, from the preface of Pratt’s autobiography, his son
writes, “It affords me great pleasure to present the Autobiography of the
late Author to his relatives, his numerous friends, and to the general
reader” (3). A combination of formal and familiar language in his autobiography gives further evidence of the audiences that Pratt and his
family anticipate. Latter-day Saint autobiographers have generally written with all three audiences in mind in order to promote their faith,
proselyte new members, document a personal history that will testify to
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the truth (veracity and credibility) of the autobiographer’s experience,
and even sometimes talk back to critics through the story of their lives.

Faithfully Transgressing Conventions
In the title of my work, I use the oxymoron “faithful transgressions” to
characterize a quality manifested in these six twentieth-century
Mormon women writers’ life narratives. As an adjective, “faithful”
means “strict allegiance to some idea, cause, duty, or set of beliefs.” As a
noun, “the faithful” refers to “loyal followers, believers, or church members in good standing.” I use the term “faithful” in both ways and for two
reasons. First, “faithful” reflects these women writers’ continuing connection, to one degree or another, to their Mormon religious beliefs or
to their Mormon family history and culture. None of these six authors
wrote her life story intending to vilify or ridicule the Mormon Church,
although such Mormon women’s autobiographies have existed in the
past and to the present: Fanny Stenhouse’s Tell It All (1874), Ann Eliza
Young’s Wife Number 19; Or, The Story of a Life in Bondage, Being a
Complete Exposé of Mormonism (1875), and Deborah Laake’s Secret
Ceremonies: A Mormon Woman’s Intimate Diary of Marriage and Beyond
(1993). Rather than analyze the life stories and rhetoric of authors who
no longer consider themselves Mormons and whose writing is generally
marked by disdain for their former religious community, I have chosen,
instead, to focus my work on the life writing of Mormon women writers
whose continued affiliation with the LDS Church requires them to
negotiate many personal, intellectual, religious, and writing challenges
that thoroughly disenchanted members like Stenhouse, Young, and
Laake generally abandon. As narratives about Mormon experience, the
life writing by self-proclaimed rebels (considered “apostates” by the
church) should well be considered part of the tradition of Mormon autobiography; however, because this writing tends to be narrowly focused
on exposing, undermining, and even ridiculing the church and its leaders, its purpose and goals differ markedly from the purpose and goals of
most Mormon women’s life narratives. Therefore, I have chosen to
engage such texts only tangentially.
A second reason that I use the term “faithful” to describe the six life
narratives examined in this study is to describe as a literary critic how
the form and content of the six books, also to varying degrees, adhere to
the writing conventions of Mormon life narratives. In other words, I
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demonstrate how the six texts remain “faithful” or “true to an original
or a standard,” which I posit is the original Mormon autobiography—
Joseph Smith’s First Vision. Now canonized in Latter-day Saint scripture, Smith’s influential first-person narration about his initial
encounter with God has set a significant standard for many “faithful”
Mormon autobiographies. In fact, his brief personal narrative has
become Latter-day Saints’ model of a quest for and subsequent discovery of God, who, Smith wrote, could forgive sin and provide confused
mortal beings access to the “true” gospel of Jesus Christ.16
In addition to these women writers’ faithfulness to their Mormon cultural heritage and its autobiographical writing conventions, however,
are their revisions to that tradition—what I call their “transgressions” in
content or form. Derived from the Latin trans, meaning “across,” and
gradi, meaning “to step,” the term transgression describes an act that goes
“beyond a limit or boundary.” Transgression may also be defined as “a sin”
or an act that “violates some law.” Within the context of my analysis, I
use the term transgression more to mean “boundary crossing” than “sin.”
From an orthodox perspective, however, many of these writers’ “transgressions” could be viewed as sinful or potentially damaging acts, both
to themselves and to their Mormon community. What I identify as a
“faithful transgression” in these women’s life narratives occurs when a
writer’s text demonstrates direct or indirect violation of a law or doctrine, either through the action of a particular story that the autobiographer recounts or through the tenor and substance of the narrative
itself. I focus on the traditional and the transgressive moments because
they best reveal the balancing act these women writers must perform in
order to simultaneously affirm and critique their Mormon experience.
In his biography of Juanita Brooks, Levi Peterson explains that the
modern church has demonstrated “little tolerance for ideas not sanctioned by the central leadership.” He speculates that this “extraordinary”
need for conformity is due to Mormons’ history of “external persecution
and internal divisiveness in frontier times.” Such unquestioning unanimity is always potentially damaging to the health of any organization.
“Growing ever more centralized,” writes Peterson, “the modern church
notably lacks a mechanism for eliciting and capitalizing upon change
from the rank-and-file membership” (4). Church leaders and devout
members may disagree with the view that few opportunities or “mechanisms” for change exist; however, these same Mormons could not deny
that submission and obedience to church leaders’ authority is central to
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their belief. Fortunately, Mormon congregations are not without what
Peterson calls their “inside dissenters,” which he defines as “those loyal
members who of their own initiative call for change and improvement.”
I agree with Peterson that insider dissent and other such modes of change
are “slow, uncertain, and fraught with hazard for the reformers,” especially for those who commit their ideas to writing (4). My own work aims
to focus analysis on the moments in these six autobiographical acts when
each author works through her narrative—whether explicitly or implicitly, whether directly or indirectly—to call for change in policy, practice,
or perspective. My interest includes explicating those ways in which she
has shaped or selected the stories of her life to illustrate and, thus, to
invite, encourage, and affirm such change.
Mormons are most familiar with the term transgression used to mean
“boundary crossing” when discussing Adam and Eve’s “transgression” in
the Garden of Eden. According to LDS doctrine, it was necessary for Eve
to first “transgress” by eating fruit from the tree of knowledge of good and
evil despite the fact that God had forbidden it, since God Himself had
also given the married couple, Eve and Adam, another compelling commandment to multiply and replenish the earth—a law impossible for the
couple to obey in their innocent state. Mormon theology teaches that
Eve’s dilemma over these conflicting laws required her to make a difficult
choice: remain safe and live childlike and childless, untested, in the
Garden of Eden forever or “fall” by partaking of the forbidden fruit from
the tree of knowledge. This act would force Eve and Adam out of the
Garden but would make parenthood and mortality possible. From an
LDS perspective, Eve’s courageous decision to “transgress” one law to fulfill another law created a way for her and Adam to live a new life together, separated from God’s direct presence, but able to raise a family of their
own and to be saved and exalted through Christ’s atonement. This physical separation from God was necessary for the partners to learn and grow
by exercising faith, as they confronted additional complex choices that
would require them and their posterity to take personal risks, enabling
them to develop intellectual and spiritual maturity.17
In my literary analysis of these six autobiographical texts, I explore
“faithful transgressions” similar to Eve’s in the sense of crossing boundaries that have been set out by religious authorities. Transgressive writing occurs when a Mormon woman writer trusts her individual conscience and expresses ideas or beliefs that resonate within her as being
right and true but which she knows implicitly or explicitly violate rules
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of Mormon doctrine or cultural norms within her faith community. By
examining each autobiographer’s central themes, evidence, audiences,
and rhetorical style or ethos, I identify and explicate moments in the
texts—some brief and others more extended—where these writers commit themselves to value and valorize their own personal experience and
position over official religious authority.
In addition to analyzing such faithful transgressions, I examine literary aspects of each writer’s life story by noting key metaphors and formal
elements (plot, theme, characters, climaxes, resolutions) that she uses to
illustrate her life and to narrate her experience. As a feminist literary
critic, I have been further interested in determining how the six writers’
status as women in a Victorian-minded religion with a male governing
body has affected the way they construct their rhetorical and literary
position in Mormon and non-Mormon society. I have paid particular
attention, for instance, to how they write about being required to perform according to predetermined gender roles and how the requirement
of, or resistance to, those gender performances may or may not influence
the form and content of their autobiographical acts.
Although I claim Joseph Smith, a man, is the originator of the
Mormon autobiographical tradition with the First Vision, Smith’s contributions cannot simply be labeled “male,” nor did his rhetorical and
autobiographical style originate from only male-authored sources. The
writing patterns he uses, in fact, are influenced by a long-standing tradition of conversion and spiritual autobiography that is quite complex
and that has consisted of both male and female originators—St.
Augustine, Julian of Norwich, Margery Kempe, and a variety of seventeenth-, eighteenth-, and nineteenth-century Puritans and Quakers.
Furthermore, while the men and women who have written Mormon life
narratives certainly looked to Smith’s First Vision as one model for their
own autobiographical writing, their own personal backgrounds—as
immigrants, pioneers, and minority church members, for instance—and
their own place in United States as well as Mormon history have further
influenced the shape of their life writing.
A Mormon woman’s gender, therefore, is not the only factor that
influences the writing strategies she uses to construct her identity in an
autobiography. Gender remains, nevertheless, one major consideration
that has guided the shape of this critical study and my selection of texts.
Gender matters, but gender is not all, and sex-gender issues are,
themselves, complex. While I focus on the particularities of six Mormon
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women’s published texts, I also explicate and account for the general
tradition of Mormon autobiography common to many male and female
Latter-day Saints who write their life narratives. I am presently most
interested in the writing strategies that Mormon women autobiographers have used to construct their life stories because of Mormon
women’s institutionally subordinate position within the LDS Church
and because of the relatively rigid gender roles Mormon women have
been trained to take up as daughters, sisters, wives, and mothers in a
patriarchal religious tradition. These female roles, informed by nineteenth-century British and American Victorianism, have often dictated
nineteenth-, twentieth-, and now twenty-first-century LDS women’s
attitudes, behavior, and identity. As the six twentieth-century Mormon
women writers in this project reflect on their life experiences, their
autobiographical writing often reveals the degrees to which they are
faithful to or cross over the boundaries of these traditional female roles.
Ultimately, my focus on Mormon women’s life narratives does not
intend to argue for sameness among Mormon women authors. On the
contrary, I insist on the diversity and variety of twentieth-century
Mormon women’s experience, concurring with postmodern feminists
that simply assuming an unproblematized “woman,” distinct and
absolutely separate from the category of “man,” or simply assuming an
unproblematized Mormon woman, for that matter, is reductive and misleading.18 I do not wish to oversimplify the complexity of Mormon
women’s lives or of their life writing. Nevertheless, at this historical
moment, I believe viewing Mormon women writers as a separate subgroup within the Mormon Church is necessary, not only because of the
institutionalized gender separation in practice, but because Mormon
women writers themselves experience their gender as an important distinguishing characteristic throughout their lived experiences. Such gender distinctions inevitably become integral to their life writing.
This beginning search for what constitutes a Mormon woman’s tradition of autobiography is what my larger literary project is all about.
Many of the critical observations I make about these six particular
Mormon women’s autobiographies will not be true for all Mormon
women’s autobiographies or for all Mormon women. Furthermore, any
distinctions between male and female Mormon autobiographers may
prove, ultimately, to be slight. Understanding faithful transgressions in
men’s autobiographies is also important. Nevertheless, gender in the
Mormon Church remains a key characteristic used to distinguish among
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people, and the consequences of those distinctions are readily apparent
in Mormon women’s texts. Ever since early church history, separate
Sunday meetings have been held for men (Priesthood Meeting) and
women (Relief Society Meeting); separate duties have been promoted
within the home; and explicit messages about what constitutes “male”
and “female” identity have been taught. These gender distinctions originate in a Victorian ideology that continues to be affirmed and promoted today through official church documents such as “The Family: A
Proclamation to the World,” widely disseminated by the General
Presidency and Twelve Apostles beginning in 1995 to reenforce Latterday Saints’ views about the family and gender (see appendix D).19 Since
such gender distinctions pervade LDS doctrine and cultural practices, I
demonstrate that these Mormon women autobiographers clearly wrestle
with gender expectations, simultaneously embracing and needing to
adjust to their place as “girls,” “daughters,” “ladies,” “women,” “wives,”
and “mothers.” I further argue that Mormon women’s conformity or
resistance to these religious and cultural gender performances occupies
a good deal of textual space in their life writing and significantly influences the shape of their autobiographical acts.
The status, power, and authority of women in the LDS Church are not
easy to explain, especially to outsiders, who have generally viewed
Mormon women as submissive, overburdened, and unthinking. The reality of Mormon women’s lives—past and present—and the variety of
Mormon women’s access to official or unofficial power have been more
complicated than such stereotypes can convey. Despite the complex and
significant power of women within the Mormon Church, however, their
clout and authority can never be equal to men’s. Kate Millett’s classic
Sexual Politics accurately describes the unequal relations between men
and women in the church: “Nearly every powerful circle in contemporary patriarchy [i.e., Mormonism] is a men’s group. . . . Women’s groups
are typically auxiliary in character, imitative of men’s efforts and methods on a generally trivial or ephemeral plane. They rarely operate without recourse to male authority . . .” (48). To be fair, the service, homemaking, and personal “enrichment” activities that female members
engage in through Relief Society have been variously viewed by outsiders
and insiders to the church as sometimes trivial and other times significant; in either case, auxiliary organizations within Mormonism have
always been dependent on male leaders for their ultimate authority.
To one degree or another, all six Mormon women autobiographers
have had to deal with such issues of power and authority to speak about
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their own spiritual experiences and about their own struggles and successes within their Mormon families, community, and the public at large.
These autobiographers challenge and revise the boundaries of Mormon
identity writing in various ways. However, none of the women writers
speaks with the same ecclesiastical authority on doctrinal issues as do
such Mormon male notables as Smith or Pratt—and these women writers know it. The autobiographies of Tanner and Williams manifest direct
frustration, even resentment, concerning their position as women within the LDS Church. The autobiographies of Hafen, Martin, Brooks, and
Barber manifest such struggles less directly. Yet all six women writers
demonstrate rhetorical and literary strategies that mean to authorize and
legitimize their lived experience and opinions. Their stories demonstrate
that they all feel a stake in their verifiable existence and attempt to tell
the “truth” about their lives.
My approach to analyzing these six autobiographical acts in upcoming chapters rests on my view that these texts are not merely historical
or sociological artifacts. Instead, I provide evidence to demonstrate that
they are literary art and written rhetoric. Specifically, in the 1930s and
1940s, Tanner and Hafen write to prove to a Mormon and non-Mormon
audience, first, that they made legitimate life choices to become nineteenth-century polygamous wives and, second, that they also have good
reasons both to defend and to criticize the controversial marriage practice. In effect, then, these two chapters provide the historical background for understanding the doctrinal and cultural history of
Mormonism, as well as its polygamous past. In the 1970s, Martin, a
black Mormon woman writer, is challenged to establish credibility with
her Mormon and non-Mormon audience as she negotiates her autobiographical way through Mormons’ historically racist practice of denying
men of African descent the right to hold the priesthood and all black
members the right to participate in ordinances available only in the
temple. Similar to defenses of the church against charges of sexism,
Martin’s purpose is to defend the church against accusations of racism.
In fact, by describing the experiences she had before, during, and after
her conversion to the Mormon Church, she views her writing as a remedy for race and religious prejudice. The problematic supplementary
material accompanying her text has much to say about the historically
subordinated position of nonwhite members in the Mormon Church.
Juanita Brooks’s autobiography provides a bridge from the first to the
last half of the twentieth century. As a descendant of polygamists, she
understands much about Tanner and her grandmother Hafen’s experience
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in polygamy, not only from her own personal upbringing, but also from
her academic study of the subject. In addition, the stories she tells about
how her Mormon community regards “Indians” and people of other
races points towards her concern about and attention to race issues that
Martin takes up directly as a Black Mormon woman. Furthermore,
Brooks’s expressed interest in caring for living creatures and the environment in the 1940s and 1950s foreshadows Terry Tempest Williams’s
ecofeminist activism in the 1990s. Most clearly, though, Brooks’s overarching theme about longing for the “untravell’d wide world” is repeated with a difference in Phyllis Barber’s late-twentieth-century autobiography. Appropriately enough, both Brooks and Barber write from their
Mormon experience growing up in Nevada. Both of them strain against
years of enculturation toward Mormon ideals that would keep them
safely at home, away from outside influences that their Mormon community constructs as particularly threatening to girls—a familiar strategy for regulating women’s desire for adventure, freedom, and opportunities to explore beyond motherhood.
In the late twentieth century, Williams addresses the issue of women’s
obedience to a Mormon male hierarchy, and Barber dares to broach the
topic of Mormon female sexual expression with all its attendant strictures and taboos inside a religiously-based value system that considers
sex private, to be expressed only between a man and a woman, and then
only after they are married.

Defining Autobiography and Constructing Identity
Literary scholars working in the field of autobiography studies have
spent nearly half a century exploring issues that emerge from their
repeated attempts to define “autobiography.” Summarizing the general
nature of the discussions in the 1970s and 1980s, James Olney, a leading
autobiography theorist, writes, “[E]veryone knows what autobiography
is, but no two observers, no matter how assured they may be, are in
agreement” (Autobiography 7). Revisiting these issues again in more
recent work, he admits,
Although I have in the past written frequently about autobiography as a literary genre, I have never been very comfortable doing it, primarily because
I believe that if one is to speak relevantly of a genre one has first of all to
define it, and I have never met a definition of autobiography that I could
really like. (Memory xv)20
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As discussion about the nature and complexity of autobiography continues into the twenty-first century, Olney adopts the term “periautography” or “writing about or around the self” in an effort to explore rather
than to define the kind of writing he and scholars of autobiography
address (Memory xvi).21
One key issue that arises in literary debates concerning autobiography centers on the question of which texts should make up the genre.
The term itself consists of three root words with Greek origins: auto
(“self”), bio (“life”), and graphy (“writing”). Thus, “writing about one’s
life” occurs in letters, diaries, journals, memoirs, and oral histories—not
just in formally published texts that look back on a “whole” life.
According to Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson, major theorists in the
field of women’s autobiography, there also remains an “enduring debate”
about which of the various forms of life writing to include under the
heading “autobiography.” In other words, various cases have been made
for “how narrowly or broadly to construct the field of autobiographical
texts” (Women 11). Debates such as these occur often because the aesthetic merit and, thus, the literary value of various forms of autobiographical writing come into question. Given the breadth of life writing,
scholars ask, which texts are “worthy” of study? These debates have been
especially significant to feminist literary scholars because many forms of
life writing by women have historically been undervalued or ignored.22
The same neglect is true for the canon of Mormon autobiographical
writing, whether written by women or men.
In addition to disputing which texts belong to the category called
“autobiography” and which of those texts warrant literary analysis, scholars of autobiography have also reflected on whether fiction, poetry, and
drama should also be considered autobiography. If any literary genre
could be shown to manifest qualities considered “autobiographical,” then
autobiography might not be a “minor” genre at all but could potentially
describe all literature. About such broad-minded positions, Paul de Man
cautions, “just as we seem to assert that all texts are autobiographical we
should say that by the same token, none of them is or can be” (922). De
Man’s assertion that no text actually “is or can be” autobiography points
toward what may be one of the most important issues of all when defining the genre—the fictional nature of any autobiographical act.
Literary scholars repeatedly demonstrate that by necessity, autobiography is imaginative writing just like any other “literary” production. No
one can actually inscribe the totality of her lived experience. Human
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memory does not allow an autobiographer to recall all life events, or any
one event for that matter, with absolute accuracy. “Memory, at least in
part, is an adaptive function,” explains Olney. It has “a self-adjusting
and self-defining plasticity about it, turning back to the past so as to
position itself and us for what is to be dealt with in the future: it adapts
continuously to changing circumstances, external and internal, to constitute the self as it is at any given instant” (Memory 343). Shari
Benstock captures the elusive nature of autobiographical acts when she
explains that writers assume they can understand who they are and then
share that self-knowledge with others; nevertheless, when they undertake the task of explaining their identity, self-invention must prevail.
“Autobiography reveals the impossibility of its own dream: what begins
on the presumption of self-knowledge ends in the creation of a fiction
that covers over the premises of its construction” (11). In short, depending on the autobiographer’s perspective or purposes at the time of writing, details are selected, deselected, forgotten, rearranged, blurred,
emphasized, or de-emphasized. “[B]y the very act of seeking,” explains
Olney, a human being “creates” the “order that he would have”
(Metaphors 4). Inevitably and by necessity, an autobiographer must
“construct” or “shape” the story of her life in an attempt to interpret and
compartmentalize a vast array of experiences, frequently needing to
reimagine, rearrange, or manufacture details that have been forgotten
or, for that matter, might never have been known.
Even if memory, time, and space did allow for an autobiographer’s
complete breadth and utter accuracy, no person would want to know
everything another person ever did or said in life.23 Whether conscious
of it or not, an audience expects an autobiographer to fictionalize and
thus to entertain and control the way readers view the autobiographer/narrator/protagonist, as well as the story she tells about her life.
“Autobiographical narratives,” writes Jill Ker Conway, “are fictions in
the sense that the narrator imposes her or his order on the ebb and flow
of experience and gives us a false sense of certainty and finality about
causation in life” (vii). Describing autobiography as one of many different literary “acts,” Bruss adds that “[a]ll reading (or writing) involves us
in choice: we choose to pursue a style or a subject matter, to struggle
with or against a design” (4). Likewise, these choices lead to “an
interpretation of life that invests the past and the ‘self’ with coherence
and meaning that may not have been evident before the act of writing
itself” (Smith, “Woman’s Story” 45–46). Thus, an audience’s assumption about getting the “complete truth” in an autobiography is a fiction
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in itself. A life story is many times removed from reality: it is the creation of an illusion of a “whole” and verifiable life. Given these complexities, attempting to define the term “autobiography” and, thereby, to
define the genre itself is impractical. Nevertheless, endeavoring to
define uncovers intriguing aspects of imagination, creativity, memory,
characterization, plotting, and storytelling inherent to the genre.
Because autobiographical writing is inescapably interpretive, analytical, and reflective, readers often receive a clearer picture of a writer’s identity as she exists within the present, rather than as she tries doggedly to
reconstruct the picture of herself as she was in the past. Writing about
one’s past self requires a person to split her “self” from a present “authoring self” and to create a “textual self,” who is both narrator and protagonist of her own story. Smith and Watson refer to this phenomenon as the
various “I’s” of an autobiographical text, namely, the “narrating, the narrated, and the ideological I” (Reading 63). “The fictions of the autobiographer,” explains Smith, “are always mediated by a historic identity with
specific intentions, if not pretentions, of interpreting the meaning of her
lived experience.” The “I” of autobiography is a “fictive persona,” and a
writer may “create several, sometimes competing stories about or versions
of herself as her subjectivity is displaced by one or multiple textual representations” (“Woman’s Story” 46–47). For Olney, the autobiographer’s
search for that “self,” or for what postmodernists refer to as the “selfs,” is
a “process rather than a settled state of being” (Metaphors 6).
Gertrude Stein, a modernist who prefigures postmodernist ideas,
offers a compelling demonstration of the real but generally unrecognized
complexity of this elusive genre through her own autobiographical and
theoretical writing. Her work explores fragmented past, present, textual, and actual selves by depicting her “selfs” existing in a continuous and
recurring present. Ironically, she never presumes to write her own autobiography but, instead, writes about herself by adopting the voice of her
longtime partner in The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas. Four years
later, she further problematizes the act of writing autobiography and
selfhood in Everybody’s Autobiography. One passage in particular captures the essential problem of life writing as she contemplates the matter
of identity and its unrepresentability:
And identity is funny being yourself is funny as you are never yourself to
yourself except as you remember yourself and then of course you do not
believe yourself. That is really the trouble with an autobiography you do not
of course you do not really believe yourself why should you, you know so well
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so very well that it is not yourself, it could not be yourself because you cannot remember right and if you do remember right it does not sound right and
of course it does not sound right because it is not right. You are of course
never yourself. (68)

Stein’s matter-of-fact aphorism that “You are of course never yourself”
encapsulates the illusory nature of both actual and textual selfhood. In
brief, modern and postmodern notions of conflicting and indeterminate
identities differ markedly from an earlier Enlightenment ideal in which,
it was assumed, an autobiographer could manifest a supposedly unique
“individual” self—an apparently faulty assumption upon which the
majority of Mormon autobiographers base their life writing.
When postmodern theorist Roland Barthes “announces” the “birth”
of the reader and the “death” of the author, he adds to these literary
complexities by subverting any illusions an autobiographer might try to
sustain about the control she has over the meaning of her writing or, for
that matter, her identity (or identities). Barthes argues, instead, that no
matter how “sincerely” autobiographer/authors (Mormon or otherwise)
might try to capture their lives in writing—and no matter how a modernist such as Stein might “play” with her own, Alice B. Toklas’s, or
“Everybody” else’s identities—the meaning of writing does not occur, as
formerly thought, within the mind of the author but, instead, within the
mind of the reader: “[T]he reader is the very space in which are
inscribed, without any of them being lost, all the citations out of which
a writing is made; the unity of a text is not in its origin but in its destination” (54). Thus, in modern and postmodern theories of authorship,
the author/autobiographer has little to no “control” over the meaning of
her work. The text itself is always unstable and cannot be fixed to a single meaning that would reflect an author’s “true” intent, no matter how
much an author or autobiographer would wish it to be so.
Obviously, authors and theorists such as Barthes and Stein experiment with and challenge the boundaries and the “author-ity” of written
texts. They play with and delight in the slippage, tensions, contradictions, and deconstruction always occurring, despite many authors’
attempts to fix their life experiences in writing. In contrast, the bulk of
Mormon writers generally take a more straightforward approach to
autobiography. Writing within the tradition of their religious culture,
they remain adamant about seeking after and representing “truth,” a key
tenet of their Mormon world view. No matter how naive it may seem,
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their most frequent desire is to construct accurate, well-documented
accounts of their lives and religious experience. Most traditional
Mormon autobiographers assume they can at least select the most significant events that shape their life experience, believing they can make
a “whole” life story that will become valuable to their posterity, the
Mormon community, and the general reading public.
Given many Latter-day Saint writers’ sincerity, modern and postmodern explorations of identity and the autobiographical act may not
be inclined to take seriously the local and particular nature of Mormon
autobiographical writing. In fact, contemporary theorists might discount its religious and truth-telling premises altogether. Likewise, the
male-centered, totalizing tradition of Mormonism might find postmodern theorizing about autobiography irrelevant, contradictory, and
threatening; it might be, thus, inclined to discount such theorizing precisely because of its subversive nature. Philippe Lejeune’s theory of the
“autobiographical pact,” on the other hand, coincides more readily than
other contemporary theories with the view of life writing held by most
Mormon autobiographers. According to Lejeune, an autobiography is a
“retrospective prose narrative written by a real person concerning his
own existence, where the focus is his individual life, in particular the
story of his personality” (4). He insists that to be an autobiography, a
text must not be “a guessing game.” Rather, the “pact” or agreement that
an autobiographer makes with her readers is “the affirmation in the text
of this identity, referring back in the final analysis to the name of the
author on the cover.” While a reader may “be able to quibble over
resemblances” that an autobiographer creates, there should be no question about the autobiographer’s actual identity as signaled by her signature (14).
This agreement about what actually constitutes autobiographical
writing does not mean that either Lejeune or various Latter-day Saint
autobiographers do not, at least in part, recognize the unreliability of
written autobiography. On the contrary, Lejeune openly acknowledges
the complicated nature of autobiographical texts when he writes, “I
believe that we can promise to tell the truth. . . . But of course it also
happens that I believe the contrary, or at least claim to believe it. . . . In
spite of the fact that autobiography is impossible, this in no way prevents
it from existing” (qtd. in Eakin On Autobiography xiv). Many Mormon
autobiographers, beginning with Joseph Smith himself, also sense the
challenges of writing an accurate, “complete” picture of their lives.
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During a funeral sermon given to an audience of thousands on April 7,
1844, in Nauvoo, Illinois, just months before his untimely death by
murder, Smith told the congregation, “You don’t know me; you never
knew my heart. No man knows my history. I cannot tell it; I shall never
undertake it. I don’t blame anyone for not believing my history. If I had
not experienced what I have, I could not have believed it myself”
(Smith, King Follett Discourse 21–22).24
Yet such admissions still do not take into full account the real tension
that exists between many Mormon writers’ fixation with truth telling in
autobiography and contemporary theorists’ insistence that telling the
truth is impossible. Late-twentieth-century Mormon women writers
such as Williams and Barber, both of whom have been raised in
Mormon faith communities and educated in postfeminist theory, construct texts that demonstrate the pull of these opposing forces. Such
contradictory forces clearly impinge on the shape of their autobiographical acts. Consciously and unconsciously, the autobiographies of Hafen,
Tanner, Martin, and Brooks also provide evidence for the intellectual,
theological, social, and personal dilemmas that result from these
women’s experience, education, intellect, and individual conscience
coming into conflict with the colonizing nature of Mormon culture and
doctrine. Working to write their way through and out of such dilemmas
is no easy enterprise. The tension that results from their questions and
assertions about Mormon culture, doctrine, and their own experience
lies at the heart of these Mormon women writers’ faithful transgressions.

Choosing Texts from a Mormon Canon of Thousands
For this project, I distinguish between the genres of fiction and autobiography, although I acknowledge, with enthusiasm, that autobiography
freely uses elements of fiction—plot, narration, character, climax, turning points, dialogue, setting, point of view, symbol, and metaphor—to
tell a life story. Letters, diaries, and journals, in contrast, do not readily
call on these fictionalizing strategies to the same degree. While I support
feminist efforts to legitimize the value (aesthetic or otherwise) of all
women’s writing about the self, including support for the shift from
speaking about “women’s autobiography” to using more inclusive terms
such as “women’s autobiographical practices,” “women’s personal narratives,” or “women’s lifewriting” (Smith and Watson, Women 29), I have
excluded diurnal writing from this project and, instead, have chosen
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published autobiographies that display a single signature on the book’s
title page, reflecting the identity of an author who is also both the firstperson narrator and protagonist of her life story. Rather than address the
vast repositories of Mormon women’s diary or journal writing, my project focuses on autobiographies that Mormon women constructed either
at the end of their lives or at important moments when they took stock
of their experience and made time to reflect on themselves and their
relationships.25
In the sizeable canon of life writing by Mormon women, these six
published texts are logical places to begin. They represent much of the
best autobiographical writing to emerge from Mormon women in the
twentieth century. All six books are currently in print and available to
the public, except Martin’s Black Mormon Tells Her Story, which is generally available in libraries or secondhand bookstores that deal in
Mormon studies. Historically, autobiographies are written by individuals who have arrived somewhere near the chronological end of their
lives or at least at an important turning point often precipitated by crisis. Two of the narratives I examine, Hafen’s Recollections of a Handcart
Pioneer of 1860 and Tanner’s A Mormon Mother, fall within expected
forms of autobiography as retrospective stories that intend to cover a
“whole” life experience. The other four autobiographies—Brooks’s
Quicksand and Cactus, Martin’s Black Mormon Tells Her Story, Williams’s
Refuge, and Barber’s How I Got Cultured—all focus on particular periods
of each woman’s life, mainly her childhood, teenage, or early adult years.
My analysis intends to demonstrate that these life narratives manifest
rhetorical and literary aims: they are engaging stories written to capture
readers’ imaginations; they are also crafted arguments meant to influence readers’ views on controversial issues related to religion, history,
and politics. Thus, each autobiographer is both literary artist and
rhetorician, both writer and protagonist of the story of her life.
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Narrating Optimism, Faith,
and Divine Intervention
We’ll find the place which God for us prepared,
Far away in the West,
Where none shall come to hurt or make afraid;
There the Saints will be blessed.
We’ll make the air with music ring,
Shout praises to our God and King;
Above the rest these words we’ll tell
All is well! All is well!
—William Clayton, “Come, Come, Ye Saints”

The much-loved Mormon hymn “Come, Come, Ye Saints,”1 written in
1846 by English-born American William Clayton and sung by nineteenth-century Latter-day Saint men, women, and children during their
pioneer trek west, captures the optimistic tone of Mary Ann Hafen’s
Recollections of a Handcart Pioneer of 1860: A Woman’s Life on the
Mormon Frontier. The song’s hopeful refrain (“All is well! All is well!”)
reflects Hafen’s attitude as she writes about the challenges that her
newly converted family face when they emigrate from Switzerland to
North America. The life story that she constructs about her subsequent
experience as an industrious pioneer and polygamous wife, sent by
Brigham Young to settle Santa Clara, Utah, and then Bunkerville,
Nevada, fits well within the tradition of Mormon spiritual autobiography. She faithfully follows the tradition’s major conventions by testifying of God’s existence and interventions, offering brief explanations of
and defenses for various Mormon doctrines. By sharing her life story
using the plural pronoun “we” with much greater frequency than the
singular pronoun “I,” she also exhibits the communal nature of her life
experience and her expectation for multiple audiences inside and outside the church.

30
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As an autobiographer, Hafen writes about her own personal struggles
on the western frontier; but also, as an eyewitness and participant
ethnographer/historian, she writes about her Mormon community’s
daily life as well. In fact, she works to establish credibility with readers
by providing specific detail about numerous aspects of her own and
other Latter-day Saints’ pioneer experience: their food, clothing, housing, customs, and industry. Most Mormon autobiographers tend to view
themselves as historians. Hafen, Tanner, Brooks, Martin, Williams, and
Barber all write individual history with a sense of the larger family,
community, and national history impinging on their lives. Hafen’s life
writing is especially interested in documenting Mormons’ pioneer experience colonizing the western frontier. She records their process of making adobe houses (40), softening water using cottonwood ashes, making
soap from yucca, weaving and dying homemade cloth (46), boiling
candy, preserving fruit (76), cutting and preparing alfalfa or “lucern” to
feed cows, and making raisins from grapes (80). Each ethnographic
detail shows Hafen watching herself and her community make history.
Juanita Brooks, her granddaughter, will follow suit in the mid–twentieth
century, although in comparison to Hafen, Brooks develops many more
stories about her individual experience than her grandmother does in
this autobiographical act.
Always moving from the general to the particular, Hafen usually puts
her individual life story into context by describing experiences of the
group. She then highlights her unique experience. Her discussion of the
development of cotton production in southern Utah (what Mormons
referred to as “Dixie”) offers a good example of how she moves from the
general to the specific. The shift is often signaled by her changing from
third- to first-person pronouns and from passive to active sentence constructions. To illustrate, she writes,
One of President Young’s objects in sending the people to settle southern
Utah had been that they might raise cotton there. Cotton seed was brought
to Santa Clara and planted. Then a cotton gin was brought in. . . . We had
not yet planted cotton for ourselves. But we children were permitted to
glean those partly opened bolls that were left after the neighbors had done
with their fields. We gathered several sackfulls [sic]. By the firelight in the
evenings we shelled out the cotton. We dried it further in the sun. And then
I traded mine to a peddler for calico. How well I remember that first new
dress. I thought it very beautiful. It was yellow with little red and blue flowers. As we had no sewing machine, I made the dress by hand with my aunt’s
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help. I was then twelve years old. In the six years that I had been in America
I had never had an honest-to-goodness new dress. Everything I wore was
made from mother’s old dresses. So this new calico dress made me feel like a
queen. (45–46)

This general to specific technique demonstrates Hafen’s desire to
write as a historian of Mormon experience while also securing her own
place in Mormon history. In general, she uses the first-person singular
pronoun “I” only when describing an experience or character trait
unique to her. More often, she uses the first-person plural pronoun “we.”
Recalling the important moment when she and other Mormons ended
their long pioneer journey, for instance, she says:
At last, when we reached the top of Emigration Canyon, overlooking Salt
Lake, on that September day, 1860, the whole company stopped to look
down through the valley. . . . We all gave thanks to God for helping us safely over the Plains and mountains to our destination. When we arrived in the
city we were welcomed by the people who came out carrying baskets of fruit
and other kinds of good things to eat. Even though we could not understand
their language, they made us feel that we were among friends. (26–27)

Hafen’s use of “we,” “us,” and “ours” de-emphasizes her experience as
an individual and, instead, valorizes the experience and feelings of the
group—both Mormon pioneers and her own family.
Early Mormons especially viewed themselves as history makers and
writers. Many of them were immigrants who came to America creating
and defining a new American religious tradition that began with the
story of Mormons’ flight west, where the LDS hymn “Come, Come, Ye
Saints” promised them they would “find the place which God for us prepared, far away in the West.” Hafen conforms to the convention of
Mormon autobiography when she provides precise historical details,
beginning with her predictable first sentence: “I was born May 5, 1854,
in the valley of Rotenback, about three miles from the city of Bern,
Switzerland. I was the second child of my parents, Samuel Stucki and
Magdalena Stettler Stucki” (13). This traditional beginning is vital to a
Mormon grandmother since she connects with her ancestors and posterity in this life and the next through her genealogy, frequently recorded in
her personal history. Later, twentieth-century Mormon women autobiographers such as Brooks, Martin, Williams, and Barber will break from
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strict adherence to this first-page genealogy convention, but the majority
of Mormon autobiographers pay close attention to such personal and historical detail. Accuracy serves to validate and authorize the accounts of
their own, their families’, and their Mormon communities’ lives.
In Hafen’s case, readers may rightly wonder how much of the style and
content is her own and how much is her son Roy’s or her granddaughter
Juanita’s, both professional historians. In her foreword, she explains, “My
son, Roy, his wife, Ann, and my granddaughter, Juanita, have assisted
with the writing by asking me questions to bring out more information
and details. Roy has attended to the publication. I hereby acknowledge
and greatly appreciate their help” (7). Both she and Tanner had sons who
were university educated and who promoted their mothers’ stories, bringing the two women’s autobiographies to formal publication. Regardless of
a family’s influence at various stages of the writing and publication
process, however, Hafen’s autobiography should be viewed as a work in
which she was an active participant. Her carefully crafted story means to
entertain. She also purposely constructs an argument that intends to persuade both insider and outsider audiences of her thesis that God has been
actively involved in her life. Furthermore, she provides significant evidence to support her narrative’s overall contention that obedience, faith,
and optimism will yield ultimate happiness.
Although Hafen scrupulously records the exact journey of her family’s overseas travel to reach America, southern Utah, and Nevada, for
the majority of her life, this Mormon mother is not mobile until after
her children are grown. Frontier living ties Hafen to her farm and family. She doesn’t even return to Salt Lake City where she was married
until forty-five years later. Her life experience as a Mormon plural wife
in the American West is not about striking out alone for the territory
but about being sustained within two groups—her family and her
Mormon community. She views her writing task as recording the colonization of a land new to Mormons who sought refuge from religious
persecution and a place they could call “Zion.” Readily accepting her
role as wife, mother, and caretaker of the home, she also becomes her
children’s primary wage earner and provider, a role traditionally reserved
for men in Victorian ideology. Without explicitly addressing the enormity of managing both homemaker and provider roles simultaneously,
her autobiography indirectly demonstrates the challenges she faces and
the successes she achieves while negotiating this double burden.
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Like many Mormon spiritual autobiographers before her, Hafen
recounts the history of her family and Mormon pioneer community to
inculcate family values and leave readers with a definitive witness of God
and His gospel. Weaving numerous anecdotes together to form a compact,
one-hundred-page autobiography, she works to prove that God has offset
the hardships of her life with positive outcomes and that He has always
buoyed her up with comforting blessings, dreams, and visions. Using concise historical detail about her late-nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century experiences, Hafen writes a more faithful than transgressive autobiography. However, the faith-promoting story that this Mormon woman
writer weaves threatens to unravel when she discloses troublesome details
about the circumstances of her second plural marriage.
In general, she organizes her text inductively and reserves her most
explicit thesis statement for the concluding pages of her text.
Accumulating numerous anecdotal examples of hardships overcome
and small miracles or visionary dreams received, she offers her most
explicit teaching moment at the end of her autobiography. Characteristic
of Mormon talks or personal testimonies offered by church members in
Sunday Sacrament Meetings, this inductive writing pattern builds
toward her autobiography’s major theme. “I have tried to acknowledge
the hand of the Lord in all things,” she declares. “Trials and difficulties
of all kinds often turn out for our own good in the long run. The Lord
knows better than we do what is best for us and we should humbly bow
to his will” (99–100). Situated at the end of her life story, this thematic
idea, with its thesis-like quality, controls the major content and shape of
Hafen’s entire autobiography, providing evidence for the text’s utilitarian purpose—a literary convention in both spiritual and, later, secular
American women’s autobiographies. Margo Culley traces the utilitarianism of many American women’s autobiographies back to the influence of the Puritans, who exhibited “ambivalence about the first person
singular.” Puritans reconciled their discomfort with the self-indulgence
of autobiography by publicly sharing individual conversion narratives
meant to strengthen members within a congregation. “Thus, the individual autobiographical act was ultimately an act of community building” (10). Latter-day Saint spiritual autobiographies such as Hafen’s parallel these Puritan motives and traditions. With modesty, Hafen mentions in the foreword of her autobiography, “If the sketch is of some
interest and if any of the incidents give encouragement to my dear ones
I shall be very happy and feel fully repaid for the effort” (7).
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Structuring Stories to Promote Faith
Characteristic of Mormon autobiography, which Latter-day Saints write
in order to preserve what Mormons refer to as “faith-promoting” stories,
Hafen’s pattern of presenting some past distress with a positive outcome
or lesson learned begins at the outset when she describes herself at six
years old, emigrating in 1860 with German-speaking family members
from Bern, Switzerland, to the Utah territory. “For weeks we were on the
Atlantic Ocean,” she writes. “As we children played around, sometimes
we stood and watched the cooks kill chickens by wringing their necks.
This seemed horrible to me. But after all I remember how good the
chicken bones tasted that we picked up after the sailors had thrown
them away” (19). This determination to emphasize the good, even when
incidents bother her, continues throughout the account of her life. After
a “great storm” on the sea, for instance, she admits, “We were so frightened that we did not go to bed but stayed in a group about the Elders
praying for safety.” With restrained drama, she reports that the captain
himself cried out, “We are lost!” Despite the captain’s fear, however,
Hafen claims her group “did not give up hope.” Relying on God’s protection and exercising faith, she writes, “We had been promised a safe
voyage. Next morning the sun came up bright and clear. We all gave
thanks to God for our deliverance. The ship was repaired and we had
pleasant sailing the rest of the way” (20). Hafen’s pattern of presenting
“storms” in life followed by “pleasant sailing” becomes her most predictable storytelling strategy as she attempts to control readers’ response
to the difficulties of her life.
Describing conditions during the pioneer trek west, when Mormons
used moderate-sized handcarts that required them to abandon many
beloved possessions, Hafen writes, “The first night out the mosquitoes
gave us a hearty welcome” (22). Besides pesky insects, she acknowledges
that they had “many other difficulties” (23) but always focuses the story
of their arduous journey on the positive. She recalls her mother’s
swollen feet, for example, reporting that the painful condition eventually prevented her mother from wearing shoes for a time. “She would get
so discouraged and down-hearted,” recalls Hafen, “but father never lost
courage. He would always cheer her up by telling her that we were going
to Zion, that the Lord would take care of us, and that better times were
coming” (24). Hafen’s autobiographical account clearly reenforces her
father’s attitude of trusting in God amid tribulation. She briefly records
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occasional complaints surrounding a past trial, but, like her father, she
prefers to point readers toward future prospects, insisting on any event’s
bright outcome. Following up her tribulations with some mitigating
blessing or lesson learned accentuates God’s constancy in Hafen’s life.
With each anecdote, she implies that those reading her autobiography
who follow her example will also be blessed. No negative event, no trial,
she argues through example, will go unredeemed or unrewarded if her
readers will bide their time, lovingly follow God’s laws, and exhibit
patience as she has.
Hafen repeatedly expresses admiration for her father’s self-sufficiency,
physical strength, financial acuity, and skill as a farmer and a carpenter.
She writes, “I was so glad that father was a carpenter; he could make us
so many nice things [like a spinning wheel] that others did not have”
(46). She recounts several episodes when Samuel Stucki overcomes
hardships or when he is hurt but later healed. One incident occurs when
a hill where he was helping to build a canal for water collapses on him.
Hafen says that she remembers seeing her father’s “bruised” and
“injured” body. She writes, “[I]t seemed impossible for him to live, but
through the blessing of God and the administration of the Elders he was
gradually healed and able again to provide for his family” (39).
Unlike the numerous stories in the autobiography that characterize
her polygamous father as a heroic religious figure (57), Hafen includes
little discussion about her mother, Magdalena Stettler Stucki. When she
does appear, Magdalena is usually downhearted or discouraged. Besides
the difficult journey west on swollen feet, for example, Hafen also recalls
her mother’s dismayed reaction to the conditions she and her family
faced in a new land. Repeating a memorable exclamation that her
mother used to describe the harsh desert landscape on more than one
occasion, Hafen writes, “‘Oh, these red hills! this roily water!’ [Mother]
would sometimes say as she remembered the green hills and clear mountain streams of Switzerland” (32). Magdalena rarely appears as a distinguishable character in her daughter’s autobiography, except for brief passages expressing dismay, like this one, or an occasional anecdote, such
as the time when Hafen tells about her brother falling in a river and his
mother trying to rescue him with a pole before he is able to catch hold
of a bridge and save himself (27).
Reporting her mother’s death in a relatively emotionless passage,
Hafen writes, “When my [last] baby was just a year old, my brother
Christian came down on horseback to tell me that mother had died of
la grippe” (77). Briefly describing the return trip to Santa Clara for the
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funeral, she talks about her siblings dividing up their mother’s possessions into “four piles” before they drew lots. “In the draw I got Mother’s
bedstead that she had slept on all these years; and some of her nice dishes. We each got seventy-five dollars from money left her by a relative in
Switzerland” (78). Her recollection seems matter-of-fact, almost indifferent. In fact, taken by itself, the text suggests that she may have neither admired nor identified with her mother’s suffering, even though she
uses her mother’s complaints to express what was surely on the minds of
many family members at one time or another. Ultimately, however,
Hafen does not want her autobiography to focus on despair but, rather,
on hope and the blessings that she believes will come after long-suffering.
In contrast to the flat account of her mother’s death, Hafen describes her
aging father’s loss of vision and eventual death with sadness:
It pained me to see that father was fast losing his eyesight. Ever since he had
been caught in a blizzard years before, his eyes had troubled him. Often they
were sore and inflamed, and now within a year he was to go totally blind,
and to be so the fifteen remaining years of his life. He had always been such
a hard worker that the handicap of blindness was very hard on him He
would sometimes cry like a child because he was unable to do much work.
(78)

This sympathy for her father and the fact that many anecdotes in
Hafen’s text focus on him suggest that she identified strongly with
Samuel Stucki as a resourceful, skilled Latter-day Saint, who was also a
stoic church member. She portrays Stucki as an ideal Mormon. In contrast, she portrays her mother as frequently suffering and in doubt, conditions that may actually have mirrored Hafen’s own life of struggle.
Nevertheless, instead of exploring her mother’s discouragement and
character, Hafen valorizes her father, who, her text maintains, lived a
life beyond reproach due to his unwavering faith in God, Puritan-like
work ethic, and Christian charity. Reading between the lines, it appears
that Hafen’s mother sometimes tried to monitor her husband’s abundant
generosity in an effort to preserve the material goods that she herself
and her children might need. Yet Hafen downplays her mother’s practical concerns, choosing, instead, to characterize her father as the noble
and admirable parent.
My father Samuel Stucki was a hard working man. He worked from daylight
till dark, on the farm or in his workshop. He was liberal hearted and always
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willing to share his meager means. I remember one time a neighbor came for
flour when we had only a small amount ourselves, but he gave them some.
Mother scolded him and said he would give the last we had in the house if
someone else needed it. He was very religious, always paid an honest tithing
and was strict in honoring the Sabbath and attending meetings. (97)

Such a passage reveals a telling dynamic at work in this family’s relationships. Here Hafen’s mother expresses concern for the material welfare of her children, which conflicts with her husband’s determined
desire to follow the religious principle of charity at all cost—even to his
family. A similar situation may have existed for Mary Ann Hafen, striving to provide for her children’s welfare and education alongside a frequently absent husband and father, John Hafen, whose devotion to his
religious duties and responsibility to multiple families prevented any of
his wives or children from ever receiving his undivided attention, support, and care. Despite her own or her children’s sometimes deprived
condition, however, in Hafen’s autobiography she upholds the sacrificial
ideal and reenforces its importance by praising her father’s life.

Transgressing Victorian Boundaries While Upholding
Ideals of Womanhood
Despite the theoretical and theological gender distinctions within nineteenth- or twentieth-century Mormonism that may have existed
between the separate spheres of Hafen’s father and mother, the preponderance of anecdotes from Hafen’s text reveals that in actual practice,
no boundary between men’s and women’s work or men’s and women’s
roles held much force in her own life. She writes about working in the
field and on the farm alongside her father, brother, and sons, while also
participating in the culture’s traditionally female endeavors: sewing,
weaving, cooking, washing, and mothering. Such traditional activities
coincided with Mormons’ practice of nineteenth-century Victorian
virtues for middle-class white women: piety, purity, submission, and domesticity.2 As Julie Dunfrey explains, the “domestic ideal” of the mid–nineteenth century “dictated that a woman’s life be built around her husband and children in the private sphere of the home, where the wife and
mother provided a refuge from the public sphere of men. Women were
expected to be the keepers of tradition and the upholders of morality.”
They were to be “angels” and, on the frontier, “civilizers” (524). Except
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for their anti-Victorian practice of polygamy, Mormon women worked
to uphold these domestic ideals. Besides hand sewing her first new dress
in America at twelve years old, for example, Hafen writes, “This very
same year I learned how to weave. Father made me a loom. My arms
were too short to reach both sides of the loom to shove my shuttle
through the web, so I had to lean from side to side. I was proud of the
first dress I wove” (46).
Hafen never lived, however, as a member of any leisured class whose
work was kept inside the home. Even as a young girl, she recalls working hard to tend cows with her brother (42) and assist her father in cultivating their land. She writes, “Father, John [Hafen’s brother], Rosie
and I would cut an acre [of grain] in a day, by working early and late. My,
how our backs would ache and how the sweat would roll off us. One
year, I remember, I helped father sickle nine acres. That was the last year
before I was married” (48). On May 6, 1891, when Hafen moves from
her first married home in the Utah territory to a second in the unsettled
area of Bunkerville, Nevada, where “more and cheaper land” was available (69), she continues her manual labor, supporting seven children,
mainly on her own. Although she does not mention it, Wilford
Woodruff’s “Manifesto” officially ending Mormon polygamy was issued
in 1890 (see appendix B). However, church authorities did not advocate
dissolving ties among already married couples. Rather, leaders encouraged polygamous men to fulfill their present family responsibilities, but
they were not to marry additional wives.3 Hafen’s move to Nevada may,
therefore, have been precipitated not only by the couple’s desire for
land, but also by church efforts to end polygamy. Such a change made it
more likely for a woman such as Hafen, whose second marriage was
made more out of convenience than love, to separate physically from
her husband, who was not financially or emotionally providing for her
or her children much anyway. John Hafen’s continuing multiple family
responsibilities, along with his calling as the Bishop of the Santa Clara
Ward, meant he was often unavailable to support Hafen directly. His
physical separation further forced his second wife to manage her own
farm and raise their children in Nevada approximately forty miles away
from him. With the understatement that characterizes Hafen’s writing
style, she remembers, “[I]t was a new country and we had a hard time to
make a go of it” (76).
Boundaries between male and female work often became blurred for
women settling in the West. This was certainly true for Mormons, who
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relied on the strength, ingenuity, and industriousness of women to colonize their newly possessed territory. Jill Mulvay Derr, a chronicler of
Mormon women’s history, argues that LDS women “united to confirm
the separateness, not the subservience, of woman’s sphere.” She shows
that “biological realities and popular convention provided a common
experience that was distinctively female” (169). In addition, according
to LDS historian Leonard J. Arrington, the “distinctively female activities” carried out by Mormon women during the last decades of the 1800s
contributed significantly to the economic growth and success of the
Great Basin. Mormon women’s contributions were not “negligible.”
Women were “heavily involved in the economic life of the community”
(164). Relief Societies were officially designated to carry out five
responsibilities: “systematic retrenchment; the establishment and operation of cooperative stores specializing in merchandise of home manufacture; the promotion of home industry, particularly the silk industry;
grain-saving; and nursing, midwifery, and the maintenance of a hospital.” Arrington’s research demonstrates, “All of these programs were calculated to build the Kingdom by diminishing consumption and increasing production.” (“The Economic Role” 147–48). Mormon women participated in numerous projects that utilized homemaking skills tied firmly to a public world of commerce. For instance, besides writing about
how Mormon women sewed clothes and braided hats for sale and
exchange (47), Hafen describes the Mormon silk industry, explaining
how she and other Latter-day Saints would exchange cloth for cotton at
a factory in Washington. Demonstrating her involvement in the financial aspect of the exchanges, Hafen recalls, “I think we got about twelve
and one-half cents per pound for cotton in the seed and paid fifty to
sixty cents a yard for jeans—a cotton and woolen mixed cloth” (76).
In her study of pioneering women’s autobiographies, Lynn Bloom
points out that Mormon and other frontier women autobiographers frequently portray themselves as “capable, resourceful, hardworking, energetic, vital” (129)—all attributes necessary for life on the frontier. Most
Mormon pioneer wives in polygamous relationships had to be resourceful in order to sustain themselves and their children when husbands
were serving six-month to three-year missions, living with other wives,
or imprisoned for bigamy in the 1880s. For example, Hafen writes that
her husband served a six-month German-speaking mission to
Minnesota in 1874 when their first child, Albert, was two years old.
Then in 1882, when their third child, Bertha, was just a year old, he
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served a two-year mission to Switzerland. During John’s absence, Hafen
writes about picking cotton to support her family. “I did not want to be
a burden on my husband,” she claims, “but tried with my family to be
self-supporting. . . . That cotton picking was very tiresome, back-breaking work but it helped to clothe my children” (79). She also writes about
having “kept a garden,” and, using characteristic understatement, she
explains, “With a couple of pigs, a cow, and some chickens, we got along
pretty well” (79). Like many other essentially “single” Mormon mothers, able-bodied children from the wives of other families also often
assisted when a father/husband was away. In Hafen’s case, she writes that
Susette’s older son, Johnnie, supported her “in every way he could,”
including providing her with wood (61). Describing the intermingled
connections among Mormon plural wives and their children, Derr
explains that “[t]he practice of plural marriage legitimized the commitment of one woman to another in a complex social, emotional, spiritual, and theological relationship” (168). Polygamous wives’ relationships
with each other and their children helped Mormon women maintain
their homes and stave off the loneliness of their husbands’ frequent
absences.
Photographs published in Mormon women’s autobiographies often
best tell the story of men’s physical absence from their families’ lives.
Frequently, as in Mary Ann Hafen’s autobiography, the photos consists
only of a mother and her children, like the 1895 family photo located in
the center of Hafen’s text (66). In this photo, Albert, then twenty-one
years old and still living with his mother and younger brothers and sisters, looks at the camera with a stern expression. His frown, especially
in contrast to the relatively pleasant or neutral expressions on his
younger siblings’ faces, may reflect the burden placed on him as he was
forced to become the “man” of his family at an early age.4 In other
Mormon family photos, absent men’s images are sometimes manually
inserted into the family portrait for the autobiography. Such a publishing strategy appears to try to insist that the man remained part of the
family, even though he was physically absent for the picture and physically distant from his wife and children for long periods of time. “Just as
autobiographies are obviously artificial representations of lives,”
observes Timothy Dow Adams in Light Writing And Life Writing, “so photographs are clearly manufactured images: sitters are artificially posed
and lighted, made to conform to the laws of perspective and the ideology of the photographic culture. . . .” (5). In the photography of the
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Mormon polygamous family, the illusion of togetherness is often ironically made evident through efforts to represent male presence by artificial means.
An 1885 photo of the Samuel Stucki family as adults, for example,
shows a grown Hafen next to a superimposed photo of her brother, John
S. Stucki, who was serving a mission to Switzerland (38). Similarly, a
1907 photo taken of her then mostly grown, living children also consists
of Hafen, her adult daughters, fourteen-year-old son Leroy, and a superimposed photo of thirty-three-year-old son Albert, also away on a mission to Switzerland. Albert’s photo is placed in the family photo at the
bottom of the picture over his mother’s breast (83). Interestingly and
perhaps significantly, John Hafen’s image never appears in any family
photo in Mary Ann Hafen’s autobiography—either alongside his wife
and children or superimposed. The absence of such a photo suggests that
John must have lived only on the periphery of Hafen’s and her children’s
lives. Only at the end of the autobiography does a photo of him appear
in his old age with two grandchildren from a different marriage—a frail
gesture seemingly made to include him visually in Hafen’s personal history.
In addition to cultivating self-sufficiency, due to the frequent absence
of her husband, Hafen boasts about her physical strength and thrift
when giving birth. “I have never had a doctor at the birth of any of my
children, nor at any other time for that matter, and I have never paid
more than five dollars for the services of a mid-wife” (77). Hafen’s pleasure recording her frugality and her early money-making ventures serves
to demonstrate the success she felt entering the public world of commerce often reserved for men during the Victorian age. She says, “I guess
through those years I made enough hats to fill a wagon box. I would
trade them to the neighbors for things which we needed” (47). When
John is on his two-year Switzerland mission, Hafen writes, “I dried
enough peaches on shares to buy me a sewing machine” (61). With
pride, she lets readers know that she still had the “White” machine she
used to sew for other people to “support [her] family while John was
away” (62). Expressing regret for not also being able to assist John on his
mission, she writes, “I could not help him out much, though once I sold
a calf for five dollars and sent the money to him” (62).
Besides writing about the challenge of maintaining her family’s economic independence, the ultimate test of Hafen’s physical endurance
and faith occurs when she writes about struggles within a female
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arena—childbearing. Similar to the stories she tells about her stoic
father, Hafen depicts scenes in which she faces her own hardships and
potential death when giving birth. During her second pregnancy, for
example, she writes that she was “troubled with chills and fever and
finally a painful felon developed.” When her condition worsens, Samuel
Stucki, as an ordained priesthood holder, administers to his daughter.
Hafen implies that this blessing leads to her healing. Still, after the
baby’s birth, she “had to go back to bed for three weeks and came very
near dying” (60). As usual, Hafen downplays her suffering during this
life-threatening pregnancy, never forgetting to express reliance on God’s
interventions to see her and her family through each difficulty.

Relating Divine Influences and Spiritual Experience
A pervasive strategy for illustrating God’s direct intervention in her
family’s life is Hafen’s account of healings, especially those involving her
children. She writes, for example, of Albert taking “very sick with a
burning fever” when he was two years old. “For a whole week the fever
raged. Finally, through fasting and prayer, he recovered” (59). Hafen’s
use of a passive sentence construction with unnamed actors suggests
that she and her Mormon community, both men and women, exercised
the spiritual power to return him to health. Hafen continues to feel anxious about Albert when, later, he was “troubled with queer spells.” As a
concerned mother, she asks for a patriarchal blessing for her son. “In
that [blessing] he was promised health, that he should grow to maturity
and go on a mission. After that,” she explains, “I did not worry about
him” (59). Different from blessings of healing, modern patriarchal blessings are usually given to healthy individuals by an ordained male
“Patriarch” once in a lifetime, usually during adolescence or young
adulthood. Such blessings, which Latter-day Saints write down and refer
to throughout their life, tell the recipients about their lineage and what
their future life may hold if they obey the principles of the gospel. The
story Hafen tells about her son’s patriarchal blessing once more illustrates the theme of her autobiography that trusting in God’s promises
brings comfort and peace.
One dramatic example of healing that combines Hafen’s prophetic
dreams, her belief in God’s blessings, and the importance she places on
her female role as a mother and spiritual influence in her family’s life
occurs in 1887 when Wilford, her fifth child, is two months old. In the
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dream, she writes that she sees people celebrating and picnicking near
Santa Clara, Utah. She says, “I looked up and saw a large, beautiful bird
flying around. All at once it came down to where I stood with my baby
in my arms. Then it seemed to be a young woman dressed in white. She
reached out her arms for my baby, but I said I could not let it go. Then
she snatched it from me and flew away. I had no power to hold it.”
Believing the dream means she will lose her baby, Hafen feels frightened. So she writes that she “prayed the Lord to lengthen out his stay
with us. And He did” (64). Her text implies that without such an influential prayer of faith, Wilford would have died as a baby. The anecdote
is a clear message to readers about the spiritual power Hafen has exercised in her life. Years and pages later, when Wilford contracts measles
at eight, he actually does pass away at a young age. Hafen recalls,
“Shortly before he died he kept looking up to the corner of the ceiling
and saying, ‘I’m coming.’ And then he left us” (81). Because of her earlier dream when he was a baby, Hafen claims that she “felt somewhat
reconciled to his going.” Writing her autobiographical account of the
incident, this now aged mother reflects on the past without the emotion
of immediate loss and grief, telling readers, “I believed that his time had
come; that God wanted him on the other side” (81).
Located at the end of her autobiography, Hafen’s story of Wilford’s
death aims to lead readers to believe one of her most significant major
claims—that she has, in fact, been blessed with God-given dreams. “In
my Patriarchal Blessing,” she writes, “I was promised that I should have
comforting dreams to cheer and bless me in times of need. And this has
surely come true” (91). Two elements likely influence Hafen to delay
this important claim and also constrain her from foregrounding the
important spiritual aspect of her life experience foretold in her patriarchal blessing. First, Christian theology advocates humility, and Latterday Saint leaders have always taught members to exercise discretion
when sharing their spiritual experiences and blessings with outsiders or
insiders. Thus, the self-effacing language she adopts from the outset fits
Latter-day Saints’ fundamental belief in telling such stories with discretion and humbly giving credit and thanks to God for dreams or visions
received. In other words, underplaying the several dramatic dreams that
she depicts in her autobiography and delaying her explicit claim to
divinely given dreams until the autobiography’s final pages coincide
with Hafen’s belief system. In addition, however, she is a woman making
claims to experiencing dreams and visions; therefore, she is doubly apt
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to characterize what she viewed as undeniable spiritual experiences with
the modesty, discretion, and understatement expected of a Mormon
grandmother.
The dreams and miracles that Hafen inscribes as given by God would
be considered by her Mormon audience to be “manifestations of the
Spirit,” described in the New Testament (1 Corinthians 12.8–10) and in
Latter-day Saints’ Doctrine and Covenants (46.13–26). Such “spiritual
gifts” were sought after and exercised frequently among nineteenth-century Mormon men and women. “As we trace the development of spiritual gifts among women in the church,” writes LDS historian Linda
King Newell, “it soon becomes apparent that there was initially little
difference between women and men as recipients of these gifts.”
Spiritual gifts might include, for example, “the differences of administration, the word of wisdom, the word of knowledge, faith to be healed,
faith to heal, the working of miracles, prophecy, the discerning of spirits, tongues and the interpretation of tongues.” According to Newell,
spiritual manifestations came then and now to members who seek them
“according to their faith”—not their gender (112). Newell documents,
for example, the numerous instances of nineteenth-century Mormon
women speaking in tongues, prophesying, and participating in “blessing
meetings” or “laying on hands” for ill family members, friends, or women
in labor. In addition, Newell traces the positive attitudes of early church
authorities toward Latter-day Saint women exercising spiritual gifts. She
quotes Brigham Young, for example, asking members in a discourse,
“Why do you not live so as to rebuke disease? . . . it is the privilege of a
mother to have faith and to administer to her child; this she can do herself, as well as sending for the Elders” (qtd. in Newell 119).
Despite Brigham Young’s and other leaders’ sanction of nineteenthcentury Mormon women’s right and duty to seek spiritual gifts, by 1880
a new statement from a subsequent First Presidency was issued in an
effort to clarify what had become, to some members, not “proper,”
“appropriate,” or “respectable.” In the letter, church leaders stressed,
It is the privilege of all faithful women and lay members of the church, who
believe in Christ, to administer to all the sick or afflicted in their respective
families, either by the laying on of hands, or by the anointing with oil in the
name of the Lord: but they should administer in these sacred ordinances, not
by virtue and authority of the priesthood, but by virtue of their faith in
Christ, and the promises made to believers. (qtd. in Newell 122)
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Such statements, according to Newell, precipitated a twentieth-century “shift” in official positions concerning women exercising various
spiritual gifts (126). She notes, “Over the next few years, an emerging
definition of priesthood authority and an increased emphasis on its
importance would remove more and more spiritual responsibilities from
women and link them with the priesthood alone” (128). In other words,
the exuberance of mid- to late-nineteenth-century Mormon women
leaders, such as Eliza R. Snow or Patty Sessions, to seek and exercise spiritual gifts was dampened by the time Mary Ann Hafen began to record
her life story in 1938. Such dampening is evident in the modest way she
speaks about her spiritual life. Unlike an ordained, male, early church
authority such as autobiographer Parley P. Pratt—who freely relates
numerous instances of healings, encounters with heavenly beings, and
visions received—Hafen adopts a more discreet posture. As a woman,
she cannot hold a priesthood office, so she understates her spiritual
dreams, even delaying her admission to having divine visions until her
conclusion. Strategically postponing this aspect of her personal experience, she expects to have established credibility for her spiritual gifts by
already having related a significant number of small miracle stories to
back her up.
Many anecdotes that Hafen includes in her autobiography also
explain various Latter-day Saint doctrines and, to her, provide strong
evidence that blessings come from God when individuals properly
adhere to gospel principles. By affirming such doctrines, Hafen solidifies
her standing as an obedient and devout Mormon woman. Regarding the
LDS doctrine of “The Word of Wisdom” (total abstinence from smoking tobacco or drinking coffee, tea, or alcohol), Hafen writes, “I thought
it was my drinking tea that made me nervous, so I stopped it. In a few
months I got over the nervousness. So I know that the Word of Wisdom
was given for our good” (57). Similarly, Hafen uses her autobiography to
testify that freely offering tithing, one-tenth of a person’s earnings, to
the Lord results in similar blessings. She records an incident in which
her father’s first year of planting grain yielded only eight bushels. “But
he paid his tithing out of that saying, ‘The Lord will bless the nine parts
left to last longer’” (35). Another story attests to her affirmation of
Latter-day Saint belief in modern-day prophets and prophecy. She
recounts, for instance, how Brigham Young foretold that, despite the
Utah desert’s discouraging aridity, there would be “water enough to take
out the benchlands” (39). As a faithful Mormon woman, Hafen
declares, “Some people did not believe this but it has come to pass”
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(39). She includes this story in her autobiography as a witness to her
own and other Latter-day Saints’ basic belief in modern prophetic fulfillment. Each anecdote reenforces a gospel principle neatly compiled
into self-contained packages that, taken together, work to show that
Hafen believes in the truth of Latter-day Saint gospel doctrine and in
divine intervention.

Managing Plural Marriage
Hafen offers a wide variety of small miracle stories that intend to prove
God has directly intervened in her life. To begin her life story, for example, she writes about seeing a mermaid as a child when emigrating across
the ocean. Sailors claimed the sighting warned of an ensuing storm (19).
Later she tells about witnessing horses save her own and her brother
John’s life by driving away a mountain lion. “To me,” says Hafen, “this
always seemed to be a case of divine protection” (43). Besides the seemingly superstitious mermaid sighting and her reported childhood rescue
from a wild animal, she includes many more dramatic incidents that, to
her, legitimize God’s direct presence and power in her life.
Chronicling an especially dramatic miracle story early on, Hafen tells
about John Reber, her twenty-year-old crippled uncle, who had married
her father’s sister. Reber was the first extended family member in
Switzerland to convert to Mormonism after having a “strange dream”
about “a clear stream of water falling from a clear sky” (15). Hafen
relates the story for future family members’ benefit as a testimony to the
extraordinary event that would eventually lead Hafen’s family to convert. She explains that her uncle “was impressed that if he could drink
from that stream, he would know if their gospel was the true church of
Christ” (15). Soon after, Mormon elders visited him at home. “He was
convinced that this was the stream he had dreamed” (15). Witnessing
to the miracle following John Reber’s baptism, she recalls,
I well remember the day my Uncle John Reber was baptized. He was the first
to join the church in that section. It was mid-winter and the ice over the
lake was more than a foot thick. He came down on his crutches to where
they had picked through the ice. As he was helped into the water he handed his crutches to a friend who stood near. When he came out he walked on
without them, while icicles froze on all his clothes before he could get them
changed. Never again in all his life did he use crutches. The hump disappeared
entirely, and his hands became straight. (16)
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Besides documenting God’s divine intervention, this miraculous
episode also foreshadows the importance of John Reber in Hafen’s life,
hinting at her love for the man, even as a child. When she picks up the
thread of their relationship thirty-four pages later, Hafen writes happily
about becoming his second wife at nineteen years old. With Victorian
decorum, she moves quickly through their courtship and proposed marriage in one compound sentence: “John Reber did not dance, so I had
not been out much with him, but when he asked me to marry him I was
ready to say yes” (50). Hafen portrays Reber’s first wife, Aunt Barbara,
as wholly approving. She even helps sew Hafen’s wedding dress. Yet
within a week of the marriage, tragedy follows. Reber dies when his
spooked horses overturn the wagon that also carries Aunt Barbara, their
children, and his newly wed second wife, Hafen, on a tragic Sunday ride.
With her usual understatement, she writes, “This was a sad finish to my
honeymoon, and I went back home to live with mother and father.
Inasmuch as they were getting old and times were hard, they thought it
best that I should marry again” (51).
The positive attitude Hafen maintains throughout her autobiography
becomes difficult to sustain when she writes about her second plural
marriage to a different “John”—John Hafen. In fact, this portion of her
life story, which begins precisely halfway through the text, becomes the
most transgressive moment in an otherwise “faithful” Mormon autobiography. Hafen expresses explicit displeasure with the circumstances of
her second plural marriage, daring to record how she questioned her parents and unnamed “authorities,” who prompted her into a marriage that
she did not desire.
When John [Hafen] asked me to marry him, I hesitated at first. But my parents urged me to consent, saying what a fine man he was and that by waiting I would probably do worse. Susette [his first wife] was opposed to his marrying again, but the authorities advised him to do so anyway, saying that she
would be reconciled. I did not like to marry him under those circumstances,
but being urged on by him and my parents, I consented. (52)

Telling this story about her second plural marriage, which resulted in
seven children, becomes difficult to characterize in a positive manner. It
also becomes the most troubled portion of her otherwise tightly controlled text, pointing toward complicated truths about nineteenth-century Mormon polygamy. The same love and joy that she remembers
accompanying her first marriage does not precede the union between
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her and her second husband, John Hafen, whom she marries within
three months of John Reber’s death. Throughout the account of her first
plural marriage, Hafen mentions nothing amiss in Aunt Barbara’s feelings for her, but she reveals Susette’s displeasure when John Hafen proposes to take a second wife.
According to LDS historian Richard S. Van Wagoner, “Mormon plural marriage, dedicated to propagating the species righteously and dispassionately, proved to be a rather drab lifestyle compared to the imaginative tales of polygamy, dripping with sensationalism, demanded by a
scandal-hungry eastern media market” (134). Early church leaders,
beginning with Joseph Smith, Brigham Young, and John Taylor,
declared forcefully that they found the idea of polygamy initially repugnant. Yet these same leaders, and others who came later, insisted that
“Celestial Marriage,” officially acknowledged as a doctrine of the church
in 1852 by Apostle Orson Pratt (Brigham Young’s spokesperson) and
officially ended in 1890 by President Wilford Woodruff, was “commanded by God to raise a righteous generation” (136).5 While many
early Mormon converts were also disturbed enough to give up their new
religion when they learned about the practice (84), most members
eventually came to accept and understand the policy as a way to multiply faithful Mormons and secure eternal rewards. “Polygamy, the blessings of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob,” explains non-Mormon historian
Lawrence Foster, “was a means of raising up a numerous righteous posterity in the families of the best men, a glorious eternal increase
throughout worlds without end” (Religion 201). Church leaders and
members also believed that living the principle of plural marriage was
“essential to their salvation, that God required it of them” (Van
Wagoner 136).
Although Mormons saw polygamy as the “model lifestyle,” contrary to
popular belief, the majority of Mormon men were monogamous, and
most of the polygamists married only one or two additional wives.6 Also,
Foster notes that the status associated with a polygamous family may
sometimes have benefited Mormon women and made the practice more
palatable: “Viewed as an honorable and desirable state, plural marriage
could give women a sense of pride and importance” (Religion 212).
Nevertheless, members of the church, both men and women, often felt
pressured to pursue the principle by leaders who “deftly twisted the guilt
in the hearts of Saints who were less than enthusiastic about engaging in
the practice” (Van Wagoner 138). According to demographer Stanley
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Ivins, this pressure usually “coincided with some revivalist activity within the church or with some menace from without” (232). Because
Mormonism was originally “rooted in monogamy,” explains Paula Kelly
Harline, the “religion demanded that [members] reconsider and reconstruct their tradition to incorporate polygamy” (119). The dramatic
change from a long-standing “Western/Christian/Victorian/ Puritan” tradition resulted in what Harline interprets in Mormon women’s autobiographies as “admirable” and “brave”—but often failed—“attempts to
destroy old expectations and showcase new ones” (125).
Mary Ann Hafen’s own succinct explanation of the principle of plural marriage, which she offers for her audience of insiders and outsiders
to the church, reflects popular Mormon belief about the doctrine that
was circulated among members during the late 1800s.
At this time the law of Plural Marriage was being practiced in the church,
and the authorities recommended that the men who were able to provide for
more than one family should marry again. In this way more persons in the
spirit world would have the opportunity to come to this earth and have bodies. It would also build up the church and the country faster. (50)

Throughout her autobiography, Hafen never names the church
authorities who, she confirms, exerted pressure on members to seek the
“crowning glory” of celestial marriage. Because Latter-day Saints are
taught not to criticize their leaders, or at least not to do it publicly,
Hafen uses terminology that attributed church policy to nameless leaders. She writes, “Many did not want to go into polygamy, but felt that it
was their religious duty to do so when advised by the church authorities”
(50). Here Hafen indirectly suggests that in the case of her second plural marriage, she herself was among the “many” who felt obligated to
please church leaders and her parents when they prodded her into marrying, especially so soon after her first marriage ended in tragedy.
Writing about the experience, she says, “This trip seemed different from
the first one. I cried when I left home, and cried often all the way up and
back. John [Hafen] was kind to me and did everything he could to comfort and please me, but somehow I was not happy.” This admission of
grief is a rare moment when, in retrospect, she discloses a gap between
devotion to the ideals of her religion and the real pain she experienced
as a result of her second plural marriage. After all the years, though, she
still refuses to offer readers much personal insight about her unhappiness,
leaving her interpretation of the experience only at a veiled and vague
“somehow I was not happy” (55).
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Despite glossing over her pain, she does make known that John
Hafen’s first wife, Susette, was unhappy enough about his taking a second wife that her displeasure caused John to “neglect” Hafen. Asserting
that she did not accept the role of silent victim and insisting on her own
needs, Hafen writes, “I told him that if he could not treat us alike I
would leave him” (55). By recording this declaration in her autobiography, Hafen intends to show readers that she was not a submissive
woman who merely accepted mistreatment and subordination. The passage informs her audience that according to her understanding of the
principle of polygamy, plural wives were to be treated equally. Hafen
wants Mormons and non-Mormons alike to know that she insisted on
such equality, even if she ultimately did not appear to achieve it.
Not surprisingly, after admitting to the second plural marriage’s rocky
beginnings, Hafen ends the story on a characteristically positive note.
This euphemizing strategy was common among members, who were
constantly scrutinized and criticized by outsiders for their beliefs.
“Church members, recognizing that the eyes of the world were upon
them,” observes Van Wagoner, “may have been inclined to put forth a
sanitized, ‘storybook polygamy’ publicly rather than portraying the real
hardships involved in trying to live the practice” (141–42). Writing that
she fasted and prayed for three days about what she had said to John
Hafen, Mary Ann Hafen avows, “The indifference and bitterness had
gone from my heart and I loved him and forgave him for his neglect”
(55–56). She ends this particular episode about the second plural marriage on another upbeat, but tenuous, note: “I told him what had happened and said I would stay with him if he would treat me right. He
promised to do so, and after that, for several years [emphasis mine] we
lived happy” (56). Hafen’s characterization of these circumstances
intends to demonstrate that she was no shrinking, subjugated polygamous wife. Instead, she tells the story in such a way as to prove her
strength of character and her attempt to achieve that ephemeral
American ideal—equality for all, even Mormon plural wives.
Unfortunately, like many Latter-day Saints who publicly supported the
principle while privately suffering from its practice, Hafen moderates
her criticism, choosing to end this transgressive moment in the text
with an expression of faith.
Shaping this and all other events from her life in faithful ways enables
Hafen to write about exemplifying submission to God’s authority and
provides evidence for the blessings she believes she received for that
conformity and submission. Although she conceals many details about
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her polygamous marriage, Hafen does acknowledge some difficulties. For
example, with the passage of the Edmunds Tucker Act of 1882, which
solidified existing antipolygamy laws, many polygamous families suffered
from outside officials coming to imprison Latter-day Saint men, leaving
their wives and children to support themselves for extended periods. To
avoid capture, most church leaders were forced into hiding and hundreds of other Mormon men were imprisoned (Ivins 232). Explaining
that her family dealt with the issue by placating officials with alcohol
and by capitalizing on outsiders’ stereotyped notions of poor, victimized
Mormon women, Hafen writes, “In the 1880s, when the Government
sent marshals to arrest polygamists, John tried to keep out of their way.
But he met them two or three times in a kindly way, treating them with
wine, and they told afterwards that they wouldn’t arrest a man who was
taking care of the widows” (63). Hafen’s home life is disrupted by the
arrests, but like some Mormon families, she and her family avoided the
worst trouble possible by moving around. “Several times when I heard
that marshals were in town,” she explains, “I took my children and some
sewing, went across the creek into the field and stayed there until night.
Then John moved Anna and me over to St. George, where we stayed for
two months, when the marshals were most active. John was never
arrested” (63). Despite these difficulties with the government, the message she means to communicate to her Mormon family and community,
as well as to skeptical and often critical outsiders who view Mormon
polygamous wives as degraded individuals, is that she valued herself and
believed she deserved respect, despite a coerced choice to marry John
Hafen.
Toward the final pages of her autobiography, Hafen maintains that
her second husband “was a good man, reared fine children, and did the
best he could by us all” (88). Later, she openly admits, “Polygamy was
hard to live, both for the man and the women. But we went into it in
obedience to the Lord’s command and strived to subdue our jealous feelings and live in accord with the spirit of the Gospel of Jesus Christ”
(91). While she says that John tried to help her “frequently” when she
first moved to Bunkerville, Nevada, she points out that after a while “he
had his hands full taking care of his other families” (88) in Santa Clara,
Utah. According to her account, her second husband married four
women during his lifetime: Susette in 1861 (52), Hafen in 1873 (55),
Anna in 1884 (62), and Rosie, Hafen’s widowed sister, in 1885 (62).
Also, after returning from his second mission in 1884, Hafen explains
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that John was called to be Bishop of the Santa Clara Ward—a heavy
church responsibility that would last twenty-eight years (62).
Near her conclusion, Hafen includes a photo of John as a grandfather
in 1924 with two young grandchildren, Karla and Norma, from a different but unidentified marriage (89). Because Hafen’s autobiography
includes no portraits of John with her own children, the photo emphasizes how far removed Hafen and her children must have grown from
this bearded patriarch by the end of his life. Sympathetically, though,
Hafen gives her mostly absent and overextended husband the last say
about Mormon plural marriage. His words appear to sum up her own resolute feelings:
Some time before his death [in 1928], John said, “I complied with the celestial law of plural marriage in obedience to the church authorities because the
command was divinely inspired. It cost me much heartache and sorrow and
I have shed many tears over it. But I feel that the sacrifices I made have
brought great blessings, and I am satisfied.” (91)

Imagining Metaphors for a Life
Looking from past to present settings, Hafen frames the anecdotes that
make up the story of her life by romanticizing cherry, linden, and mulberry trees that provided her family beauty, shade, and happiness surrounding their homes. At the beginning of her story she recalls large
cherry and linden trees outside her parent’s house in Bern, Switzerland:
“I have walked through many orchards since, but those linden flowers of
my childhood days seem to be more fragrant than any others I have ever
smelled. People said the blossoms might be used for medicine, but so far
as I know the greatest value was the delight they gave us children” (14).
Likewise, at the end of her story, Hafen describes the large trees, mulberries in this case, growing around her second home in Bunkerville,
Nevada. The tall foliage shelters her family from the harsh sun’s rays and
becomes an overarching symbol of blessings bound to appear, but only
after a period of waiting and deprivation: “Albert dug up three young
mulberry trees from Mesquite and planted them around our shadeless
house. Now, after forty-seven years of growth, those mulberry trees completely shade the old place” (74). In his early studies of autobiography,
Olney argues that “[t]he self expresses itself by the metaphors it creates
and projects, and we know it by those metaphors” (Metaphors 34).
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Hafen’s repeated reference to the blessing of large, old shade trees that
offer beauty and protection, but only following years of slow growth,
resembles an earlier controlling metaphor of her autobiography—
smooth sailing after a difficult storm. By recommending faithful actions
and optimistic attitudes to ease readers along their own challenging life
journeys, Hafen intends her autobiography to become a guide for
smooth sailing and a book of encouragement that will help readers look
forward to shade trees in their own lives.
From the autobiography’s beginning, Hafen hints at her thesis by
amassing numerous anecdotes to prove God’s repeated interventions,
large and small, and by granting Him devotion and discretion, even during her most difficult tests. She leaves her most sermon-like statement
until the end, purposefully leading readers to the inescapable conclusion
that God is good and that if His children will rely on him and keep the
faith, they will be blessed. She delays her boldest assertions until after
recounting numerous examples from her life as a blessed Christian,
assuming that readers will be less skeptical about the spiritual manifestations she claims to have experienced and proving that God was always
working directly in her life.
By convention, Hafen offers a final testimony to conclude her life
story: “The truths of the Gospel are ground deep in my soul. God lives
to reward our good works and His Gospel is the true way to Life and salvation” (99). She also, however, bestows a mother’s blessing. Any
Latter-day Saint reading these closing paragraphs would recognize the
diction and phraseology commonly heard at Testimony Meetings or during formal blessings, usually offered by male priesthood holders. The significant difference between this and another parting Mormon blessing,
however, is that no Latter-day Saint man offers it—not a father,
ordained priesthood holder, Patriarch, or church Authority. Instead,
Hafen adopts the language of Mormon priesthood blessings as her own.
Speaking directly to the posterity that she would consider her most
important reading audience, this family’s matriarch concludes: “I pray
the Lord to bless you and guard you. May His spirit be ever with you to
guide and comfort you through life, that you may walk in obedience to
his laws and commandments and gain salvation and life eternal in His
presence, is the humble prayer of your loving mother, Mary Ann Hafen”
(100).
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Chapter 2

Defending and Condemning
a Polygamous Life
It was just a coincident that the doctrine of polygamy was abandoned on my birthday [September 24, 1890]. My first birthday was
an event made possible by it; my whole life had been shaped
according to it; and my faith that it was Divine and everlasting was
so strong that I compared it with the faith of the three Hebrews
who were to be cast into a fiery furnace for their convictions.
—Annie Clark Tanner, A Mormon Mother

. . . the act of writing one’s autobiography is a way to find again
that aspect of self and experience that may no longer be an actual
part of one’s life but is a living memory shaping and informing the
present.
—bell hooks, Talking Back

Why did some nineteenth-century Mormon women choose to become
polygamous wives on the western frontier? One Mormon woman, Annie
Clark Tanner, tries to answer that question in her twentieth-century
autobiography, written when she was seventy-seven years old, half a
century after the official church “Manifesto” that ended Mormon plural
marriages (see appendix B). In her 1941 autobiography, Tanner is critical of her polygamous husband, Joseph Marion Tanner, and of Mormon
polygamy in general. However, the manner in which she shapes her life
story intends to prevent readers from making simplistic judgments about
this controversial marriage practice or about her choice to enter such an
arrangement. Tanner’s 336-page book is, in fact, one insider-woman’s
lived experience and researched critique of Mormon “plural marriage.”1
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Despite Tanner’s pointed criticism of polygamy, her writing differs
markedly from an early exposé autobiography such as Tell it All (1874),
written by Fanny Stenhouse, a dissenting Mormon woman. Different
from Stenhouse, who refers to herself as a “heretic” (vii), Tanner writes
her autobiography as a still practicing member of the Mormon Church.
Thus, she rarely identifies church leaders by name, protecting specific
individuals from direct criticism. Stenhouse, on the other hand, feels no
qualms about naming and supplying minute details about the many
church authorities, Mormons, and religious practices that, according to
Stenhouse, oppressed her and Mormon women in general. In effect,
Stenhouse’s autobiography intends to satisfy the curiosity of outside
readers, who, she claims, have repeatedly asked her to unveil the secrets
of the Mormon Church and Mormon polygamy (xiii). Her express purpose for writing an autobiography is to deny her former Mormon faith;
Tanner’s purpose, on the other hand, is to affirm her faith, even though
she also criticizes Mormons’ practice of polygamy.
Restraining herself little when criticizing her husband and polygamy,
Tanner’s motives for writing are not overtly vindictive toward the
church. Instead, she constructs herself as a loving Mormon mother, who
remains true to her personally revised faith. Writing with both an inside
and outside readership in mind, she works to satisfy her reader’s curiosity about Mormon polygamy from the perspective of an actual plural
wife. By writing her life story, Tanner aims to prove that she began life
as a naive, obedient Mormon girl, who, too quickly, entered into a plural marriage with an appealing university professor but then grew up to
become an independent, self-educated American woman—not a passive, weak-minded individual or, worse, one of the unwitting dupes to
lustful male tyranny that she imagines many readers believe Mormon
plural wives to be.2
Official Mormon doctrine such as that concerning polygamy has
always been the strict domain of male church leaders. As a Mormon
woman living in the nineteenth century and writing about her experiences in the mid–twentieth century, Tanner’s best option for condemning polygamy is to write an autobiography, a seemingly innocuous and
institutionally sanctioned medium of public speech, especially for
Mormon women. Tanner’s life story intends to elicit sympathy and
respect from readers by detailing the sincere religious motivation that
guided her decision to become a plural wife. She wants readers to understand the difficult consequences that followed her marriage to a neglectful
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husband and to recognize the accomplishments she and her ten children
achieved despite her early religious dogmatism and naiveté.
One literary critic, Lynn Bloom, has analyzed Tanner’s autobiography
from an outsider’s point of view. After studying numerous Mormon
women’s autobiographies, including Tanner’s, Bloom argues that these
autobiographies “make a case against [polygamy] through the example of
[Mormon women’s] own lives.” While few would deny the detrimental
effects of polygamy on plural wives (as are often illustrated in their autobiographical acts), Bloom’s claim overlooks the empowering independence Mormon women autobiographers such as Tanner and Hafen insist
on with regard to their plural marriages. By dismissing their diverse
polygamous experiences and their religiously motivated defenses of the
practice, Bloom’s criticism echoes nineteenth-century moral reformers’
stereotyped images of Mormon women. Her literary criticism tends to
reduce these women’s religious beliefs and lived experience to the awful
effects of a reprehensible patriarchal institution that “oppressed and suppressed a host of innocent, benign victims—its own women and children” (137).
In an effort to account for Tanner’s “paradoxical devotion” to a
church that burdens her, Bloom argues that Tanner’s autobiography
exhibits a “double voice” quality: one, an “overt voice,” which is “integrative, reinforcing the values and behavior of her husband and of the
frontier culture”; and two, a “covert voice,” which is “contradictory, subversive—and necessary to maintain her dignity, sanity, and sense of self”
(138). While Bloom correctly identifies the subversive nature of
Tanner’s covert voice, she too easily dismisses the allegiance to religious
beliefs that Tanner’s overt voice repeatedly insists on from the beginning to the end of her life story. Bloom also too readily concludes that
Tanner lacks awareness of her own “covert voice.” On the contrary, evidence from the text demonstrates that Tanner is well aware of her religious subversions. In fact, she purposely writes them into the text, hoping to appeal to the sympathies of both insiders and outsiders to the
Mormon Church. Furthermore, Tanner employs a “double voice” in
order to maintain integrity toward her own value system and to mediate
between her individual conscience and the pressures of her Mormon
belief. She lives and writes, for instance, as someone who works to offer
readers honesty and truth telling, tempered by kindness and forgiveness.
Moreover, her writing demonstrates a desire to foster personal freedom,
but she expects her own and others’ freedom in life and in writing to be
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curbed by self-restraint and societal rules. Finally, Tanner’s autobiography celebrates individuality, but not at the expense of family and
community ties. This value system, informed by Puritan, Mormon, and
American ideals, necessarily complicates the way she chooses to tell the
story of her life. Therefore, Bloom’s analysis of the double-voiced quality of Tanner’s text too narrowly limits the intentionality of this Mormon
woman’s autobiographical act.
Margo Culley argues that “the dominant tradition of American
women’s autobiography has roots in Puritan beliefs about the self and the
Puritan practice of conversion narratives” (10). Like Puritan conversion
narratives, Mormon “personal histories” such as those by Tanner or
Hafen are a written legacy of their lives and religious beliefs. Among
Mormons, publicly sharing stories of trial, conversion, and testimony
with a church congregation, either over a pulpit or in writing, is an
acceptable, even encouraged activity meant to strengthen and edify fellow saints. Mormon women autobiographers intend to pass on testimonies of faith and endurance for the benefit of family members and
their Mormon community. Just as Puritans testified of their faith and
expected to be judged by their peers, Tanner, too, expects her narrative
to be judged by Mormon family members and friends who might read the
story she writes about her life as a polygamous wife and mother.
Rather than affirming the Mormon doctrine of polygamy, however,
Tanner’s narrative argues against it. After much consideration, she reasons—using the story of her life for evidence—that it is a religious custom that subordinates women. “Polygamy is predicated on the assumption that man is superior to woman,” she asserts (60). Proving that she
has thoroughly examined polygamy as it has been practiced by the
Israelites of the Old Testament, by “Mohammedans,” and by her own
Mormon community, Tanner concludes that all three polygamous cultures oppress women and privilege men (61). Expecting many in her
Mormon audience to resist these criticisms of Mormon men’s privileged
position, Tanner employs various rhetorical and narrative strategies to
bolster her position. She works to gain credibility, for example, with her
multiple audiences by demonstrating her knowledge of both Mormon
and non-Mormon scholarship on the subject of polygamy. In one
instance, she defends her criticism by citing an “eminent psychologist,”
Dr. Mortimer Adler, a well-known American philosopher and educator,
who says, “All our institutions, our traditional attitudes, our laws, our
morals, our customs give evidence of the fact that they are determined
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and maintained by the privileged males for the glory of male domination” (qtd. in Tanner 61). Tanner’s reliance on an authority figure outside
of Mormonism is a rhetorical tactic not likely to persuade many
Mormon readers. However, she voices an esteemed outsider expert’s
opinion alongside her own belief to strengthen her contention for those
who would listen that the institution of polygamy discriminated against
plural wives. After a life of learning and hard experience, the allusion to
Adler provides evidence for Tanner’s new willingness to value, when
necessary, secular and individual authority over religious authority.
Such explicit denunciation of a doctrine held “sacred” by Tanner’s
fellow Mormons makes for an explicitly transgressive autobiographical
act within her Mormon community. As a woman, with little to no religious authority, she understands how her critical position will appear to
many in her Mormon audience. According to Culley, any reading of the
“self” within a religious community such as that among Puritans or, in
this case, among Mormons occurs as an “intertextual event.” In other
words, Tanner knows that many Mormons then and in the future would
“gather” together and “read” her subversive life story to compare their
own experience with a “scriptural metatext” and with other members’
experiences (Culley 10). In order to maintain her good standing with
Latter-day Saints, Tanner shrewdly sandwiches her criticism of
polygamy between equally compelling accounts of continuing religious
faith and devotion to God. While criticizing a doctrine of the Mormon
Church, to which she maintains ties, she expresses gratitude for God’s
continuing role in her life. She structures the autobiography, however,
to illustrate her evolving relationship with God and Mormon doctrine
as well as to affirm her own individual authority and personal faith: “Our
[Mormons’] concept of God, then, was taken largely from the ancient
Hebrew and the Book of Mormon. It has since changed in some measure as the New Testament has become more influential. He is now a
God of love; not of jealousy and arbitrary punishment” (229). Here
Tanner demonstrates that, regardless of her criticism, she is a religious
person whose life, now captured and formulated as a published text,
could be “read for evidence of God’s dealings with the soul” (Culley 10).
Tanner writes her autobiography from a Mormon tradition of personal record keeping. Not only does she record her own birth date, birthplace, and her parents’ marriage date within the first paragraph, but
throughout her life story, she also meticulously documents the birth
dates, places, and full names of all her children and several grandchildren.
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Compiling her autobiography and recording the genealogies of family
members are central to Mormon doctrine.3 Another key tenet of Latterday Saint faith is the “sealing” of couples in sacred marriage ceremonies
performed in Mormon temples. Such “sealings” ensure that ancestors as
well as descendants are bound together through both earthly and heavenly life.4 Written records such as Tanner’s autobiography intend to
establish genealogical relationships and pass on Mormon values from
generation to generation. In the preface to Tanner’s autobiography,
Sterling McMurrin claims that Tanner writes “in simple, direct, and
unadorned prose, not for publication but simply as an intimate memoir
for her family” (x). Obert C. Tanner, Annie Clark Tanner’s son, concurs
with McMurrin, asserting that “[s]he intended this account of her life to
be only for her children and grandchildren” because, he explains,
“[t]oward the end of her life she became increasingly aware that her
descendants would have difficulty understanding her unusual marriage
and family life” (xvi).
Although Tanner admittedly writes the autobiography for her
descendants, evidence from the narrative suggests that she also targets a
readership beyond the obvious family members that McMurrin and her
son, Obert, identify as her primary audience. In fact, I would argue that
she constructs her life story for the benefit of three key audiences: her
posterity, her Mormon community, and the non-Mormon public.
Recognizing herself as belonging to a subgroup of Americans in the
United States who were “making history” (76), she recounts her personal life story as a Mormon polygamous wife in order for her individual
voice to be heard among the many inside and outside voices that make
up a larger, national history about the subject of Mormon polygamy. The
purposeful argument that Tanner constructs demonstrates her desire to
speak beyond the confines of home and church, especially when it
comes to explaining her plural marriage. She often prefaces Mormon
religious tenets with information that Mormon readers would likely
know already. She also uses language directed toward those who are
unacquainted with anything about Mormon beliefs other than the practice of polygamy, which titillated the public’s imagination. In addition,
her autobiography’s elevated style with its formal English, numerous literary and historical allusions, her rehearsal of official church doctrine
on Mormon polygamy, and her inclusion of outside scholarly accounts
of the practice suggest that she intended her writing to become more
than just a homey life story.
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Tanner’s account of life in polygamy transgresses the boundaries of
Mormon tradition by arguing against church doctrine, even though she
herself remains an otherwise faithful Latter-day Saint. In effect, she
selects and arranges evidence from her life experience and personal
study to take readers on a developmental journey that begins with
youthful naiveté, rigid religiosity, and unwavering obedience and ends
with mature womanhood, religious tolerance, and self-determination.
Furthermore, she constructs her narrative to gain favor with multiple
audiences, to educate them about Mormon polygamy, and to create
space for a woman to speak as frankly as her Victorian upbringing would
allow about a controversial subject that profoundly affected her life.

Critiquing Mormon Polygamy
Tanner’s narrative begins, like most conventional Mormon autobiographies, at her childhood home. “I was born in Farmington, Utah,
September 24, 1864” (1). Then within this first paragraph, she establishes her credibility to write about the history and doctrine of polygamy
by discussing her own parents’ polygamous relationship and their devotion to the “principle of Celestial Marriage.”5 She notes that her father,
Ezra Clark, personally knew Joseph Smith, who is first said to have
received a revelation from God instructing Smith to implement the
principle of polygamy as practiced by the Old Testament prophet
Abraham. Acknowledging that the Clark family was “thoroughly converted” to Smith’s teachings, Tanner implies that they were, thus, also
devoted to polygamy. She offers abundant evidence for her early religious convictions and her grounding in Mormon Doctrine. By laying
this preliminary groundwork, she establishes her credibility to critique
the practice later, working to prevent readers from dismissing her criticism of church doctrine when she will explicitly condemn polygamy as
an institutional practice based on the subordination of women. Tanner
solidifies her standing with church members by noting that her father
was “a Utah pioneer of 1848,” who, during “several” missions for the
church, met and later married his second wife, her mother Susan (1).
From this first paragraph to the autobiography’s last, Tanner establishes
her authority to speak as an insider Mormon and as an accomplished
writer.
To demonstrate her language skills, she employs a formal style, not
unlike that of Benjamin Franklin’s own quintessential American
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autobiography, which Tanner probably read (122). Also similar to
Franklin, who wrote his autobiography as an account of the premier
American man’s success, Tanner hopes for a broad American audience
that will appreciate her woman’s story of personal triumph over difficult
odds. By the second paragraph of her autobiography, she begins her
deliberate task of describing plural marriage. Using elevated language
and passive sentence constructions, she provides evidence to demonstrate that she is well educated. The content of her introduction also
seems to address readers who would be unfamiliar with church doctrine,
rather than insiders who would understand Mormon beliefs after a lifetime of religious training. She explains, for example, “The principle of
Celestial Marriage was considered the capstone of Mormon religion.
Only by practicing it could the highest exaltation in the Celestial
Kingdom of God be obtained” (1). Her language here attempts to communicate to an audience the grandiose nature of this religious principle
from the perspective of early members of the church:
According to the founders of the Mormon Church, the great purpose of this
life is to prepare for the Celestial Kingdom in the world to come. The
tremendous efforts and sacrifices of the Mormon people can be understood
only if one keeps in mind this basic otherworld philosophy. (2)

The implied actors in the passive construction, “can be understood,”
must be non-Mormons. In addition, she uses a secular phrase like “otherworld philosophy” to explain for a general reader the Mormon view of
the “Celestial Kingdom,” what Latter-day Saints consider the most
desirable and highest “heaven.”
Early in her autobiography, Tanner remarks that she is “glad to begin”
telling “this unusual part of my story,” although she admits to feeling
“some hesitancy.” Her concern, she says, comes “because most people
find it difficult to understand a Mormon polygamous marriage. . . . This
is the case, to some degree, with my own children; much more must it
be true of those still further removed from this social practice” (57).
Such a remark hints that she imagines that readers other than her children may make up her future audience. Later, after discussing the
lengths to which Latter-day Saints had to go in order to practice
polygamy, she writes,“I mention these incidents briefly to give some
indication of our tenacity to a religious principle which we were convinced was God-given” (78)—and which early Mormons also assumed
was unchanging (130).
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Annie Clark marries Joseph Marion Tanner on December 27, 1883,
in a service at the “Endowment House,” a makeshift Mormon temple
used before the Salt Lake City Temple was completed. “Aunt Jennie,”
Joseph Tanner’s first wife, attends the wedding. Tanner writes that after
the ceremony, the three of them—Annie Clark, Mr. Tanner, and Aunt
Jennie—all boarded a “northbound train.” Tanner then weaves
poignancy into her autobiographical tale, working to gain reader’s sympathy for her plight. Rather than enjoy her wedding night with Mr.
Tanner, she “got off at Farmington and they [Joseph Tanner and Aunt
Jennie] went on to Ogden” (64). Antipolygamy legislation passed in
1882 meant that her marriage had to be kept secret, so Tanner never
derives any happiness from a wedding celebration or honeymoon.
Instead, she spends her wedding night back at her “dear old home” with
“all the uncertainty that the future might bring” (66). Despite believing
at the time that she had done the right thing, looking back, Tanner
admits to feeling glum over dinner. In retrospect, she shows readers the
pain she experienced, but was in denial over, as a young, polygamous
bride:
As I sat down to a glass of bread and milk the thought came to me. “Well,
this is my wedding supper.” In those few minutes I recalled the elaborate
marriage festivals which had taken place in our own family, of the banquets
I had helped to prepare and the many lovely brides among my friends. I even
began to compare their wedding gowns. I was conscious of the obscurity of
my own first evening after marriage. (66)

Tanner then writes about being forced as a nineteen-year-old newlywed into an early life of loneliness and hiding on the “Mormon underground” (101). She explains how she must continue to keep her marriage secret by hiding the first of what would become ten pregnancies.
Her condition had to be hidden because it would prove to outsiders that
she was no longer “Miss Clark.” Describing this secretive, “single” life as
living like a “caged bird” (109), Tanner feels “confined” by pregnancy
and forced into moving among sympathizers’ protective care, a “wanderer without a home” (110). Ironically, Tanner notes that she lived this
confining life to protect her husband from being imprisoned for bigamy.
She describes how her sister, Mary Elizabeth, helps her conceal the
pregnancy, finding her homes to lodge in so that Tanner could be “free
from all anxiety of jeopardizing [her] husband’s liberty” (emphasis mine
105). Tanner’s early roving life is just the beginning of one woman’s lifelong
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search for a secure place to call her own. Her narrative and rhetorical
intentions are to demonstrate how sincerely committed she had been to
the religious principles guiding her life. By writing, she hopes to prevent
non-Mormon readers from faulting her for choosing such a marriage and
to prevent Mormon readers from faulting her for criticizing polygamy.
After all, according to her account, polygamy had clearly done her
much harm.
Long after its official practice, openly initiated in 1852 and publicly
ended in 1890, Mormon polygamy has fascinated scholars in history,
sociology, psychology, and even law.6 Unfortunately, the literary community has largely ignored Mormon women’s autobiographies, a wealth
of Mormon rhetoric and literature that offers firsthand accounts of the
practice.7 Mormon women such as Mary Ann Hafen and Annie Clark
Tanner, who lived as plural wives during the mid- to late 1800s, were
highly conscious of the abhorrence and disdain that nineteenth-century America felt toward polygamy. Victorian crusaders who championed
various moral reform movements felt indignant toward what they
viewed as an aberrant sexual practice and clear subjugation of women.
In the preface to Stenhouse’s exposé autobiography, for example,
Harriet Beecher Stowe declares, “Shall we not then hope that the hour
is come to loose the bonds of a cruel slavery whose chains have cut into
the hearts of thousands of our sisters—a slavery which debases and
degrades womanhood, motherhood, and the family?” (vi). The melodramatic connection that Stowe makes between slavery and Mormon
polygamy was a common one in the late 1800s. Ironically, although
Mormons denied that polygamy was anything like slavery, they also used
the term “Mormon underground” to describe the phenomenon of plural
wives “hiding” in various homes, trying to prevent authorities from
imprisoning their husbands.
According to non-Mormon historian Peggy Pascoe, “Mormonism and
its polygamous marriage system had been the subject of a loosely coordinated but widespread attack by novelists, home mission workers,
Protestant clergy, Salt Lake City Gentiles, and apostate Mormons since
the 1850s” (61–62). Pascoe describes the “three images” these female
reformers adopted to “symbolize” what activists viewed as “the plight of
Mormon women: that of the wronged first wife, the deluded plural wife,
and the besieged young girl” (62). In addition to these stereotyped views
of Mormon women—which, ironically, mostly added to the burden of
polygamy for them—the 1856 Platform of the Republican Party read in
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part, “It is both the right and the imperative duty of Congress to prohibit in the territories those twin relics of barbarism—polygamy and slavery”
(Young, Isn’t One 1). Historian Davis Bitton confirms that the larger
society linked slavery with polygamy (“Mormon Polygamy” 107–108),
and Tanner herself describes how slavery and polygamy “were commonly referred to by our enemies as the ‘twin evils’ of the nation” (78).8
Due to disparaging images and the connection that Victorian, abolitionist minds made between Mormon polygamy and the human
bondage of slavery in America, prominent Mormon women during the
1870s and 1880s wrote passionate defenses of their plural marriages.
Eliza R. Snow, a plural wife to Joseph Smith and then, after Smith’s
death, a plural wife to Brigham Young, was a principle defender of
Mormon polygamy. Arguably the most powerful woman in the early
church, she once remarked,
Were we the stupid, degraded, heartbroken beings that we have been represented, silence might better become us; but as women of God, . . . we not
only speak because we have the right, but justice and humanity demand that
we should.9 (qtd. in Arrington and Bitton 226)

Helen Mar Kimball Whitney’s pamphlet, “Why We Practice Plural
Marriage” (1884), played an equally influential role in defending
polygamy (Young, Isn’t One 52). Highly politicized individuals with a
cause, hundreds of other Mormon women defended their right as
United States citizens to practice a doctrine they considered God
given—and moral. Historian Lawrence Foster claims that outsiders’
continued criticism of Mormonism actually strengthened Mormon
women’s resolve toward what their detractors viewed as a distasteful religious practice. In short, their biting attacks propelled polygamous
Mormon women to increase their “political activism” and, thus, to benefit from a “greater degree of autonomy” than many other American
women (From Frontier Activism 10).
Tanner herself worked for women’s suffrage by joining a political club.
She writes about presenting the life of Susan B. Anthony during one club
meeting. She also notes that this club sent delegates to Congress in support of Elizabeth Cady Stanton (145). Such details are meant to demonstrate for non-Mormons that even as a plural wife, Tanner was committed to women’s autonomy and political power. She argues that polygamy
forced her to develop “an independence” that she noticed was lacking in
women who enjoy the luxury of monogamous marriages. “The plural
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wife, in time,” writes Tanner, “becomes conscious of her own power to
make decisions” (269). In fact, women in the Utah territory achieved
suffrage in 1870, long before the rest of the country’s women were
extended voting rights. Church leaders believed the women’s vote would
“aid in constructive reform and strengthening the family” (Foster, From
Frontier Activism 11). Many impassioned nineteenth-century Mormon
women insisted that becoming a plural wife was a deliberate, fully
informed decision. In spite of the difficulties, they claimed their agency
to choose such marriages against a barrage of denigrating criticism.
In her autobiography, Tanner records participating as a young woman
during several mass meetings held to defend the church’s practice of
polygamy. She includes one such story to describe the social atmosphere
surrounding Mormon plural wives’ actions and also to demonstrate her
own early fervency:
We met in the Salt Lake Theater to draft a memorial of protest against the
indignities, persecutions, and sufferings inflicted by the officers of the law in
the territory. In some cases women were imprisoned for refusing to answer
indelicate questions. (77)

Tanner’s autobiography recalls some of these Victorian Mormon
women’s original defenses. One of the most poignant reminiscences
occurs when she tells how, as a theological student at Brigham Young
Academy, she takes up the role of apologist for the principle of plural
marriage. She describes speaking in front of an audience that includes
Joseph Marion Tanner, the visiting professor who was so impressed by
her speech that he pursues her as a second wife. With irony, Tanner
writes, “That little speech did more perhaps to determine my future life
than one ever would have dreamed” (48).
This pointed observation about her early enthusiasm for polygamy
and its personal consequences intends to evoke readers’ sympathy and
understanding about why she accepts a marriage proposal from a man
whose intelligence she admired and whose attention flattered her own
intellectual ego. “I felt favored above all the other girls in the school”
(50). She constructs this past incident with an ironic tone as she writes
in the present to show her audience how far she has matured beyond her
youthful zeal in defending polygamy. With hindsight, Tanner reexamines Mormon women’s early enthusiasm in light of her own negative
experiences as the plural wife of Joseph Marion Tanner. Her twentiethcentury perspective affords her the opportunity to examine both the
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positive and negative consequences of her past, nineteenth-century
theology. She writes, “I am sure that women would never have accepted polygamy had it not been for their religion” (132).
Despite any benefits that Tanner describes resulting from her life as a
plural wife—independence, self-directed learning, or even religious
enlightenment and greater tolerance—she nevertheless confesses that
her marriage experience consisted mostly of disillusionment, frustration,
and anguish, despite the early, passionate love she felt toward her older,
professor husband. Within the first few months of their unusual wedding, for example, Tanner observes, “while the love and devotion of a
trusting young bride was just a coincidence in his life. The fervor of my
love was life” (68). She then foreshadows the problems to come from
her husband’s frequent broken dates and male hegemony:
Already he manifested a consciousness of his right to “Rule.” I, too, seemed
aware of the fact that he was “my Lord.” There was no escape from this
decree. I must school myself to bide his time and obey him. In time I learned
to steel myself against disappointment of his failure to come. However, I
learned to dearly love my husband, and I wondered later if anyone was a
more ardent lover than myself. (69)

Regardless of Tanner’s pain, throughout the autobiography in
moments such as this one, she insists on constructing her self as an
active agent, not a passive victim. Even though her writing will likely
convince readers that she did, indeed, live a harsh life, she does not
shirk responsibility for her deliberate actions or for their negative consequences: “My husband and I were both the product of the ideal of our
religion, that man is superior to woman and that he should be obeyed”
(169). As an autobiographer, she may seek readers’ sympathy, but she
does not seek their pity. She wishes merely to be understood.
In passages where Tanner explains the social circumstances that
made polygamy desirable, she adopts a scholarly tone, continuing to use
the distancing and formal “one” or the vague and generalized “church”
to address her audience and help them understand Mormon women’s
position. She also does not mention specific leaders’ names, avoiding
any direct accusations of improper motives concerning polygamy:
If one can picture the sociological conditions in Utah territory when the
principle of polygamy was openly endorsed by the church in 1852, one can
better understand the reason for its development. Hundreds of young
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women came from the overcrowded section in the old country. They were
thoroughly converted to the Gospel. To be the wife of a fine leader in Israel
was the height of their ambition. Perhaps too, the effect of the increase in
numbers it furnished to the church was considered of some advantage. (23)

Here Tanner implies a loose identification with the sincerity and religious devotion that motivated immigrant Mormon women’s desire to
live the principle of polygamy. She also, however, implicitly chides
those who might have viewed it as an efficient way to increase the
Mormon population and, thus, to increase Mormons’ political power in
the Utah territory.
Another passage that demonstrates her desire to gain sympathy and
understanding, especially from a non-Mormon audience, is one in
which she explains several negative results for young women who might
consider marrying outside the church. These consequences would be
already well known and understood by a Mormon readership, but not
likely by outsiders.
It must be remembered that the western immigration movement brought to
Utah all kinds of people. Concerning some of the men folks, girls comparing their chances for matrimony, often said of a Mormon leader, “I’d rather
have his little finger than the whole of a man outside of the church.” It was
an extremely serious thing for girls to marry outside of the church, both
socially and religiously. It jeopardized their personal salvation, that of their
children, and resulted generally in social ostracism. (23)

Passages such as these offer frank admission of the social and religious
consequences that arose from her Mormon community’s religious beliefs
and controversial nineteenth-century marriage practice. Tanner
includes them to explain the reasons that she and others would concede
to sharing a Mormon leader in a plural marriage, rather than choose
from plentiful and readily available nonmember men.
Historian Jessie L. Embry explains that “two common threads” run
through the experiences of polygamous Mormon women such as Annie
Clark Tanner or Mary Ann Hafen. First, Mormon women’s “underlying
motivation” for becoming a plural wife was that God had commanded
them through a modern prophet, Joseph Smith, to do so. This “spiritual
incentive” or “religious faith” was the main element that sustained polygamous wives as they weathered the hardships and jealousies brought on
by polygamy. Second, Embry points out that unlike ancient Israelite,
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Muslim, or African cultures, where people developed “complex traditions”
to govern polygamous relationships, Mormon polygamy was a relatively
new, short-lived religious practice. This newness resulted in Mormon
households patterning multifamily living arrangements according to
their nineteenth-century society’s Victorian model of a monogamous,
nuclear family unit (57, 60).10 Rather than the husband living with all
his wives together, for instance, polygamous Mormons often established
separate households. The husband and father financially supported his
several families but would also, when possible, build each wife her own
house, moving among his various homes on a regular basis (59).
Tanner’s life story illustrates Embry’s observations. She writes that she
became a plural wife because she believed the principle of polygamy was
God given. Her autobiography also shows that she tries to live according to the Victorian ideals of female domesticity and family life that permeated her culture at the time. However, like Hafen and many other
polygamous Mormon women, she also writes about needing to perform
both female and male roles in order to satisfy the domestic and economic necessities of her household. Because of the logistical and emotional demands placed both on polygamous wives and on their husbands
or, worse, because of what Tanner depicts in her own case as a husband’s
insensitivity, criticism, and excessive number of wives (154), the polygamous-monogamous Victorian model did not work well for her.
Although she acknowledges a polygamous husband would “need to be,
almost, a superhuman man to help each wife equally with the problems
of rearing a family” (270), strain resulting from inequity and neglect
explain the narrative tensions over freedom and personal fulfillment
that underlie the story Tanner writes about her life.

Promoting Puritan, Mormon, and American Ideals
Besides explaining and critiquing her difficult polygamous experience,
Tanner means for her autobiography to inculcate her children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren with values inherited from America’s
Puritan tradition—hard work, thrift, sacrifice, and devotion to God. In
his preface to Tanner’s autobiography, McMurrin notes that “[b]y its cultural inheritance and origins, as well as its moral foundations,
Mormonism is a Puritan religion, in numerous ways an expression of the
traditional American character” (xiii).11 These Puritan ideals were
compatible with Mormon philosophy and doctrine. “If Mormon philosophy
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can be summed up in two words,” writes Tanner, “it is ‘Keep Busy,’ and
that applies to every member of the church” (238). Her promotion of
Puritan, Mormon, and American values, such as religious tolerance,
education, and independent thinking, permeate the autobiography.
From the outset, however, she demonstrates that she did not enjoy these
same American ideals at home as a child, where obedience and submission were valued more than independence.
The freedom of democratic America was in strong contrast to the traditional ideas of obedience under which my mother was reared and which, for centuries, had dominated European countries. Parental obedience was my
mother’s pet ideal and she was exacting. (4)

Tanner portrays her polygamous marriage as equally or more restrictive. Of her husband, she writes, “He was a dictator, and he expected to
be obeyed.” Calling her husband a “dictator” is especially damning in
context since she is writing her autobiography during the time of World
War II and, thus, implies a parallel with Hitler. Briefly discussing the war
just two pages before recreating a key scene between her and her husband (265), Tanner writes, “He told me once while we were living in
Provo that Germany was the place to rear a family.” Then she recalls
their dialogue, as though she remembers verbatim the words that condemn him from his own mouth: “‘They would know the meaning of obedience and discipline in Germany,’ was his remark. ‘That is not my
ideal,’ was the only comment I made” (267).
Having settled in at least eight different locations that range from
Utah and Colorado to as far away as Massachusetts and Canada, Tanner
describes having to build and maintain her homes mostly “unaided” by
this dictatorial husband, who, claims Tanner, was often critical of her
and distracted by his other wives (271). Without a caring companion’s
support, however, she works to prove that through study, sacrifice, hard
work, unfailing devotion to her children, and her individual heroism,
she earned one version of the American Dream: education, her children’s success, and a stable, God-centered home. “Women left to shift
for themselves almost alone,” writes Tanner, “or even to carry the whole
responsibility of rearing a large family, are made capable by what is
forced upon them” (271).
One of her most compelling reasons for writing an autobiography
centers on her belief that personal and institutional progress are made
possible by a solid education and independent thinking. “My own children
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were not reared under the old tradition,” she insists, “namely, that obedience is the greatest of all virtues” (227). She inscribes her life as initially being ruled by rigid orthodoxy. “[O]bedience was the basis of our
religion. Parental authority was Biblical, and obedience to church
authority, which proclaimed our modern scripture, was just as binding”
(15). Through her narrative, however, she aims to demonstrate that she
has come to trust her own authority. Furthermore, she hopes to encourage her posterity to do the same, wanting them to value freedom,
embrace learning, and extend greater tolerance for other religious
beliefs or philosophies not their own. She constructs her life story as an
example of the personal pain caused by what she now views as narrow
or backward thinking, coupled with a religious practice that church
leaders promised would bring joy and blessings—but mostly in the heavenly kingdom to come (72–73). The book concludes with Tanner asserting that she has gained a broader understanding of how her own faith
fits into other histories of religion she has studied: “Strange to say, my
faith in the Gospel and my appreciation for the Bible has increased with
this added knowledge” (324).
Tanner expects to persuade descendants that the story of her life provides a progressive model of living that fosters advancement, openmindedness, thinking for one’s self, and living in the present. Her text
also illustrates how a Mormon woman may work out her own personal
theology through autobiographical writing. In Tanner’s case, she displaces an Old Testament God who requires obedience and metes out
punishment with a New Testament God who promotes progressiveminded, individual choice and offers unconditional love in the present,
rather than in some unknown, unrealized afterlife. For Tanner, this
means people should enjoy life now, rather than wait for what many
Mormons refer to as their “celestial” reward in a life to come. She writes,
“[O]ur Savior said, ‘Live more abundantly’” (311). As a Mormon mother, she believes that “each generation should be ahead of the present or
past generation.” Her philosophy rests on her stated assumption that
“the people of the world evolve in an evolutionary way to higher standards” (269). By encouraging ideals such as these, she works to illustrate
the liberal-minded traditions she has come to embrace and write about
in her own life, hoping to instill those same values in the lives of her
posterity. She even claims that her Mormon family belongs “to a church
which has been true in a measure to its ideal of Eternal progression”
(310).
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To demonstrate how she has “progressed” personally and, thus, how
her life and opinions differ from her own mother’s and even from those
of her professor husband, she offers instances when her children display
the American ideal that learning, religious faith, freedom, and independent thinking can reside together. Recreating a scene when a
Mormon bishop compliments her on the manner in which she has
raised her sons, she writes that the bishop told her, “Your boys are not
like the ordinary boys” (227). In her account, Tanner agrees unabashedly with this leader’s assessment, calling her sons “extraordinary” because,
she points out, “they were encouraged to think things out for themselves. I never would or could believe that the institutions of learning
would produce a lack of faith in our young people” (227). By relating
praise from a leading male church member, Tanner validates her parenting skills and indirectly boasts about the balance she and her children have achieved between religious and intellectual pursuits. This and
other anecdotes throughout the autobiography intend to demonstrate
her progressive views. She implies that her liberal-mindedness differs
from other narrow views (such as her mother’s or husband’s) concerning
obedience, religious faith, and secular learning. Tanner provides additional indirect evidence by including a flyleaf dedication from her tenth
child, Obert, who was asked to write New Testament Studies textbooks
for high school seminary students. The dedication reads, “To my
Mother: Whose armor is her honest thought, / And simple truth her
utmost skill” (316).
Interrupting her own academic education for a plural marriage,
Tanner never earns a formal degree, in spite of what she describes as her
academic promise at Brigham Young Academy—one of legendary professor Karl Maeser’s “few leading [theological] students” (47). To prove
that her own dedicated self-study has compensated for her lack of a formal education, she includes numerous references to prominent
American or British writers and thinkers. Aiming to show that her ideas
and arguments in the autobiography are grounded in both religious and
secular learning, she bolsters her personal account of polygamy by quoting both a Mormon historian, B. H. Roberts (114), and a non-Mormon
historian, Hubert Howe Bancroft (98). Including excerpts from both an
insider’s and an outsider’s study of polygamy enables her to offer readers
more than one scholarly point of view and also demonstrates that she is
well read on the issue.
To prove further that she is well educated, even if that education was
obtained through self-study, she sprinkles allusions to numerous books
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and famous American or British figures, real or literary, throughout the
autobiography. Her allusions document an array of canonized male
thinkers and characters: Charles Dickens and Sir Walter Scott (100),
Robinson Crusoe (103), Benjamin Franklin (122), Abraham Lincoln
and General Grant (139), John Stewart Mill (158), and James Fenimore
Cooper (283). Tanner never admits to reading a single sentimental
novel, although she occasionally uses conventions of the genre, such as
direct addresses to “the reader,” who, at one point, she hopes will
“appreciate my situation” (74). This phraseology would be familiar to
anyone acquainted with these widely read and very popular nineteenthcentury texts. Ironically, she also adopts the genre’s narrative plot using
romantic elements of courtship, marriage, and a “happy ending” (333),
despite a marriage relationship that became more about disappointment
and pain than love.
Some of Tanner’s greatest intellectual growth occurs when she moves
to Cambridge, Massachusetts. Her husband has been studying at
Harvard and living with his third wife, Josephine, for a year and a half
before Tanner insists on joining them. In Massachusetts, Tanner writes
that, rather than live with Joseph and Josephine, she is forced to rent an
apartment “in the slums” so as not to “jeopardize [Mr. Tanner’s] reputation” (135). She portrays herself as living a relatively lonely life with
two babies, a new pregnancy, and a husband who visits every alternating Sunday for dinner (136). Yet Tanner lets readers know that, in
Cambridge, she filled up her loneliness by reading and, occasionally,
educational sightseeing. “Mr. Tanner often brought me books from the
library—historical accounts of the early settlers in New England and
novels by the famous New England writers. He hired a carriage and we
visited places of historical interest in and around Boston.” Tanner
includes many letters in her autobiography to give readers a sense of
authenticity and immediacy about her life at a particular historical
moment. For example, in an 1892 letter to her brother John, meant to
depict her life and activities in Cambridge, Tanner provides more evidence for her self-education, especially in the traditionally androcentric
versions of American history and religion that her training has taught
her to value
One of the most interesting books I read is Abraham Lincoln. I admire him
more than ever, and have learned so much regarding the history of his time.
To continue United States history, I am reading of General Grant, or Grant
in Peace. It is also interesting and instructive. I read two religious books, as
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much for curiosity as for anything. They were The Material Dawn and The
Romance of Two Worlds. (139)

Later, Tanner shows how her son Obert continues a tradition of
bringing her books to read on history and religion, including The
Modern Use of the Bible (1926) by Harry Emerson Fosdick, The Literature
of the Old Testament in Its Historical Development (1926) by Julius August
Bewer, and Literature of the New Testament (1936) by Ernest Findlay
Scott (324). Tanner meticulously records titles and authors such as
these throughout her autobiography, documenting her own reading history and implying the value of self-education. She also alludes to the
biographies she wrote about her mother and father. In order to avoid
boasting too directly about this accomplishment, she includes a letter,
dated January 10, 1934, written by Heber J. Grant, then president of the
LDS Church, praising the merits of her father’s biography. A key sentence from the letter, written to Tanner’s brother Edward, who sent
President Grant the biography, reads, “I congratulate your sister upon
having written such a fine account of your father’s life” (323).
Although Tanner provides readers evidence of her independent intellectual pursuits, one of her disappointments in life is that she never gets
to serve a Mormon mission, despite her early desire to do so (47).
Forfeited opportunities in her own life, such as a formal education and a
Mormon mission, explain why Tanner writes extensively about her children’s accomplishments. Early in the autobiography, for example, she
tries to console herself about the importance of missions for girls, observing that as women and mothers, “we can prepare the rising generation for
that purpose, and we can become sufficiently acquainted with the principles of the Gospel to converse with strangers, that come into our midst,
and lay down to them the Plan of Salvation” (53).12 Later on, however,
she remarks that Obert’s mission to Germany fulfilled her own thwarted
mission dreams. “I would never have felt that my life was complete without a missionary experience for, at least, one of my sons” (309).
Besides this desire to teach Mormon doctrine and promote education,
independence, and personal authority, Tanner advocates open-mindedness
toward other world religions. She emphasizes this value by relating a story
about how she supports Obert on his mission:
In common with many people, my own religious concepts had gone through
some evolutionary development, and I was anxious for Obert to have an
understanding of religion in its broader sense, so I sent him a great many
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books written by many religious teachers. In religious thought, I reasoned to
myself, why not be a citizen of the world and learn what other people are
thinking and teaching. (309)

By promoting the study of world religions, Tanner passes down her
own awakened appreciation for other systems of belief. She hopes that
her posterity and others will learn from her example and shun what she
now views as religious intolerance. “I sometimes think that to boast
about one’s religion, and at the same time belittle that of another’s, is
poor taste and almost unkind. Especially since, in the final analysis, circumstances of birth and environment often determine our membership”
(310).
Tanner wants her children and grandchildren to cultivate appreciation for the world’s religions by obtaining a well-rounded education that
includes other philosophies or beliefs attained by reading and traveling
outside the confines of their Mormon community. In order to authorize
her personal position on religious tolerance, Tanner invokes the ideological weight of Joseph Smith, Mormonism’s first prophet, who, she
writes, implored his followers to “seek knowledge from all good books”
(qtd. in Tanner 310). Learning about world religions includes Tanner’s
resistance to American and probably Mormon isolationism. She argues,
instead, for becoming a “citizen of the world.” While writing about the
need for the United States to support England during World War II, she
says, for example, “My religious thinking has been changed too. I do not
believe now that ‘any’ condition is better than war. I account for my different attitude by the fact that I feel myself a citizen of the world and
must share a responsibility for the welfare of peoples beyond our boundaries” (265).

Ensuring Her Children’s Education and Success
A Mormon matriarch such as Tanner writes her personal history first
and foremost for her posterity. Like many women autobiographers, she
cares deeply about her children and their success, as is emphasized in the
autobiography’s title, A Mormon Mother.13 She relishes her role as life
giver. Moreover, she believes her life story is inseparable from the life
stories of her sons and daughters. Spending the second half of her autobiography chronicling the lives and deaths of those ten children, she
maintains, “I could not write my biography without telling about my
family. Their struggles and successes are all there is to write about”
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(291). Since Tanner spends the first half of her autobiography focusing
on her own personal background, not on her children’s lives, this claim
is somewhat exaggerated. However, the remark demonstrates that like
many other women autobiographers, who “pattern their life stories to
reflect their sense of relationship with others” (Holly 226), Tanner feels
that her own identity is uniquely tied to her children’s identities.14
Their struggles are her struggles; their successes are her successes. In fact,
by meticulously recording those successes in her autobiography, she
attains vicarious status herself as the mother of accomplished, well-educated children. “I remember of earnestly telling one of my boys after
another of his escapades,” she admits, “my hope for success depended on
him” (239). Then, her most startling admission: “‘If you should go
wrong,’ I felt compelled to say, ‘my whole life would be a failure’” (239).
Each of Tanner’s ten living children achieves some form of academic
or career success. Her autobiography works to prove that she facilitates
their accomplishments, mostly alone and forced into poverty after being
abandoned by their father (236). She writes, “I mention [the children’s]
commonplace achievements, perhaps ordinary to the reader, but so
important to me at that time, for they were the things I lived for. The
children’s success was my single source of satisfaction. I lived and
worked to give them every available opportunity. Their success was all I
had” (250). Illustrating the many times she sacrificed such things as new
underwear (250) or a coat (253) for herself, Tanner writes, “I felt that
my hope of maintaining my dignity was to keep our poverty concealed”
(250). With unwavering devotion, however, she claims her “dream” is
finally realized “to have an educated family” (290). Later she boasts,
“All of my children were equal to college work” and twice offers a string
of paragraphs that list various children’s names and accomplishments
(307–8). In particular, she writes that Herschel “has a prosperous business in the insurance department of the Brotherhood of the Railroad
Trainmen,” LeVinz “teaches in the high school at Salt Lake,” Kneland
“is an eminently successful lawyer,” Sheldon “is a full professor,” Lois
“travels widely” and has a daughter who “attends College,” and Obert
“graduated from law school and later studied philosophy at Harvard and
Stanford. He is now teaching at Stanford University” (331). Her lists
are mainly meant to document and also impress readers with the degree
of learning that each of her children has achieved in the past and will
likely continue in the future.
Toward the end of her autobiography, Tanner writes about one incident in particular that demonstrates the personal benefit to her from
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having (seemingly) resigned herself to her own unfulfilled dreams but,
nevertheless, having committed to her children’s education and success.
Writing about the time she attended a university president’s reception
with Sheldon, her seventh child and a professor of music, Tanner reminisces, “I had a delightful time and one of the reasons may have been
that I had a vague consciousness of the contrast in being a ‘Nobody’
when a professor’s plural wife, and a ‘Somebody’ as a professor’s mother”
(321). Here she reminds readers, once again, about the neglect of her
husband, especially in contrast to the attention of her son. Furthermore,
from this admission, it seems clear that her emphasis and “delight” in
the second half of her autobiography over her children’s success is
another strategy for supplying indirect evidence of her own personal success, especially as a mother.
Despite Tanner’s criticism of polygamy as oppressive to her and to
other Mormon women as well, the autobiography’s introduction and
conclusion frame her commitment to a personally revised and more
“progressive” Mormon faith. In her first chapter, “Girlhood Homes,” she
describes her early religious fervor, even as a child. “Religion . . . was
responsible for most of the serious reflections of my childhood” (17). At
the time, she says she did not see her “religious training . . . as a deterrent to our pleasures” (18). Likewise, in the autobiography’s final chapter, she mentions the “thriving branch of our church” that she continues to attend. Then, with religious overtones, she foregrounds the
importance of her children, a rhetorical move that would speak directly
to the sympathies of her Mormon, family-oriented audience. “My life
has been simple, full of love, devotion, and service for my family” (335).
This expression of “love” and “devotion” is sure to stave off any lingering criticism she might incur from some Latter-day Saints for criticizing
the subordinated position of polygamous women in the early church.
Tanner concludes her autobiography, not in abject defeat or bitterness under the weight of a deprived life, but with a quaint homily that
expresses her own brand of triumph: “Life is good to us all most any time
if we ‘Catch the Sunshine’” (334). On her autobiography’s final page,
she adds yet another seemingly simple verse that she claims to have patterned her life by. The verse’s first stanza hints, once again, that she
believes people “shape” their own destinies and choose the attitude they
will adopt toward the circumstances of their lives. “We shape ourselves,
the joy and fear / Of which the coming life is made; / And fill our future
atmosphere / With sunshine or with shade” (336). Her carefully shaped
autobiography demonstrates that she wants to be viewed by all readers
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as a person of hope, intellect, and action. In retrospect and with the
painful past behind her, she purposely recreates the difficult struggles of
her life story with an attitude of forgiveness and optimism, not bitterness
and tears. Rather than darkness, her emphasis on simple “sunshine” is the
legacy of hope, progress, and personal liberty this Mormon matriarch
wants to pass on to family members, her Mormon community, and the
American public. Yet no degree of optimism or faith can cover over the
condemnation of polygamy she writes into her text. In effect, this courageous transgression is the most powerful and enduring aspect of her
autobiographical act.
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Truth Telling about a Temporal
and a Spiritual Life
Tell all the Truth but tell it slant—
Success in Circuit lies
.. .. .. .. ..
The Truth must dazzle gradually
Or every man be blind—
—Emily Dickinson

The point is, I would like to be able to write, openly and
unashamedly, to hire someone to come in and take over much of
the routine of my home and set up where I could make a business
of writing.
—Juanita Brooks, letter to Dale Morgan

One of the best examples of a Mormon woman’s faithful yet transgressive life writing is Juanita Brooks’s Quicksand and Cactus: A Memoir of
the Southern Mormon Frontier. Regrettably, Brooks ends her narrative
when she was thirty-five years old, at the beginning of her second marriage and before she became famous for writing The Mountain Meadows
Massacre (originally published in 1950), a meticulously researched history about how, in 1857, approximately one hundred California-bound
pioneers were murdered by a group of Mormons and the American
Indians the Mormons incited to assist them. The incident became a
tragic blot that stained the history of Mormons’ colonization of the
American West. Brooks’s determination to uncover fact-based details
about the hushed-up story, no matter the personal cost, brought her significant attention, especially among those who admired her faith and
courage to expose the truth.
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Compared to the frank history Brooks writes about the massacre at
Mountain Meadows, Quicksand and Cactus seems tame. However, the
life stories she chooses to tell and the manner in which she frames
them—ever drawn toward the “wide, wonderful untravell’d world” outside her insulated Mormon frontier community—indicate that she
intends to demonstrate that she always had a mind of her own and “spiritual promptings” she had learned to trust. Constructing her identity
from childhood as a person committed to telling the truth and willing
to question authority when circumstances merited it, Brooks’s narrative
is replete with moments of faithful transgression. Thus, while the autobiography is mainly a coming-of-age story that leaves out crucial portions of her mature life, she offers an important glimpse into the early
years that shaped her liberal-minded religious and political views.
In 1944, at age 46, Brooks began her autobiography because, as her
longtime friend and editor-colleague Dale Morgan pointed out, she was
“a living remnant of the frontier” (Peterson 143). During the 1940s and
then again in the 1970s, Brooks worked to write and publish her life
story, but because of failing health and old age, she needed the assistance
of friends, family, and editors to shape the book into its final, two-part
form. Even though she was one of the most important and well-recognized Mormon historians of the twentieth century, Brooks underrated
her autobiography, referring to the work late in life as a “silly little book”
that “was never designed to be anything very exciting or important”
(Peterson 406–7). Such disparaging comments, captured in letters to
friends and colleagues, reveals more about her own insecurities as a creative writer than about the value of the autobiography itself. Granted,
in the 1940s when she first began shaping stories about her Mormon
childhood growing up in Bunkerville, Nevada, the sample chapters she
sent to at least eight publishers between 1944 and 1948 were all rejected, sometimes for the writing and sometimes because publishers saw no
market for the book (Peterson 155, 164). And indeed, historically, readers’ interest in autobiography, especially in women’s autobiography, has
been limited, only recently becoming profitable for publishers. Brooks’s
biographer, Levi S. Peterson, adds that “[u]nfortunately,” despite her further development and revisions of the text during the 1970s, she “never
prepared for publication the story of her dissent.” He notes, however,
“she did provide the means for others to tell the story” (5). Thus, basing
his research on her diaries and correspondence, he tells the rest of that
story in his award-winning biography, Juanita Brooks: Mormon Woman
Historian. By presenting ample evidence for the significant impact of her
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life and writing, his conclusion also reenforces the importance of her
autobiographical act. “Because of her,” he writes,
the collective mind of Mormondom is more liberal and more at peace with
itself than it might otherwise be. . . . Juanita helped make Mormondom a little less suspicious about nonconformity in general. Voicing her contrary
opinions unequivocally, she confronted scolding apostles with a courageous
assertion of her faithfulness. The fame of her loyal dissent spread widely, and
covert protesters of many varieties took heart. (422)

Brooks’s life writing adheres to all five conventions of Mormon autobiography: first, she provides numerous instances of God working in her
own or other people’s lives; second, she depicts herself and her Mormon
family and neighbors practicing or failing to practice basic gospel principles; third, she crafts a detailed ethnographic history of life in her
close-knit Mormon community; fourth, she writes a defense of her
small-town Mormon upbringing and, sometimes, of Mormonism in general; and fifth, she intends her life story to reach well beyond an audience of Mormon family and friends to the general reading public. Yet
even though her autobiography follows these admittedly conventional
Mormon life-writing patterns, Brooks repeats the conventions with significant differences, both in her narrative’s subtle but pervasive transgressions and in the literary quality of her style. The chapters in the first
half of the autobiography especially “defy easy classification,” including
memoir, folktale, short story, and personal essay. “If they seem unstructured and episodic,” observes Peterson, “they also offer pace, variety, and
felicity of style. Their sentences are arranged in simple, harmonious
rhythms; their concrete, wry diction is richly evocative of scene and setting. These chapters are clearly of a high literary quality” (167).
Taken as a whole, this seemingly conventional narrative is among the
most subversive Mormon women’s autobiographies of the twentieth
century. She writes faithful transgressions, small and large, from beginning to end, all the while depicting memories of her Mormon experience with warmth and good humor. In effect, she deftly portrays the
benefits and drawbacks of growing up a young woman in a patriarchal
community governed by strict religious codes. Moreover, she explores
the challenges of balancing gospel principles and truths with the often
temporal nature of her Mormon life and culture. As Peterson explains,
One surmises that conformity had an undeniable appeal to Juanita.
Everywhere in Mormondom conformity was preached and practiced and
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reinforced by an abundant folklore as to the dire consequences of dissent.
Besides fearing excommunication, Juanita suffered the guilt of disloyalty. In
certain moods she regarded her dissent as perverse and reprehensible. In
short, she was a complex and ambivalent person. (179)

Similar to her writing foremothers, Annie Clark Tanner and Mary
Ann Hafen (her biological grandmother), Brooks shapes the story of her
life to inform insiders and outsiders about Mormon frontier history and
culture and, in particular, to describe how the immediate descendants of
polygamous families lived after polygamy was officially ended in the late
nineteenth century. Different from Tanner, Brooks paints a mostly positive view of her experience as the granddaughter of polygamists, further
explaining the dynamics of multiple-family relationships in “A CloseUp of Polygamy,” a brief but important autobiographical article she published in Harper’s Magazine in 1934. In contrast to Hafen, Brooks is
more cautious about assigning miraculous or otherworldly emphasis to
events that her grandmother would readily construe as God working in
her life. She chooses, instead, to complicate issues of faith, avoiding
Hafen’s more predictable and often didactic writing pattern of trials followed by inevitable blessings.
During the protracted illness of her first husband, for example, Brooks
writes, “Time and again we had the elders in, and usually Ernest got
some relief; a number of times he had experiences in which he thought
he was out of his body and in beautiful gardens and among many people
but I felt that perhaps the morphine was responsible for it” (236). Still,
her caution did not mean she did not believe in miracles. She writes, for
example, about the unexpected visit of a one-eyed stranger to their
home during a particularly lonely evening when friends and family
weren’t available to comfort or aid them. She describes how the stranger
knocked on their door, entered, and immediately explained that he was
prompted to leave his house that night, knowing that “he must go somewhere to someone in great trouble.” As she depicts the scene, the man
then found the bathroom, washed his hands, came back out, and gave
Ernest a blessing. That night she recalls, “Ernest slept well . . . and
awoke refreshed and renewed” (237). Even though the stranger’s blessing did not heal Ernest, his mysterious appearance at their door that
night and the relief Ernest enjoyed while sleeping was enough evidence
to convince this wife that the blessing an unknown man bestowed on
her needy husband was no mere coincidence.
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Writing as a historian and storyteller, Brooks’s text demonstrates that
she wants to narrate life experiences such as this one as honestly,
persuasively, and entertainingly as possible. However, despite her willingness to cross many boundaries that other, more orthodox Mormon
women autobiographers might not cross, she, too, feels bound, in part,
by a need to protect herself or others from criticism or harm that might
come through her autobiographical writing. During an interview with
church historian Maureen Ursenbach Beecher on April 3, 1974, Brooks
retells the story about the stranger blessing her sick spouse but expresses concern about sharing its details and about publishing an autobiographical account at all. “But I tremble at the thing I’ve undertaken,”
she said, “I don’t want it to be ridiculous and I don’t want to presume to
tell things that are better untold” (Peterson 392–93).
In her youth, Brooks longed to learn to “talk like books” (169). As an
adult, her numerous publications demonstrate that she achieved that
goal.1 In particular, Quicksand and Cactus illustrates how she was inculcated with Mormon culture and values through storytelling, hymns, and
personal as well as communal histories that, as a child, she loved to hear
and tell herself. Numerous chapters of the life narrative are developed
by telling stories within stories, giving a first-person voice to the individual whom she originally heard the story from. In general, the stories
she tells about her own life intend to show that she was an adventurous,
sometimes rebellious, but ultimately obedient girl, who was taught to
submit to authority—but not at the expense of her own conscience and
“inner guide.” In effect, she weaves together a narrative full of faithful
transgressions that provide evidence for her progressive-minded nature,
often revealing what other Mormon women autobiographers of her generation tend to suppress.
Growing up in “Mormon Dixie” during the early to mid–twentieth
century, Brooks depicts both the spiritual and the temporal aspects of her
communal life. She writes, for instance, about technologies such as the
phonograph, automobile, and electricity making their way into people’s
lives and consciousness. She herself was curious and impressed by such
new technologies, but these modern miracles arrived late in Bunkerville.
When a traveling husband and wife (“the outsiders”) came to her
Mormon community and played recorded music for the townspeople, she
observes, “Whatever it did to anyone else, the phonograph did something to me. It made me dissatisfied with myself and with things about
me” (80). Her growing dissatisfaction, inquisitive mind, and Mormon
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upbringing by parents who loved their faith but also respected individual
agency became the foundation for her youthful willingness to cross
boundaries when she felt justified. In “Old Tubucks,” for example, she
writes about being ready to disobey her father and “use the Scripture
about the ox in the mire on Sunday” to save a stray cow stuck in the mud,
believing that finding the “poor thing” was, perhaps, “the hand of the
Lord” (118). Although her father ultimately assists his young daughter in
the rescue, this is not the only time Brooks narrates a story in which she
considers transgressing some law to achieve what she perceives to be a
higher good. Mormons would likely describe making a decision such as
this one as following the spirit, rather than the letter of the law.
Brooks’s journey as a faithful transgressor is closely connected to her
book’s most explicit theme: the pull of the “wide wonderful, untravell’d
world” against the hold of a small western community. She writes
repeatedly about feeling drawn to cross the border of her Mormon frontier lifestyle. A youthful Brooks thinks, “Surely, there must be many
things on the Outside that we were missing here” (80). In fact, she
begins the account of her life by narrating a story that illustrates how
she was awakened on a “Saturday afternoon before Easter” to the limits
of her present experience. Describing how a Sunday School teacher led
Brooks and the rest of her Sunday School students up a hill, she writes
about looking out over the approximately forty houses of Bunkerville,
Nevada. As a young girl, she joins her friends as they locate each other’s
homes in relation to one another’s, to the store, to the post office, and
to St. George, Utah, a town situated hundreds of miles beyond their
small settlement in Nevada. “None of us had been as far as that,” she
writes (6). On this particular day, after realizing the narrowness of her
own experience, she feels transformed by a new perspective. “[T]he
place would never be quite the same again since I had seen it in relation
to the Wide, Wonderful World” (10). From the outset, then, she frames
her life story as a journey away from and subsequent return to her
Mormon community. Her yearning for the adventure, education, and
grand experiences that seem available only outside her small faith community will later be echoed in Phyllis Barber’s How I Got Cultured: A
Nevada Memoir, another coming-of-age story about a late-twentiethcentury Mormon girl’s longing to move beyond her religious upbringing
in the desert Southwest to some unexplored, more fascinating place in
the world outside of Mormondom.
Brooks depicts her own upbringing by reciting lyrics to hymns,
demonstrating the importance of music to her culture and conveying
how songs are used to inculcate Mormon values. When her father was
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gone from home serving a two-year mission, for example, Brooks writes
about her twenty-four-year-old mother comforting her four children by
playing her guitar and singing “Come, Come, Ye Saints,” a hymn that,
Brooks explains, “had sustained every company of emigrants on their
long and arduous journey.” The pioneer hymn is important because of
its historical significance but also because it captures Mormon sentiment about Latter-day Saints’ ability to sustain faith and hope in a
bright future, while struggling to survive present deprivations. About
the hymn, she writes, “Through all the greetings and visiting, this
melody ran like a subconscious expression of hope and faith. Where at
the beginning of the service it had seemed to look to the past and to
express the trials of the pioneers, now it was forward-looking and optimistic, a do-and-dare challenge” (254). Another conventional hymn
that Brooks remembers her bishop singing reflects Mormons’ regard for
rational self-control and wisdom: “School thy feelings, there is power /
In the cool, collected mind / Passion shatters reason’s tower / Leaves the
clearest vision blind” (138). When she attends Columbia University in
New York, thousands of miles away from her home in the Southwest,
she also writes about being comforted by hearing “Lead, Kindly Light,”
a familiar song that captured her longing and need for God’s support.
She heard the song as it played from a nearby church carillon: “Lead,
Kindly Light, amid the encircling Gloom, Lead thou me on! The night
is dark, and I am far from home—Lead thou me on!” (302).
References to hymns such as these are an important device Brooks
uses to characterize positive Mormon material ideals and to articulate
the subjective security the lyrics and music offer Latter-day Saints.
During an early scene of her book, however, she relates an incident in
which she heard a hymn that was “frightening” and “troubling” to her
child’s mind. The threatening lyrics of “Let Zion in Her Beauty Rise”
describe purported horrors to occur during the “Last Days” when “the
moon be turn-ed into blood” and when “rebellious, wicked men, stand
trembling at the sight” (22). According to Brooks, the warnings repeated in the hymn bothered her to sickness. Even as a child, she immediately realized that the threats were directed at people she loved. She
writes about telling her mother as soon as she got home from the service, “I don’t know how the good can be picked out, because not all the
goers-to-church are too righteous, and some who never darken the door
are the most kind.” Little Juanita identifies her Uncle Weir as an example of someone who “never goes to church, but he helps us more than
anyone else does. I’d hate to see him burned as stubble” (23). In a rare
moment of the text, she draws explicit attention to the transgressive
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nature of her comments in this scene, identifying her complaints as “my
first open question regarding any of the church preaching.” Speaking
retrospectively about the incident, she writes that even as a young girl,
she realized her response was different from other church members’
responses. “Evidently,” thinks Brooks, “no one else felt as I did, for the
testimonies were more prompt and fervent after the song” (23). Her subtle but pointed comment about this childhood experience sets the stage
for more faithful transgressions to come and more attempts to balance
the spiritual with the temporal aspects of her life.
Mormons’ colonization of the Southwest did not occur entirely by
these pioneers’ choice. In actuality, many families were “called” by leaders such as Brigham Young to move to often hostile, dry environments
such as Bunkerville, Nevada. All the Saints were charged with making
the desert “blossom as a rose,” but those families who were eventually
required to leave the earned comforts of Salt Lake City were often given
little material assistance or support once they left the center of
Mormonism. The remoteness and isolation of their lives forced them to
fend for themselves. To persuade families to move on command and
then to follow church leaders’ instructions when they reached their destination, Brooks’s autobiography shows in understated ways how the
persistent message that members must listen and obey at a moment’s
notice is reinforced.
Take, for instance, the cheerful games that she depicts her neighbors
playing at community gatherings. During one such event, Brooks recalls
gathering at the dance hall as a young girl with her Mormon neighbors
to reenact “the story of a family who had been called to move to a different town.” With understatement, she writes that this was “a procedure with which many in the room were familiar” (28). The adventurous tale was overseen by a “Narrator,” “Teamster,” and “Judge,” and the
point of the action was for all participants to act out the family’s “hilarious” escapades as narrated; however, when the signal came (a fruit basket was tipped over), everyone was to “scurry to a new seat.” Then the
Teamster’s role was to collect “forfeits” from all the people who “failed
to jump up promptly enough” (28). Although her depiction of the night’s
game is lighthearted—she describes amusing “penalties” her neighbors
had to pay by performing “athletic feats” and silly songs—her writing
hints at the underlying tension she (and others) felt between obeying or
disobeying authority figures and between following or not following
community norms.
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In his biography of Brooks, Levi Peterson’s research offers additional
insight into this seemingly innocuous passage of her life story, revealing
Brooks’s “inherited,” more critical feelings toward Brigham Young for
requiring families to settle the barren desert of Bunkerville, Nevada,
while Saints in Salt Lake were perceived to have had “all the advantages” and “thought they were superior to their wilderness brothers and
sisters” (246). Peterson explains, in fact, that Brooks “held a lifelong
grudge against [Brigham Young] for having sent her ancestors into an
impoverished exile on the ragged edge of the Mormon empire. A recurrent minor theme in her historical writing, early and late, was Brigham
Young’s callous treatment of his obedient followers” (Peterson 246).
Committed to her faith and religious convictions, however, Brooks
does not make this criticism either direct or explicit in her autobiography. Instead, she depicts humorous games played for the community’s
enjoyment, hinting at resentment but always, in the autobiography,
publicly reaffirming her faith commitment. “Much as we loved and
respected our leaders, it was easy to see that many of our folk were a little jealous or resentful of the fact that the people of the north lived so
much better than we and at less effort.” Although here she does not
admit personally to feeling envious or resentful, this passage provides a
glimpse into growing differences in economic class among Mormons
themselves. Those in Salt Lake City enjoy greater wealth, material possessions, economic health, and security than those Mormons in variously developing subcommunities located in regions south of the center of
Mormondom. Gospel principles would urge poorer Mormon communities to overlook or disregard material differences. In this passage, Brooks
makes an effort to reenforce the spiritual and temporal nature of the
gospel, working to explain, justify, or perhaps merely repress the resentment over the members of her Mormon community carrying the burden
of building up Zion outside the Great Basin Valley:
And yet the church was everything to us. It was for the church that we were
all here; it was the church that had drawn our parents from all the far countries. Even the building of the ditch and the dam, the graveling of the sidewalks, the planting of cotton or cane had its inception in the church, for
ours was a temporal gospel as well as a spiritual one. (112)

From the beginning, Brooks lays the foundation of her own faithful
transgressions in the faithful transgressions of her parents, mainly her
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father, although neither her father nor her mother would likely use the
term “transgression” to characterize their attitudes and behavior. Brooks
repeatedly depicts her father as a man devoted to his faith but also as
one who does not submit unquestioningly to church leaders’ direction.
In fact, she writes about several instances in which he teaches his
daughter to trust her individual conscience, even if what she feels or
believes differs from what Mormon authorities tell her.
To illustrate, after having just improved their lives by moving into a
new, larger home and getting a more steady income from selling chickens and fresh vegetables, Brooks’s father is called on a two-year mission.
In order to support his mission, he sells his wagon, team, harness, mowing machine, rake, and cattle, but he refuses to sell the new organ he
had just bought for his wife. Brooks records the refusal in order to
demonstrate her father’s love for her mother and his further refusal to
give up everything for the sake of the church, even a possession like the
organ that might appear to some settlers in the desert as “frivolous.”
Using indirect dialogue, Brooks writes, “Pa’s answer was a firm NO! If a
mission meant sacrificing Mary’s organ, he would not go” (17). Simply
recording her father’s insistent “NO” to the possibility that he might be
required to sacrifice everything for a mission illustrates her intention to
demonstrate her family’s high regard for self-directed choice—a subtle
but pointed transgression among Mormons since saying “no” in most
circumstances contradicts their religious training to say “yes” and to sacrifice all things to build up the Kingdom of God.
When her father returns after a two-year absence from his family, she
once again captures her father’s independent-mindedness by describing
how he managed to get back many of the items he had sold. Then, when
a bishop requested that he delay leaving the area to visit his aging parents, Brooks again uses indirect dialogue to illustrate her father’s familiarity with church hierarchy, feistily proclaiming that “he knew that
some Bishops like to be recognized and given a chance to alter a man’s
plans in order to show authority” (41). While he consents to the bishop’s request in this instance, her father resists the bishop’s call for him
to take responsibilities in the ward immediately. Here, once more, she
shows how her father asserts himself by telling the bishop, “Give me
three months, and I’ll accept any assignment you give me” (41).
While outsiders to the workings of Mormon callings and the pressures
to accept them immediately and without condition might view the
father’s request as reasonable, insider Mormons would know Brooks is
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signaling that her father trusts his own judgment, is unwilling to bow to
authority without question, and works to make decisions based on his
own conscience and his family’s material needs. In principal, most twentieth-century Mormons would agree that this reliance on one’s own spiritual promptings has always been a foundation of their faith, hearkening
back to Joseph Smith’s independent-minded pursuit of God’s Will; however, in practice, most twentieth-century Mormons would also have to
admit that they have been trained to privilege the spiritual over the
temporal, to submit their own will to church authorities, and to not ask
too many questions.
Clearly, Brooks cares about her father’s perspective, wanting to pass
that perspective on to her readers through example and storytelling. As
a child, she characterizes herself as one who was taught to respect
parental and church authority while also paying careful attention to her
own “inner guide” and “promptings.” Throughout the autobiography,
she shows how her parents taught her to revere her elders but also to
make her own decisions. Such independent-minded advice also often
led Brooks to explore ideas and places outside her own narrow experience in Bunkerville, Nevada. For example, when her prized pony, Selah,
is stolen because she failed to follow her intuition and bring him home
out of the pasture one night, she records her father’s advice. “You did the
best you could. That is all any of us can do. But you must learn that life
is full of sorrow and disappointments. When it comes, we must take it
with patience. This may teach you to follow your own inner guide in the
future” (174). He, too, tempers this advice, however, with the caution
typical of a man indoctrinated in proper submission to authority: “My
girl, I think you should follow your hunches—that is, if you have a
strong feeling you should pay attention to it, whether it goes against my
counsel or anyone else’s. But be careful. In general, it is better to do your
assigned duty” (174). In essence, Brooks shows how her father teaches
his daughter to do what she is told but also to follow her “inner guide”
because to do differently would be to deny her own spiritual intuition
and self-determination. Recording her father’s advice serves to summarize what appears to have become her own often conflicted philosophy:
trust your own judgment but also work to respect and fulfill your responsibilities to your community and to church leaders’ wishes.
Brooks shows how, in the past, she herself played the voice of church
authority with regard to the doctrine of the Word of Wisdom. As a
child, she took one of her father’s jokes too seriously and made prepara-
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tions to warm tea leaves in a dishtowel bound around his stomach. The
minute she realized she’d been duped, she writes that she was furious
with her father. “‘I’ll never make another cup of tea for you again as long
as I live,’ I screamed, ‘You shouldn’t drink the filthy old stuff, anyway.
And you know it’” (115). In Mormon culture, one of the clearest outward signs of commitment to the church and its doctrines is strict adherence to the Word of Wisdom. Brooks shows how, from her youth, she
was trained, like all Latter-day Saints, to view drinking tea or alcohol
and consuming tobacco products as counter to God’s will and often
indicative of a person’s good or bad character. She writes, for example,
that church leaders in St. George, Utah, “wouldn’t think of hiring a
teacher who wasn’t a member of the church or who didn’t keep the
Word of Wisdom” (161).
Besides illustrating the pervasive importance of this doctrine among
Mormons, one of her motives for retelling incidents related to the Word
of Wisdom is to capture the confusion she felt as a child over the issue
of what Latter-day Saints choose or do not choose to take into their
bodies. After hearing an adult matter-of-factly claim that church president Brigham Young himself violated a Word of Wisdom stricture, for
instance, she writes, “I walked on, eating my bread and honey, but sorely troubled about the idea that Brigham Young used chewing tobacco”
(111). By writing about her childhood confusion and potential disillusionment, she demonstrates the significance of the Word of Wisdom in
Mormon culture. She also illustrates her own maturing process, showing
how, as a child, she could be troubled by such potential hypocrisy but
then, as an adult, come to view information such as this with more tolerance or even skepticism about its truth. She leaves this particular
scene about Brigham Young’s chewing open-ended, inviting readers to
examine how such outward signs of “righteousness” or “commitment”
often influence Mormons’ positive or negative view of themselves, each
other, and outsiders in general. Rarely, if ever, does she draw any explicit conclusions for her readers or assert any moral lessons derived from
the stories of her life. As any creative writer would, she allows the stories to speak for themselves.
In essence, Brooks’s life writing intends to make following or not following religious strictures, such as those concerning the Word of
Wisdom, a complicated matter. She demonstrates the ways that she and
other church members—who feel great fondness for their often restrictive, authoritarian religion—work to negotiate individual choice and
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personal sovereignty in the face of frequently strict spiritual boundaries.
In one chapter, “Over the Shovel Handles,” for example, she introduces
several tall tales, including one about a man announcing he was “looking for a second [wife]” as a courting tactic. Brooks reconstructs the scene
in which she describes overhearing adult men’s conversation, unbeknown to her father, who is so engaged with the tall tales himself that he
thinks his child has gone home. She describes the men telling tales such
as of those who attend church services wearing a mask of silence. At
church, they rarely speak, but when they gather together doing work outdoors, they chatter on, feeling safe from judgment or scrutiny. “What discussions developed during the noon hour!” writes Brooks.
Men who would shrink from speaking from the pulpit would wax eloquent
over the shovel handle; men who turned to stone if asked to address the
meeting could entertain the crows with ease. Here the cloak of sanctity was
torn off, tainted jokes were told, testimonies of the overzealous were repeated amid hilarity that was suppressed in church. Here, too, originated tall
tales that became legend. (108)

In other words, because these men were talking among like-minded
friends in a nonreligious setting, they felt freed from the possibility of religious condemnation. Thus, they had no trouble expressing their views.
And Brooks, an intrepid storyteller herself, recognizes that great Mormon
folklore grows out of such conversations.
Among modern-day Mormons, criticizing leaders is particularly
taboo, especially in public. She writes playfully, however, about how
Bishop Edwards, a leader himself, admitted during supper one night that
he was not sorry their congregation would miss an expected visit of a
general authority from Utah. The bishop’s actual comment, made in a
relatively private setting, must have been particularly memorable for her
because she quotes directly the bishop’s public admission. “Apostle
Smith is a good man on doctrine but he is not an inspirational speaker. . . .
I, for one am not at all disappointed not to have a speaker from Salt
Lake City. We’ll get along just fine” (202). As a writer determined to tell
well-rounded stories about Mormon experience and attitudes, she crafts
snippets of conversations like this one to portray various Mormon characters’ actual opinions, which they are more likely to offer in private,
less-guarded settings.
Besides depicting Mormon relationships, behaviors, and ideas in
authentic ways, Brooks also works to depict her own attitudes and
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actions as honestly as possible. For instance, Latter-day Saints have
always been expected to attend church meetings every Sunday. When she
writes about the summer she spent with three friends studying teaching
at the University of California in Berkeley, however, she readily admits
that they found a Mormon Church, but after going to one Sunday service, they ended up skipping plenty of meetings thereafter. “As the members of the audience greeted us at the close of the service, we promised
them and ourselves that we would come again. But we did not,” she confesses. Instead, she admits, “[W]e spent every other Sunday sightseeing”
(201). Sightseeing would likely strike many devout Latter-day Saints as
an inappropriate Sabbath-day activity, especially if a person also skipped
church. Her admission is daring. Not only are Mormons expected to
attend church without fail on Sundays, even when on vacation, they are
also urged to participate only in contemplative or spiritually minded
activities and to abstain from any material pursuit that would require
them to spend money. Brooks, however, admits with little remorse to
having succumbed to her temporal desire to see and experience as much
as possible in the wide, wonderful world, even on the Sabbath.
In “Part Two” of the autobiography, “That Untravell’d World,” her
written transgressions become bolder than in “Part One,” which should
come as no surprise since she wrote the second part in the 1970s, after
having grown into her adult life of what comes to be known as her “loyal
dissent.” One significant transgression occurs when she narrates her first
temple experience. Throughout Quicksand and Cactus, Brooks offers sufficient evidence of her religious convictions and devotion to
Mormonism that, three-quarters of the way through the narrative, many
outsiders might not notice the significance of how she describes her first
experience attending the temple. When she marries Ernest Pulsipher,
her first husband, on October 10, 1919, she confesses, “I was not wellimpressed with the [temple] ceremony.” And she writes that her mother was “shocked and saddened by the fact that parts of it seemed
medieval and repulsive to me” (234). While many insider Mormons pass
along similar stories about being troubled by the content or nature of
temple ceremonies, most devout Mormons would not write as frankly as
Brooks does about their concerns in a account that was purposely
shaped for public consumption. Her choice of the words “medieval” and
“repulsive” are strongly negative ones. She offers only this brief passage
about attending the temple and the subsequent interchange about the
disconcerting experience with her mother. Throughout the rest of her
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autobiography, she never elaborates on her views concerning ceremonies in the temple, even when she is about to be married to her second husband. Nevertheless, her succinct honesty about her initiation
into temple rites is significant.
During the late twentieth century, Deborah Laake, another Mormon
woman autobiographer, describes temple ceremonies in detail—one of
the most transgressive acts of writing that any Latter-day Saint could
commit. In contrast to Laake’s exposé autobiography, Secret Ceremonies:
A Mormon Woman’s Intimate Diary of Marriage and Beyond, Brooks’s brief
criticism of the temple seems inconsequential. However, by making a
critical public observation, she purposefully calls attention to the concerns she and others have felt toward temple rituals at one time or
another. Her writing strategies about this matter show that she does not
intend to expose the church to ridicule and that she wants to avoid violating the trust of most temple-going Latter-day Saints, who view these
ceremonies as deeply sacred. Her transgression is further mitigated by
subsequent stories she tells about her continuing faith; nevertheless, this
brief story would not go unnoticed by a Mormon audience.
Brooks also writes boldly about how she handled a disagreement she
had with a bishop over tithing. The second half of each year, Mormons
meet with their bishop in a private setting to declare or “settle” whether
they are “full” or only “part” tithe payers. Those who pay ten percent of
their earned income to the church are fully tithed, while those who offer
anything less are only “part” tithed and are not given full access to all
religious privileges, including temple attendance. Temple attendance is
strictly controlled by issuing only “worthy” members an admittance
card, called a “temple recommend,” that must be shown to temple workers each time a church member wishes to enter the building.
Nonmembers are not allowed inside a temple, except when it is opened
to the public prior to the structure’s official dedication. During this
scene, Brooks records her tithing figures in meticulous detail as proof to
all readers that she was an honest and full tithe payer. When her bishop
interprets the figures differently, she writes that she openly defied his
conclusions: “I’ll argue it out before St. Peter when we get there. . . . I
believe he’ll agree that I’m making quite a liberal donation to the cause”
(264). She further describes how the bishop tried to appeal to another
male authority figure, her own father, “thinking to get more.” But true
to the character she has fashioned throughout her text, she records her
father matter-of-factly assessing his grown daughter’s integrity. “Pa only
said that I was an adult, and could manage my own affairs” (264).
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Living with Gender Trouble and More
For a mid-twentieth-century Mormon woman, Brooks writes in groundbreaking ways about sexism, sexual harassment, spouse abuse, and even
rape, although she never uses those terms to characterize the incidents
she depicts having occurred in her own or other women’s lives. The
restrained language and often cryptic manner in which Brooks narrates
these scenes reflects much about her own upbringing in a Victorianminded religion. Yet she still dares to speak what her peers often omit or
gloss over.
In several passages, her writing demonstrates how a relatively liberalminded father still trains his daughter toward strict sexual abstinence.
She explains the methods he used for her sex education: “. . . without
seeming to do so, he kept me conscious of my relations with the boys by
occasional comments made as we stood together at the corral fence or
waited for a horse to finish his grain” (185). Like the Mormons whose
attitudes he is meant to represent, he believes girls who indulge in sexual relations before reaching adulthood and before marriage are to blame
for being talked about or even victimized by boys. During a key chapter
about adolescence, loss, and her journey from innocence to experience,
Brooks reconstructs an illuminating scene during which her father
assures his daughter that if she behaves herself, she will be safe from an
unknown man she saw in the pasture. From a twenty-first-century perspective, his views sound frighteningly naive and blatantly sexist:
You don’t have no call to be afraid. No grown man is going to harm a little
girl like you. No man will molest a girl who don’t invite it. If you know
where you’re going, and set out to go there, ain’t no man going to stop you.
It’s the girl who dawdles along and giggles and accidentally drops her handkerchief that gets picked up. The girl that gets taken advantage of usually
gives a come-on herself. (171)

In another scene, Brooks continues using direct dialogue to capture
the vividness of her memory about his opinions: “I’d hate to have the
fellows discuss my daughter like they did one girl this afternoon. If she
knew the things the boys say about her, she’d be less free with her
favors” (185). This father’s backhanded “admonition” to his daughter
illustrates much about Mormon cultural views concerning young
women’s chastity and the responsibility they bear to maintain the sexual standards set down by their religious community. Brooks narrates the
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scene without reflecting on its potentially sexist implications. The dialogue between them also depicts a pervasive metaphor common in one
form or another among Mormons up to the present day. “Nobody wants
a girl that everybody can handle,” says her father. “She’s like a peach.
After a few have squeezed it, it gets soft and rotten and nobody wants it.
If a fellow respects you, he may learn to like you; if he doesn’t, he’ll still
respect you.” According to Brooks, “[w]ithout elaboration, without further preaching, Pa dropped such remarks and changed the subject, leaving me to ponder them as I might” (185). The open-ended nature of
these interchanges leaves her own adult views ambiguous; she never
expresses clear agreement or disagreement with her father’s position,
leaving readers to wonder about her own adult views on these matters.
Similar to this scene in which girls are trained to protect their virtue,
limit their “favors,” and beware of boys in their own community, Brooks
demonstrates how girls were taught to be wary of outsiders as well. In
this scene, she describes a Danish brother rising during testimony meeting to warn the congregation about male strangers tempting Mormon
girls to stray from community standards. “Brothers and sisters,” he said,
“there is one thing which I would like to call to your attention, and that
is how our young girls take up with these strange drummers who come
here, men of the world who would only lead them astray. It is not right.
It is not wise. It is not pleasing in the sight of the Lord” (113–14). The
hyperbole that she reconstructs in this man’s warning is unmistakable,
illustrating yet another scare tactic used to keep girls chaste: “Beware of
them, young women! They are as dangerous as rattlesnakes! They are
more dangerous, for the rattlesnake does have a rattle on its tail which
he can shake as a warning to you, but they do not!” (114). Although the
text indicates that she recognizes the exaggerated and, thus, humorous
nature of his warning, Brooks chooses once again to let the story speak
for itself.
Many chapters later, she revisits these gender issues when writing
about the sexual exploitation of a female student whom she counseled
briefly while serving as dean of women at Dixie Junior College in St.
George, Utah, a then church-sponsored school that would have primarily consisted of Mormon students.2 In this story, the narrative reinforces
traditional sexist notions about women’s obligation to take sexual
responsibility for community standards. In her classic treatment of sexual politics, Kate Millett explains the long, historical nature of this concept in all patriarchal societies: “The large quantity of guilt attached to
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sexuality in patriarchy is overwhelmingly placed upon the female, who
is, culturally speaking, held to be the culpable or the more culpable
party in nearly any sexual liaison, whatever the extenuating circumstances” (54). In this particular story, Brooks relates the “case” of a “little girl,” who had been nicknamed “California Rose.” “She was small,
and so pale as to be ashen, though her hair, too, was light. She looked
so out of place in that audience of healthy, vigorous young people”
(310). Devoting only five short paragraphs to the story, Brooks documents yet another poignant but understated page in the history of
women’s sexual oppression. Unfortunately, at various moments, the
brief scene seems to reenforce the sexist notions of her father and the
Danish brother, who believe that girls who are taken advantage of by
boys deserve what they asked for. A new metaphor also recalls her
father’s admonition against becoming a “peach” that has been handled
too much. Only this time, the peach has become a “rose” that had given
at least six boys a “disease,” which everyone said they got from her. In
other words, the boys, not the girl, are figured to be the victims. In fact,
the community had dismissed this supposedly wayward young woman as
having been “[r]otten before she was ripe” (311). Using clipped language and indirect dialogue, Brooks writes,
I asked her about the charge that she had gone out with boys. Yes, they
would whistle for her and she would go out and get into the cars. Did she
know their names? No, they just called each other by their nicknames.
Where did they go? To a building in the field just a little ways away; it was
empty now but it had been shelter for a hired man. There was a quilt folded
on the floor, and a cot in the corner. Then what happened? They would each
take a turn. Did they pay anything? Once when she held back they gave her
a dime; other times they gave her a candy bar. (311)

Relating this event is significant because Brooks makes public a story
of scandal at a Mormon-sponsored college, although the religious background of these students is not made clear in the text. The most disconcerting thing about the narration, however, is that the tenor and
focus of the account does not show Brooks taking a clear stand on the
girl’s behalf. She does write that she was “disappointed not to get the
names of the boys involved, but,” she notes, “Doctor McGregor said that
was not necessary; he had them all. Everyone had come in for treatment.
. . ” (311). She also does not explicitly or implicitly write about having
much concern for the girl’s reputation, which has clearly been destroyed.
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She does, however, mention the doctor’s apprehension about the boys’
good names. “He seemed concerned, for one or two were from prominent families.” Overall, Brooks concludes the incident with restraint:
“[N]o matter who they were, it was a bad situation for everyone” (311).
While this ambiguous retelling of what amounts to sexual exploitation
or even gang rape seems overly sympathetic to the boys and bordering
on mere pity for the girl, the choice to include the account is uncommonly frank for a Mormon woman’s life narrative. Once again, she
crosses over a border, daring to tell the truth about life as a woman living in Utah’s Dixie.
One of the most personal stories that Brooks tells about gender relations involves the sexual harassment she endures herself at the hands of
a man she calls “Judas.” Most women who read her chapter entitled “In
the Virgin Valley” will recognize the age-old problem of having to deal
with uninvited, unwanted, and aggressive sexual advances by a recalcitrant man. From the narration, it appears that her encounters with
“Judas” begin as annoying or unsettling incidences and then soon escalate, as such things often do, to threatening episodes in which she feels
afraid and vulnerable. One purpose in telling the story is to share what
she had previously kept private; another purpose (which is only implied,
but which she makes clear through strategically placed details) is to provide evidence of God’s help and protection on her behalf.
One summer, she explains, with the help of her husband’s brother,
Howard, she took a position as a “second cook” for about one hundred
employees at the “Gyp Camp in lower Nevada” (265). By this time, her
first husband, Ernest, had died, and she needed to work to support her
young son, Ernie. Brooks and Mable, the head cook, had begun to refer
to one of the hired men as “Judas” because they “disliked him heartily”
(267). His first target, writes Brooks, was her new friend. “He would
want to pinch her or get hold of her whenever he could. She avoided
him like the plague and so did I, though I must admit that he had never
yet had an opportunity to get near me” (267). Soon, however, he corners her “in a supply room digging out lard for the day’s cakes.”
Fortunately, she had been using a “long butcher knife to cut out chunks”
of the lard from a deep barrel. Then the drama of her account begins. “I
thought I heard something behind me so I pulled myself up and at the
same instant heard him say, ‘Oh-ho! So now I’ve got you just where I
want you! You’ll not get away so easy this time!’” After recognizing his
voice, she writes, “I turned around quickly, the butcher knife still in my
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hands, and faced him.” Working to capture the intensity of the
encounter, she claims to remember her exact words:
“Damn your dirty heart!” I said slowly, “You dare to touch me, and I’ll split
you from stern to gudgeon!”
“By God! I believe you would!” he said, backing off. “I just believe you
would!” And he walked away. (267)

Trying to maintain the usual decorum of her text, she concludes this
incident by remarking that she didn’t know where she came up with
“that phrase or what it actually meant, but I find from the dictionary
that it was exact and appropriate” (267). She also notes that her firm
tactic worked to warn him away, and she “studiously avoided him” from
then on. It turns out, however, that the drama does not end there. Two
pages later when she must find a ride home north, the disturbing tale of
Judas continues. This time he returns with a vengeance.
Although she tells the story in her autobiography about her difficult
experiences with Judas, at the time she does what many a woman has
done in similar circumstances—she chooses to keep the encounters to
herself or shares them only with a close woman friend, trying to manage
a badly behaving man on her own. As the mail truck driver, Judas is the
only driver with a car that she could get to take her to Moapa on her
way back to Utah, where she would be teaching during the school year.
“I hadn’t told Howard of my experience with this man,” she admits, “nor
indicated that I had any reason to be afraid of him.” In fact, she believes
she will be safe traveling with her son for a “less-than-three-hour trip”
(269). Not surprisingly, she is wrong.
According to Brooks, they aren’t very far on their way when the trouble begins. The paragraph she writes about his shocking insistence on
having sex with her at a “fine little grassy area” along the way is memorable, not only for his appalling audacity, but also for the frank details
she includes in her autobiography. In this scene, she does not fictionalize the dialogue. Instead, she focuses on the nature of his conversation
using indirect description that portrays his matter-of-fact attitude and
outrageous justifications for sex during what she characterizes as a frightening situation for her.
We were started when Old Judas began to tell me that it was his custom to
take one short rest stop on the way out; there was a fine little grassy area
with a forest of old, spreading mesquite trees and a pool around a slough with
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flags and grass and blackbirds—a very pleasant stop. And this time he didn’t
mean to be cheated as he had been once before. Had I forgotten what an
exciting experience it was to “have connection”? I had been married; I ought
to know that some sex experience was necessary for good health. It was the
finest, most genuine thrill that life could offer. (269)

Unlike the previous alarming encounter in which she fortuitously
held a protective knife, Brooks writes, “This time I had no defense; I did
not care to argue or discuss this matter; I could only pray silently: ‘Dear
Lord, God help me!’” With her son asleep on her lap, she recalls that
when they arrived at the “oasis,” she had determined that “[I] would
remain where I was; he would have to drag me out” (269). Once they
did stop, Brooks has heightened the suspense and fear of her story to its
climax: the unexpected and fortuitous rescue by a stranger, who had no
inkling (and never would) about the distressing situation he had just
walked into. He and his lame horse would save Brooks from her sexual
nemesis just by showing up:
“I’ll put some water into the carburetor,” Judas said, picking up a gallon brass
bucket from the back. “It’s nearly empty, and we might want to get off in a
hurry.”
Before he had the cap screwed back on, help came. A man leading a
limping horse rounded the base of a knoll just ahead.
“How lucky can I be!” he called out. “To find water, and a man with a
bucket, besides. We were jogging along when she reared back, and wouldn’t
put her foot to the ground.” (270)

Of course, the dramatic irony in this passage is that both the man
with the mysteriously lame horse and Brooks herself are “lucky” to have
crossed paths at just this moment. Yet her passionate plea for the Lord’s
help, recorded just four brief paragraphs earlier, implies that Brooks
attributes the stranger’s appearance to more than mere chance. “Looks
like I’ll have to leave her here and go on to Moapa with you.” Brooks
recalls, in fact, that “[h]e didn’t ask permission; he just assumed that he
could go along with us” (270). She reconstructs the palpable relief she
felt in the chapter’s denouement, writing that she sensed Judas was
“annoyed by the baby,” took a “ten-dollar bill” from the young man for
the ride, and overcharged her five dollars for the trip when she had
“heard him tell Howard that the regular one-way fare was two dollars.”
After such a narrow escape, she concludes the story about Old Judas
with characteristic understatement: “I did not question [his charging]. I
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was just too happy to reach Moapa, which had not changed much since
I had been here so long, long ago” (271).
Less frightening, although no less telling, are episodes Brooks writes
that illustrate early Mormon views on sexuality, including their squeamishness about women “showing” during the later months of pregnancy. Brooks writes, for example, about the ward organist who must, in
essence, go on leave from her church duties for several months until
after she had her baby: “[T]he folkway in our town demanded that after
a woman began to ‘show,’ about the fifth month, she did not appear in
any public program. She might attend, and usually did, but she
remained seated in the audience; she did not give a lesson or stand in
front to be conspicuous” (197). Thus, well into the mid–twentieth century, Mormons, who were committed to marriage and large families,
ironically maintained Victorian attitudes toward pregnancy—clear evidence that a woman had, indeed, had sex. Brooks writes, of course,
about no such similar restrictions on Mormon men.
Although church president Wilford Woodruff called for an official
end to polygamy in his 1890 “Manifesto,” the practice continued into
the twentieth century. For one reason or another, Mormon women cannot escape discussing the issue in their autobiographical acts. Many
Mormons work, though, to discourage outsiders’ fixation with the
church’s polygamous past. In Quicksand and Cactus, the most intriguing
story of modern-day polygamy is the story Brooks narrates about a
kindergarten and first-grade teacher in Bunkerville, Nevada. She was
living with Brooks’s parents when Brooks herself was away studying at
Brigham Young University. Her mother took care of the woman’s sixyear-old son while she taught school during the day. This particular
woman is one of the few characters in Brooks’s narrative whose identity
she protects by referring to her only as “Mrs. M.” Besides concealing her
name, she builds further the intrigue surrounding the woman by telling
readers that Mrs. M. was sending her “brilliant” husband $50 per month
to support his own study at BYU. When the Christmas holidays arrived,
she explains that Mrs. M. arranged for Mr. M. to drive Brooks and her
siblings home as a way of paying for months of free babysitting services.
Brooks builds suspense about this woman by characterizing Mr. M’s
demeanor in the car as “so silent that we hardly knew how we should
conduct ourselves” (290). Describing his visit to see his wife as similarly
mysterious, she writes, “They went out nowhere in Bunkerville, so Mrs.
M.’s husband did not exist so far as anyone knew or cared” (291).
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The climax of the brief, but pointed, story comes when Brooks
reveals that this man is seeing another woman while studying at BYU.
Interestingly enough, rather than by way of other women or even by way
of her mother, who apparently did not know anything more than her
daughter, Brooks writes that she came to learn more about the couple
through her brother. From this example, one might assume, then, that
the secrecy surrounding new polygamous relationships was often passed
among men rather than women. “Later, when we were alone,” she
writes, “I commented to Melvin about the silence of the driver—no
more mention of either his wife or baby than if he had none.” And then
comes another faithful transgression. She speaks the truth that many
orthodox Mormon autobiographers would likely suppress: at least some
Mormon men, even in the twentieth century and even in the mainstream Mormon Church, were still pursuing polygamous relationships.
Mel knew all the time: this man was courting a young lady from a prominent
and wealthy Provo family, while he accepted fifty dollars a month from his
wife. Soon after school closed in the spring, he would be married to her. If
his wife learned of it while he was down, she said nothing to it to our mother, who continued to love and care for the baby until they left. (291)

This characterization of the woman’s situation shows that at least the
women of her family disapproved of what they viewed as a wife being
exploited by her husband while he also pursued a relationship with
another potential wife.
Within Mormon culture, Brooks depicts her own status as a young
widow having both benefits and drawbacks. She explains that the
“Mrs.” in front her of name gave her a “sort of prestige” because, she
explains, being a married student “put me into a class by myself, as I
knew it would.” On the other hand, she also met at least one man who
didn’t like the idea of sharing his wife with another man, even if the
man was dead. One potential lover told her,” I could really go for you if
you hadn’t been sealed to another man” (276). This passage gives her
the opportunity to make a brief, but pointed, jab at the sexism underlying some Mormon men’s view of temple marriage and sealings.
According to Mormon doctrine, even after polygamy was abandoned, a
woman may be “sealed” for “time and all eternity” only to one man. If
that man dies or the couple divorces, she may remarry, but she will not
be sealed to the second man. In contrast, a man may be “sealed” to more
than one woman. However, in the mainstream modern church, these
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sealings may occur between a man and only one woman at a time,
meaning the previous wives must have died before he marries another
wife. Although modern-day Mormons do get divorced civilly, they may
receive a cancellation of their temple sealing only by appealing to the
highest church authorities, who extensively review the couple’s relationship and circumstances before determining whether or not to grant
such a cancellation.

Telling the Truth about the Mountain Meadows Massacre
Quicksand and Cactus is a significant Mormon woman’s life narrative,
not just because Brooks writes engaging stories that provide an ethnographic history of life in a small Mormon community in the early to
mid-1900s, but because Brooks’s storytelling offers key background and
insight into the incidents and characters that led to her now classic
Mountain Meadows Massacre.3 While writing the book that would
ensure her place in Mormon history, Brooks suffered substantial fear of
excommunication. In a letter to Dale Morgan, her longtime colleague
and friend, she writes, “I didn’t want to be called in by the Authorities,
and I was afraid I would be. I don’t want to be branded as ‘an old apostate,’ . . . and I didn’t want them to say to me, ‘Sister Brooks, we command you in the name of the Lord to stop this’—because I know I
couldn’t stop even were I so commanded” (Peterson 129). Church leaders, suspicious of her motives for publishing the book, repeatedly
blocked her requests for affidavits pertaining to the massacre (Peterson
168, 176). Other leaders wondered why a longtime Mormon with “a
record of devotion and service” to the church would want to “recreate
such a sad chapter in the history of southern Utah” (Peterson 219).
Despite the criticism from general authorities and other members of the
church, including her own sister, this plucky Mormon woman refused to
be controlled or silenced. As a Latter-day Saint “in good standing” and
one who always cherished her faith, she believed she was the best person to tell what had been untold or silenced (Peterson 167).
In her forthright and painstakingly accurate record of the event, she
depicts the motivations, rationalizations, and subsequent cover-ups concerning the murder of approximately one hundred men, women, and
children. The reported number of emigrants in the wagon train ranged
from sixty-five to ninety-six to one hundred twenty-one, with eighteen
children who were saved because they were not yet old enough to speak.
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Despite her thorough research, however, Brooks concedes, “The total
number remains uncertain. We can be sure only that, however many
there were, it was too many” (Mountain Meadows Massacre xxiv). Her
historical research uncovers the horrific details and recounts a story
that, like the story of polygamy, most Mormons would rather forget. Her
own grandfather, Dudley Leavitt, played a role in the massacre, making
the culminating account of her historical research an even more personal one.
In Quicksand and Cactus Brooks backtracks from Mountain Meadows
Massacre to fill in for readers the details about how her own family and
Mormon community tried to rewrite, forget, and even erase details concerning the incident and their collusion in its cover-up. As to her ultimate conclusion about the event, she repeats in the autobiography what
she came to believe in her investigative work as a historian documenting the massacre: “But men did not gather here by chance or mere
hearsay. If they were here, they had come because they were ordered to
come. And whatever went on was done because it had been ordered, not
because individuals had acted upon impulse” (255).4
Despite misgivings about her ability to write good fiction or poetry,
she clearly had the imagination to construct an autobiography that
often reads like fiction. Especially with regard to Mountain Meadows,
Brooks builds suspense by withholding information that creates ambiguity and piques reader’s interest, foreshadowing further exposition and
drama to come. Take her first, provocative passage that hints about a
dark secret that members of her family and Bunkerville community
would like to bury in the past, away from inside or outside scrutiny:
“Toquapp, Toquapp,” I kept saying to myself. Where had I heard the word
before? Then suddenly, as Pa climbed back into the buckboard, I remembered.
“Is this the place where Grandpa Dudley and the other boys helped the
Indians stampede the cattle?” I asked. “They scattered them so far in a half
an hour that it took three weeks to gather them up again.”
“Where did you get that?” Pa’s voice was almost sharp.
“Wasn’t you there? I thought he was telling it to you, but maybe it was
just to Grandma Thirza and Aunt ’Ress. But that’s what he said—that he
blacked his face some and tied a red handkerchief around his head, and with
a mighty WHOOP led out in it.”
Pa sat silent for a while. Then he said quietly, “Grandpa is a very old man.
He has had many experiences in his life. Sometimes he gets mixed up. You
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should not repeat what he says. It could as well have happened during the
Indian troubles at Tooele, or out at Hebron, either.” But I knew it was
Toquapp. I also knew better than to contradict my father or press the point,
especially right now. (68)

In a subsequent chapter, she continues to build suspense about what
must have occurred during an event that no one wanted to talk about.
Specifically focusing on Dudley Leavitt (whose biography Brooks later
wrote), she recalls her grandfather sitting by the fireplace speaking to
himself, ruminating about his life:
“I thank God that these old hands have never been stained by human
blood,” he said in a deep, earnest voice.
To me, that meant that he had never had to kill an Indian. Why else
should he shed human blood? It was many, many years before I learned the
real meaning of that statement and that it referred to the massacre in 1857
of the Fancher party by Mormons and Indians at the mountain Meadows.
(152)

Here Brooks depicts how, as a child, she incorrectly interpreted her
grandfather’s allusions to human blood as somehow connected to the
murder of supposedly hostile Indians. As a child, she, like others, had
been led to believe that savage Indians rather than Mormons were
responsible for murdering other white pioneers. This particularly
provocative passage serves to lay the foundation for later scenes in her
narrative when she will explain more about the truth she later learned
as an adult researching and writing about the history of this tragic event.
One key character to emerge from Quicksand and Cactus is Nephi
Johnson, a church patriarch, who comes to represent Brooks’s personal
guilt with regard to the massacre.5 She takes pains to describe her
encounters with Johnson because, in him, she missed the opportunity to
hear a firsthand account of the massacre. Usually, she reconstructs their
actual conversations to capture the immediacy and importance of his
request, which she ultimately failed to act upon. “Leaning with both
hands on his cane, he said impressively, ‘I want you to do some writing
for me. My eyes have witnessed things that my tongue has never uttered,
and before I die, I want them written down. And I want YOU to do the
writing’” (227). Even after such a direct appeal, Brooks admits to having
put the old man off, not understanding at the time the significance of
what he might want to say. She portrays the regret that she has felt all
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her life and that likely motivated one of the major investigative projects
of her life: “Silly, foolish me! Why didn’t I just reach for a pencil and pad,
settle myself and say, ‘Go ahead?’ Instead I hedged” (227). Brooks develops this scene by describing how she “forgot all about Old Brother
Johnson” until a call came to the house months later, letting her know
that Nephi Johnson was dying and “calling for the little schoolteacher,
all the time” (227). When she arrives, she characterizes herself as naive,
not only about Mountain Meadows, but also about the process of dying.
If, in her youth, she had taken his first request seriously, she might have
learned much more about the massacre from a man she portrays as guiltridden. Now, however, Brooks can only listen to his incoherent ravings.
“He seemed troubled; he rambled in delirium—he prayed, he yelled, he
preached, and once his eyes opened wide to the ceiling and he yelled,
‘Blood! BLOOD! BLOOD!’” (229). Midway through her narrative, she
provides exposition about the massacre that is necessary for readers to
begin to understand—just as she herself was beginning to understand—
the gravity of the missed opportunity to hear this significant confession.
Through her own storytelling, she begins by narrating the cover-up or
“standard story” that her generation had been led to believe about the
death of the California pioneers. Then she repeats her regret at not having heard Johnson’s contrasting version:
“What is the matter with him?” I asked Uncle List, who waited outside. “He
acts like he is haunted.”
“Maybe he is. He was at the Mountain Meadows Massacre, you know.”
No, indeed, I did NOT know. I had read and been told our standard story:
that some emigrants had been massacred at a place called Mountain
Meadows, far away from the Mormon settlements, but it was the work of
Indians. They were stirred up because some of their number had been killed
by these emigrants, and they wanted revenge. A few of our people who lived
in the area had tried to restrain the Indians, but were able to save only about
seventeen children, who were sent back to their relatives in Missouri.
Fool, fool that I was, not to have taken the opportunity to write it when
he was eager to talk, all ready to tell it all! (229)

If Brooks achieved nothing else by having written her autobiography,
one senses from passages such as this one that her autobiographical act
is an occasion for confession and redemption, not only for Nephi
Johnson, but also for Brooks herself (because she ignored his plea) and
for her Mormon community. After all, what appears to bother her most
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about the event is her discovery that the community colluded to protect
guilty Mormons and to cover up the truth. Telling the truth is one of the
deepest religious values held among Latter-day Saints. In the end, it
appears that Brooks wrote her own autobiography, as well as Mountain
Meadows Massacre, for four main reasons: first, she needs to alleviate her
frustration at missing a significant opportunity to hear one participant’s
firsthand account of the massacre; second, she wants to expiate the guilt
she felt for ignoring an old man’s plea; third, because of her blunder, she
feels compelled to give Nephi Johnson his due, making his adamant
desire to tell the real story public in her own autobiographical account;
and fourth, she tries to partially redeem her Mormon community for the
murders and subsequent cover-up by writing what amounts to two published confessions meant to expose the truth about the event.
On a family trip to celebrate Pioneer Day on July 24, which commemorates the entrance of the Mormons into the Great Basin, Brooks
visits the scene of the 1857 tragedy for the first time, using the occasion
to resolve the mystery and tension about the murders that she has
woven throughout her life story. “So this was the Mountain Meadows
where the massacre had taken place—the crime which had troubled
Brother Nephi Johnson on his deathbed” (250). Later in her life narrative, she writes about how she and her soon-to-be second husband participated in the dedication of the monument at Mountain Meadows on
Saturday, September 10, 1932. She captures the solemnity of the day by
writing about her motion sickness on the drive to the ceremony and
then about the sobriety of the event itself for her as an adult. “[T]he
monument was still swathed in red and white bunting, awaiting the
unveiling. With all the expanse of rolling hills with a distant backdrop
of jagged peaks, I couldn’t help remembering Brother Johnson’s shuddering cry of ‘Blood! Blood! Blood!’” (325). If Brother Johnson was
haunted by the event itself and his need to tell it, this scene and others
in Quicksand and Cactus give clear evidence of her own haunted conscience about not having heard and recorded his story. Still, she
attempts to right (write) that wrong and to tell truths about her own
and her Mormon community’s past.
Juanita Brooks depicts herself as a person born to hear and tell the
“truth” in stories, like the most important one she ever told concerning
a “horrid” event. For her own life narrative, each chapter is crafted in
such a way that almost any chapter could stand on its own with a clear
thematic focus tied to the book’s overall thesis about her longing to
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cross the borders of a small-town upbringing and venture into the wide
wonderful world. By fictionalizing the events of her life, she writes a
coming-of-age story that teaches while also entertaining readers. One
early chapter, entitled “Flax,” foreshadows the faithfully transgressive
nature of her life and the temporal desires that impinge on her equally
compelling desire to remain true to her Mormon faith.
Even though her father had forbidden it, she takes his large, “highspirited” horse “Flax” out of the pasture when he is away from home. The
horse breaks into a gallop, and she’s unable to control him. Although
determined “to ride him out,” she’s still a frightened young girl on top of
an enormous horse that had been bred to run. Then, she writes, “something happened to change everything.” At that moment, a thought
“flashes audibly” in her mind: “You can’t stop him, but you can turn him”
(91). Like palpable guidance from a place or a being she could not identify, this audible suggestion helps her make a crucial decision to take the
left-hand fork of a road rather than the usual right. When she’s able to
regain control of Flax after he has run himself out, she realizes how close
she came to disaster, endangering her own life and the lives of other people on the road through her foolish choices. “My blood ran cold to think
how it would have been had we taken this, the regular road to the field”
(92). After confessing to her father one week later, knowing that she
already “knew that he knew,” Brooks uses the story to illustrate an important lesson she learned about disobeying her elders. Reconstructing the
conversation she broached with her father, she writes,
“Do you know what saved my life when Flax was running away with me?” I
asked, and then without waiting for his answer: “It was something that said
to me, ‘You can’t stop him, but you can turn him.’ After that I knew I was
safe.” (92)

In order to show readers that she knows very well how much control
a storyteller/writer/autobiographer maintains over her narrative, she
ends the chapter about her foolhardy ride on Flax with the following
brief, but intriguing, paragraph, offering readers a mysterious, almost
postmodern ending. “At home, we had talking materials for a long time,
both among ourselves and with the neighbors. Only one incident I never
told . . .” (98).
One senses in this chapter that Brooks sympathizes with the younger,
more naive, and eager self she was—the one who likely identified, at
least in part, with her father’s horse, which had been bred and trained
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for running but had been “cooped up in the corral for a week” (91).
Energetic and inquisitive, Brooks, too, feels fenced in by her father’s
orders and her small-town Mormon life. Still, with this story and many
others, she illustrates the lessons she had learned about how and when
to cross boundaries set by her elders and, then, how to have faith in
God’s all-knowing protection, as well as her own judgment, to make
good decisions in life. Her writing provides evidence that she understands and has the ability to depict the complexity of human experience. The appeal of her autobiographical text itself is how she teaches
frequently contradictory lessons through artful storytelling, rather than
through didactic homilies that moralize in simplistic ways about human
experience. In Quicksand and Cactus, Brooks purposefully reconstructs
and recounts the challenge of balancing both the temporal and spiritual yearnings of her transgressive yet always faithful life.
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Chapter 4

Remedying Race and
Religious Prejudice
[H]e inviteth them all to come unto him and partake of his goodness; and he denieth none that come unto him, black and white,
bond and free, male and female; and he remembereth the heathen; and all are alike unto God, both Jew and Gentile.
—Book of Mormon, 2 Nephi 26.33

Race will always be at the center of the American experience.
—Michael Omi and Howard Winant,
Racial Formation in the United States

Wynetta Willis Martin explains and defends her 1966 conversion to the
Mormon Church in Black Mormon Tells Her Story, a spiritual autobiography written during a time when civil rights activists in the United
States severely criticized the church for discriminating against its black
members.1 In 1972, Martin publishes the story of her conversion and
experiences within a mostly white church for two main reasons. First,
she wants to educate nonmembers about her new religion, urging them
to examine any misinformation or misperceptions they may have about
Mormons. Second, she wants her new Mormon sisters and brothers to
see themselves in her stories, encouraging them to learn more about
black experience and cultural difference through the story of her life.
Like many women autobiographers, Martin writes so that her life narrative can be of use. Within the tradition of Mormon autobiography, such
a purpose often means a woman constructs her life story to inculcate
Mormon values in her descendants, promote faith, and explain or
defend various church doctrines, such as nineteenth-century Mormon
polygamy. Martin’s autobiography repeats these conventions, but
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instead of defending the church against charges of sexism, she defends it
against charges of racism. In addition, although she means to promote
faith through her storytelling, she writes less for her posterity and more
for her disapproving parents and other nonmember readers who, she
believes, are misinformed about Mormons.
Many U.S. citizens during the 1960s and 1970s viewed the Mormon
Church as a white Western religion with overt racist practices that
denied black Mormons full privileges of membership. At the time, people
of African (considered Hamitic) descent could be baptized into the
church, but general authorities did not allow blacks to participate in a
majority of temple ceremonies, preventing them from obtaining the
religious ordinances most prized by Latter-day Saints. In addition, black
Mormon men were banned from holding the priesthood. This restriction meant they could not hold significant positions of church leadership, power, and authority until the ban was officially lifted on June 9,
1978, permitting black members2 access to all religious ordinances in
the LDS Church (see appendix C). All Mormon women continue to be
barred from ordination to an office of the priesthood.3
To protest Mormons’ treatment of their black members, civil rights
activists in the mid-1960s began staging demonstrations against the
LDS Church and instigating boycotts against Brigham Young
University’s athletic program.4 Reminiscent of the late nineteenth century when the church repeatedly defended its “God-given” right to practice polygamy, the church in the twentieth century defended its “Godgiven” right to deny LDS members of African descent full access to
priesthood authority and temple ceremonies. In order to deflect criticism from outsiders, general authorities publicly supported the civil
rights of all people, regardless of their race.5 However, these leaders also
argued that restricting black members from receiving priesthood ordination or temple ordinances did not deprive these people of their civil
rights. From their perspective, they had been guided by a series of modern-day prophets, who instituted the ban according to God’s will.6
Furthermore, blacks were free to choose membership or not in the LDS
Church. If blacks converted, then they also accepted church doctrines
and practices. Mormon leaders argued, therefore, that as long as blacks’
citizenship rights were not being violated, then church policies could
not be dictated from the outside.
Considering the discriminatory policies toward blacks in the Mormon
Church, many have wondered why—then and now, twenty-five years
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after the ban was lifted in 1978—any black person would choose to join
such a religion. Through the genre of spiritual autobiography, Martin
attempts to explain and justify such a choice.7 With multiple audiences
in mind—blacks, whites, insiders, outsiders, and her own nonmember
parents—she chronicles her religious quest, attempting to answer critics’ and supporters’ questions about the circumstances that motivated
her 1966 conversion. The relatively short autobiography offers readers
brief background about Martin’s childhood growing up in California
with Christian parents who taught her to fear God. She then moves
quickly on to relating a dramatic spiritual experience that parallels
Joseph Smith’s First Vision. The experience compels her to search for a
more meaningful relationship with God. Her religious quest ultimately
leads her to the Mormon Church where, despite her skin color, she
writes about feeling loved and accepted. She also, however, writes about
frequently awkward experiences she has faced as a black woman in a
mostly white church.
Different from the autobiographies of Hafen, Tanner, and Brooks—
who were raised from childhood as Mormons and relate their experiences growing up in the faith—Martin’s text focuses more narrowly on
her conversion and the issues of race and religious prejudice. Her book
does not presume to cover an entire life, nor is it as well edited by family members and friends overseeing the publication process. The story
that Martin tells has unfolded only recently; her life and personal narrative are still very much in process. Most important, at the time of her
writing, the LDS Church had not yet rescinded its discriminatory policy against blacks. This means that, different from Tanner and Hafen,
who could write more frankly and perhaps more freely after polygamy
had been abandoned as an official church policy, Martin must still
accommodate her life and story to a contradictory situation that had not
yet changed for her.
Martin also writes her narrative at a volatile time in American history during the age of civil rights protests when people were engaged in
volatile debates about black-white relations and the language they
would use to discuss them. Critical race theory (CRT), which emerged
during the1980s and 1990s, grew out of critical legal studies and radical
feminism.8 Scholarly literature by critical race theorists now provides a
rich framework for understanding and discussing the history of race relations and terminology in the United States. Many in the field have
worked to formulate language that more precisely and more fully
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explains the nature and implications of terms such as “race,” “racism,”
“bigotry,” “prejudice,” “Negro,” “black,” “Caucasian,” “white,” and so
forth. Applying these theories and definitions to Martin’s text is not
always easy or straightforward. She uses all the terms but bases her
defense of Mormonism on her own stipulated and sometimes contradictory definition of, for example, the term “prejudice.” At times, this
makes reading her narrative from a twenty-first-century point of view
confusing and disturbing. That said, my analysis will attempt to lay out
several of her most important assertions and narrative complications.
The social, historical, psychological, theological, and textual problems
of this particular text, however, invite additional critical debate from
scholars in many disciplines.
After Martin was baptized a member of the LDS Church in San
Diego, California, she writes that she had been touring California “giving talks on why she had joined the church.” According to a news article included in ancillary material following Martin’s life story, a spiritual leader told her that she had a “special mission” to “teach love” (76).
The now published story, beginning with her childhood and ending several years after her divorce and subsequent conversion to the church,
appears to be partially motivated by this spiritual leader’s advice.
Determined to better educate outsiders about Mormons and to enlighten Mormons about black experience, she believes an account of her
spiritual journey has the power to end ignorance, promote understanding among people of different backgrounds, and, thereby, remedy both
race and religious prejudice.

A New Mormon Pioneer
During the late 1960s and early 1970s, Martin recognizes that, as a black
Mormon, she is a new kind of Mormon pioneer. By writing, she stakes
her claim to several significant “firsts,” establishing her historical importance within the church. She writes, for example, about being the first
black member of the Mormon Tabernacle Choir, a well-known
American singing group that has positively influenced the public’s perception of the church. Her choir membership brought Martin modest
national attention. In one of the excerpted newspaper articles published
at the end of her text, a writer from the Kansas City Call, a black newspaper, asserts that, as the first black Mormon Tabernacle Choir member,
“Mrs. Clark [Martin] . . . challenges the commonly held belief that the
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Mormon church is racist” (77). Besides this most notable “first,” Martin
writes about being the “first black faculty staff member” at BYU in 1970
(68), the first black person to attend the Brigham Young University Ball
(70), and the first black member of her San Diego, California, ward. She
mentions these “firsts” casually in her text, but the accumulation of
them has the effect of lending her significant authority to speak on
issues concerning blacks in the Mormon Church. The collage of
excerpted newspaper clippings, all with Martin’s smiling photo and eyecatching headlines, intends to illustrate the media attention her life
story and conversion attracted in the early 1970s. “Choir Member Not
Bitter on Mormon Restriction,” proclaims one headline. Other headlines focus on the combination of her unique identities: “Black Member
of Mormon Tabernacle Choir Visits Here,” “First Negro in Choir
Accepts Post at BYU,” and “Negro Singer Joins LDS Church, Pens
Book” (76–78).
In addition to the public exposure and numerous “firsts” in the
church, Martin mentions that she has been asked to address a variety of
Mormon congregations about her experience. “I have had many speaking and singing engagements since 1967 in Utah. In less than six years
I have spoken in more than one hundred Sacrament meetings and very
close to a hundred firesides, in addition to many seminary classes” (70).
This subtle boast about an impressive speaking and singing circuit reinforces her credibility as a speaker (and now a writer) who is often asked
to relate her experiences to other members of the church. The broad
attention also seems reinforcing for her as a person who grew up in
poverty and obscurity, yearned for attention as a child “jokester,” and
then, as an adult, aspired to become a singer on a stage. Besides bolstering her self-esteem, the publicity affords her unofficial authority to discuss Mormon doctrines inside and outside the church, especially with
regard to the discriminatory policy against blacks.
As an adult convert, Martin writes in the tradition of original converts who recounted their search for and discovery of God in the Latterday Saint faith. She also pioneers a revision to that convention of
Mormon autobiography by writing as one of those who hail from a variety of ethnic and racial backgrounds at the margins of Mormon tradition. In early 1981, after the change in policy about black members,
Mary Sturlaugson (Eyer) writes about her own conversion in A Soul So
Rebellious (Sturlaugson). In 1982, she continues her faith-promoting
stories about her LDS mission in He Restoreth My Soul (Eyer).
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Sturlaugson Eyer’s two life narratives—published by Deseret Book,
owned and operated by the LDS Church—have been well known
among Mormon readers for many years. Similarly, Me and Mine: The Life
Story of Helen Sekaquaptewa As Told to Louise Udall, first published in
1969 and now in its tenth printing by the University of Arizona Press,
contains a late chapter entitled “My Church,” in which Sekaquaptewa,
a Hopi woman, briefly discusses her conversion. “What [LDS missionaries] taught sounded good to me,” she writes, “like a familiar philosophy, like the teachings we were used to, like the Hopi way. I was really
converted the first week and believed everything, although I was not
baptized right soon” (241). Unlike most Mormon women autobiographers from the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Martin,
Sturlaugson Eyer, and Sekaquaptewa are not typical Mormon immigrants and pioneers. Instead, all three authors make a conscious choice
during adulthood to be baptized and then write about those conversions
in their autobiographical acts. In many ways, their stories hearken back
to original Mormon autobiographers who write about their life before
and after they accepted a new system of belief. Some, like
Sekaquaptewa, simply accommodate Mormonism into their own world
views (e.g., “the Hopi way”). Such modern conversion stories, written
from the advantage of the writers’ inside-outside perspective, have
much to reveal about converts’ influence, or lack thereof, on Mormon
doctrine and culture—all of which merit more critical literary attention
than this chapter can address.
One way in particular that Martin’s story repeats and then revises the
tradition of Mormon women’s autobiography is by focusing less on representing a communal religious experience—such as that narrated by
Hafen or Brooks—and more on depicting her individual quest for God
and personal identity. Instead of using the plural “we,” as Hafen does,
Martin more often uses the singular pronoun “I” to narrate her individual experience. In this way, her life story looks more like the life writing
produced by early Mormon autobiographers such as the Prophet Joseph
Smith, Apostle Parley P. Pratt, and Mormon pioneer Sarah Studevant
Leavitt. All three early autobiographers wrote about seeking God and
finding Him through their own individual efforts. In fact, Martin’s
method of investigating numerous religions like a “church tourist” (29)
and her dramatic depiction of a scene in which she claims to experience
the presence of evil followed by the presence of God (39) closely parallels the life experience that Smith relates in his First Vision narrative.
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Parallels with the First Vision
Martin arranges her account to show that she became a Latter-day Saint
after long years of searching for a religion that matched her experience
with God on one eventful night.
What I lacked even then as a child, was a God—a God I liked and felt at
home with—not a wrathful, spew-spitting God, but a gentle father, who
wept with me in my anguish-filled moments and smiled on me with love and
hope as He proved to me that God is Love, and that the giving of His Son
was the real proof of His benevolence. (19)

When she unexpectedly found the God she was searching for in
Mormonism, she insists on having made a free and eager choice to join
the church, which she is now prepared to defend. Key portions of
Martin’s text clearly parallel Smith’s now canonized First Vision. She
even describes the influence it had on her decision to become a Latterday Saint. “[T]he thing that really converted me was reading the Joseph
Smith Story. . . . It brought back to my memory my own very personal
experience with the evil powers and praying within for deliverance and
feeling the Lord’s spirit of peace come over me” (55). Her reading of
Smith’s narrative was likely an additional compelling reason to write
about her own religious experience. Identifying strongly with his spiritual journey, she reinscribes key elements of the First Vision using
details from her own experience. A Mormon readership could not help
but notice the similarities in form and content.
Like Smith, who felt “induced” to narrate his life experience in order
“to disabuse the public mind, and put all inquirers after truth in possession of the facts, as they have transpired, in relation both to myself and
the church” (J. Smith, History 1: 1), Martin, too, writes her autobiography to provide an accurate self-portrait that will explain her controversial decision to be baptized. As a storyteller, she builds tension by
describing the dissatisfaction and longing she had felt since youth. “I
have always been a hungry person; yet no matter how I gorged myself
socially, intellectually, spiritually, or even literally on food at the table,
nothing ever satisfied me” (15). Her early loneliness and longing (22),
combined with what she describes as a constant “vague dissatisfaction
and anger” (23), led her on a quest similar to Mormonism’s founding
prophet. Smith himself lived more than a century earlier than Martin
during a period of American revivalism, when numerous religious sects
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were vying for converts. In the First Vision he writes, “I attended their
several meetings as often as occasion would permit.” But after studying
“numerous religious denominations,” he remarks, “it was impossible for
a person young as I was, and so unacquainted with men and things, to
come to any certain conclusion who was right and who was wrong”
(History 1: 8). Learning about multiple religions brought Smith more
confusion than clarity, yet he states that he had enough faith to keep
seeking answers to his religious questions.
Martin, too, depicts herself as a hopeful seeker, who explores numerous religious faiths, providing evidence to demonstrate that she investigated many religions before discovering and deciding upon Mormonism.
She wants badly to persuade readers that her conversion to the LDS
Church was not a quick or casual decision but was based on lengthy personal research. “By the time I was twenty-four years old,” she declares,
“I had been in and out of so many churches at this point, I felt like a
tourist in Italy” (29). Explaining that this fruitless searching only
increased her loneliness, longing, skepticism, and fright, she writes,
I was sure at this age that all churches were relatively void of meaning for
me, and I nearly lost all faith in finding my truth, so long locked up inside
me! The old pattern of fear and running initially set in my childhood was
gravely reinforced as each church became a symbol to me of rejection of me
by those who belonged and believed. (29)

Wavering between hopeful belief and utter skepticism, Martin
explains that up to this point, she was filled only with “pseudo-intellectual comments on the personality of God if He did exist” (37). Despite a
desire to fill her unknown hunger, she says she did not actually believe in
God, especially the one her parents had taught her to fear. Describing
herself as a full-blown skeptic, she declares, “The price of genuflecting to
a malevolent and unkind monstrosity revolted me” (37). In several passages of Martin’s autobiography, she reveals her own critical reflection
about the psychological motives underlying her attitudes at the time:
How silly and sad and ridiculous I must have been. My adamant and fervent
denials of God only showed more vividly the need I had for a God who was
kind; and the kindess [sic] I sought I knew inately [sic] did exist in God, and
I had known it all my life, despite my caustic and juvenile dribblings and
uncandid remarks about Him. (37)

In order to account for her dramatic change from skepticism to belief,
she connects this previous skepticism with personal emptiness and a
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case of low self-esteem. “I entered my apartment that night the image of
a full-fledged, independent, and I thought very ‘with it’ single girl. This
was my self-portrait. Sadly, I was exactly the opposite of all these. I
sighed that night as I prepared for bed, feeling the acute shallow and
empty behavior patterns of my life thus far” (37). With each description
of her past anxieties and ineffectual denials about God’s existence,
Martin works to recreate her sense of longing for authentic experience
in the minds of readers, hoping to gain sympathy and understanding by
explaining her identities before and after conversion. Drawing her audience further into the life story, she promises to share a most private—
now made public—spiritual encounter: “In these next few pages, I am
about to reveal with a natural and hesitating wariness, an experience so
deeply personal in my life that I tremble when thinking of it; and my
heart is stirred by the questions, paradoxically, as to how this vivid and
very real experience of mine will be accepted” (35). She depicts this particular spiritual experience as an important juncture in her story and a
turning point in her life, not only because she discovers that God does,
indeed, exist, but because hearing God speak to her validates her own
existence and worth. “At the outset of my revelation of this moment in
my life, I must say I do not fear ridicule nor disbelief from others. . . . it
truly was—a sacred, stunning and very wonderful revealing experience,
which marked the beginning of a very definite turning point in my life”
(36). The personal revelation that she is about to share is a familiar
trope among Mormons and echoes the spiritual awakening described in
the First Vision.
Like Smith, who insists that his story is true, even though many criticized, persecuted, and disbelieved him (History 1: 25), Martin, too,
wants to convince readers of the truth of her spiritual experience. She
knows, after all, that many in her audience are skeptical and critical of
her conversion. She has also already admitted to fantasizing as a child.
Anticipating that readers may think she was hallucinating or merely
hearing what she wanted to hear, she works to persuade readers that she
can distinguish fantasy from fact and fiction from nonfiction. To reinforce the credibility of her story, she claims to have “perfect and total
recall” of the incident.
I do not hesitate to tell what happened to me because I fear others will scoff
or smirk at my naiveté; what I do fear is that my ability to recount this very
beautiful and very real episode in my life, will be called a “hallucination,” or
a very “real dream.” It was none of these. It was really an occurrence that I
would vow to my death I saw and heard while wide awake, and while fully
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in tune with all of my senses—even so in tune that I was given the gift of
perfect and total recall of the incident. (36)

Martin emphasizes that the extraordinary event she is about to
divulge took her by surprise one ordinary evening. Nothing in particular—except a life of longing—foreshadowed her “moment of light”
when she heard God’s voice.
When Smith begins the story of his own dramatic dialogue with two
Beings who, he says, identified themselves as God and Jesus Christ, his
story, too, opens on a normal “beautiful, clear day, early in the spring of
eighteen hundred and twenty” (History 1: 14). Never before, says Smith,
had he actually prayed to God. As the fourteen-year-old begins to pray,
he claims he is “seized upon by some power which entirely overcame me,
and had such an astonishing influence over me as to bind my tongue so
that I could not speak. Thick darkness gathered around me, and it
seemed to me for a time as if I were doomed to sudden destruction.”
Then he describes calling on God to “deliver” him “out of the power of
this enemy which had seized upon me” (History 1: 15). Martin reports a
similar frightening experience:
I lay down in a prison of pillows and stifling bedcovers. I closed my eyes, but they
flashed open again. Instantly, for reasons I cannot name, my mouth became
extremely dry and I wet my lips fervently, after arising for a drink of water. Still
the awful and empty black fear crawled persistently throughout my body. (38)

She describes pleading for help in “disjointed praises” and making
“wild promises” to a God she had thought for so long was “cruel.”
Finally, feeling a “horrid massive presence of a silent suffocating stillness” (38), she again called upon a higher power, just as Smith did, to
deliver her from the evil presence that had engulfed her:
I began to sob a prayer just as a child would, begging something somewhere
for a kind God yearning to pray to a Father-In-Heaven, not a monster from
Hell, to help me; “Dear God,” I pleaded in tearful and convulsed spasms of
sobs, “please, please, help me now in my most desperate hour of need.”
(38–39)

A Mormon readership would find the similarities between the two
narratives by Martin and Smith to be remarkable, reinforcing the truth
and value of Martin’s story for them. A non-Mormon readership may be
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more skeptical of her claims, but they might also find it difficult to simply dismiss the fervor of her account as she dramatizes it here.
Smith, too, describes feeling desperate during his own briefly terrifying experience: “[A]t the very moment when I was ready to sink into
despair and abandon myself to destruction . . . just at this moment of
great alarm, I saw a pillar of light exactly over my head, above the brightness of the sun, which descended gradually until it fell upon me (History
1: 16). As soon as the light descends, he describes having seen “two
Personages, whose brightness and glory defy all description, standing
above me in the air.” Immediately after witnessing this vision, he reports
hearing God speak directly to him. “One of them spake unto me, calling
me by name and said, pointing to the other—This is My Beloved Son.
Hear Him!” (1: 17). Paralleling Smith’s narrative, Martin writes that she,
too, prayed desperately for help and then felt “a most gracious and quiet
peace,” followed by “a voice [that] spoke in the darkness, quietly, serenely, but with the most monumental majesty. . . . A very brief message was
given me, as I felt a calming brush that might have been a hand on my
damp and warm brow. The voice said, ‘BE STILL, AND KNOW THAT
I AM GOD’” (39).
Both Martin and Smith conclude the stories of their extraordinary spiritual encounters by testifying of their truth. Each autobiographer works to
reinforce the veracity of the account, claiming that personal knowledge
overrides any skepticism they may face about their stories. Smith insists,
“I had seen a vision; I knew it, and I knew that God knew it, and I could
not deny it, neither dared I do it; at least I knew that by so doing I would
offend God, and come under condemnation” (1: 25). Martin, too, avows,
“I shed tears because I know that it happened to me, and that will always
be enough for me. If no one else can believe it really happened, that special moment of my life, I know that it did—and I am so very glad” (39).
The repetition, emphasis, and diction of her final witness (“I know”), parallels the language of Smith’s own testimony. Likewise, their similar creative features, rhetorical structure, and evidence demonstrate that they
both want to persuade readers they are telling the truth. During the unstable civil rights period of twentieth-century America, the stakes seem especially high for Martin as a black woman trying to defend her conversion
to the Mormon Church. Nevertheless, her convictions and personal
experience persuade her to write.
Knowing that many in her audience will be critical of her message, she
works to disarm readers’ suspicions about her writing intentions by
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declaring that she does not presume to know other people’s experience or
feelings and that she does not write about her own conversion in order to
convert them. “I cannot know what is in all hearts, and I cannot know
the thoughts of all I meet; I do not judge them, nor do I ever try to convert or convince anyone of my race, even my parents, that this is the ‘true’
church” (11). Thus, from the start, she attempts to control her audience’s
response to the narrative, insisting that her aim is not to convert readers,
especially other black readers, but to help people understand her reasons
for converting. “It is right for me, but I cannot hope they will understand,
and if they would not find peace in conversion to Mormonism, as I have
done, I would not wish it for them” (11–12). Although she works
throughout the life narrative to persuade readers that above all else, she
values individual experience, conscience, and belief, it seems unlikely
that having been converted to such a missionary-minded religion that
Martin does not possess some latent desire to persuade at least her parents
to investigate membership in the Mormon Church.

Two Faithful Transgressions
By telling a dramatic, faith-promoting story about hearing God’s voice,
Martin establishes her credibility and authority to speak as a Latter-day
Saint to her Mormon audience. She also achieves credibility and
authority by mentioning her modest fame and membership in the
Mormon Tabernacle Choir. Only after doing so does she dare to articulate a version of Mormon doctrine concerning eternal exaltation
with God that differs markedly from church leaders’ teachings. Using
italicized script for emphasis, she asserts,
These two things, baptism and the Holy Ghost are the only requirements contrary
to popular belief, for entering the Celestial Kingdom and being with God for
eternity if one is worthy. Therefore, the Priesthood covenants of the Temple
which we [black members] are not allowed at this point are not really so crucial as popular belief dictates. (56)

Her deliberate choice to declare, in writing, that life with God in the
“Celestial Kingdom” could be achieved exclusively by way of worthiness
and baptism, rather than by way of worthiness and temple covenants,
constitutes the most faithful transgression in her text.9 Such a liberal
interpretation of doctrine would not have gone unnoticed by her
Mormon audience. In contrast to Martin’s claim, church leaders have
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always taught that the “Celestial Kingdom” is the ultimate spiritual
achievement after death, made possible only through participating in
vital temple ordinances. In this passage, Martin deliberately subverts
“authoritative” doctrine with her own interpretation of the gospel, dismissing any “overemphasis” on temple covenants to mere “popular
belief.” Although now a moot point since the 1978 change in policy, her
bold assertion intends to force her contemporary Mormon readers to
study the gospel and learn for themselves what the Book of Mormon
might really mean when the prophet Nephi teaches that “all are alike
unto God” (2 Nephi 26.33).
By offering a transgressive interpretation of Mormon doctrine in writing, Martin’s text becomes one of a number of modern autobiographies
published by black members working for change in the Mormon
Church. According to Eugene England, black Mormon writers such as
Alan Cherry, Mary Sturlaugson Eyer, and Helvecio Martinez (a
Brazilian and the first black general authority) raised “the consciousness
and conscience of church members and leaders.” He explains, “They
each wrote autobiographies that told honestly of the prejudice they
encountered in the church and then endured because of spiritual witness they had of the Gospel’s truth.” England also argues that black
Mormons’ autobiographies influenced other church members’ thinking
and perceptions about race and the gospel. He posits, “Their lives made
graphically real . . . the truth of patient church service as a means to
make a profound change in the ‘truth’ of the Gospel as it was perceived
by others” (“Revisiting” 1).
Martin actually writes more than one faithful transgression in her
text. The first one she includes is a conscious, explicit interpretation of
doctrine when she claims that temple ordinances are not necessary for
people to enter into the highest kingdom of God. The second one is a
faithful transgression she does not fully control, but it is perhaps the
most important. This second faithful transgression emerges by looking
at the publication of her book in total. As a faithful Mormon autobiographer, she purposely works to reconstruct scenes that illustrate the positive interactions and acceptance she has experienced as a black woman
in a mostly white church. Although she intends to prove that the
church and its members are not “prejudiced,” she also reconstructs awkward, sometimes troubling, interactions she has with Mormons that end
up illustrating the very opposite. These difficult experiences, along with
the racially charged supplementary material accompanying her defense
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of her new religion, reveals the undeniable racist policy and racialized
culture of the Mormon Church at the time. Thus, her faith-promoting
conversion story provides evidence for Mormons’ sincere efforts to
accept and love all people, no matter the color of their skin; however, it
also provides direct and indirect proof that Mormon theology has not
always been the pure, untainted religion that its members often assume
or imagine it to be.

A Defense against Charges of Prejudice and Racism
From the outset, Martin confronts the issue of race head on with a bold
affirmation of her multiple identities: “My name is Wynetta Martin. I am
a Negro and a member of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints,
more commonly called the Mormon Church” (11). In contrast to the
conventional Mormon woman’s spiritual autobiography, this introductory sentence mentions nothing about her genealogy or place of birth. She
delays such information until chapter 2, “My Early Years.” Instead of connecting herself with ancestors straight away, she knows she must first deal
with color of her skin. As a scholar of racial identity formation, clinical
psychologist Beverly Daniel Tatum explains that when it comes to the
lifelong pursuit of integrating and defining our identities, “[t]he salience
of particular aspects of our identity varies at different moments in our
lives” (20). According to Tatum, “[t]he parts of our identity that do capture our attention are those that other people notice, and that reflect
back to us. The aspect of identity that is the target of others’ attention,
and subsequently of our own, often is that which sets us apart as exceptional or ‘other’ in their eyes” (21). In Martin’s case, of course, her conversion to a mostly white church makes both her black and Mormon
identities particularly salient, requiring her to address the issue of these
seemingly contradictory selves from the start.
While the rare combination of being black and Mormon is the main
impetus for writing, Martin nevertheless insists on her individuality, separate from the rigid categories of “black” or “Mormon.” Wanting readers
to approach her autobiography as a sincere narrative about her own particular conversion, she asserts, “My story is not about Negroes, nor is it
about Mormons or their church doctrine. It is about my life and how I
became convinced to join the Mormon Church” (11). This initial assertion is undercut by the content of the autobiography itself because she
does, in fact, write at least briefly about “Negroes,” “Mormons,” and
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“their church doctrine.” Nonetheless, she begins the story of her life by
resisting racial and religious categories and, hence, by refusing to accept
racial and religious stereotypes. Her preemptive rhetorical move is meant
to prevent readers from assuming they already know something about
who she is and what her motives might be just because they know something about her race and chosen religion.
According to Leon E. Wynter in American Skin: Pop Culture, Big
Business, and the End of White America, a perennial problem for African
Americans has been other citizens’ inability to see them as individuals
separate from their group racial identity. Basing his own conclusions on
the work of sociologist John A. Hall and anthropologist Charles
Lindholm, Wynter claims Americans place ultimate importance on the
individual as “the fundamental unit of American society not the race or
ethnic group.” Wynter defines individualism as “individual responsibility, personal honor and principled resistance to immoral authority.” He
argues that such individualism “is a deeper creed than ethnic nationalism, racial chauvinism, and even racism itself. And while Americans do
not openly recognize such core values as individualism summing to a
common, unifying culture across racial lines, it nevertheless still does”
(173). In the opening paragraph of her autobiography, Martin certainly
appeals to the value that Americans place on the individual, hoping to
distinguish herself in that very way. However, Wynter would caution,
“the tragedy of America, and the only exception to [Hall and
Lindholm’s] argument that American social cohesion at the dawn of the
twenty-first century is stronger than ever, is the historic exception of
African-Americans from the assumptions of inherent individual distinctiveness and endowment” (173). Tension between Martin’s desire to
be viewed as an individual and to speak as an individual while also representing and speaking for both black Americans and Mormons permeates her book.
As she attempts to prohibit readers from stereotyping or reducing the
complexity of her personal identities, Martin also insists that she is
happy, that her new religious community is not full of bigoted people,
and that she is fulfilling her own mission to spread love and end prejudice of any kind through speaking and writing.10 With these writing
goals in mind, she begins the second paragraph of her autobiography by
addressing critics who may believe that she was deluded or coerced into
converting. Here she works to communicate the power of her religious
convictions through strong verbs, purposeful adjectives, and explicit
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appeals to readers’ sympathy. Furthermore, she claims membership in
both Mormon and black communities, repeatedly using the possessive
pronoun “my” with regard to “my church,” “my race,” and “my own people.” Approaching her argument from a position of defense (a common
rhetorical stance for a Mormon woman), she writes,
Perhaps the fact that I quite eagerly, even greedily embraced, and still do,
the promises of my church, a church that has been recently the target of
many, who have accused us of bigotry, segregation, and racism, and even in
the most liberal of minds, my church has been cursed and despised, because
it will not allow the people of my race the privileges, as yet, of the
Priesthood, given to all other races. Perhaps this practice has instilled a great
hatred and contempt for me in the eyes of my own people, and even in the
eyes perhaps of many white people, both members and non-members, who
learn of my conversion (11).

In this paragraph, she identifies her potentially critical reading audiences—blacks, whites, outsiders, and insiders—but she also maintains,
with fervor, that despite the curses and hatred she must endure for her
race and her newfound religion, she is at peace with her decisions. “I am
now, happily, and willingly, a member of the church,” she writes. “Many
cannot understand why a Negro would want to join the Mormon
Church. This too I will attempt to explain, at least from my personal
experience” (11). Similar to Hafen, who defends the church’s practice
of polygamy even when she suffered because of it, Martin, too, chooses
to defend a religion that excludes her from full privileges of membership.
Whatever the drawbacks of such discrimination against her, the benefits of being a Mormon seem to compensate.
Martin also wants to convince readers that any negative judgments
Latter-day Saints have formed about black people grow out of ignorance, fear, or naiveté, rather than hatred. She feels similarly convinced
about the suspicions and negative attitudes of black people like her parents toward Mormons. In fact, her argument is based on what some
might view as a perhaps naive but quite sincere premise that educating
people out of their ignorance will eliminate misinformation and misconceptions (i.e., prejudice) of any kind. In this way, her understanding
of various forms of prejudice aligns with Tatum’s contemporary theory
about the origins and definition of the term. “Stereotypes, omissions,
and distortions all contribute to the development of prejudice. Prejudice
is a preconceived judgment or opinion, usually based on limited
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information.” According to this definition, Tatum and other critical
race theorists assume everyone has prejudices, “not because we want
them, but simply because we are so continually exposed to misinformation about others” (5). According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the
term prejudice is defined as “a previous judgment; esp. a judgment formed
before due examination or consideration; a premature or hasty judgment.” The term is also used to mean a “preconceived opinion; bias or
leaning favourable or unfavourable; [a] prepossession; when used
absolutely, usually with unfavourable connotation.” In the context of
Martin’s argument, the term prejudice could be defined as forming an
unfavorable judgment of some person or some group of people often
based on their perceived race or religion. Assuming that Martin would
agree with this definition and granting her insistent claim that
Mormons are not prejudiced and certainly not racist (i.e., not hateful
racists), then there are still many scenes that Martin depicts in which
Mormons exhibit prejudice in the highly race-conscious subculture
within which they live.11 As Tatum points out, “[p]rejudice is one of the
inescapable consequences of living in a racist society” (6), and a racist
society should be understood as “a system of advantage based on race,”
rather than “a particular form of prejudice” (9). Separating—rather
than conflating the terms “prejudice” and “racism”—better reveals the
inequities and privileges that persist in American society. Tatum
explains that, like other white Americans, Mormons would rather view
racism as ignorance or hatred than recognize it also as a system of privilege. Defining racism in this way would violate Mormons’ stated belief
in equality for all.
Understanding racism as a system of advantage based on race is antithetical
to traditional notions of an American meritocracy. For those who have
internalized this myth, this definition generates considerable discomfort. It
is more comfortable simply to think of racism as a particular form of prejudice. Notions of power or privilege do not have to be addressed when our
understanding of racism is constructed in that way. (Tatum 9)

In her own writing, Martin resists labeling any misinformed attitudes
or behavior using the politically charged term prejudice. She even more
assiduously resists using the term racism to describe the power and privilege that most church members enjoy over those members who are
black. When civil rights activists were contending over how best to confront race prejudice in the United States in the 1960s and 1970s,
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whether through direct confrontation or through nonviolent resistance,
Martin chooses to employ the rhetorical and narrative strategies of Dr.
Martin Luther King, rather than the more militant strategies of
Malcolm X. Different from black radicals who felt no qualms about
identifying racism when they saw it, Martin adopts the moderated rhetoric of passive resistors, judicially constructing scenes with Mormon
characters, in which she endures, with stoicism, their racialized comments and behavior. She then records these experiences in her life story,
implying that she hopes her writing will educate and ameliorate conditions for her and for others in the future. Even if Martin were willing to
use the term prejudice to label a few of her characters’ attitudes and
behavior, she can hardly afford to do so given her aim to defend the
church against charges of racism. In a thesis-like statement located
toward the conclusion of her text, she declares,
The Gospel is not prejudiced and I have met very few people in the church
which show any prejudice. There will always be some. No matter what
church one attends or what race, creed or nationality we deal with, we will
find good and bad people. We must not pin point one race or one religious
group as being prejudiced, or we are paradoxically “prejudiced” in so doing.
I hope that I can remove any prejudice that may exist anywhere I go for my
race or my church. (71)

Martin’s injunction against “pin pointing” any “group” for “being prejudiced” coincides with her desire not to overgeneralize or stereotype;
however, her resolve not to identify instances of prejudice when she
encounters them among Mormons leads to narrative tensions and contradictions that lie between the story she wants to tell about her new religious community and the story she actually tells. In other words, her written defense of Mormons against charges of racial prejudice becomes tenuous at best. At the very least, her text provides evidence to show that
while many Mormon characters seem kind to Martin, they also lack
meaningful understanding of or knowledge about black experience in
America.
Martin writes, for example, that she “can remember one [Mormon]
fireside in 1969 during which someone asked me if I would change my
skin to white if I had the chance” (71). Constructing a poised answer to
the offense that this question implies about white skin being preferable
to black, she writes, “With a smile on my face I said that Mr. Clean,
Ajax, and Comet serve the purpose for many things. I don’t care how
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much I rubbed with those chemicals, nothing would take my built-in
tan away.” Then, using capital letters in her autobiography, Martin completes her pointed, but cool-headed, response: “NO, I would not change
my color from black to white because it wasn’t meant to be. Each race
should be proud of their color” (71). Throughout her narrative, Martin
characterizes herself as one who must often find the strength to exercise
Christ-like patience and understanding as various Mormon characters
communicate implicitly and explicitly that black skin is inferior to
white.
In this scene and several others, she depicts brief interactions with
Mormons in which she is subjected to jarring comments or racial infelicities that she must continually recover from throughout her day. Such
incidents correspond with what contemporary social scientists now refer
to as microaggressions. Richard Delgado and Jean Stefancic define a
microaggression as “one of those many sudden, stunning, or dispiriting
transactions that mar the days of women and folks of color. Like water
dripping on sandstone, they can be thought of as small acts of racism,
consciously or unconsciously perpetrated, welling up from the assumptions about racial matters most of us absorb from the cultural heritage in
which we come of age in the Untied States” (Critical Race Theory: An
Introduction 2). Mormon characters in Martin’s book commit a form of
microaggression when their racialized remarks appear naive, ignorant, or
patronizing and ultimately end up subordinating another person,
whether intended to do so or not. The “vigilance and psychic energy”
(P. Davis 145) required to deal with the psychological wear on the targets of such microaggressions are similar to the energy required to recover from microaggressions that occur when remarks, behavior, or body
language explicitly communicate hateful or demeaning attitudes toward
nonwhites. Mormon denial about their own form of microaggression is
just as calcified and resistant to change as other forms of microaggressions against nonwhites because what people will not admit to, they
cannot change (P. Davis 144). Furthermore, after such incidents occur,
their effects can be far-reaching:
Its influence is not alone due to the fact that it is painful in its intensity, but
also because the individual, in order to maintain internal balance and to
protect himself from being overwhelmed by it, must initiate restitutive
maneuvers . . . —all quite automatic and unconscious. In addition to maintaining an internal balance, the individual must continue to maintain a
social façade and some kind of adaptation to the offending stimuli so that he
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can preserve some social effectiveness. All of this requires a constant preoccupation, notwithstanding . . . that these adaptational processes . . . take
place on a low order of awareness” (Kardiner and Ovesey, qtd. in P. Davis
145).

In a sense, Martin’s life story itself is a “restitutive maneuver.” She
writes in order to process and maintain the personal and psychic order
she needs to adapt to her new religious community and also to reeducate
its members.

Mormons’ Racialized Culture
Martin’s most explicit motive for writing her autobiography is to educate outsiders about Mormons. However, her narrative also implies
another motive, which she does not make explicit but which is nevertheless evident. She wants to educate her newfound faith community
about the difficulties she faces daily as someone who looks different from
the majority of them and who comes from a different background. The
varied purposes and widely differing audiences that she anticipates reading her book complicate the way she negotiates and produces tensions
in her own writing. For example, despite the autobiography’s insistent
message about Martin’s newfound “happiness,” soon after her baptism,
she begins working for the Genealogical Society (now Family History
Library), where, she admits, “despite most people’s kindness, my race did
present problems.” Because no other blacks sang in the Tabernacle
Choir or worked with her at the Genealogical Society, Martin writes
that “naturally” she knew her “race might be a handicap” (59). Feeling
Mormon’s “over-kindness” and “uneasiness” toward her (59), she illustrates those experiences by her dialogue with various Mormons.
Characterizing the majority of Latter-day Saints as mostly ignorant
about black cultures and history, she depicts several scenes in which
they display hyperconscious awareness of her skin color and their own
lack of actual experience with African Americans.
Such problematic scenes reiterate what theorists Michael Omi and
Howard Winant describe as rules of “racial etiquette” that have developed over time in the United States. The rules become “a set of
interpretive codes and racial meanings which operate in the interactions of daily life.” They argue that these rules have developed to direct
the nature of interactions in a racialized society.
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Everybody learns some combination, some version, of the rules of racial
classification, and of their own racial identity, often without obvious teaching or conscious inculcation. Thus we are inserted in a comprehensively
racialized social structure. Race becomes “common sense”—a way of comprehending, explaining and acting in the world. (62)

Martin’s autobiography painfully illustrates the racial rules and tensions at play as she depicts them in the pages of her text. Although most
of the characters she portrays would like to think they interact without
race consciousness or “prejudice,” that is, without critical awareness of
a person’s skin color and appearance, her Mormon characters’ attempts
to treat people of all races and backgrounds “alike” frequently fail. In
addition, those who believe they can interact without regard to skin
color delude themselves. According to Neil Gotanda, “[t]o be racially
color-blind . . . is to ignore what one has already noticed.” Furthermore,
throughout the history of the United States, people have always organized themselves along racial lines, and Mormon people are no exception. Therefore, “[t]he characteristics of race that are noticed (before
being ignored) are situated within an already existing understanding of
race. That is, race carries with it a complex social meaning. This preexisting race consciousness makes it impossible for an individual to be
truly nonconscious of race” (36).
Because Martin herself refuses to use the term prejudice, she forces
herself to identify and, thus, to “remove” prejudice indirectly by narrating anecdotes, mostly free of commentary, in which many Mormon
characters inevitably give away their self-consciousness about race and
their ignorance (i.e., prejudice) about blacks and black experience. To
illustrate, she depicts her dialogue with a Mormon woman in a scene at
the Genealogical Society. This scene demonstrates the naiveté and narrow cultural or racial experience Martin often encounters within her
new Mormon community.
One day a lady came up to me and asked in the most sincere innocence,
“Are you from the West Indies, Dear?” I said, “No, why?” “Well,” she said,
“Your skin and hair are of the West Indian type.” I knew of course she wanted to know what nationality I was, for it was beyond her comprehension that
a Mormon would be a Negro or vice versa. I told her in a quiet manner that
I was a Negro. She said rather flustered, “Oh I’m so glad to see you working
here, but are you a Mormon?” When I replied yes, she was close to collapse.
Not a vicious woman, but a naive one, she made it a point to go out of her
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way every morning and come to where I worked and say, “Oh hello there,
good morning.” (59)

Because a key purpose of Martin’s autobiography is to convince outsiders, especially her parents, that Mormons are not racists, she gains
several potential benefits from telling this anecdote. First, the scene
acknowledges the awkwardness of her situation as one of the few black
Mormons most members encountered in the 1960s and 1970s. She also
portrays Mormon prejudice as “innocent” or harmless—not intentionally mean-spirited. In fact, Martin writes that, rather than ignoring or
snubbing her, individuals such as this woman display “overkind” attention toward her. How, then, implies her text, can either she or her readers fault well-meaning white people for their “overkindness”? While
Martin reveals enough for an audience to know that she is uncomfortable with the woman’s behavior, she presents the story with little interpretation, allowing the woman’s words and actions to speak for themselves.
Jessie L. Embry’s 1995 study of other black Mormons’ experiences
presents similar revealing incidents. Two hundred twenty-four oral history interviews conducted by Embry, a white Mormon woman, and Alan
Cherry, a black Mormon man, led Embry to conclude that while some
black Mormons have suffered from instances of racial hatred or bigotry
in the LDS Church, “[a] more serious problem than deliberate malice
was ignorance, insensitivity, and a general lack of experience with cultural and racial diversity” (147).12 Embry also points out that, historically, “Mormons have not been hostile as much as ambivalent—and
sometimes intimidated—by racial differences” (78).
A second scene that illustrates Mormons’ ambivalence and intimidation over racial diversity occurs when Martin recalls a question posed to
her on the first night that she joined the Mormon Tabernacle Choir.
Describing a tour of the Salt Lake Tabernacle, she writes,
I remember one person approached me and said, “Sister Martin, we are very
happy to have you with us. What shall I call you—Black, Negro, or colored?” I then said with a smile on my face and love in my heart, that they
could call me anything as long as they spelled my name right! That was the
end of that session. (62)

Although this white character’s question implies an ostensibly
admirable desire to call Martin by the racial term that she would prefer
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(“Black,” “Negro,” or “colored”), such a question posed to a stranger
demonstrates the person’s casual disregard for the complex issues surrounding racial terminology and identification at the time. Racial infelicities and insensitivities of this sort are typical of many white
Americans who have rarely had to think much about their own racial
identity13 or the meaning and consequences of how they refer to minority “others.” In contrast, Martin has had to think about her identity, her
skin color, and her place among Mormons every day of her life since she
converted. She knows, too, that her physical appearance makes her a
rarity and, thus, a curiosity among Mormons. This speaker’s question,
obviously posed from a white perspective and, although awkward,
meant as a gesture of acceptance, reveals the person’s lack of genuine
understanding about people and cultures outside of his or her own insulated experience. Once again, a phenomenon such as this is common,
not only among Mormons, but among American citizens in general.
Tatum explains why members of majority groups know so little about
those in the minority.
The truth is that the dominants do not really know what the experience of
the subordinates is. In contrast, the subordinates are very well informed
about the dominants. Even when firsthand experience is limited by social
segregations, the number and variety of images of the dominant group available through television, magazines, books, and newspapers provide subordinates with plenty of information about the dominants. The dominant world
view has saturated the culture for all to learn. (24)

Ironically, Mormons themselves, with their history of religious persecution and forced migration, understand, at some level, what living outside the normative dominant American culture means. Yet just because
they themselves have been the targets of stereotype and misunderstanding, that does not mean they cannot be guilty of prejudice themselves.
“Many of us are both dominant and subordinate,” says Tatum. “The
thread and threat of violence runs through all of the isms. There is a
need to acknowledge each other’s pain, even as we attend to our own”
(27). In the 1960s, white Mormons, such as characters depicted in
Martin’s text, behave very much like dominant white American culture.
Mormon sociologist Armand Mauss reports, “Careful review of the history of Mormon racism will reveal that it has followed closely the
comparable history for America as a whole, sad as that may be” (Bush
and Mauss 176).14 Most whites at the time were not well educated about
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the historical or cultural experiences of racial minorities living in the
United States, and furthermore, they felt little need or reason to rectify
that lack of knowledge.
Martin provides several other examples of negative encounters she
had with Mormons, all the while avoiding calling Mormons prejudiced.
She even goes so far as to counter one BYU nursing student’s actual
admission to being prejudiced during a question and answer period at a
lecture given by Martin herself. In her autobiography, she quotes the
nursing student’s statement as though she remembers it verbatim: “Mrs.
Martin, I was born in the South and I am prejudiced, but I don’t dislike
you” (69). After this startling admission, Martin tells her readers,
She was so sincere and meant well. I told her that many things were instilled
into her mind as a child while growing up in the deep South, where Blacks
cannot defend themselves and where they are barred from restaurants etc. I
said to her that I didn’t think she was prejudiced, and she felt good about my
saying this. But as we all know by now, we all have some ‘hang-ups’ once in
a while. (69)

As a United States citizen and a newly baptized Mormon, Martin
grapples with a culture, inside and outside of Mormonism, steeped in
racial stereotypes and prejudice. Her generous response to white characters’ racial prejudice is meant to minimize their words or actions by
calling them something other than “racism” or “prejudice”—in this case
“hang-ups” and, in other cases, “rudeness” (43) or “funny ideas.” Martin
wants to avoid any language or accusations that might make her appear
prejudiced herself or that might incur white readers’ disfavor. At times,
the autobiography may even exasperate some in her audience who view
Martin as a writer ready to assuage all her white readers’ consciences
about their prejudice and make them “feel good,” as she writes about
doing for this nursing student.
As a person raised in the United States, a deeply racialized country,
Martin’s writing also suggests in places that she herself has internalized
cultural messages about what it means to be black and a woman. She
insists, for example, on “eagerly,” “gladly,” “happily,” and “willingly”
(11) converting to a church that had not yet rescinded its discriminatory policy. She also purposely excuses discriminatory remarks or behavior
among church members when she encounters them. Omi and Winant
argue that a permanent “racial ideology” has shaped the history, social
systems, relations, and minds of United States citizens.
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The continuing persistence of racial ideology suggests that . . . racial myths
and stereotypes cannot be exposed as such in the popular imagination. They
are, we think, too essential, too integral, to the maintenance of the US
social order. Of course, particular meanings, stereotypes and myths can
change, but the presence of a system of racial meanings and stereotypes, of
racial ideology, seems to be a permanent feature of US culture. (63)

Martin’s writing gives evidence of many members’ denial about the
racialized culture of the Mormon Church. In the late twentieth century, decades after Martin published her autobiography, Eugene England
discusses Mormon denial about its racialized theology by examining the
way Mormon writers have dealt with the issue of race. These writers, he
argues, have had to bear
a double burden of hidden black presence and denial, of fundamental contradiction between professed ideals and actual practices: We [Mormons]
have all the American contradictions [Toni] Morrison reviews [in Playing in
the Dark] and also our own unique theology, which has been more explicitly
idealistic and non-racialized than traditional Christian thought, and our own
cultural overlay, which has been in some ways more racialized than the rest
of American culture: We claimed, as early as the Book of Mormon in 1830,
that ‘all are alike unto God . . . black and white’ (2 Nephi 26.33), and Joseph
Smith renounced slavery when that was a minority position, but we were the
only church formally to declare a policy that made a distinction by race and
to develop a powerfully influential, though unofficial, racialized theology.”
(“Playing” 4)

Although Martin wants to combat and eliminate prejudice, she
writes from a painfully conflicted position, struggling to account for the
potential criticism from opposing readers and to accomplish the varied
purposes that she set out to achieve through writing. Such personal and
narrative challenges sometimes lead Martin to voice ideas that suggest
she may herself have internalized stereotypical notions about the place
of African American women in society and in the Mormon Church.
When she discusses the day that she asked her daughter what she would
like to be when she grows up, for example, Martin is at first disappointed but then writes approvingly about her daughter’s decision to pursue a
career in the service industry. “I have to be a waitress or something like
that, mommy!” says her daughter. When Martin claims that she wanted
to “deride” her daughter’s choice and her “dogmatic approach to what
her future must surely be,” she, instead, “holds back,” deciding firmly in
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her autobiography that “[n]o job is too menial . . . since if a person wants
to do it and enjoys it as well, it is indeed an enviable state, for how many
people of any race or religion can claim a real love of their daily work?”
(31). Alluding to race in this context reflects her understanding that
since the time of slavery, blacks in the United States have been seen or
have seen themselves pursuing service-oriented jobs. Rather than “condone” or “condemn” what she viewed as her child’s “innocent dream,”
however, she “let silence be the binding link of further communication
between us.” In short, this would not be a moment in the autobiography
when she interrogates the subordinated position of blacks, especially
black women, in the United States. She knows well that black females
have historically been relegated to subservient work that other upwardly mobile white Americans would never “dream” of pursuing as a livelihood. By remaining silent, she believes she is allowing her child personal freedom—one of her highest ideals. “I was able to accept her goals
as her right to achieve them, and not instigate my own fallen dreams on
the life and mind of a child, with her own life to live, and her own right
for individuality and finding herself” (31). Whatever freedom of choice
Martin believes she promotes by relating this incident with her daughter, her reluctance to critique her daughter’s desire for a career as a waitress still suggests potential evidence for Martin’s own conditioned resignation to second-class citizenship. Psychologists refer to such a phenomenon among members of subordinated groups as “internalized
oppression” (Tatum 6).
In a contrasting passage of her autobiography, Martin confronts just
such stereotypes about black women when she admits to the difficulty of
both extending and receiving acceptance in a mostly white faith community.
I try to turn away from snubs, and from derision, from forced toleration that
is suffocation and an insult to me on the part of some narrow-minded people
both inside and outside the Mormon Church. Some people really believe
that all Negroes are “hotel maids” or “Southern mammies” who have gone to
their glory, but remain alive in the hearts and labels and breakfast tables on
a syrup bottle! A real mammy with a kerchief wrapped around her head, and
acres of impossibly white teeth, gleaming like a banner against a black sky of
skin is the only image of the Negro race some people comprehend! (12)

Such tensions between Martin’s desire to both reject and accept
inequality inside or outside the church permeate the autobiography.
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Many scenes illustrate the difficulty she faces as an autobiographer
working to maintain favor with multiple and conflicting audiences, all
the while trying to accommodate herself to membership in a church and
a society that discriminate against her. Whether to garner favor with her
white Mormon audience or to avoid committing “prejudice” by her own
definition, the real story of racism in the Mormon Church inevitably
leaks out, especially in the ancillary material that frames Martin’s text.

Framing Material
Martin’s life story does not stand alone as a published work. Although
not an official Mormon publication, the book, printed by Hawkes
Publishing, a small, independently owned press, is fashioned to achieve
a sense of association and credibility with the mainstream LDS Church.
The book’s front and back cover images, as well as supplementary material located before and after her own text, provide a problematic historical frame around her life narrative.15
According to one excerpted news article, the original title of Martin’s
autobiography was to be I Am a Negro Mormon (78). In addition, the
photos, newspaper articles, foreword, and supplementary material provide the best indicator of the controversy, divisions, and angst inside and
outside the Mormon Church over black-white issues at the time. Both
front and back covers of Martin’s autobiography are clearly fashioned to
market an explanation and defense of Mormons’ unpopular teaching
about church members of African descent. Even the title, written in bold
capital letters, “BLACK MORMON Tells Her Story,” emphasizes
Martin’s racial and religious identity, a surprising combination sure to sell
her book. In both words and images, the cover pages of this autobiography intend to capture readers’ attention by promising answers, once and
for all, to the persistent questions that 1960s and 1970s America directed at Mormons. Small letters at the bottom of the front cover repeat the
key question that critics of the church asked most often: “Why can’t the
Negro hold the priesthood?” And an additional nagging question acts as
a title on the back cover: “Can a Negro Find Happiness in the Mormon
Church?” Martin’s final words in the autobiography intend to answer
that question directly. “[I]t is difficult for me to imagine how I could possibly be more filled with happiness and how my life could be more saturated with blessings than it is at the present,” she insists. “I am so very
glad that I AM A BLACK MORMON” (73).
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Nowhere is Mormon equivocation on the issue of equality more evident than in indisputably racist supplementary material following
Martin’s story. This essay, written by John D. Hawkes, the book’s publisher, and entitled “Why Can’t the Negro Hold the Priesthood,” is an
illogical and nonauthoritative explanation about the discriminatory
policy against black members. Hawkes begins by noting that he is “not
a General Authority and therefore cannot act as an official spokesman
for the church” (81). The manner in which he writes, however, intends
to appear as though he speaks with authority, and the theology he spells
out certainly reflects a common rationale for black priesthood denial
circulating among Mormons at the time. He bases his argument on “why
the Negro isn’t allowed the Priesthood” on what he refers to as “three
very beautiful beliefs and teachings in our church”:
1st: We believe we are lead by Prophets of God who receive revelation.
2nd: We believe we had a pre-existent state with God that had a great
influence on our positions in this life.
3rd: We believe that God has chosen people and rewards righteousness.
(81)

From these three “teachings” Hawkes claims, “A mature black person
who decides to join the church accepts our prophets and also accepts
their position in regards to the Priesthood” (83). The implication that
black persons who are immature, as opposed to mature, will not accept
their subordinate position in the church is no less than galling.
Furthermore, according to Hawkes’s interpretation of the second and
third “teachings,” black people’s subordinated position was one they
understood and accepted in the preexistence.
All those born into this life accepted the plan of our Savior. And it is the
author’s belief that we all accepted the conditions under which we would be
born, black or brown, white or yellow. It is highly possible that we may have
known all of the limitations and advantages we might have. We may have
known whether we would be blind or crippled, whether we would be born
in the jungles of Africa or into rich families in America. (84–85)

Additional illogical reasoning supports this flawed theology.
“Everyone is our superior is [sic] some small way. There have been many
wise men who have questioned the reality of God simply because they
felt a just God would not make men so unequal, and yet everywhere
they look they see great inequality among men right from birth” (84).
Using people’s varying degrees of performance in premortal life as an
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explanation for why they were born black or white and, thus, why they
had achieved greater or lesser status (i.e., “black” skin color) in mortality, was a familiar, although not officially sanctioned, justification for
the discriminatory policy against black members. In effect, Hawkes’s
writing provides clear evidence for the perpetuation of bigoted ideas
believed by many Mormons to be based in doctrine.
This undeniably racist theological justification for discrimination
according to lineage and skin color is positioned after Martin’s defense
of Mormonism. Its presence and content undermine her central contention that the church is not racist by ironically providing evidence for
the very opposite. In such a racialized culture, perceived differences
based on physical appearances (such as those expressed by Hawkes) constantly shape the behaviors and attitudes that Martin characterizes in
her text. Mormon theology at the time—which espoused sharing the
gospel with all people, regardless of race, while simultaneously enforcing
contradictory policies that discriminated against black members—created unresolved tensions and racist notions of white superiority within
Mormon people, no matter how many Mormons, including Martin herself, might try to deny it.
Ancillary material preceding and following Martin’s life narrative
recalls characteristics of slave narratives.16 The text, for example, is a
spiritual quest in which she focuses on a life-changing conversion experience, using a tripartite organization common to narratives by former
slaves—before conversion, conversion, and after conversion. In
“Singing Swords: The Literary Legacy of Slavery,” Melvin Dixon argues
that “[c]onversion as rebirth or transformation was a central event in
the slave’s recorded life” (302). Furthermore, slaves used a “conversionlike model of personal experience and testimony to construct their own
‘witness’ to the horrors of slavery and the regenerative joy of freedom”
(303). Slaves often narrated their quest toward freedom as it was made
possible by God and Christianity. Martin’s narrative, too, is a story about
her religious quest for happiness and a kind of freedom in relation to
God that she had not known before her conversion to Mormonism.
Despite her sense of liberating happiness, however, a problematic
aspect of her autobiography is another parallel with slave narratives—
introductory material written by white writers.17 Such material was usually
situated before the actual narrative to confirm, for white readers, the
truth of a former slave’s personal account of his or her life in slavery.
Through the cachet they had established with other white readers, these
white amanuenses/editors/authors would also lend credibility to the
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strength of the black narrator’s good character. The Narrative of the Life
of Frederick Douglass, an American Slave is preceded, for example, by
both William Lloyd Garrison’s preface and a letter written by Wendell
Phillips, Esq., two white male abolitionists with community status, confirming Douglass’s identity and endorsing his accomplishments. Before
the text of Martin’s narrative, there first appears a statement by Mayor
Bart Wolthuis typed on official “City of Ogden, Utah” letterhead,
excerpted on the book’s back cover, and included as the first page of the
book, next to Martin’s own dedication page. Mayor Wolthuis, a white
male with community standing in Utah, confirms, “Wynetta Clark
Martin is a member of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
and sings in the Tabernacle Choir” (3). He also declares that God has
been guiding her life. Similar to Garrison and Phillips writing in support
of Douglass, Mayor Wolthuis appeals to white readers for understanding
as they read Martin’s life story. The problem with his appeal, however,
is that it borders on patronizing sympathy, calling attention to what he
regards as her lower station in life. “The reader will feel a genuine empathy for the plight of all individuals who strive to rise above the circumstances in all walks of life” (3). His sentiment establishes an “us” vs.
“them” relationship that relegates blacks to a subordinated moral and
economic position from which they wish to lift themselves up to the
level of white readers like him. “For the caucasian [sic], this book gives
a lucid account of the struggles the blacks face in being accepted as a full
partner in today’s complex and sometimes disturbing world. We begin to
understand the many problems and frustrations the minority people face
each day as they strive to walk the same path of life as we” (3).
Although somewhat ambiguous, his writing does not persuasively show
how much “understanding” he has for blacks. Besides clearly distinguishing them as “the other,”18 Wolthuis asserts that black readers will
come to know “that within His church there is a place for all of the children of God” (3). Failing to recognize the irony of this glib statement,
he overlooks the fact that blacks were relegated to a subordinated
“place” in the Mormon Church at the time.
In effect, Wolthuis’s letter (4) and Hawkes’s supplementary essay
(79–94) serve to problematically frame Martin’s narrative about her
conversion. Thus, taken as a whole, the book denies Mormon race
prejudice, illustrates it, and also attempts to justify it. Just as many early
Mormon women in polygamy wrote to defend a religion that inspired
and burdened them, Martin, too, appears similarly devoted to a religion
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that both inspires and oppresses her. Ironically, her own narrative, the
images included with her text, and the material that precedes and follows her life story provide evidence for just how far the contemporary
LDS Church has moved away from its formerly racist position of black
priesthood denial and temple restrictions. It is difficult to imagine that
such a problematic, contradictory book would be published today.
A persistent question about whether or not her parents will ultimately reject or accept their daughter’s new religion is one of the most
important purposes for Martin to tell her story. In the dedication of her
autobiography, she writes, “To my beloved parents: Grace and Sentell
Willis Sr. Daughters: Pauletta Rochell Martin and Ruth Ann Martin,
Brothers and Sisters: Freddie, Diane, Carolyn and Anthony.” The conversations Martin reconstructs between her and her family serve to voice
the suspicions and fears of outsiders, the explicit audience she means to
address. As a writer, her rhetorical challenge is to represent her parents’
(the opposition’s) views accurately and fairly and then to allay their
concerns. Her mother especially voices the suspicions of black outsiders.
By reconstructing their dialogue, she demonstrates how her mother has
been understandably concerned that the church may be exploiting her
daughter for its own purposes. “I promise you, darling, I will never call
your church weird again, but I will not humor you by saying that I
believe it is true. If they are taking advantage of your race, making you
a mockery, it is my prayer you will know it and become wiser in decisions that should be given extensive thought” (67). Of course, Martin
tries to prove the extent of her thought and research about the church
by writing her life story. She records another important observation that
her mother makes after speaking with a Mormon missionary on Temple
Square. “I was very impressed with the sincerity of the young man I
talked with,” says Grace. “[H]owever, his answers as to where our
[blacks’] place is seemed not to come from the deepest conviction in
himself that it was right or even that he understood” (66–67). Here she
records her mother as having astutely identified the discomfort that
many white Mormons felt about the priesthood exclusion before 1978,
reporting her mother’s words as evidence of that uneasiness.
Mormon social scientist and writer Armand Mauss explains that a
significant alternative publication begun by Mormon intellectuals in
the 1960s grew out of many Mormons’ great discomfort over the policy
toward blacks in the church. “It is more than coincidence that the
decade of the 1960s gave rise almost simultaneously to the Mormon
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confrontation with civil rights and to Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon
Thought” (Bush and Mauss 1). In an essay written to commemorate the
twentieth anniversary of the lifting of the ban and to express concern
over twentieth-century Mormons’ lingering denial about their racialized
culture, the founding editor of Dialogue, Eugene England, reflects on the
pain of that tumultuous period when Mormon intellectuals struggled
over the church’s policy regarding black members.
We were especially uneasy about the unofficial but nevertheless widely
accepted reasons for the ban—that Blacks were descendants of Cain
through Ham, naturally fit for servitude and inferiority, or were given black
bodies and denied priesthood and temple blessings because of some failing
in their pre-existent life. Some of that uneasiness remains today, twenty
years later, when we consider that most Mormons are still in denial about
that ban, unwilling to talk in church settings about it, and that a remarkable
number of Mormons still believe that Blacks, as well as other colored people, come color-coded into the world, their lineage and even their class are
a direct indication of failures in a previous life. (“Playing” 1)

In Martin’s autobiography, her mother pinpoints the dis-ease of many
Mormons that, according to England, continues even today. Eventually,
though, she portrays her mother’s acceptance of her decision with certain reservations, providing a tentative closure to the strain between
them and, ultimately, to the questions raised about her daughter’s
motives for converting. Concluding her parents’ visit to Temple Square,
she uses the episode as a symbolic resolution to any lingering tensions
she had woven into her story between blacks and Mormons. “I had their
blessings and their prayers for what I had done. Perhaps if I dare believe
it, I had won possibly their admiration too” (67–68).

Love and Acceptance in the Church
As a black Mormon, Martin is obviously well aware of the critical
assumptions and stereotypes that nonmember black readers such as her
parents hold about her new religion. A significant conflict that plays out
in the pages of her text is Martin’s strained relations with her African
American readers. This tension carries over into the defensive way she
inscribes the story of her life. In order to challenge their criticisms, she
describes relationships with white Mormons who have shown her what
she believes to be genuine expressions of love and acceptance. “So many
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members have welcomed me with open arms, and I don’t find the general prejudice that so many think there is in the Mormon Church” (70).
In her autobiography’s “Appreciation Page,” she names and thanks “the
endless list of good members who have helped me and given me acceptance in the church” (6). Furthermore, as the first black faculty member
at Brigham Young University, Martin forcefully defends this private
university against what the outside world believed to be egregious acts
of racism. “No race is barred from B.Y.U.,” declares Martin, “and I’m
here as a material witness” (70). While her own presence, along with
the presence of several other black students she mentions, at the university is enough to prove the school itself did not exercise an overtly
racist policy of banning African Americans from attending, the fact that
she could teach there certainly would not have been enough to convince critics that racism did not exist in the Mormon Church.
To persuade black nonmember readers (whom she refers to as “my
people”) that Mormons did not merely deceive her into being baptized,
she lets them know that she recognizes racism when she sees it. After
working at a hospital, Martin writes,
I knew some white people violently objected to sharing the facilities of a
room in a hospital ward with a colored person. In the weeks I had spent as
an employee of this same hospital, I had had to handle many such situations
in the most tactful manner I could manage without showing that an insult
to my people was indirectly an insult to me, too. (49)

In this passage, she seeks to validate her black identity by portraying
incidents when she was abused for the color of her skin. In effect, she
must give witness to personal experiences of degradation in order to
authorize her membership in a racially oppressed group, proving she has
the personal experience to recognize and name racist attitudes and
behavior when she sees them.
Martin contrasts episodes of racial hatred she has experienced with
the kindness and acceptance in the church, including the joy she felt
when she met a person who would become a dear Mormon friend. In
comparison to racially motivated insults she has endured since childhood, Martin writes about experiencing something quite different
among Mormons. To illustrate, when she herself undergoes minor leg
surgery at this same hospital, she describes trying to avoid being subjected to “irate” or “superior-type white people” by requesting a roommate
who had been asked beforehand “if she objected to my color” and
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whether she was a nonsmoker since Martin suffered from asthma (49).
As she regains consciousness, she sees an empty bed next to her, leading
her to assume, incorrectly, that the nurses couldn’t “find even one person who would be willing to share a room with a ‘NEGRO!’” (50).
Correcting her misapprehension, Barbara Weston, a Mormon and a
“really darling gal” with an “infectious” laugh, soon arrived. “We were
friends on sight,” writes Martin (51).
Recreating the scene with Weston when the two women discuss
Weston’s Mormon religion, Martin admits to the ignorance and religious prejudices that she held before her education about Latter-day
Saint beliefs. She confesses, “[O]ne of the first things [Barbara] told me
next morning as she brushed her hair was that she was a devoted
Mormon. I thought she meant something to do with her dietary habits,
like a vegetarian or something, so I shrugged and said, ‘Me, I eat anything!’” (51). Clarifying her roommate’s misperceptions, Weston
explains, “A Mormon is a religion, you cuckoo! I’m a member of the
Mormon Church—you know, Salt Lake City—the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints, alias also the L.D.S. Church!” (52). Here,
using her new Mormon friend’s explanation, Martin clears up any confusion about the various names of the church. She then develops the
scene further with an interchange about a common prejudice held
against Mormons—religious fanaticism.
I looked at her apprehensively, “Hey, you’re no firespouting fanatic or something are you?” She laughed her merry laugh again and said in her pleasant
musical voice, “Do I act like I would be a fanatic? I’m what is regarded as an
active and average member of my church and I really love it! It’s my life as
well as my husband’s and children’s, too. It gives us the ground rules to follow in leading a meaningful, happy life, with activity, spirituality, and a heck
of a lot to live for now and for all eternity!!!” (52)

Recreating this dialogue between herself and her Mormon friend—
who replaces the negative, stereotypical label “fanatics” with the more
positive terms “active,” “average,” “meaningful,” and “happy”—enables
Martin to acknowledge the misinformation (i.e., prejudice) against
Mormons that she, too, held before converting to the church. Soon,
though, Martin thinks Weston might be “the answer to my long and
sincere and searching supplications through prayer for a channel to
express my faith” (52). Writing that her hospital roommate had “a special
sort of charisma” and “cheeriness” that convinced her “there was a rea-
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son to like living” (53), she portrays Weston as a person who “radiated”
what she believed to be “complete happiness and accordance with life
and God” (53).
In like manner, Martin’s life narrative works to persuade readers that
she herself had come to embrace and radiate this same happiness as a
result of her own conversion to the Mormon Church. A two-by-twoinch photo of Martin’s image smiling out from her book’s black and
white front cover, for example, is situated just above a larger, handdrawn image of the Salt Lake Tabernacle organ and choir. Her pleasant
image above the choir intends to confirm her black identity, provide
evidence for her membership in this famed American choir, and reinforce the happiness she feels in the church. By the time she begins writing the story, she has been touring nationally with the Mormon
Tabernacle Choir for two years. “It seemed almost too good to be true,”
she writes. “The Choir has meant more to me than anyone can ever
imagine because as I stated before, music has been a way for me to
express all the feelings I cannot sometimes verbalize” (62). Besides the
front cover images of her and the choir, seven more photos toward the
back of her book also show her smiling in excerpted newspaper articles
profiling her life. All combined, the images intend to persuade readers
that Martin made a free, happy choice to become a Mormon. These articles and their accompanying photos reinforce her fame as “the first
Negro member of the Mormon Tabernacle Choir.” They also document
the publication of her recent autobiography, which, according to one
article, she says she wrote because “she wanted people ‘to know how I
feel about the church—that it is not prejudiced’” (78).
Concluding her story, Martin writes, “My conversion to the Mormon
Church has taught me, strangely enough, a greater tolerance for racial
disputes than I ever thought possible” (72). To the end of her narrative,
she maintains her “understanding” that “all people basically mean well,
but fear and ignorance prompts many verbal remarks that I am sure are
not intended to be painful. I have learned that a word is just a word and
that deeds are more important than words. For deeds essentially lead
men to words they speak” (72). Ultimately, this Mormon woman
writer’s autobiography argues for examining one’s own prejudices, rather
than pointing a finger at others. “I do not cry anymore over insults,”
explains Martin. “I cry only over insults I give. If a person has been purposely unkind, I hope for them only serenity in finding God and learning
to live life filled to the brim with kindness” (72). Determined to over-
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look racial infelicities, she writes in order to fulfill her destiny to
improve relations between blacks and whites inside and outside the LDS
Church. Yet no matter what her writing intentions might be, the book
as a whole both denies and affirms the racialized culture of the Mormon
Church. In addition, it illustrates the racist ideas used to rationalize a
policy that clearly discriminated against black church members.
Similar to Annie Clark Tanner in A Mormon Mother, the primary
ideal that Martin intends to promote through her autobiographical writing is the importance of educating oneself about different races, peoples,
cultures, and religions. Hired as a “Research Consultant on Black
Culture” and as the first black faculty member at BYU, Martin writes, “I
took advantage of this chance to do something for humanity.” During
her first teaching assignment with BYU student nurses, Martin tells
them, “[T]o become a good nurse one must know different cultures.”
She claims to have “lectured to them for about forty-five minutes,”
insisting that “for them to understand the beginning of White superiority and Black-assumed inferiority, they must go back to the discovery of
America” (68–69). These educational efforts demonstrate that she does
not want to accept the excuse white Mormons would likely offer that
“they just didn’t know . . . ” or “just didn’t realize. . . .” Instead, her life
narrative prods them to become better educated about black history and
black concerns, especially if they genuinely wish to welcome her into
their Mormon community and share the gospel of Jesus Christ with its
message of salvation, acceptance, and love for all people. In essence,
Martin’s life narrative reflects a complicated rendering of her search for
truth, identity, and a way to rid people of their prejudice toward any
people for either their race or religion. Given the problematic nature of
this text, however, the book itself is a significant faithful transgression
that tells a story the contemporary Mormon Church and its members
would prefer to bury in the past.
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A Home Windswept with Paradox
I think that’s why I so love Great Salt Lake. Every day when I
look out at that lake, I think, ‘Ah, paradox’—a body of water that
no one can drink. It’s the liquid lie of the desert. But I think we
have those paradoxes within us and certainly the whole idea of
home is windswept with paradox.
—Terry Tempest Williams

Why write about the dead? Because the dead are alive in us, and
in our face.
—Nancy K. Miller, Bequest and Betrayal

During the late twentieth century, two Mormon women’s autobiographies gained widespread attention in the United States. Journalist
Deborah Laake’s Secret Ceremonies: A Mormon Woman’s Intimate Diary
of Marriage and Beyond became a “sizzling” New York Times best seller
when it was published in 1993. Laake’s story offers readers access to
“shocking” insider information about Mormon temple ceremonies and
the “graphic” details of a disaffected Mormon woman’s sexual mis-education, depressions, divorces, and eventual departure from her Mormon
faith.1 In contrast to the sensationalism of Laake’s Secret Ceremonies,
Terry Tempest Williams’s Refuge: An Unnatural History of Family and
Place captured the attention of a national readership with its environmental message and moving account of a mother’s death from ovarian
cancer. Williams attributes multiple instances of breast cancer among
her Utah family members to their exposure to above-ground nuclear
testing in Nevada during the 1950s. Interlocking the personal story of
her mother’s death with a scientific account of the flooding of the Bear
River Migratory Bird Refuge by the Great Salt Lake, Williams succeeds
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in writing the first twentieth-century Mormon woman’s autobiography
to achieve broad national appeal and critical scholarly attention. In her
comprehensive overview of Williams’s work included in American
Nature Writers, Lorraine Anderson astutely summarizes the major
themes of Refuge, observing that “[i]t represents Williams’s attempt to
heal herself through story, as she writes in the prologue, but it also reads
as a historical record of natural cataclysm, a meditation on mortality and
death, an exploration of a woman’s identity as it is shaped by family and
place, and a challenge to cultural and religious orthodoxies” (983).
Similar to Laake, Williams no longer identifies herself as an orthodox
Mormon woman. She also uses her autobiographical writing to criticize
what she views as many Mormons’ often blind religious obedience to the
hierarchy of male church authority. Different from Laake, however,
Williams attempts to construct the narrative in such a way that it works
to balance her criticism with continuing respect for her pioneer heritage.
Unable to break all connection with her Mormon past, she writes, “In
Mormon culture that is one of the things you do know—history and geneology [sic]. I come from a family with deep roots in the American West”
(13). Besides giving credit to her Mormon ancestors, Williams writes an
extensive, six-page acknowledgments section in which she describes her
book as a “collaborative project” (291) and, for their “web of concern”
(292), she thanks numerous individual Mormon family and community
members with whom she maintains close ties (291–97). Although she will
always be connected to her Mormon community, she refers to herself as a
“radical soul in a conservative religion.” Describing the multiple ways that
Williams “is an embodiment of paradox,” a woman writer and naturalist
who does not fit easily into her religious community, Anderson observes,
“She is . . . a feminist in a patriarchal religion, an environmentalist in one
of the very few American religions that in the 1990s has not embraced
ecological values, a woman who has been arrested for civil disobedience
in a religion that holds obedience to civil authority as an article of faith,
a childless woman in a pronatalist religion” (973).
Given her difficult position in the church, Williams does not condemn the church outright or criticize specific LDS Church leaders by
name as Laake and Stenhouse do in their life writing. She does, however, take explicit issue with what she views as Mormon beliefs or practices
that promote unquestioning submission to these leaders’ authority. “In
Mormon culture,” she writes, “authority is respected, obedience is
revered, and independent thinking is not. I was taught as a young girl
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not to ‘make waves’ or ‘rock the boat’” (285). As an adult woman,
Williams decides to “rock the boat” in Refuge. Yet she still remains part
of her Mormon community, formerly working as the naturalist-in-residence at the Utah Museum of Natural History and living with her
equally unorthodox Mormon husband, Brooke, at the mouth of Salt
Lake City’s Emigration Canyon, near the site of the monument where
Brigham Young first told Latter-day Saint pioneers they had arrived at
their final destination. Thus, both Williams’s personal and professional
life keep her connected to her Mormon roots. “My ancestors were part
of these original ‘handcart companies’ in the 1850s,” she explains.
“With faith, they would endure. . . . It was a small sacrifice in the name
of religious freedom. Almost one hundred and fifty years later, we are
still here” (13).
Having earned degrees in science and English, Williams defines herself as a professional naturalist and writer. To date, she has published
thirteen books and numerous articles that have grown out of her personal and professional experience as a naturalist and ecofeminist.2 She
is, as Anderson explains, determined to “see the world whole, with the
eyes of a poet as well as a scientist” (983). Her book now appears on the
syllabi of many courses in women’s studies, environmental studies, autobiographical writing, and the American West. The text itself resists
classification within a single literary or disciplinary genre because
Williams’s writing blurs boundaries between science and literature, nonfiction and fiction, prose and poetry, and individual, family, community,
and environmental history. “The birds and I share a natural history,”
writes Williams. “It is a matter of rootedness, of living inside a place for
so long that the mind and imagination fuse” (21). In addition to writing
that she is unable to separate the landscape of Utah and the Bird Refuge
from the landscape of her family (40), she constructs a personal narrative that attempts to accommodate multiple belief systems and philosophies. Her autobiographical act is informed, for example, by her academic background and personal interest in science, literature, Native
American studies, ornithology, ecology, Buddhism, feminism, environmentalism, transcendentalism, civil disobedience, passive resistance,
and Western Christian religious traditions such as Mormonism and
Catholicism. She intersperses her story with numerous allusions to
diverse ideas, philosophies, and systems of belief, thereby attempting to
show that her perspective is enriched by many ideologies but that she
herself adheres strictly to none.
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Despite Williams’s resistance to religious orthodoxy, the themes and
rhetorical intentions of her book draw on a long hortatory tradition in
American literature. According to Daniel B. Shea in Spiritual
Autobiography in Early America, “[m]ost American autobiography from
Taylor through Franklin to Henry Adams has aimed at some form of edification. At least it has framed an argument, a recommendation, a special plea of some sort. Indeed, ours has been a notably sermon-ridden literature from the beginning” (94). Although Williams’s narrative should
not be reduced to mere homily, she herself would not deny that Refuge
intends to edify, inspire, and persuade both Mormon and non-Mormon
readers alike to accept her arguments. In other words, despite the obvious literary craft required to produce such a complex text, she did not
construct the story for its own sake. On the contrary, she uses narrative
art to educate, to raise people’s environmental and feminist consciousness, and to provoke action. As Karla Armbruster points out,
“Williams’s work reveals her awareness . . . that she is actively creating
discourse that takes into account her own history and culture, but that
can also work to change her culture.” (212).
Writing a lyrical account of losing her mother to cancer and watching her beloved bird refuge flood, Williams constructs the story in order
to achieve three specific ends. First, she means to call a stop to nuclear
testing and similar human exploitation of the environment, such as
Utah legislators’ elaborate plan to control or “tame” (92) the Great Salt
Lake through an expensive water pumping project (247). Second, she
intends to point out lessons that the natural world has to teach human
beings about diversity, adaptability, and survival. And third, she aims to
exorcise the pain of tragic loss through writing her family’s story, affirming relationships among people close to her who also suffered from
Diane Tempest’s death. “Buddha says there are two kinds of suffering,”
writes Williams, “the kind that leads to more suffering and the kind that
brings an end to suffering” (52). Through writing, Williams works to
bring closure to her own and her family’s suffering. “Perhaps, I am telling
this story in an attempt to heal myself, to confront what I do not know,
to create a path for myself with the idea that ‘memory is the only way
home’” (4). Adopting the resolved determination of an autobiographer
about to narrate her story, she admits in her prologue, “I have been in
retreat. This story is my return” (4). According to theorist Nancy K.
Miller, what Williams describes here is not uncommon among those
who write about significant deaths in their family or about what might
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be gained by doing so. “Memoirs about the loss of parents show how
enmeshed in the family plot we have been and the price of our complicity
in its stories. The death of parents forces us to rethink our lives, to
reread ourselves. We read for what we need to find. Sometimes, we also
find what we didn’t know we needed” (Bequest xiii).
Despite Williams’s focus on her mother’s death and the flooding of
the bird refuge, her writing still falls well within the five conventions of
traditional Mormon women’s autobiography, sharing much with the
personal narratives of Hafen, Tanner, and Martin. However, as a professional writer, Williams’s innovative work complicates the purpose, rhetoric, and narrative style of twentieth-century Mormon women’s autobiographical acts, much like fellow professional writers Brooks and Barber
do in their own life narratives. In particular, Williams’s writing complicates and extends the tradition in three main ways. First, she revises and
expands the scope of Mormon women’s spiritual autobiography. Second,
she explicitly privileges individual and scientific authority over ecclesiastical authority, advocating civil and religious disobedience when necessary. And third, she creates in Refuge a distinctly poetic literary style.

Spiritual Autobiography with a Difference
Just as Hafen, Tanner, and Martin have done before her, Williams writes
a spiritual autobiography. At first glance, however, her story does not
look much like a conventional Mormon woman’s personal history. The
narrative, for instance, is not about a quest to find God or the “right”
religion. Nor is it about her need to defend or justify her Mormon faith,
even though Williams continues to embrace aspects of Mormon belief,
elaborating on those beliefs to contextualize her story for non-Mormon
readers and to explain how Mormonism informs her perspective. “I was
raised to believe in a spirit world,” writes Williams, “that life exists
before the earth and will continue to exist afterward, that each human
being, bird, and bulrush, along with all other life forms had a spirit life
before it came to dwell physically on earth. Each occupied an assigned
sphere of influence, each has a place and a purpose” (14). In this passage, she explains Mormon doctrine and gives credit to her Mormon
upbringing for first teaching her to revere all living things. As ecofeminist critic Cassandra Kircher observes, “Williams keeps one foot in
Mormonism while looking often to the natural world for religious consolation” (162).
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Of life in the Tempest home, where both Mormonism and the environment were respected, Williams writes, “We learned at an early age
that God can be found wherever you are, especially outside. Family worship was not just relegated to Sunday in a chapel” (14). Similar to other
spiritual autobiographers, Williams intends to arouse readers’ minds and
emotions toward God, but not necessarily, as LDS theology teaches, to
an actual glorified Being who dwells in the heavens. Instead, the God
that Williams constructs in Refuge—who “He” is and where spiritual
seekers may find “Him”—sounds more like the God of pantheism rather
than Mormonism. “In the severity of a salt desert,” writes Williams, “I
am brought down to my knees by its beauty. My imagination is fired. My
heart opens and my skin burns in the passion of these moments. I will
have no other gods before me” (148). She immediately reenforces this
view of God-in-Nature by implying that God is Nature. “Wilderness
courts our souls,” claims Williams (148). Such declarations illustrate the
literary influence of the work of nineteenth-century Romantic
American writer Ralph Waldo Emerson on Williams’s own writing. In
his transcendentalist manifesto “Nature,” for example, Emerson writes,
that spirit, that is, the Supreme Being, does not build up nature around us,
but puts it forth through us, as the life of the tree puts forth new branches
and leaves through the pores of the old. As a plant upon the earth, so a man
rests upon the bosom of God; he is nourished by unfailing fountains, and
draws at his need inexhaustible power. (1033)

Similar to Tanner, who writes in order to argue for a New Testament
rather than an Old Testament view of God, Williams, too, lays out a
revised personal theology through the pages of her autobiographical act.
However, the transformation of her own system of belief goes much further than Tanner’s because she revises by incorporating many different
beliefs.
Following a familiar convention of Mormon autobiography, Williams
recounts instances when she or her family has exercised spiritual faith
and witnessed healing miracles, especially on Diane Tempest’s behalf.
The larger story told in Refuge about Diane’s ultimate death, however,
proves that not all blessings of healing result in the precise miracle an
LDS family may pray for. When she writes about her mother being diagnosed with breast cancer in 1971, having less than a twenty percent
chance of surviving more than two years (196), Williams narrates what
may be viewed as a typical, (yet miraculous) faith-promoting story of a
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Mormon family. In this passage, she writes that Thomas S. Monson, a
high church official in Salt Lake City, promises her father that his wife
would live to raise their children. Using a respectful tone, she records
her recollection of his prophetic words:
I feel compelled to tell you your wife will be well for many years to come. I
would like to invite you and your family to kneel together in the privacy of
your home at noon on Thursday. The Brethren will be meeting in the holy
chambers of the Temple, where we will enter your wife’s name among those
to be healed. (197)

Williams then explains that as a young person, she joined in her family’s prayer vigil at the designated time. “We knelt in the living room
together as a family,” she writes. “No words were uttered. But in the
quiet of that room, I felt the presence of angels” (197). Her writing here
implies that Monson’s promised blessing was, in fact, fulfilled in her
family’s life because Diane Tempest lived much longer than the designated two years that the doctors predicted; she was able to raise her children to adulthood.
Other important spiritual experiences in the text occur when
Williams discusses moments of formal blessings. One instance occurs
early in the story where she describes a traditional blessing of healing
performed for Diane by the men of her family. She shows that women
also participate, but only as onlookers joined with the men in faith and
prayer. Working to recreate the scene of a traditional Mormon blessing
and the nature of what is said, she writes,
At dusk, we moved inside to the living room and created a family circle.
Mother sat on a chair in the center. As the eldest son, Steve annointed
Mother with consecrated olive oil to seal the blessing. The men who held
the Melchizedek Priesthood, the highest order of authority bestowed upon
Mormon males, gathered around her, placing their hands on the crown of
her head. My father prayed in a low, humble voice, asking that she might be
the receptacle of her family’s love, that she might know of her influence in
our lives and be blessed with strength and courage and peace of mind.
(34–35)

In contrast, her narration of a later scene, in which she, as a woman,
gives her mother a blessing, recalls former times in Mormon history
when such interactions were well known and accepted among women.3
Although it was common in the nineteenth century for Mormon
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women to write about women blessing others, especially during difficult
times of pregnancy or childbirth, such accounts became much less
common during the twentieth century and beyond because Mormon
women offering blessings has gone mostly out of practice and definitely
out of official favor.4 Ultimately, her mother asks her to give her a blessing, an unorthodox request from a Mormon woman, whom her daughter characterizes as becoming less and less orthodox the closer she
approaches death. “I return to her bedside,” says Williams. “She takes
my hand and whispers, ‘Will you give me a blessing?’” (158). Then, as
any Mormon writer would likely do for her outsider audience, she
explains the somewhat unusual nature of her mother’s request. “In
Mormon religion, formal blessings of healing are given by men through
the Priesthood of God. Women have no outward authority. But within
the secrecy of sisterhood we have always bestowed benisons upon our
families. Mother sits up. I lay my hands upon her head and in the privacy of women, we pray” (158).
While contemporary Latter-day Saints are encouraged to seek spiritual gifts, few orthodox Mormon women today would consider blessing
a family member in this way if ordained male priesthood holders were
available to do so. Williams knows that her contemporary LDS audience
would read such a passage and view this interaction with extreme caution. However, her narration of the scene implies her desire to encourage Mormon women’s personal authority to seek out and exercise their
own spiritual powers and then to write about them in their autobiographies, just as their Mormon foremothers did a century earlier. In a later
interview, she remarks on the controversial passage:
The fact that women give each other blessings is something that every
Mormon woman knows, but we don’t share, so in speaking the unspeakable
you violated some sort of trust. But I don’t feel that way because [the language of women] goes beyond Mormonism. If we are going to move forward
with any sort of compassionate intelligence, it is going to be the strength of
women that provides us with a lifeline. (Pearlman 124)

Unlike many Mormon women autobiographers, Williams writes a
spiritual autobiography that does not focus only on Mormon beliefs. She
constantly interrupts her narrative with ideas from faith traditions or
philosophies not her own. She quotes, for example, from the Indian
teachings of Samkhya (“If you consciously hold within yourself three
quarters of your power and use only one quarter to respond to any
communication coming from others, you can stop the automatic, imme-
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diate and thoughtless movement outwards, which leaves you with a feeling of emptiness . . .” [168–69]), the writings of Catholic monk Thomas
Merton (“Silence is the strength of our interior life. . . . If we fill our
lives with silence, then we will live in hope” [193]), the Gnostics (“For
what is inside of you is what is outside of you . . .” [267]), and the
German-born American psychoanalyst Erich Fromm (“The whole life
of the individual is nothing but the process of giving birth to himself;
indeed, we should be fully born when we die” [232]). Williams also
quotes numerous authors, including Emily Dickinson (“Pain prepares us
for peace” [210]), Robert Hass (“You hear pain singing in the nerves of
things; it is not a song” [251]), and William Auden (“Our dreams of safety must disappear” [273]). Honoring the insight of spiritually minded
thinkers, Williams works to show that she is inspired by many different
perspectives on the human condition, not just by Mormon doctrine.
Williams also expands the tradition of Mormon women’s spiritual
autobiography by going outside of Mormon practice to understand and
benefit from the rituals surrounding death in Native American traditions, such as the Anasazi in the past (168) and the Shoshone in the
present (234). Writing about her search for a way to exorcise her grief,
Williams compares Native American rituals to LDS burial practices, in
which the body of a Latter-day Saint is dressed in temple clothing at
death. She implies that such rituals and practices possess meaning, but
she contrasts them with what she describes as the “hollow” rite of a
modern-day American mortician applying unnecessary and excessive
makeup to her dead mother’s face (235). After her mother’s funeral,
Williams continues to seek a healing rite outside of her own faith community. She writes about traveling to Mexico after her mother’s death,
dramatizing her participation in Mexican Catholic ceremonies surrounding the Day of the Dead. “I needed a ritual,” writes Williams, “a
celebration to move me from death to life” (276). Her writing itself is
part of that ritual act, moving her not only from death to life but toward
a new sense of who she is now that her mother is gone. “The death of
parents—dreaded or wished for—is a trauma that causes an invisible
tear in our self-identity,” explains Miller. “In the aftermath of a parent’s
death, which forces the acknowledgment of our shared mortality, loss
and mourning take complex paths, since our earliest acts of identity are
intimately bound up with our relation to the dead parent” (Bequest x).
One key way that Refuge recalls but also revises the tradition of
Mormon women’s spiritual autobiography is Williams’s repeated references
to dreams and dreaming. Encouraged by her grandmother Mimi’s inter-
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est in Jungian dream analysis (130, 246), Williams pays particular attention to the interpretation of dreams, which she, like Hafen and other
early Mormon women autobiographers, often portrays as informative
and prophetic. At the beginning of her book, for example, Williams
draws a parallel between herself and a purple bird that she dreamed
about floating in the Great Salt Lake. “I entered the lake and, with
cupped hands, picked up the bird and returned it to shore. The purple
bird turned gold, dropped its tail, and began digging a burrow in the
white sand, where it retreated and sealed itself inside with salt” (4). In
this same passage, she writes about her own “retreat” and “return” to life
through writing.
Relating another prophetic dream in which she hears eight black helicopters flying toward her family’s house, Williams foreshadows tragic
events by describing the impending “danger” she felt in this dream (22).
Much later in her story, she affirms what she views as the prophetic
nature of this dream when she attends to her mother’s pain. “Mother
mentioned this morning how much the morphine pump sounds like helicopters coming over the rise. Her comment stopped me, and then I
remembered my own association with helicopters, the dream I had four
years earlier, when all this began” (219). In his study of early American
spiritual autobiography, Shea explains, “Reporting of supra-rational
experiences such as dreams and visions was fairly common among
Quakers, whose belief in an intuitive access to divine Truth allowed for
the possibility that God might choose such a medium for revelation”
(14). Viewing dreams as prophetic or revelatory is common throughout
the tradition of Mormon women’s autobiographical writing as well.
However, Williams’s narration and interpretation of her dreams does
not make the direct claim that many other Mormon women autobiographers make to having dream visions sent by God. Rather, her text
implies that dreams are self-revelatory in a more abstract or mysterious
way. Unlike Hafen, for instance, she does not explicitly state that her
dreams are attributable to God.
Ironically, one of the most important, recurring dreams that Williams
narrates turns out to be based in her literal past. She writes, “I told my
father that for years, as long as I could remember, I saw this flash of light
in the night in the desert—that this image had so permeated my being
that I could not venture south without seeing it again, on the horizon,
illuminating buttes and mesas” (282–83). She tells readers that her
father reveals at that moment that this was not a dream at all, but a
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mushroom cloud that she actually saw as a child on September 7, 1957,
sitting on her mother’s lap driving through the Nevada desert. “It was at
that moment,” she writes, “that I realized the deceit I had been living
under” (283). What she believed to have been a dream had brought
about this personal epiphany. Therefore, whether real or imagined, her
text works to validate the insight individuals may attain by paying
attention to their dreams.
Relating and interpreting dreams is another way that Williams’s writing blurs boundaries. Just as death is a primary theme of her text, references to dreams, dreaming, and sleep also permeate the book. “I never
imagined we would walk to the place where what we hoped for was
death,” writes Williams. “Sleep. It is the same thing” (214). In one
scene, her writing focuses on the irrational and unconscious mind. In
the next, however, she may explore the rational and scientific. Using
rhetorical appeals both to readers’ emotions and to their need for rational evidence to support her arguments, she believes that both spiritual
and scientific pursuit can lead individuals to truth, inspiration, and
access to their own destiny.

Personal Authority Displaces Religious Authority
Williams’s religious upbringing has taught her the art of self-scrutiny and
spiritual introspection. The spiritual autobiography she writes, however,
does not intend to examine the self in order to confess misdeeds. On the
contrary, her text often aims to affirm misdeeds and even advocate
transgression. In effect, Refuge condones both civil and religious disobedience when an individual deems it necessary: “Dogma doesn’t hold me.
Wildness does” (240).5 During an interview subsequent to the publication of her book, she enlarges upon her explanation of this personally
held belief:
Although an orthodox Mormon may think free agency is about honoring
obedience and finding freedom within that obedience, spiritual laws and
principles, I’ve never honored that belief. For me, the most important value
is independent thought, the freedom to choose a creative path. That’s how
I have been able to survive within the Mormon tradition. (Pearlman 126)

As a Mormon woman, Williams can’t escape mentioning polygamy.
Yet the doctrine of polygamy is not an issue that she explores at any
length in her text. Her first reference to polygamy occurs when she
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explains LDS Apostle Snow’s 1885 conviction for unlawful cohabitation when he served eleven months in the Utah State Penitentiary
(103). The other passing reference occurs when she discusses the possibility of a distant connection between her and a stranger who gives her
a ride back to Salt Lake City from Boulder, Utah. “If I had asked enough
questions, I am certain I would have discovered Robert and I were related through polygamy several generations back. The dark side of residency” (172). What is an issue for her is the current subordinate position and authority of women within the church. She views contemporary Mormon women’s training toward submission and obedience to be
detrimental to them and their community. “[A]s a Mormon woman of
the fifth generation of Latter-day Saints,” she writes, “I must question
everything, even if it means losing my faith, even if it means becoming
a member of a border tribe among my own people. Tolerating blind obedience in the name of patriotism or religion ultimately takes our lives”
(286).
She characterizes her own dying Mormon mother as moving away
from strict orthodoxy as she is forced to accept death from breast cancer. “[Mother] is . . . flying with newfound knowledge of what it means
to live,” she writes. “She is reading Zen, Krishnamurti, and Jung, asking
herself questions she has never had the courage to explore. Suddenly,
the shackles which have bound her are beginning to snap, as personal
revelation replaces orthodoxy” (136). She also describes her grandmother Mimi as having “read herself straight out of Mormonism and
into Eastern religious thought—but refused to replace one dogma with
another” (246). She then dramatizes her grandmother speaking of giving “birth” to a cancerous tumor in a toilet. Mimi compares the process
to her religious conditioning being discarded, inspiring Terry to follow
her liberal grandmother’s lead. She purposefully reconstructs her grandmother’s words: “I let go of my conditioning. . . . I could only say this to
you. ‘Finally, I am rid of the orthodoxy.’ My advice to you, dear, is do it
consciously” (246). Thus, a subplot to her text is the story of how and
why she has abandoned strict adherence to orthodox Mormon doctrine,
pushing beyond the boundaries of male church authority and affirming
the legitimacy of an individual’s subversive act by following female elders and forging a belief of her own.
Williams transgresses the boundaries of Mormon doctrine by narrating many scenes in which she, her mother, grandmother Mimi, and her
husband participate in activities that orthodox Mormons would likely
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shun. For example, she and her mother have their astrology charts read.
“It seemed like a reasonable thing to do,” she writes. “As Mimi said, ‘If
it sheds light on all the confusion, why not?’” (115). The mother and
daughter even gamble in Wendover, Nevada. She narrates the scene of
their gambling with apparent relish. As the two pull on the slot
machines and throw in their winning nickels, she writes that someone
yelled, “These women are hot!” (128). She also drinks champagne with
her husband to toast their marriage (153), breaking the taboo of the
Mormon Word of Wisdom without regret. Finally, she writes about
blessing the root-ball of a tree that she then plants at her new home up
Emigration Canyon. In the scene, she writes that her father is unimpressed, telling his son-in-law, “I’m sorry, Brooke. All this hocus-pocus
did not come from me” (194).
Even more than writing about these unorthodox activities, however,
Williams dares to reinterpret Mormon doctrine on the nature of the
Godhead. In Refuge, she explains that she believes the Holy Ghost, a
spirit Being who has always been gendered male in Mormon theology,
could actually be female. “Today I choose to recognize this presence as
holy intuition,” she writes, “the gift of the Mother in Heaven” (241).
Mormons have always accepted the idea of a Mother in Heaven since
Joseph Smith proposed the doctrine and Eliza R. Snow immortalized his
words in a hymn dear to Latter-day Saints’ hearts.6 Like many Mormon
feminists, Williams prays to both her Father and Mother in Heaven, a
practice specifically condemned by contemporary church leaders. “My
prayers no longer bear the ‘proper’ masculine salutation,” she admits. “If
we could introduce the motherbody as a spiritual counterpoint to the
Godhead, perhaps our inspiration and devotion would no longer be
directed to the stars, but our worship could return to the Earth. My
physical mother is gone. My spiritual mother remains. I am a woman
rewriting my genealogy” (241). In this autobiographical act, she is also
a woman rewriting her own theology.
The transgressive nature of writing openly about her unorthodox
beliefs illustrates the ways that Williams explicitly and repeatedly counters and displaces male religious authority to privilege her own personal
authority and interpretation of gospel doctrine. Unlike many Mormon
women autobiographers before her, who also questioned the authority of
their religious leaders in writing, Williams writes more on the offense
(in both senses of the word) rather than on the defense. She specifically
resists what she views as rigid adherence to strict orthodoxy and a per-
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vasive religious message that dissuades church members from questioning their leaders. Her writing aims to inspire a rejection of unquestioning obedience to institutions or outside authority, choosing instead to
valorize personal authority and freedom of choice. “I have been raised in
a culture that believes in personal revelation,” explains Williams, “that
it is not something buried and lost with ancient prophets of the Old
Testament. In the early days of the Mormon Church, authority was
found within the individual, not outside” (196).
Such a passage illustrates the influence of an American writer such as
Henry David Thoreau on Williams’s own writing. As an autobiographer himself, a student of the outdoors, and a staunch advocate of the individual over the institution, Thoreau declares, “There will never be a
really free and enlightened State until the State comes to recognize the
individual as a higher and independent power, from which all its own
power and authority are derived, and treats him accordingly” (“Civil
Disobedience” 1496). He also asserts, “That government is best which
governs least” (1481). Williams advocates similar nonintervention with
regard to the environment and the Utah government’s decision to prevent the Great Salt Lake from flooding. Of the government’s various
plans, she writes, “Evidently, to do nothing is not an option” (61). She
further recreates dialogue between herself and a worker on the pumping
project in order to express her own disfavor toward trying to control the
Great Salt Lake. “Between you and me,” he says, “they ought to just let
the lake do its thing. It will anyway. It always does. They can come back
and rebuild the road on another day when it decides to recede” (63).
Different from Hafen and Tanner, who authorize their argument
based on their personal experience in Mormon polygamy rather than on
their public achievements, Williams is able to make claims to both personal experience and professional expertise. About an autobiographer’s
need to gain credibility, Shea explains, “Autobiographical argument
succeeds or fails initially with the autobiographer’s attempt to demonstrate his [or her] authority. In autobiography as in fiction the plausibility and consistency of the narrator must be validated” (17). In Mormon
women’s autobiography of the early twentieth century, women typically
authorize themselves through their Mormon lineage or through a powerful conversion story. Women writers also work to demonstrate that
they know Mormon doctrine, that they can quote male religious authorities, that they have had spiritual experiences, and that they are in good
standing with the church. In their autobiographies, however, they may
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recount their accomplishments, but they also often understate them.
Furthermore, their achievements are often tied to having children and
to nurturing those children’s achievements. While Tanner works to
prove her intellectual capacities in her autobiography, she still never
earned a formal degree of higher education, so she can provide evidence
for her intellect only through the quality and content of her writing.
Hafen is minimally educated, but she works to achieve credibility by
association, alluding to her educated son’s participation in writing and
editing the text. By virtue of her race and the numerous invitations to
speak on blacks and the Mormon Church, Martin, too, works to authorize her writing. Furthermore, her membership in the Mormon
Tabernacle Choir lends her unique credibility and interest as a Mormon
woman autobiographer. In Williams’s case, however, she authorizes her
autobiographical act, not only through her Mormon upbringing and
knowledge of the doctrine, but also through her college degrees, professional credentials as a scientist, numerous appeals to the work of authorities in science (more than religion), and her sophisticated literary style.
Williams alludes to and quotes from many other historical or contemporary scientists, including, for example, Captain Howard
Stansbury’s Exploration and Survey of the Great Salt Lake, 1852 (7); a
“classic study” on the birds of Great Salt Lake by Dr. William H. Behle,
curator of ornithology at the Utah Museum of Natural History (72); and
author Fred Ryser’s Birds of the Great Basin (259). She purposely builds
up her credentials as a scholar who has read widely in her field and
speaks with authority about her own experiences tracking birds at Great
Salt Lake. The scientific aspect of her story valorizes her relationship
with the natural world. Unlike Hafen and Tanner, Williams is a
Mormon woman more interested in nurturing the land and writing
about wildlife than in nurturing and writing about children.
Although Williams resists motherhood for herself, she, like Hafen,
Tanner, and Brooks, valorizes family and community ties, characterizing
herself as a family and community historian, examining particular
aspects of her Mormon community’s history and doctrine while narrating key portions of her own and her family’s life story in order to
advance her ecofeminist argument. For Williams, however, rather than
promoting Mormon doctrine or enumerating the lessons she hopes to
pass on to her posterity, the main thrust of her message centers on celebrating and preserving the environment. Therefore, instead of an overt
religious message, her purpose is to persuade readers to exercise respect
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for “Mother” Earth and to reject attitudes or behaviors that could damage the land’s “natural” rhythms and ecosystems. Like Martin, she feels
passionate about the message she intends to share with her audience,
and she makes the personal unabashedly political; she is a committed
activist. About her professional work as naturalist-in-residence at the
Utah Museum of Natural History, she declares, “Nothing inspires me
more than a little controversy. We are in the business of waking people
up to their surroundings. A museum is a good place to be quietly subversive on behalf of the land” (44).
Thus, Williams expands the tradition of Mormon women’s autobiography by including scientific information to arrive at truth, alongside
the more personal story of her family’s struggle with cancer. Each chapter begins, for instance, with a precise number indicating the lake’s
level, reminding readers that she is a scientist, showing them numbers
as factual proof for her argument, and lending a sense of rationality to
her imaginative storytelling. Writing as scientist and a Mormon genealogist, Williams binds the life of her family to the life of the lake through
numbers. In one section, for example, she weaves a scene recreating the
evening of her father’s birthday celebration, together with a paragraph
on the record heights of the Great Salt Lake. “We celebrated Dad’s
birthday, July 26, 1933,” she writes. “He reminded Mother, as he does
each year, that he is one year younger than she” (78). By the next page,
after mentioning her father’s present age, fifty-one, Williams documents
the recent record levels of the lake:
Great Salt Lake shimmered in the background. It rose another 5' from
September 25, 1983, to July 1, 1984, the second-largest rise ever recorded for
the lake. The net rise from September 18, 1982 to July 1, 1984 was 9.6'. In
comparison, the previously recorded maximum net rise of Great Salt Lake
between any two years was 4.7', during 1970 and 1972. (79)

She resolves this brief section of Refuge by moving from the lake
“shimmering” in the background back to her family’s celebration:
“‘Make a wish . . .’ said Mother. And we watched him blow out the candles” (79).
Refuge is replete with other verifiable data and numbers that document such things as precise costs for proposed solutions to the flooding
(58–61), the checklist dates for unusual bird sightings of flamingos,
called “accidentals” in Utah (88), and the exact dates and places of
atomic testing (283). She further works to bolster her credibility as a
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scientist by referencing the work of other scientists past and present.
Each of her references to other scientists’ work is intended to educate
readers and authorize Williams’s own claims. Her allusions to other scientists’ work are similar to the kind of reverence an orthodox Mormon
woman might use to refer to the pronouncements of LDS general
authorities. She writes, for example, about the “classic study” of
ornithologist William H. Behle, who, according to Williams, “wrote
prophetically” about what would happen if the “delicate” balance that
must occur “between colony-nesting birds, the fluctuating Great Salt
Lake, and its wetlands” is not maintained. She then quotes a paragraph
from Behl’s “prophecy”: “If present trends continue, there is danger that
the islands of Great Salt Lake will be entirely abandoned by colonial
birds. . . .” (72). She follows up this excerpt from Behl with Captain
Howard Stansbury’s detailed observations of the habitat of the Great
Salt Lake, written on April 9 and May 8, 1850. Williams also makes
room in her text for the pronouncements of contemporary scientist, Tim
Provan, who works as the waterfowl biologist for the Division of
Wildlife Resources in Salt Lake City. His, too, is a voice of warning.
“There is a certain threshold that once crossed,” says Provan, “we can
never recover. When the death rates [of birds] exceed the birth rates, we
are in trouble. Nobody knows the answers. We are working with the
questions” (114).

A Poetic Prose Style
Ultimately, while all the scientific data and information that Williams
offers readers in her book add evidence, credibility, and authority to her
argument, such facts and figures would probably not, on their own, draw
readers’ interest as compellingly as the imaginative story she narrates
alongside the science. Her book is a success because it is a family and
wildlife saga that both educates and entertains. Like her predecessors,
she crafts life stories with literary intentions. To one degree or another,
all of the autobiographers in this study use metaphor, irony, orchestrated scenes, recreated dialogue, narrative tension, climax, and dramatic
resolution to tell their life stories and advance their arguments.
However, as a professional scientist and writer, Williams employs literary devices in deliberately poetic ways, writing for a wide audience both
within and beyond her Mormon community.7 While previous Mormon
women writers concentrated on testimony, she concentrates on testifying
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with a distinctly poetic literary style. “Like [Rachel] Carson, whom she
has named as her foremost role model, she merges the imagination of a
creative writer with a belief in the eloquence of facts and writes prose
suffused with the lyric grace of poetry” (Anderson 974).
Writing from both a spiritual and a secular writing tradition, her environmental-activist themes are influenced by a series of nature writers
from nineteenth- and twentieth-century America, including such
authors as Ralph Waldo Emerson, Henry David Thoreau, Aldo Leopold,
Edward Abbey, Willa Cather, Rachel Carson, and Annie Dillard. The
writing style that Williams uses combines what readers often perceive to
be nonfiction with fiction and poetry with prose. In many passages, for
example, she uses a relatively straightforward, nonfiction prose to educate her audience about the animals of a desert community (9), Lake
Bonneville and the Pleistocene Epoch (30), or archeological digs that
show the Fremont people harvested grasshoppers from the shore of Great
Salt Lake (181–83). In other passages, however, she uses strings of oneword or short sentences to list animal, plant, or bird life, recalling the
poetic style of mid-nineteenth-century American bard Walt Whitman as
he works to catalogue multiple living things in Leaves of Grass (1855).
When describing a trip to the marshes of Teal Spring, for instance, she
writes, “Brooke will come later this evening. Until then, I shall curl up
in the grasses like a bedded animal and dream. Marsh music. Red-wing
blackbirds. Yellow-headed blackbirds. Song sparrows. Barn swallows
snapping mosquitoes on the wing. Herons traversing the sky”(150).
Similar to Whitman’s “Song of Myself,” where he celebrates the individual, the body, and sexuality, Williams, too, works to immerse readers
in tactile sensation. She often uses alliteration and poetic language that
focuses on rhythmic sight, sound, touch, and smell, experimenting with
what she explains is her attempt to discover the “mother tongue.”
Wind and waves. Wind and waves. The smell of brine is burning in my
lungs. I can taste it on my lips. I want more brine, more salt. Wet hands. I
lick my fingers, until I am sucking them dry. I close my eyes. The smell and
taste combined reminds me of making love in the Basin; flesh slippery with
sweat in the heat of the desert. Wind and waves. A sigh and a surge. (240)

During an interview published in 1993, she discusses the influence of
Helene Cixous, French feminist theorist, and Claudine Herrmann,
author of The Tongue Snatchers, on her own writing style, describing her
renegade intent when constructing such passages as the one about “wind
and waves” given above.
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I am interested, as a writer, in finding what the mother tongue is. I believe
it has to do with structure, form and style. I think it has to do with identifying relationships that break through the veneer of what is proper, what is
expected. The language that women speak when nobody is there to correct
them oftentimes can make people uncomfortable because it threatens to
undermine the status quo. (Pearlman 123)

Williams also subversively associates a personified nature with the
body and sexual imagery. “Brooke and I slip our red canoe into HalfMoon Bay,” she writes. “Great Salt Lake accepts us like a lover. We dip
our wooden paddles into the icy waters and make strong, rapid strokes,
north. The canoe powers gracefully ahead” (275).
One of the most distinctive literary features of Refuge is the way that
she interlocks the story of her mother’s death with the story of the flooding of the Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge. To do so, she uses reenforcing or contrasting parallels through word echoes located near each
other in the text but within separate passages. To illustrate, early in her
story she describes the geologic features of the Great Salt Lake and then
the two hundred eight species of birds that inhabit the wetlands of
Great Salt Lake and the Bird Refuge. “It is here in the marshes with the
birds that I seal my relationship to Great Salt Lake. I could never have
anticipated its rise” (22). Immediately following this passage, she breaks
from her scientific discussion of the Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge
and begins a new passage about her mother’s tumor with a sentence that
echoes the word “rise” from the previous passage: “My mother was aware
of a rise on the left side of her abdomen” (22). Williams continues to tie
her family and human life with nature using this pattern of word echoing throughout her text. At one point, weighed down with guilt and
grief, she describes her emotional reaction to a doctor’s office scene with
her mother. She writes, “I fled for Bear River, for the birds, wishing
someone would rescue me” (68). By the next paragraph, however, she
retreats from showing raw emotion in her text to the detachment of a
more objective-sounding passage about nature, repeating the word “rescue” but in a different context: “The California gulls rescued the
Mormons in 1848 from losing their crops to crickets. The gull has
become folklore. It is a story we know well” (69). Mormon folklore
about the seagulls eating the crickets is a story told to give believers faith
and hope in God’s ability and willingness to work miracles. Williams’s
decision to link a scene of despair with a scene of hope using the word
“rescue” is no accident. She interconnects numerous other passages
between nature and her family experience similarly.
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Another way that Williams interlocks her human story with the story
of the Utah landscape is through her own and her family members’
extensive use of personification or metaphors consistently based on the
natural world. After receiving the news from her doctor that Diane
Tempest had cancer for the second time in her life, she writes, “Mother
and I got into the car. It started to rain. In a peculiar sort of way, the
weather gave us permission to cry” (28). Later, Williams reports that
Diane tells her family, “We’ve got some white water ahead” (29). And
then after an emergency hysterectomy, she claims that her father
describes his wife coming out of surgery as looking “like a skinned deer”
(37). Williams herself personifies the family grief as though it has an
actual location with recognizable features. She writes, “Each tragedy has
its own territory” (35).
Not all the personification or metaphor of Refuge is bleak, however.
Sometimes Williams is playful with language; still, almost all her comparisons are grounded in nature. Describing family visitors, for example, she
writes, “Dad mowed the lawn between clumps of relatives” (34). Later in
her story, she uses nature metaphors to imaginatively illustrate and
reclaim her painful family experience with the beauty and power of animal life. Describing how she must change her mother’s morphine drip, for
example, Williams writes, “I puncture the bottom of the bag with the IV
apparatus and hang it on the mechanical tree like a hummingbird feeder”
(220). Then, she says, “I count her breaths. They have the intensity and
fullness of a surfacing whale’s” (223). As she and her family wait for their
mother’s inevitable death, Williams gives witness to her father’s helpless
feeling of rage, drawing attention to how the family name “Tempest”
reflects their present troubled situation, similar to nature’s shifting, turbulent weather. “Lights in the room are flickering as the storm wages its own
battle outside. Tempest. Our father is honoring his name” (227). Williams
supplies many other metaphors such as these throughout her text to reenforce her family’s relationship with the outdoors. Through both her style
and themes, she works to show readers that human beings are integral
with and, thus, responsible to their environment.
The most significant comparison that Williams extends throughout
Refuge is the one she draws between herself, her family, and the birds of
Utah. Although too numerous to explore at length here, Williams’s
comparisons of her family with bird life are meant to highlight what she
views as undeniable similarities between human interactions and what
occurs among a community of birds interacting with their environment.
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First influenced by her grandmother Mimi, an avid bird watcher and,
according to Williams, a contributing member of numerous conservationist organizations in the United States (246), she clearly believes
human beings have much to learn from birds. Sometimes she communicates these metaphors between family and birds through her choice of
verbs. She describes, for instance, her extended family as “flocking” to
her aunt and uncle’s home for an “archetypal American Thanksgiving”
in Milburn, Utah (123). Other times, she narrates fuller comparisons. In
a discussion about possible children, she writes that her mother, Diane,
wishes she would tell Terry’s children that their grandmother was “the
bird’s nest behind the waterfall” (61). When Diane is dying, Terry
notices her mother’s hairbrush. “Pulling out the nest of short, black
hairs,” she writes. “I suddenly remember the birds” (233). After Diane’s
death, she describes the men in her family as having “migrated south for
one year to lay pipe in southern Utah. My keening is for my family, fractured and displaced” (238).
Ultimately, birds become the most spiritual and symbolic imagery of
Williams’s text. To her, birds “bridge cultures and continents with their
wings”; they are the great mediators “between heaven and earth” (18).
“I pray to the birds,” she writes, “because I believe they will carry the
messages of my heart upward” (149). She views the birds with the same
reverence that she views her mother. “She is the bird touching both
heaven and earth,” says Williams, “flying with newfound knowledge of
what it means to live” (136). In grief over thoughts of losing her mother, she writes also about feeling a kinship with the birds that have lost
their home to the flooded refuge. “The birds of Bear River have been
displaced,” says Williams; “so have I” (97). No passage more poignantly
reconstructs the pain of a daughter losing her mother. In life narratives
about death, such poignancy, according to Miller, is to be expected. “A
mother’s death may foreclose further twists of the plot that links generations of women. But the mother’s voice continues to reverberate in the
daughter’s house of memory” (Bequest 57).
Each chapter of Refuge is titled with the name of a bird and focuses
on that bird’s contribution to the diversity, adaptability, or survivability
of wildlife, illustrating what Williams believes that human beings can
learn from winged creatures. Early in her story, she claims, “There are
those birds you gauge your life by” (9). She then writes about the burrowing owls, who “alert me to the regularities of the land” (8), characterizing them using both sacred and menacing language. “These small
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owls pursue their prey religiously at dusk,” she explains. She also asserts
that the real possibility of the owls achieving endangered species status
means they become “more blessed” each year (9). But when Williams
describes their dwellings, she characterizes their homes with a threatening metaphor, seeming to wish a warning in words to those who might
hurt the owls. “What is distinctive about these owls is their home,” she
claims. “It rises from the alkaline flats like a clay-covered fist” (9).
Williams intends to characterize their home as a fist early on because
she is setting up for a moment later in the chapter when she will express
her fury at male members of the Canadian Goose Gun Club, who laugh
at bird lovers such as Williams and who put up a “cinderblock building”
with a “Keep Out” sign in the location where the owls’ fist-like home
used to be. “I knew rage,” she writes. “It was fire in my stomach with no
place to go” (12). Finally, it appears that by writing down the incident
here in her story, she is able to exorcise her outrage and grief over the
infuriating and troubling incident.
Williams’s writing aims to raise consciousness about what animal life
and birds in particular can teach human beings about living and adapting to change or death. In fact, she argues that human communities
share many things in common with bird communities, implying that
humans are more like birds than they may think and that humans can
learn from birds’ behaviors. For example, some birds appear noble, even
close to divinity, like the ibises, which, according to Williams, have
been called “the companions of gods” and may be one of two colors. She
explains, “The dark bird is believed to be associated with death, the
white bird a celebration of birth” (18). In addition, she reconstructs
Mimi describing an ibis’s unique appearance during sleep. “‘When an
ibis tucks it head underwing to sleep, it resembles a heart. The ibis
knows empathy,’ my grandmother said. ‘Remember that, alongside the
fact it eats worms’” (18). Here Williams personifies a bird with the
capacity to empathize but, thanks to Mimi’s realism, keeps the fanciful
claim grounded in reality.
Williams repeatedly anthropomorphizes birds. In contrast to the ibis’s
association with the divine and empathy, for example, she illustrates
that bird communities also consist of more “mortal” or “selfish” members,
like the starlings who swarm around the municipal dump near the Great
Salt Lake. “The starlings gorge themselves,” she writes, “bumping into
each other like drunks. They are not discretionary. They’ll eat anything,
just like us” (55). Williams admits, “When I’m out at the dump with
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starlings, I don’t want to like them. They are common. They are aggressive, and they behave poorly, crowding out other birds. . . . They want
their trash to themselves” (56). Similar to starlings, California gulls
become symbols of territoriality, but also of resiliency, heroics (69), and
survival as they scavenge for food (71); pink flamingos become symbols
of hope that appear in unexpected places like the Great Salt Lake (90);
snow buntings, also rare to Salt Lake, become symbols of the possibility
for miracles (94); and a killdeer, feigning a broken wing, becomes symbolic of self- and family preservation. Watching the killdeer with her
grandmother, Williams observes, “She’s trying to distract us. It’s a protective device.” To which Mimi responds, “We’re not so different”
(119).
At the end of Refuge, Williams explicitly admits to her desire to live
as a member of some flock or to wade alone in the water as the great blue
heron does, “solitary and serene. . . . This is a bird who knows how to
protect herself” (266). She writes about her yearning to survive like the
birds who return and flourish at the bird refuge, even after it is flooded:
“[T]his is another paradox of mine—wanting to be a bird when I am
human” (266). Cataloguing the bird species of Utah and their attributes, Williams’s book illustrates how she works just as hard as any
Mormon genealogist might work to chart her family lineage. In fact,
early on she maintains, “I knew these birds from our private trips to the
Refuge. They had become relatives” (19). Later, she will write, “At the
end of each day, I write down the names of all birds seen and read them
out loud, regardless of who is there. It’s like throwing a party and afterwards talking about who came” (88).
The genealogical connection she works to create between her family,
friends, and the birds of Utah also demonstrates her rhetorical aim as an
ecofeminist to affirm relationships, especially among women. She gives
textual space and literal voice, for instance, to her mother (82), grandmother Mimi (130), and Tamra Crocker Pulfer (94), a family friend who
also dies from cancer, by including their actual letters to each other in
the text. Such correspondences, she writes, “show us where our intimacies lie” (84). Mary G. Mason and Susan Stanford Friedman, theorists
in women’s autobiography, have long argued for the relational nature of
women’s autobiography. Mason discusses the “real presence and recognition of another consciousness” in women’s autobiographies. She
argues that the “disclosure of female self is linked to identification of
some ‘other.’ This grounding of identity through relation to the chosen
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other, seems to enable some women to write openly about themselves,”
says Mason (22). Likewise, Friedman notes the importance of group
identity for women and minorities. She argues that in the autobiographies of many men, “individualistic paradigms of the self ignore the role
of collective and relational identities in the individuation process of
women and minorities” (72). What makes Williams’s writing about relationships unique is how she compares their relations and their letters,
once again, to her beloved birds. She writes, “Our correspondences have
wings—paper birds that fly from my house to yours—flocks of ideas
crisscrossing the country. Once opened, a connection is made. We are
not alone in the world” (84).
In contrast to the understated way that Hafen narrates the difficulty
of raising her polygamous family alone or the detached manner in which
she describes her own mother’s death, Williams works to evoke readers’
sympathy for her loss by elongating and dramatizing key scenes of grief
from both her own and her family’s experience. Also different from
Hafen or Tanner, who meticulously chronicle the birth dates, names,
and accomplishments of their children, Williams has no children. In
essence, her personal story is not about giving birth and raising posterity but about coming to terms with death. Thus, in ironic contrast to the
tradition of Mormon women’s autobiography with its genealogical focus
on birth dates, Williams meticulously records, instead, the death circumstances and dates of female family members, including her mother
and two grandmothers: “November 15, 1988, Lettie Romney Dixon
passed away at noon from lingering illness” (261); “Mimi passed away
this morning at 5:10 a.m., June 27, 1989” (271). Williams dramatizes
the hours and minutes leading up to her mother’s passing as she sits
breathing with Diane, assisting her mother into her final moment of
death, which she records with precision: “7:56 p.m. I stood by Brooke. I
felt as though I had been midwife to my mother’s birth” (231). This
scene, depicted using her obvious narrative skill, illustrates Williams’s
great love for her mother. She characterizes her love for Mother Earth
with equal fervor. Williams also writes repeatedly, however, about resisting literal motherhood for herself, telling her own mother that her ideas
are her children (221). Without explicitly saying so, Williams’s fears
over her family’s history of breast cancer may mean that she is concerned about her own health, not wanting, perhaps, to give birth to
children who would be forced to face the grief that she, herself, is experiencing by losing her mother to cancer. “The hollow eggs translated
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into hollow wombs,” she writes. “The Earth is not well and neither are
we. I saw the health of the planet as our own” (262–63).
Williams writes during the early 1980s, producing a work that figures
the Earth as female, an argument now often criticized, even among feminist theorists, who generally view the “Mother Earth” metaphor as
problematic because of its tendency to essentialize the female or assign
traditionally held female gender characteristics to the land, based on
some assumed inherent qualities, rather than recognize gender as culturally determined by a process of training and performance. In Refuge,
Williams genders the land as female and any man-made objects as phallic, male, unnatural, and destructive. The “Tree of Utah,” an art piece
by European architect Karl Momen (who, she says, “saw the West
Desert as ‘a large white canvas with nothing on it’”) is one example
Williams uses to illustrate man’s intrusion on the environment. “With
the light of morning,” she writes, “it cast a shadow across the salt flats
like a mushroom cloud” (127). Extending this negative imagery to
describe the lifeless, “man made tree” as ultimately being overshadowed
by the environment, Williams writes that it “rose from the salt flats like
a small phallus dwarfed by the open space that surrounded it” (127).
Passages such as this one grow out of what Bella Brodzki and Celeste
Schenck, editors of LifeLines: Theorizing Women’s Autobiography,
describe as 1970s Western feminism, which argued in terms of duality or
of confrontation and exclusivities: male vs. female, heterosexual vs.
homosexual, independence vs. constraints of family, passive acquiescence to society’s dictates vs. revolt and militant activism (x). In the
late 1990s, Brodzki and Schenck point out that feminist scholarship
complicates these dualities, resisting thinking in such absolutes or pure
“gender” terms as her/story, his/story. Refuge, however, still participates
in the pastoral tradition of American literature that perpetuates the idea
of the Earth as gendered female. In other words, Williams’s writing tends
to reproduce cultural stereotypes of inherent difference between men
and women, reflecting the mood of second wave feminism in which
women were “collectively undifferentiated” in their subordination to
men (Smith and Watson 10). Karla Armbruster defends the connection
that Williams makes between women and nature in Refuge because both
have been similarly subjugated and devalued, so that at times, her “temporary” and “conscious” decision to make these connections is appropriately strategic (213), but not because she believes they share “an
inherent essence” (217). Kircher also addresses the problematic and
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“implicit dichotomies” of Williams’s text, as well as the contradictory
consumerism and consumption that she is honest about but “fails to
examine” (168). Ultimately, however, Kircher grants that “Williams’s
dichotomies do not adequately capture the intrinsic complexity of
Refuge” (161), which makes the book valuable as a “site for critical
debate” (170).
Despite Refuge’s strong environmentalist, feminist, and pluralist agendas, Williams’s text ultimately grows out of Mormon women’s tradition
of narrating spiritual autobiography. Writing the book satisfies her deep
need to accommodate personal pain, to find refuge within the change
often brought about by loss, and to protest against “unnatural” (i.e.,
“man-made”) death or destruction. Her work is one among only a few
pioneering contributions to late-twentieth-century Mormon women’s
autobiographical writing in both its rhetoric and literary style. By
repeating, revising, and expanding the tradition of Mormon women’s
autobiography, Williams dares to forge important fresh territory for
Mormon women’s personal narratives. Her book offers a rising generation of Mormon women autobiographers an empowering new writing
model to follow. As Jan Whitt observes, “She champions the rights of
individuals to find and define God in their own ways; at the same time,
she celebrates the history, the religious tradition, and the physical and
spiritual pilgrimages of the Mormon people” (83).
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Training to Be a Good Mormon
Girl While Longing for Fame
We were something different inside a story; we had possibilities
other than the ones in this yellow plastered room.
—Phyllis Barber, How I Got Cultured

Fundamentally, [autobiography] reveals the way the autobiographer
situates herself and her story in relation to cultural ideologies and
figures of selfhood. . . . Those figures are always cast in language
and are always motivated by cultural expectations, habits, and systems of interpretation pressing on her at the scene of writing.
—Sidonie Smith, “Woman’s Story and the
Engenderings of Self-Representation”

Even though Mormon autobiographer and professional writer Phyllis
Barber grew up more than half a century after her Latter-day Saint forbears abandoned the practice of polygamy, she introduces the story of
her Mormon childhood and adolescence in How I Got Cultured: A
Nevada Memoir with a comic scene that illustrates outsiders’ continuing
fixation on Mormon plural marriage. Barber reconstructs the interchange between her eight-year-old self and four government rangers.
The officers find her walking alone after a slumber party, hugging her
teddy bear through the early morning streets of Boulder City, Nevada.
Shaping dialogue between her and the four strangers, Barber captures
Mormons’ usual protectiveness about their religion. She also depicts
outsiders’ stereotyped notions about Mormon polygamy, a religious practice that many consider a church-sanctioned opportunity for men to fulfill their sexual fantasies.
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“Ranger Johnson here says he might know your dad,” the driver said. “He’s
not sure, but he’s not unsure either.” His laugh was more like a snort. “So
what else can you tell us?”
“My dad is the bishop.” My voice quivered.
“The bishop of what?” the driver asked, snorting again. “Have we got a
little Roman Catholic illegitimate here?”
“The Mormon bishop,” I said, swallowing what little saliva was left in my
mouth. I knew some people didn’t like Mormons. My parents told us not to
advertise.
“Those people with all the wives?” he asked as he rested his head on his
arm and hung over the window frame.
“They don’t do that anymore,” Ranger Johnson said, leaning forward in
the front seat and peering over the driver’s shoulder.
“Why not?” the driver asked, “Sounds like a good deal to me. Different
girl every night.” (2)

Historically, an actual nineteenth-century polygamous wife writing
about a similar event would usually defend polygamous relationships
and remain silent about Mormon marital relations. In contrast, Barber
humorously portrays outsiders’ sexual innuendoes without becoming
overly defensive about her religion. Instead of justifying her faith, she
allows perceptions between Mormons and non-Mormons to speak for
themselves. In fact, an explicit desire to explain or defend any aspect of
Mormon doctrine is absent from this late-twentieth-century autobiographical act.
Different from the life writing of Hafen, Tanner, Martin, or Williams,
Barber’s autobiography does not advance an overt argument with regard
to her Mormon upbringing and beliefs. Instead, she tells stories about
her personal experience with a good deal of self-reflexive irony that
intends to explore the themes of Mormon female enculturation. As a
teller of humorous stories, she is freed from the compulsion to justify or
criticize her Mormon past. Intending to show more than tell about her
childhood in Nevada, she leads readers through the process of her own
development, narrating key incidents that depict her childhood yearnings for fame and culture (i.e., “high” Western culture). Barber’s longing
for fame is tied to the dilemma about female sexuality that she faces as
a result of her religious upbringing. Throughout the book, she neither
idealizes nor condemns her characters. Instead, she portrays the human
foibles and complexities of her piano teachers, friends, ward members,
and her own parents with humor and respect. “My mother cried once
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when she told me about the three books her parents owned when she
was growing up, my mother, hungry for culture.” Her father, she writes,
“could take culture, but not if the timing was off” (59–60). Comic subtleties such as this one permeate the book.
After placing her childhood self within the context of Mormon
polygamous history, Barber moves readers from the past to the present.
She purposely complicates the issue of Mormon female identity by
telling stories about her personal experiences growing up a Mormon girl
on the threshold of womanhood. In the past, Victorian-minded
Mormon women autobiographers did not indulge the public’s curiosity
about their intimate private lives. While they might have written about
giving birth to numerous children and sharing their family life with
other “sister-wives,” traditional Mormon autobiographies have been
mostly silent on the subject of sexuality.1 In her essay “‘Living the
Principle’ of Plural Marriage: Mormon Women, Utopia, and Female
Sexuality in the Nineteenth Century,” Julie Dunfrey explains, “For
Latter-day Saint women, as for gentile women, questions about marriage
arrangements were fraught with implications about women’s position in
society, and implicitly, female sexuality” (524). Furthermore, Dunfrey
observes, “In particular, the question of how Mormon women reconciled
their conventional expectations of monogamy with their experience of
polygamy raises issues about the social control of sex, reproductive versus erotic sexuality, and the relative benefits accruing to both genders
from particular sexual standards” (525). So far, it has mainly been
women autobiographers such as Fanny Stenhouse or Deborah Laake—
considered “apostate” from the Mormon Church—who have divulged
details about Mormon women’s intimacy from their own experience.
Brooks’s Quicksand and Cactus also broaches several important issues
with regard to women’s sexuality and sexual expression. Overall, however, the life writing of Mormon women tends to be discreet.
In the late twentieth century, Barber’s text, written from the perspective of an insider Mormon woman, begins to grapple more openly
and sympathetically with the tension a young Mormon girl faces as she
struggles to grow up under religious training that encourages strict selfcontrol over her budding sexuality. Sexual restraint is, of course, an
ironic contrast to the sexual smorgasbord implied about Mormons by
the government officers of Boulder City, Nevada. In her memoir, Barber
constructs herself as a young person confronted with common girlhood
dilemmas about sexuality, gender performance, and small-town culture.
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Each dilemma, however, seems exacerbated by her religious training at
home and at church. She portrays her youthful, often naive yearnings
for fame, culture, and beauty (i.e., sex appeal) as coming into direct conflict with her Mormon parents’ repeated warnings against the sins of
pride, worldly pursuits, and sexual immorality. “I’d been taught,” she
writes, “that being a good Mormon was the most important thing anyone could ever think of doing and that everything on earth was only
transient, sandwiched between the preexistence and the hereafter. I’d
been told to keep my sights set on eternity—the world beyond this veil
of tears” (5).
Despite Barber’s desire to please her parents and “be a good
Mormon,” she also characterizes herself as a youth tempted to transgress,
especially because she longs for public recognition. At only nine years
old, Barber’s potential for distinction is foreshadowed when she is asked
by several adult church members to accompany them on the piano as
they sing or play instruments during a ward talent show. She writes that
Brother Higginson complimented her on her sightreading skills. “You’ve
got something we talk a lot about in the business,” he says. “It’s called
promise” (37). Characterizing herself as a child and teen yearning to
escape the narrow southwestern community in which she grew up,
Barber strains most against the restrictive nature of her Mormon subculture. Her parents’ admonitions against immodesty or displaying
unseemly pride over her precocity on the piano impinge on Barber’s
young appetite for fame and personal autonomy. Her father warns,
“‘Pride goeth before the fall’; you know that” (40). As an adult looking
back on her young girlhood, she depicts herself jealously watching other
non-Mormon females. To her, they seem to use their bodies as they
wish. “Even as I spoke,” writes Barber,
I thought of the bare skin beneath the show girls’ leotards and their freedom
to do with it as they pleased. Lately at night, I’d been thinking maybe my
skin could belong to me and no one else. Why did it have to be God’s temple when I lived in it? Why did somebody else make decisions about my
body? It was mine, after all. (96)

The most explicit chapter Barber writes about her youthful experiences with sexuality and her Mormon cultural training to remain chaste
until marriage is entitled “The Rose.” In this chapter, she reconstructs a
ritual familiar to many teenage Mormon girls in which their “Mutual
Improvement Association” (MIA) leaders work hard to persuade them
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to preserve their virginity by passing around a single white rose on one
special evening. During the “Rose Night” ceremony, Barber describes
the circle of girls touching and contemplating the flower’s beauty, which
is damaged by all the handling. After focusing the girls’ attention on the
rose’s drooping head, Sister Bradley “looked at us rather sternly.” She
then intoned,
No one, I repeat no one, wants a used rose. Your husband will want a girl
who’s fresh as the morning dew, sparkling, alive, brand new. Don’t let them
handle your body. Don’t let them touch you in private places. Those places
are yours to save for the man who’ll be your husband. . . . He’ll reverence
you above all women because you’ve saved yourself just for him and your
eternal marriage, the kind that lasts forever. (156)

Following Sister Bradshaw’s speech, Barber portrays her fourteenyear-old self thrown into a rapid review of her past, searching her memory for any sexual misdeeds that might require the need for confession.
First she writes about playing doctor at five years old with her friend
Marie; then there was the brief incident with her cousin Lee that
occurred when she was nine and he touched her with his penis in the
barn (157); and finally, at twelve, there was her neighbor Leonard
“crawling” on top of her like a snail, “its body suctioned to my face”
(158). Barber depicts herself that night coming to the happy conclusion
that she had, in fact, remained unsullied—so far. “By the end of Mary
Lynn’s closing prayer,” she writes, “I could honestly say I was a pristine
rose. I’d kept all invaders away. Of course,” she admits, “not many had
tried to bruise my petals, at least nobody I was interested in. But I was
still an undefiled rose, an untouched one just beginning to blossom from
a tightly wrapped bud of pale yellow” (159). Readers familiar with
Juanita Brooks’s Quicksand and Cactus could not help but recall that she,
too, was told similar stories in the mid–twentieth century of damaged
roses and peaches by Mormon family and ward members anxious to constrain a young girl’s passions.
Barber’s own autobiography illustrates the often limiting, even
repressive sexual and moral codes of Mormonism, with its distinctions
between equally rigid proper gender roles for males and females.2 In
addition, Barber constructs her life story so that it illustrates the equally oppressive dominant Western culture’s messages about all women
being trained to look at themselves and each other for lessons in beauty (i.e., sexual attraction) to entice men’s attention. The teenage Barber
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confesses, after all, that she, like many young women, “wanted someone
to bend me backwards, inhale me, and kiss me for a long, long time”
(161). In her classic feminist discussion of Hollywood film, Visual and
Other Pleasures, Laura Mulvey argues that traditionally, the camera
lens—which literalizes the cultural lens focused most often on women—
was directed from a male point of view. Historically men have been positioned as active viewing subjects and women as passive objects to be
looked at or taught how to perform their role as women. Similar to
Mulvey, Luce Irigaray critiques the “dominant scopic economy” of
Western society in “This Sex Which Is Not One.” According to
Irigaray, women prefer the tactile over the visual to liberate and satisfy
their own sense of self and their own multiple sexual desires. But
instead, the forces of patriarchal culture have compelled women into
one masculine scopophilic desire. “Woman takes pleasure more from
touching than from looking, and her entry into a dominant scopic economy signifies, again, her consignment to passivity: she is to be the beautiful object of contemplation” (101). Barber’s autobiography illustrates
how, like many females, she, too, is trained to discipline her body to
behave according to at least two seemingly opposite gender scripts for
girls: one, sexual purity, from her Mormon culture, and the other, sex
appeal, from the larger Western culture of which she is also a part.
Living according to opposing messages such as these produces understandable emotional conflict, which Barber explores and illustrates
through her autobiographical act.
Many times in the narrative, she portrays herself gazing at the bodies
of other girls or women, longing for the freedom that she sees expressed
in their daring clothing and seemingly casual ease with nudity. In contrast, she feels the boundaries placed around her own body by her mother and the Victorian nature of her Mormon culture, which teaches her
strict adherence to personal modesty and sexual purity.3 After being
hired to play piano for a dance studio, Barber writes about a time when
several show girls from the “Strip” in Las Vegas arrive at the studio. In
the dressing room, she sees one of the show girls “unabashedly naked,
her shorts pooled around her ankles.” Others were undressing easily in
her presence. “I’d been drilled about modesty at the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints,” she writes, “but I couldn’t take my eyes off
their bodies sliding into their tights without any underwear. Then they
dashed past me as if no etiquette had been breached, as if their bodies
were everyday things, not sacred temples as I’d been taught from childhood”
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(94). For Barber, this and other moments of curious voyeurism create
longing and awe in her young self as she watches women freely expose
themselves to others’ view. She watches them use their bodies without
being bound by the strict control she has been trained under. From the
perspective of her youth, these women’s ease was vastly different from
her mother’s and her Mormon culture’s teachings about bodies and sex.
Contemplating the show girls, the young Barber thinks,
There was pure defiance beneath their stretched Danskins—a different
world from canning peaches with my mother, baking bread, and sniffing
golden loaves. Brother this and Sister that when we greeted each other at
church meetings. A strange wind blew through the windows of my mind and
shook the panes etched with the Sunday School words: “Choose the Right
when a choice is placed before you.” (95)

Throughout the first chapters of the autobiography, Barber depicts
various moments when her mother tries to persuade her daughter
against trying out for the Las Vegas Rhythmettes, a high school dance
team sometimes sought out for public appearances to greet dignitaries or
perform on the Ed Sullivan Show. Barber’s mother valorizes Victorian
ideals of female domesticity, motherhood, and sexual purity that have
permeated Mormon culture from its beginnings. “Jesus didn’t need to be
a Rhythmette to be loved,” declares her mother. “Neither do you. The
real joy in this life is in God’s plan—being a mother and multiplying and
replenishing the earth. Not in some trumped-up organization like the
Las Vegas Rhythmettes. It’s phony” (131). As Barber writes about longing to make it into the Rhythmettes, she describes her experience within a context of body imagery. Just as she had watched the Las Vegas
show girls, Barber is, once again, looking at other girls’ appearance,
longing for their freedom, beauty, and what her autobiographical narrator implies is abundant sex appeal. “When I entered Las Vegas High
School the next year,” she writes,
I watched the Rhythmettes in the girls’ locker room slip in and out of the
sleeves of their Rhythmette sweaters. I watched them walk gracefully around
the school with their long flowing hair and manicured fingernails. I watched
them dance at the halftimes of the football and basketball games. (130)

Besides gazing at them directly, she and other students are able to
look at these girls’ pictures on the high school walls where the
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Rhythmettes become models of beauty and icons of fame through their
personal popularity and their occasional meetings with famous people or
government officials. “I often paused at the bulletin board in Miss
Stuckey’s office in the gym. She’d tacked up rows of pictures of her girls
marching in parades and shaking hands with Frank Sinatra” (130). This
gazing at other girls’ pictures hung up on her high school walls is reminiscent of women gazing at other women in fashion magazines. Diana
Fuss observes that fashion photography “presumably” means for women
“to desire to be the woman, not to have her” (716). However, she argues
that the repression of “lesbian eroticism” in fashion magazines is “transparent.” This homospectatorial quality demonstrates how “women are
encouraged to consume, in voyeuristic if not vampiristic fashion, the
images of other women” (713).
Appropriately, Barber uses multiple metaphors involving trains to
describe her experience getting “cultured” or “trained” to be a good
Mormon girl. With the determination and will of naive youth, she first
depicts her young self as a train coming up against the religious dictates
of her parents, who resist any hint that their daughter might express
unseemly pride in her personal accomplishments. Barber writes,
“Always right, father, mother, always right to stop trains in their tracks,
trains chugging to somewhere, stop them quickly, suddenly, unavoidably, to remind them to be humble and not chug with too much bravado, not to make too much of any accomplishment lest the Lord take it
away, lest the Lord frown, lest, lest, lest” (40). Another formidable
Mormon “train” that Barber feels she must ride is the train that Mormon
girls take to become proper wives and mothers, not the dancer Barber
longs to become. She characterizes her mother as indignant over her
daughter’s wish for something that could lead her away from the family
lifestyle that her mother has been taught to value and that she now
believes she must teach her daughter to value as well.
Feminist theorist Nancy Chodorow argues that the compulsion to
train daughters to become mothers does not occur because of biology or
“intentional role-training” but rather through “social structurally
induced psychological processes.” Using the “psychoanalytic account of
female and male personality development,” she demonstrates that
“women’s mothering reproduces itself cyclically. Women, as mothers,
produce daughters with mothering capacities and the desire to mother.
These capacities and needs are built into and grow out of the motherdaughter relationship itself” (7).4 When daughters such as Barber (and
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Terry Tempest Williams in Refuge) resist the desire to mother, especially in Mormon culture, conflict erupts. One scene in particular illustrates
the problems that crop up between Barber’s Latter-day Saint mother and
her own rebellious self:
“Have you ever seen an old show girl? Marriage and family last forever, but
legs, waistlines, and breasts don’t, your highness.”
“So maybe I don’t want marriage and family. It’s a moving train with no
windows or doors.”
My mother sighed. “Young people think they’re different, that they can
break rules. I’m telling you this to help you, my dear. We’re all on that train.
Nobody gets off. Don’t kid yourself, because you’ll make things harder if you
do.”
“But what’s wrong with dancing?”
“Nothing,” she said. “We dance here at home.”
“But I want to really dance. Leap up and fly out the window. That kind
of dancing.”
“You’re dancing any time you move to music, dear.” (97)

Barber characterizes herself questioning boundaries for women’s
development set up within her family and Mormon community. She
constructs her behavior and attitudes as those of a young person who listens to her mother but continues to push the boundaries and pursue
dancing anyway. At one point, she even admits to wanting to “shock”
her mother, “make her lose her balance on her white horse galloping
toward the unmitigated certainty that the righteous would rule the
world. Something was working on me,” she writes. “It wasn’t like me to
use treachery. I was my mother’s girl.” Young Barber’s experience with
her mother provides evidence for Adrienne Rich’s feminist theory that
“we teach the girl that there is only one kind of womanhood and that
the incongruent parts of herself must be destroyed. The repetition or
reproduction of this constricted version of humanity, which one generation [Barber’s mother] transmits to the next, is a cycle whose breaking
is our only hope” (xxxii). As soon as young Barber begins having
“wicked” (i.e., “breaking”) thoughts with regard to her mother, whom
she loves “more than my own skin,” the teen feels “for the first time that
my mother was a choice—a flower with white petals that I could pluck
from the center and say ‘I love you, I love you not’” (72). In her narrative, she portrays her mother as the firm symbol of Mormon culture and
doctrine, “an unflinching believer in the restored gospel and a lioness of
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God” (56). Choosing to love or not love her mother has become very
much like choosing to love or not love motherhood and Mormonism.
For the young Barber, making a choice for or against her religious belief
never seems to have dawned on her fully until now.
Although at first Mormonism (represented by her mother) appears to
be the only culture impeding the path to Barber’s dreams, her text soon
reveals that other cultural training outside of religion also threatens to
limit a girl’s personal freedom and expression. Perhaps, the autobiographical stories point out, Barber’s disapproving mother is not so wrong
to be concerned about her daughter’s choice to become a Rhythmette.
Perhaps such a teenage pursuit is not the ticket to freedom she expected
as a youth. In fact, her coming-of-age story illustrates her narrow
Mormon training toward domesticity, sexual purity, and motherhood
coming into direct conflict with the similarly problematic training of
young women in the larger Western culture to make themselves attractive objects for men. In other words, her teenage self may believe, erroneously, that other women enjoy the freedom to use their bodies as they
wish. In fact, the stories that the adult Barber tells point readers toward
equally unhappy conclusions for all women: no female, whether
Mormon or not, is in complete control of how she uses her body.
Depicting her adolescent female journey as an attempt to sort through
these often conflicting and oppressive gender scripts, her writing illustrates the narrow ideals available to females both inside and outside the
Mormon Church.5
The minute that Barber makes the Rhythmette dance team during
her second tryout, for example, she characterizes her younger self as having second thoughts about her seemingly remarkable accomplishment.
In a fleeting moment of teenage insight, young Barber suddenly realizes
that dancing with the Rhythmettes, like growing up a Mormon, may
just be another ride on a different but similar lockstep train.
Squeezed between two other girls, shoulder to shoulder, I started across the
floor. But a tiny moment of claustrophobia flashed through my head, so
small I only remember it now. It had to do with eighteen dancing dolls and
their choreography—always using the left foot to begin, turning their heads
every eight counts, holding their shoulders back, tucking in their stomachs,
smiling, always smiling as instructed by Miss Stuckey.
Crushed into my place in line and thinking in sets of four and measures
of eight, I felt shut in for a brief second. What had I purchased? Another
train ticket? For one small second I felt myself marching away from real
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rhythm where dancers threw themselves against the shadows of fire while
the earth and the moon beat the drums. (142)

Barber characterizes this teenage epiphany as only brief, but from her
wiser adult perspective, she reflects back on it more fully:
We were Baby Rs on our way to being grown-up and bounteous and leggy
and ready for the grown-up world where our prancing legs would someday
spread apart to make babies and birth babies or avoid babies or wonder why
we couldn’t have babies, all in accordance with the plan. We were being
danced on our way by our hormones, by the mandate for procreation, by the
rhythm of life, not knowing it was bigger than we were. (142–43)

With the advantage of time, this scene makes an ironic connection
between her Mormon cultural training to adopt the ideals of pure motherhood and the larger Western cultural training for her to develop sex
appeal in order to attract men. After mature reflection, the adult Barber
admits the Rhythmettes were
Dancing fools, me first among them, kicking headlong into our purpose on
earth—to multiply and replenish. Miss Stuckey doing her part by preparing
us with manners and stage presence, but really preparing us as gifts for the
men who watched, men subject to their own hormones as we strutted and
paraded across the stage, displaying our wares for them, the particular curve
of our hips, the winning smiles. (143)

Through personal storytelling, Barber shows that for her, a conflicted
Mormon girl, the mandates to maintain sexual purity while also striving
to achieve sex appeal were just two seemingly opposite but actually similar ways of training women to seek the attention and favor of men. “I
was one of the girls,” writes Barber with irony. “A Las Vegas
Rhythmette. I was somebody, and the football players and James Deans
would have to reckon with me” (143).
As a teenager, Barber is just beginning to recognize the consequences of her situation as a young woman. “I suspected I’d be forever running alongside the wrong train while I could hear the whistle of
the right train off in the distance” (98). Both locomotives chug on—
the promised train of attention that encourages her to fashion her
body for men’s pleasure and the opposing train of Mormon restraint
that warns her to keep her body in check. “I, too, scented the major
leagues,” she recalls, “a chance to jump the never-stopping train I was
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on where the rolling wheels repeated mile after mile: ‘Obey God’s
word, obey God’s word’” (131).
Toward the end of her autobiography, Barber depicts an experience in
which she and her friend, Karin, begin modeling for Betty’s House of
Furs in order to finance their first year of college at Brigham Young
University. In this key scene, she writes about choosing to expose her
thinly clad body to public view. During modeling lessons, she had
learned how to “strike a pose” (185). At eighteen, she finally dares to
perform an act that she has watched show girls, Rhythmettes, and other
models perform all her life. When her friend Karin first models one of
the fur coats wearing nothing but a bikini bathing suit underneath,
Barber describes viewing her friend from a new perspective. “Suddenly
she was an exotic hybrid—lush, intriguing. I’d never seen her like this
before. She was beautiful. But the people in the restaurant had no idea
that a flower had opened right in front of them. They busied themselves
with their green, red, and yellow melon balls and the excision of the
pineapple’s tough core from their tidbits” (185). Because the display of
women’s bodies for public consumption is ubiquitous, Karin’s exposure
goes mostly unnoticed by anyone other than her teenage friend Barber,
who is beginning to realize that she, too, is experiencing her own blossoming beauty and sex appeal under the gaze of indifferent public
appraisal.
Reflecting on the scene, Barber remembers the questions she had as
an adolescent struggling toward the threshold of womanhood: “Was I
blooming like Karen? Was I changing as I’d always been promised in my
heart-to-heart talks with my mother? And just who was this underneath
this fur, and why was she wearing a bikini?” (186). After contemplating
her own motives and identity, she reconstructs the transgressive step she
took of walking down a runway, daring to display her own body for an
audience of people who barely notice. During this moment of exposure,
she examines what she had been taught as a Mormon girl and how those
teachings contributed to a sense of having multiple and emerging identities. “I wasn’t Thora and Herman Nelson’s daughter. She wouldn’t be
doing this. I must not be a very good Mormon because I was wearing a
bikini under this fur coat and was about to show it to everyone. I wasn’t
anybody I’d ever known” (186). Here she also offers readers a glimpse
into the emotional confusion of living in two different worlds—
Mormon and non-Mormon—with two sets of rules, resulting in often
conflicting identities.
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Ironically, even though the audience does not seem to notice Barber
or Karin, Barber writes about both teens being conscious of the threat of
some Mormon leader seeing them, of being found out. “What if Bishop
Huntington saw us doing this?” asks Karin (185). Despite the fear of
Mormon surveillance and the disappointment over an audience’s indifference, Barber characterizes her moment of exposure as a mixed blessing since it comes as a moment of both wonder and fear.
I finally arrived at the staircase where I was supposed to reveal myself and
my silver bikini to these passive people chewing on white bread and tomatoes. I climbed to the top of the three-stair case, smiling somebody else’s
smile. I took a deep breath and slowly unwrapped the fox. Air, sweet precious manufactured air, vacuumed the sweat from my face and arms and rejuvenated my clammy skin as the fur peeled away. Goose flesh prickled my
arms and stomach. (187)

After the announcer calls Barber a “doll” and a “lovely little model,”
the sensation she relishes in is tinged with caution. Describing herself as
having “turned on the staircase—a slow, languid turn as if I were a
windup doll revolving on a music box pedestal” (187), the adult feminist writer and thinker constructs her former self as participating in a
common feminine ideal for women: the beautiful doll on a pedestal,
being mechanically rotated around for other people’s pleasure. Barber
also constructs the scene as though she herself felt separated into mere
body parts. She feels watched by an audience so saturated with the public exhibition of women’s bodies that this particular display seems unremarkable to them. In contrast, the moment feels literally and figuratively pivotal for the teenage Barber. “Slowly, slowly—the legs, the
arms, one side, the back, the other side, the front, as people ate and
talked and sometimes glanced. But no one was attuned to the fact that
something important was happening, that a soul was swimming in
unknown waters” (187). For the audience, a woman displaying her body
in this way is to be expected. For a young Mormon girl, however, the act
of display is transgressive. Barber’s purposeful use of the word “soul,”
with its spiritual and moral overtones, emphasizes the border her
teenage self chose to cross. Young Barber knows her blossoming sexuality is not supposed to occur in the public eye. She feels caught between
two opposing impulses: enjoy and benefit from the moment of her “blossoming” or do what her LDS parents and leaders tell her to do by shielding her body and sexuality from casual exposure or use.
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One of the final scenes of Barber’s book occurs after her climactic
decision to throw off the “cocoon” of her fur coat in front of an audience. When spectators seem unimpressed, she deliberately seeks at least
one affirming look from an appreciative male observer. He turns out to
be an anonymous card dealer in a casino. She writes, “He shuffled the
cards as if they were water and as if water were his game.” Elaborating
on her feminine strategy for getting this man’s attention, she says,
I stood absolutely still until he lifted his eyes my way for one quick second.
His eyes returned to the game, but I stood even more still until he looked up
again. This time, the deck of cards in hand, he raised his chin slightly and
kissed the air as if it were mine. He nodded his head in a slow yes. That was
enough. (188)

To reinforce her nascent feeling of empowerment as a sexual being,
she seeks affirmation from this man’s eyes. When she gets at least one
approving glance, Barber constructs her teenage self as having been initiated into a world of womanhood. However, the text does not portray
the male gaze neutrally nor her behavior to gain his validation without
consequences. Rather, her autobiographical narrative critiques her own
participation in a society of men looking and women being looked at. In
contrast to Barber’s feminist critique of the motives and strategies she
employed herself in this brief scene of female seduction, Helen B.
Andelin’s 1969 book, The Fascinating Girl, offers a specific script for
training girls like Barber to attract men’s attention. The handbook and
others like it encourage females to perform their gender role according
to a “feminine” ideal. Read by many girls contemporary to Barber,
Andelin’s handbook was written to teach girls how to win husbands and
achieve “celestial love” through cultivating ideal womanhood. Urging
them to become “domestic goddesses,” who understood the art of feminine grace, charm, and dependency, the handbook reflects common
assumptions about female roles often perpetuated in Mormon culture. In
comparison, the life narrative that Barber writes conveys an ironic
stance toward her training to become either a model of sexual purity and
a goddess of domesticity or a sexual object for men’s pleasure.

Getting Cultured
Barber’s exploration of how a young woman like herself is taught to perform her gender and “get cultured” as a Mormon is inseparably connected
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to her longing for a different kind of cultural training and exposure. “If
I try to remember how the idea of culture began in my mind,” she writes,
“I could mention a thick black seventy-eight-rpm recording of Peter and
the Wolf” (54). While her enculturation to be a good Mormon girl is primary in their minds, Barber’s parents also want to develop and refine her
tastes for “culture” beyond the amateur talent shows put on at church
functions. She depicts Mormon performers’ fumbling toward greatness
in her chapter entitled “At the Talent Show.” Similar to many upwardly mobile, middle-class American parents, Barber’s mother dreams of her
daughter becoming something greater than she became herself. Her
mother is even willing to postpone her daughter’s domestic training for
piano greatness. “I’ll help you with your chores,” she says. “You don’t
have to do any housework if you’ll keep playing” (73). According to
Barber, her mother possesses an admirable singing voice herself, but it
inevitably fails her by cracking with fear when she performs at church.
Both of them aspire to have Barber perform at some place other than an
amateur Mormon talent show, where participants make numerous mistakes and the audience is satisfied with humorous mediocrity. Yet all the
while that she and her mother wish for Barber’s entry into a life more
“cultured,” Barber also confesses to feeling an impulse to run away “back
into the desert sunshine where it didn’t matter whether I was cultured
or not, where I could laugh and run and not worry about what kind of
musician I was” (81).
Although she characterizes herself as a young person of achievement,
Barber ends her coming-of-age story at the threshold of her adult life
and professional accomplishments. Throughout the life narrative, she
shows readers that as a young person, she could already play a show tune
that would dazzle any audience or a more sophisticated piece of music
that might be appreciated only by the musical elite (81). Even as a
child, she knew the difference. But as an adult reflecting on the idea of
“culture,” she is less convinced of the hierarchical distinctions she once
made between “high” and “low” culture:
If I had to choose the most long-lasting impression regarding culture it
wouldn’t be the artificial insemination of recorded music or music lessons
which, in some sense, are like the decals of the happy children on the
phonograph: colored, plastered on, glued to make a finished product, but
only embellishments in the end, never a part of the real machine. It would
be the memory of my mother’s beautiful, clear, Idaho farm-girl voice and the
fact that she didn’t believe in it. (55)
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In addition to giving honor to the important “culture” that Barber
can now hear in her own Mormon mother’s voice, this passage implies
that what has come to matter most to her is family.
In the middle of the book, Barber includes several photographs illustrating the poignant, and ironically humorous, aspects of her contradictory life growing up a Mormon girl. The photos include professional portraits of her young attractive parents; a portrait of her Mormon family
with father, mother, and children; a grade-school photo of Barber with
classmates; a group picture of her MIA Maid girl friends in white ruffled
dresses on Rose Night; a photo of the Mormon temple (“Every Mormon
girl’s dream”); photos of her modeling school and high school graduations; and finally, pictures of the Las Vegas Rhythmettes giving Leonard
Bernstein “a wild west welcome at the McCarran Airport in Las Vegas.”
Both Barber’s writing and the inclusion of these particular photos invite
readers to view her pursuit of culture and public recognition with an
ironic eye. A photo of chaste Mormon girls in white dresses next to a
photo of the Las Vegas Rhythmettes perfectly and ironically illustrates
the perspectives vying for her personal identification. In total, the combination of stories and pictures provides evidence for Barber’s self-reflective life as a creative writer. Her autobiography portrays a young girl
growing up to better understand where she came from and how she “got
cultured” amid the competing interests of Victorian Mormonism, Las
Vegas show girl glitter, and highbrow classical music.

Telling Stories
Ultimately, Barber’s achievement as a writer, rather than as a pianist or
a dancer, indicates that her life in the arts after age eighteen must have
taken a different direction from the one she had anticipated as a child
and adolescent. Whatever change occurred that brought her to professional storytelling is only foreshadowed obliquely in her chapter entitled
“Stories.” This section consists mostly of Barber recounting various
anecdotes routinely told by family and community members. The stories
reflect the diversity of their experiences through folklore and gossip they
share among themselves. This particular section recalls the storytelling
and Mormon folklore that Juanita Brooks shares in her own autobiographical writing. Barber, too, wants to reconstruct the stories of her
Mormon childhood, including “Tommy and Herman’s Famous Story”
about her father and uncle’s teenage escapades; “A Sunday School
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Story” about Joseph Smith’s First Vision; “Aunt Raity’s Story” about
oranges and Santa Claus in a flatcar, which turns into a story about
ladies of the night; “A From-the-Pulpit Story” about the need to pay
tithing; “Under the Quilt Stories” that captures the gossip and Mormon
folklore women share when quilting; and “The King of Stories” in
which Barber reveals a dark side of her family through the half-truths
her drinking grandfather tells. “Standing outside the stories,” she writes,
“I could feel them colliding with each other. They tumbled from everyone’s mouth and filled my ears until I was confused by them. But every
time I was inside a story, there was no confusion, only the clarity of a
tale spun and the sound of the spinning wheel” (126). The life narrative
itself intends to clarify her childhood and adolescent confusion, yet the
artistry of Barber’s storytelling complicates her own and her characters’
experiences. As a writer influenced by postmodernist ideas, she multiplies meanings and prevents readers from coming to any simple or
stereotypical conclusions about her life growing up a Mormon girl.
In this respect, Brooks, Williams, and Barber have many things in
common as Mormon women autobiographers. All three are professional writers who artfully reflect the diversity of Mormon women’s experience. Their writing pioneers a distinctly twentieth-century style of
Mormon woman’s autobiography that is influenced by their formal educations in writing and literary studies. They all signal an initial difference between their autobiographical acts and more traditional early
Mormon women’s autobiographies by titling their books and chapters in
nontraditional ways. For example, unlike Tanner’s, Hafen’s, and
Martin’s autobiographies, neither Williams’s nor Barber’s autobiography,
while grounded in a Mormon upbringing, contains the word “Mormon”
in the book’s title or subtitle. They also use chapter titles metaphorically and sometimes ironically. For example, Williams’s chapter titles correspond to the names of birds that represent some idea central to the
theme of each chapter. She also includes numeric data that record the
changing elevation of the Great Salt Lake as the epigraph for each
chapter. Likewise, Brooks and Barber use chapter titles that focus on
theme. Barber’s second chapter, for example, is entitled “Oh, Say, Can
You See?” The title indicates her ironic view of Mormon and Boulder
City, Nevada, patriotism over the glories of the Hoover Dam—a monument to United States citizens’ industry and success controlling Mother
Nature while generating jobs for workers to support their families.
Similarly, “Sketches from the Keyboard,” a chapter that Barber writes to
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explore the issue of culture, is subtitled with music terminology:
“Cantilena Con rubato Op. 1, No. 1”; “Etude Allegro, sempre legato
Op. 1, No. 2”; “Romance Dolce Op. 1, No. 3”; “Capriccio Agitato, ma
non troppo Op. 1, No. 4”; “Elegy Lento Op. 1, No. 5”; and “Coda
Moderato semplice Op. 1, No. 6.” This chapter’s six subtitles reinforce
Barber’s education in classical music and suggest, to musically informed
readers, how her audience should “read” each section (rubato, sempre
legato, dolce, etc.). Her clues to tone and meaning given in the titles
also intend to give readers a sense of how she is using her education in
music to inform and influence the art of her writing.
Barber, Williams, and Brooks all use metaphor at length. Tanner,
Hafen, and Martin, on the other hand, stick to a relatively plain prose
style, using only an occasional metaphor to illuminate the stories of
their lives. In contrast, Brooks sustains the metaphor of the wide,
untravell’d world throughout major portions of her book, using it to
focus readers on a central theme of her life. The metaphors Williams
uses are grounded in the natural world. Barber draws from any aspect of
life. Her rich metaphors roll out one after the other in almost every
paragraph and every page of her text. Describing the fear she felt when
auditioning to become a piano student of Mr. Slomkowska—“the best
piano teacher in Las Vegas”—she writes that her “fingers felt like
Siamese twins joined at the sides, great awkward things dabbing at the
keys” (79). In addition, whatever ease she felt at home when playing a
waltz had become “dammed up behind the twigs and fallen branches of
my mind that kept telling me this was no place for me, no contest I
should enter, that Mr. Slomkowska was a great squawking condor who’d
scream at me and peck out my eyes for every wrong note or any sign of
disrespect for the past” (82). The quantity and quality of Barber’s
metaphors and her complex narrative structure distinguish her text from
conventional autobiographies. Many Mormon women writers keep to a
relatively strict chronological story line that begins at childhood and
then moves through important moments or junctures in her life. This is
true of Hafen, Tanner, and Martin. Barber, however, experiments with
structure, beginning her story with a scene from childhood but then
using flashbacks and flashforwards between and within chapters to narrate the story of her life. Brooks uses flashbacks similarly but not with
the same frequency as Barber.
Barber, Brooks, and Williams also craft direct dialogue to reconstruct
key scenes from their life experience. One especially important moment
of dialogue in Barber’s text comes when she challenges her father about
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the issue of pride. Before the ward talent show, she writes about how her
father had cautioned his nine-year-old daughter against feeling too selfsatisfied over adults asking her to accompany them during their performances. He does not want her to get a big head. When this same
father, the bishop of his Mormon ward, performs a hula dance in drag,
earning him the greatest laughter and applause from the audience that
entire night, young Barber watches her dad try to “mask his eagerness”
but then puff up with pride (51). She depicts the night as entertaining
and enjoyable, but eventually the evening builds toward a climactic
confrontation between her and her father. After Barber’s bubble is burst
when she learns that the adults called her to accompany them because
Sister Earl and her father recommended it, she feels deflated.
“Nobody called me just because they thought I was good, did they?”
“That’s extreme.”
“And you told Sister Earl to tell them, didn’t you?”
“You got to perform didn’t you?”
“It’s not the same.” I stomped the stage with one foot. “Now I feel stupid,
stupid, stupid! I wish I’d never learned to play the dumb piano.”
“Come on, Phyllis. Settle down.”
“And don’t start preaching pride to me. You liked how everyone told you
how great you were tonight. I watched you. You like being a star for yourself,
not just for God. You can’t fool me.” (53)

Here she demonstrates an early willingness to confront the authority
of her father, who is also an authority of the LDS Church. Even as a
young person, she speaks her mind but ends the scene with contrite
regret for accusing her father of hypocrisy:
His grass skirt rustled in a draft that seeped through the wood frame of the
Boulder City Ward house into the room where everyone’s props were waiting to be taken home and put back in closets. And it seeped into me and my
father’s suddenly sad eyes as he excused himself. “I’ve got to change clothes,”
he said. “Wait for me.” (53)

Barber’s carefully fashioned dialogue in this emotionally charged
scene shows more about the pain of this parent-child drama than she
could ever have told about a difficult incident between her younger,
righteous self and the father she chastises but loves.
Besides the literary quality of their styles, both Williams and Barber
address similar themes when they criticize governmental abuse. For
example, Williams writes ironically about the Utah government celebrating
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how they had controlled the Great Salt Lake. Barber writes with equal
irony about Nevadans’ satisfaction over “harnessing” the Colorado river
with Hoover Dam (16). In addition, Williams focuses directly on condemning 1950s above-ground testing of atomic bombs in Nevada
because of the tragic consequences it visited on her family. Barber, too,
writes about the tests’ contributing to her own gradual disillusionment
with the government and with her growing doubts about the positive
assurances her Mormon faith has always provided. “If I had to stop
time,” she writes,
I’d stop it there where we were united in our certainty. . . . My father was
happy; my family was sure of our place. I’d stop time right at that moment,
before the test jets from Nellis Air Force Base began splitting the sky every
day with a sonic boom, before the test sites and the atom bomb clouds that
flowered on the early morning horizon, too big for me to comprehend. But
soon after that, the certainty to which I’d given myself began to warp and
shift. (8)

Here Barber’s growing doubts allude also to the religiously patriotic
zeal of late-twentieth-century Mormons who unfailingly support the
American government. Such zeal is a notable contrast to the suspicions
and fears of their nineteenth-century ancestors, who were forced to protect themselves against the United States’ disenfranchisement and
physical persecution of the Saints.
Also like Williams, Barber uses irony throughout her life story to
explore Mormon orthodoxy and resist rigid obedience to religious faith.
Barber’s autobiographical act exhibits more ironic humor and less overt
anger toward Mormon male hierarchy and the subordination of women
than Williams’s story. Nevertheless, she, too, portrays herself as a rebellious child and adolescent, always pushing against the boundaries of her
mother’s restraints and religious fervor. When visiting Hoover Dam, she
writes about running away from the tour group as a child to a site where
she could “spread-eagle across two states.” After the tour guide shouts a
warning, Barber says, “My mother jerked me back into Arizona, told me
to stop wandering off, to stay with the group” (15). The scene humorously foreshadows Barber’s early wandering nature and resistance to
group thinking and behavior.
Ultimately, Barber’s narrative follows the tradition of Mormon
women’s life writing by repeating many of its common conventions. She
writes about Mormon doctrine (polygamy, tithing, Word of Wisdom,
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Joseph Smith’s First Vision) and culture (talent shows, quilting, family
life, ward activities), but she repeats the conventions with a literary
style that enlivens the familiar stories and makes them feel new. For
instance, a traditional convention in Mormon women’s autobiography
is a writer’s retelling of a faith-promoting story about a miraculous event
she witnesses. Barber tells her own moving account of a childhood spiritual experience.
The incident occurs after seven-year-old Barber listens to her Sunday
School teacher, Sister Austin, relate Joseph Smith’s First Vision. “The
most important heavenly-being-appearing-out-of-thin-air story was
about Joseph Smith, the first prophet of the church.” Barber recalls the
class listening to Sister Austin describe how Joseph Smith read the King
James Bible and was assured that if he asked God, he could know which
church to join (105). She recalls Sister Austin telling each child that
God and Jesus Christ and the Holy Ghost visited Smith in the Sacred
Grove. “It was a real vision,” insists Sister Austin, “not just a dream”
(106). The Sunday School teacher then tells the children about the
Angel Moroni also visiting Smith to help him find the Book of Mormon
buried in the Hill Cumorah in New York State. “She sat there blinking,
staring out at us, lost in the far-away world of the Sacred Grove where
she seemed to be witness to the first vision herself” (107). Barber portrays herself and the other children as “waiting like trees” for their
teacher to “come back to our classroom” (107). Intending for readers to
take Sister Austin’s meditation on the First Vision quite seriously, she
remembers asking her teacher,
“Would God appear to me if I prayed hard enough?”
“You can talk to him all you want and he’ll answer you,” she said, “but no
ordinary human can see God—as much as we might wish otherwise. His
glory would make you faint dead away on the ground.”
“But Joseph Smith was a person like us,” I said. . . .
“He was chosen,” she said. “Ordained by God. ‘Many are called, but few
are chosen,’ the scriptures say. Joseph was a prophet, and we must listen to
the voice of our prophets above any other voice we might hear.” (107–8)

The dialogue Barber reconstructs between these Mormon children
and their Sunday School teacher illustrates the obedience to authority
conditioned in Mormons from youth. That night, with the faith of a
child who longs to see God, young Barber prays fervently in her head
“where no one could listen.” Inventing her childhood language, Barber
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writes, “I want you to come and see me, Heavenly Father and Jesus and
the Holy Ghost. I love you as much as Joseph Smith did, honest” (108).
Then, with some chronological distance but without the least degree of
irony, Barber describes what she experienced as a child that night, testifying to the reality of her supernatural experience.
Just at the brink of sleep, I saw two feet, followed by legs, and a transparent
body. I think it was the Holy Ghost because I heard the faintest flutter of
wings and the smallest whisper: “I love you, Phyllis. I’ll help you find the
truth and the way.” The being stood beside me, though I don’t think he
stood on the floor. He leaned over me, so small in my bed, his face the softest outline of gentleness. The light from his eyes and his arms bathed me in
waves of love.
As my eyes began to glaze over with a contented sleep, I saw the shimmering outline of a transparent foot exiting through the ceiling. The Holy
Ghost had slipped back into the night to listen for other praying children,
but he had come to me. He had. (109)

Such extraordinary visions of encountering beings who live beyond
the veil regularly show up in the life writing of many Mormon autobiographers, beginning with Joseph Smith. Despite the overall comic and
sometimes critical tone of Barber’s life writing, passages such as this one
capture the sobriety and sincerity of her spiritual experience and convictions. In effect, her personal narrative reflects a mixture of doubt and
belief; transgression and faith in her Mormon upbringing.
Ironically, through writing—rather than through playing the piano
professionally, dancing, or modeling—Barber achieves a kind of fame
that she never tells about having considered as a child or adolescent.
Readers are given no indication about when Barber discovered the writing talent that would lead her to publish this memoir, teach creative
writing at the University of Vermont, and receive the Associated
Writing Programs Award for Creative Nonfiction. Yet through her
autobiographical act, she becomes one of the women writers whom theorist Sidonie Smith speaks of when she declares, “[T]here have always
been women who cross the line between private and public utterance,
unmasking their desire for the empowering self-interpretation of autobiography as they unmasked in their life the desire for publicity”
(“Woman’s Story” 44). Barber’s writing achievement exemplifies just
such an unmasking of desire and rightfully earns her the public recognition
that she always sought. Similar to the poetic prose that Terry Tempest
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Williams offers in Refuge: An Unnatural History of Family and Place,
Barber, too, constructs a late-twentieth-century autobiography that provides a new, finely crafted literary model for Mormon women autobiographers to follow in decades to come.
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Conclusion
The Mormon women’s autobiographies that I examine in this study all
repeat and revise the five conventions of Mormon autobiography begun
with Joseph Smith’s First Vision. Each autobiographer depicts instances
of God and the supernatural at work in her life. The various faith-promoting stories they tell testify to the autobiographers’ spiritual experiences. In addition, the six autobiographers write not only for the good
of their posterity and for the sake of their Mormon community, but also
for those outside the Mormon Church. As women authors, they take the
opportunity to explain, defend, and critique Mormon doctrine and practices. In their personal narratives, they intend to tell truthful, yet understandably fictionalized, stories about their experiences as Latter-day
Saints. Even though they recognize the difficulties of capturing their life
experiences on paper, these writers attempt to do so. Furthermore,
because they are women without official ecclesiastical authority, each of
them demonstrates the need to establish credibility and authority in
order to speak about Mormon doctrine, polygamy, the nature of God,
the priesthood, and female sexuality. While all six autobiographers
maintain some connection with their Mormon community, each of
them resists, to varying degrees, complete submission to religious
authority. They commit faithful transgressions in one form or another
through the pages of their texts.
Although the life narratives all share many Mormon writing conventions, each of the six autobiographies is unique in content, structure,
and narrative style. Their individual distinctiveness reflects not only the
diversity of Mormon women’s life writing but the diversity of their personal experience. Mary Ann Hafen’s autobiographical act most closely
adheres to the conventions of a traditional Mormon woman’s autobiography. Toward the end of her life, Hafen looks back on the whole of it
and begins her life story with a predictable record of her birth date,
place, and parentage. She then takes readers through her childhood,
adolescence, and adulthood in a relatively straightforward, chronological manner. Throughout the text, she recounts numerous spiritual experiences, visions, and dreams, constructing herself as a visionary and
blessed Mormon woman. Her eyewitness account of pioneer life using
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the first-person plural pronoun “we” intends to provide readers a representative story about an orthodox Mormon woman’s life. The narrative
includes numerous ethnographic details to provide readers an accurate,
well-documented account of Mormon pioneer history. As a Mormon
woman, she valorizes conventional ideals of domesticity and motherhood; however, she writes about crossing gender boundaries between
male and female roles. Like other frontier women who settled the
American West, she had no other choice. In her case, she sews, cooks,
raises children, and runs the family farm while her absent husband is
away on missions or living with his other wives. Raising a large family
without the full support of a husband was difficult for Hafen, yet her narrative style understates the struggles and disappointments. With plain
prose and an occasional metaphor, she writes as a woman who has overcome the most difficult experiences of her life, downplaying the personal struggles and pain. Her only complaint occurs in a key passage where
she expresses disfavor with her parents and religious “authorities,” who,
she believes, talked her into a less than satisfying second plural marriage
after her first husband was killed in a freak accident. This momentary
faithful transgression demonstrates that, while Hafen believed in
Mormon doctrine from the beginning of her life to the end, she admits
explicitly and implicitly to having paid a dear price for a polygamous
marriage to John Hafen, the father of her children. At the end of her
narrative, she pronounces a mother’s blessing on her posterity using religious language spoken most often by men ordained to the priesthood.
Hafen concludes with a written testimony reiterating the goodness of
God, a common convention in Mormon autobiography.
Similar to Hafen, Annie Clark Tanner writes her autobiography
toward the end of her life, taking the opportunity to explain her difficult polygamous marriage. She writes for her posterity and also for outsiders who, she suspects, may some day read her story. Tanner’s autobiography is much longer and more detailed than Hafen’s. Her lengthy
account exhibits a desire to present herself as an accomplished writer,
who is well educated in Mormon doctrine, American history, and religious philosophies of the world. Because Tanner’s formal education was
cut short at age nineteen by her polygamous marriage to a university
professor, she spends the rest of her life reading books and pursing learning on her own. She even appears to fashion her life story based on male
models of American success such as that written by Benjamin Franklin.
Through the force of her own determination and individual will, Tanner
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shows how she rose from marital disappointment, financial hardship,
and despair to make possible her children’s formal education and professional success—all of which she did not have full access to herself.
Tanner also writes to show how she has revised her personal theology,
displacing an Old with a New Testament God and arguing against the
church doctrine of plural marriage. She declares that polygamy subordinates women to men. Because Tanner writes in the early twentieth century after the Official Declaration ending polygamy in 1890, she occupies a historically safer position to condemn the doctrine of plural marriage to her Mormon audience. Her critical view of polygamy is, nevertheless, a transgressive one. Working hard to gain credibility with her
LDS readership, she documents her Mormon heritage and polygamous
parentage. She also demonstrates her continuing devotion to God, family, and her Mormon faith community. Tanner works equally hard to garner sympathy and understanding from outsiders and family members.
She believes many may wonder why she entered such a marriage in the
first place and why she continues to embrace even a revised Mormon
theology.
As a twentieth-century historian of the American West, Juanita
Brooks became well known as a committed, but often nonconforming,
member of the Mormon Church. Her reputation and influence as a person willing to stand up to general authorities grew after she published
her best known work, The Mountain Meadows Massacre. This daring
publication exposed a tragic event that marred the reputation of the
Mormon people. Her autobiography, Quicksand and Cactus, provides
additional insight into the characters and background of the massacre.
Brooks’s painstaking research and thoughtful writing establish how and
why many Mormons instigated and participated in the massacre. She
also explains how and why many Mormons in surrounding communities
colluded to cover up the story. Brooks herself was a dedicated believer,
who insisted on telling accurate, well-documented history, even if it
might tell what had been purposely left untold. As a person who loved
Mormon folklore, her impulse to tell the truth and to tell stories shows
up in her mid-twentieth-century autobiographical act. The two-part
book provides clear evidence for Brooks’s skill at writing creative nonfiction. She portrays both the benefits and drawbacks of growing up an
adventuresome girl raised in a small, isolated Mormon community in
the Southwest. Her narrative is replete with understated but significant
faithful transgressions that provide the cultural and personal background to explain her adult life of “loyal dissent.”
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Rather than chronicle the story of her Mormon family and upbringing, Wynetta Willis Martin, as a black woman convert, writes in the
vein of early Mormon autobiographers who tell about their conversion
to the church. In addition, Martin writes her story as a woman who grew
up in underprivileged circumstances in California, outside typical
Mormon communities of the Intermountain or Southwestern States.
Even when Martin does become an insider Mormon, however, skin color
distinguishes her from most other church members. The distinctiveness
of her identities (black, Mormon, convert) becomes the main reason for
writing her autobiography. Soon after Martin has publicly addressed
more than a hundred Mormon audiences about her conversion to the
church, she writes her story down so that it can be made available to an
even wider audience. Her text is notable for its parallels with Joseph
Smith’s First Vision and with other Christian quest and conversion narratives, such as those written by former slaves. In addition, the narrative
is notable for its problematic defense of the church against charges of
racism. On the whole, because the narrative and supplementary material that accompanies it both deny and expose a racist theology, the book
itself ultimately becomes a faithful transgression that Martin, as autobiographer, does not fully control. New Mormon pioneers like Martin,
whose life experience and, thus, life writing differ from conventional
Mormon traditions, can tell readers a great deal about how Mormon
doctrine and culture shape its new members’ life stories and how its new
members shape the story of the Mormon Church.
The several Mormon women pioneers who push against the boundaries of their frontier heritage pave the way for even more daring writing by Terry Tempest Williams and Phyllis Barber. In Williams’s case,
however, her clearest writing foremother is Annie Clark Tanner, who
explicitly condemns polygamy and the subjugation of women. In their
life writing, both Tanner and Williams formulate public arguments
against Mormon women’s subordination. At the end of the twentieth
century, Williams abandons strict orthodoxy and takes a decidedly critical view of patriarchy and women’s position in the LDS Church.
Despite the frustrations Williams feels over Mormons’ propensity to
blindly obey church and government leaders, she continues to express
connection with and respect for her Mormon heritage. In tone,
Williams articulates love and concern for family, friends, and Mormon
community members, but she also expresses overt anger toward the
Utah government, which she tends to conflate with the Mormon
Church.
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Like her predecessors, Williams’s autobiography exhibits several conventions of Mormon spiritual autobiography. It also, however, exhibits
significant differences in tone, content, and narrative style. Specifically,
Williams authorizes her writing through her own formal education and
credentials as a naturalist and professional writer. She alludes mainly to
scientific rather than religious authority. In addition, many spiritual
experiences she depicts are tied to her view of God in Nature—not just
God (or God the Mother) in heaven. Her ecofeminist reverence for the
earth, which she genders female, is a primary source of spiritual strength.
An important contribution Williams makes to the tradition of Mormon
autobiography is how she expands that tradition by using a poetic prose
style that interlocks the story of the Bird Refuge with her own family
saga. Her nationally recognized book is one of the most innovative,
uniquely told life stories written by a twentieth-century Mormon
woman.
Similarly, Phyllis Barber revises Mormon women’s personal narratives
by writing a highly literary autobiography that uses multiple metaphors
and skillfully constructed scenes of comic prose and dialogue. She
weaves these fictionalizing elements together in a sophisticated plot
that leads readers through the unpredictable highs and lows of growing
up a Mormon girl amid the glamour of her hometown, Las Vegas. Barber
distinguishes herself from other Mormon women autobiographers with
her knack for making readers laugh and her willingness to view Mormon
culture with endearing levity. The coming-of-age story encourages readers to hoot out loud. In contrast, many Mormon women autobiographers
(Hafen, Tanner, Brooks, Martin, and Williams) portray their lives rather
seriously. Barber’s humor does not mean her autobiography does not
confront serious thematic issues. On the contrary, her narrative illustrates the potential harm done to Mormon girls, who are trained according to contradictory Western patriarchal norms that encourage them to
be both sexually restrained and sexually appealing for men’s pleasure.
She successfully critiques her Mormon female enculturation with a good
deal of ironic humor. By showing more than telling, she escapes the
sometimes didactic nature of other Mormon women’s life writing. Her
criticism of women’s training toward narrow feminine ideals is similar to
the criticism of patriarchy by Williams and Tanner, but she shrewdly
cloaks that criticism behind wit, making the message more palatable to
readers drawn in by her engaging narrative style.
Based on the quantity and quality of Mormon women’s autobiography as exemplified by these six texts, my hope is that more literary critics
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will join me in examining the rhetorical skill and literary art of all
Mormon life writing. More can and should be done to analyze the
diverse ways that Mormon women and men shape their life experiences.
The six twentieth-century Mormon women’s autobiographical acts that
I address in this study provide persuasive evidence for a significant contribution to the canon of Mormon literature, women’s life writing, and
American literature in general. The existence of such a prolific, rich,
and varied life writing tradition should no longer be ignored.
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Appendix A
The Articles of Faith of the
Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints
1. We believe in God, the Eternal Father, and in His Son, Jesus Christ,
and in the Holy Ghost.
2. We believe that men will be punished for their own sins, and not for
Adam’s transgression.
3. We believe that through the Atonement of Christ, all mankind may
be saved, by obedience to the laws and ordinances of the Gospel.
4. We believe that the first principles and ordinances of the Gospel
are: first, Faith in the Lord Jesus Christ; second, Repentance; third,
Baptism by immersion for the remission of sins; fourth, Laying on of
hands for the gift of the Holy Ghost.
5. We believe that a man must be called of God, by prophecy, and by
the laying on of hands by those who are in authority, to preach the
Gospel and administer in the ordinances thereof.
6. We believe in the same organization that existed in the Primitive
Church, namely, apostles, prophets, pastors, teachers, evangelists,
and so forth.
7. We believe in the gift of tongues, prophecy, revelation, visions,
healing, interpretation of tongues, and so forth.
8. We believe the Bible to be the word of God as far as it is translated
correctly; we also believe the Book of Mormon to be the word of
God.
9. We believe all that God has revealed, all that He does now reveal,
and we believe that He will yet reveal many great and important
things pertaining to the Kingdom of God.
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10. We believe in the literal gathering of Israel and in the restoration of
the Ten Tribes; that Zion (the New Jerusalem) will be built upon
the American continent; that Christ will reign personally upon the
earth; and, that the earth will be renewed and receive its paradisiacal glory.
11. We claim the privilege of worshipping Almighty God according to
the dictates of our own conscience, and allowing all men the same
privilege, let them worship how, where, or what they may.
12. We believe in being subject to kings, presidents, rulers, and magistrates, in obeying, honoring, and sustaining the law.
13. We believe in being honest, true, chaste, benevolent, virtuous, and
in doing good to all men; indeed, we may say that we follow the
admonition of Paul—We believe all things, we hope all things, we
have endured many things, and hope to be able to endure all things.
If there is anything virtuous, lovely, or of good report or praiseworthy, we seek after these things.
Joseph Smith
History of the Church (4: 535–41)
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Official Declaration 1
September 25, 1890
To Whom It May Concern:
Press dispatches having been sent for political purposes, from Salt
Lake City, which have been widely published, to the effect that the
Utah Commission, in their recent report to the Secretary of the Interior,
allege that plural marriages are still being solemnized and that forty or
more such marriages have been contracted in Utah since last June of
during the past year, also that in public discourses the leaders of the
church have taught, encouraged and urged the discontinuance of the
practice of polygamy—
I, therefore, as President of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints, do hereby, in the most solemn manner, declare that these
charges are false. We are not teaching polygamy or plural marriage, nor
permitting any person to enter into its practice, and I deny that either
forty or any other number of plural marriages have during that period
been solemnized in our Temples or in any other place in the Territory.
One case has been reported, in which the parties allege that the marriage was performed in the Endowment House, in Salt Lake City, in the
Spring of 1889, but I have not been able to learn who performed the ceremony; whatever was done in this matter was without my knowledge. In
consequence of this alleged occurrence the Endowment House was, by
my instructions, taken down without delay.
Inasmuch as laws have been enacted by Congress forbidding plural
marriages, which laws have been pronounced constitutional by the
court of last resort, I hereby declare my intention to submit to those
laws, and to use my influence with the members of the church over
which I preside to have them do likewise.
There is nothing in my teachings to the church or in those of my
associates, during the time specified, which can be reasonably construed
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to inculcate or encourage polygamy; and when any Elder of the church
has used language which appeared to convey any such teaching, he has
been promptly reproved. And I now publicly declare that my advice to
the Latter-day Saints is to refrain from contracting any marriage forbidden by the law of the land.
Wilford Woodruff
President of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
October 6, 1890, Salt Lake City, Utah
President Lorenzo Snow offered the following: “I move that, recognizing Wilford Woodruff as the President of the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-day Saints, and the only man on the earth at the present time
who holds the keys of the sealing ordinances, we consider him fully
authorized by virtue of his position to issue the Manifesto which has
been read in our hearing, and which is dated September 24th, 1890, and
that as a church in General Conference assembled, we accept his declaration concerning plural marriages as authoritative and binding.” The
vote to sustain the foregoing motion was unanimous.
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Official Declaration 2
To Whom It May Concern:
On September 30, 1978, at the 148th Semiannual General Conference of
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, the following was presented
by President N. Eldon Tanner, First Counselor in the First Presidency of the
Church:
In early June of this year, the First Presidency announced that a revelation had been received by President Spencer W. Kimball extending
priesthood and temple blessings to all worthy male members of the
church. President Kimball has asked that I advise the conference that
after he had received this revelation, which came to him after extended
meditation and prayer in the sacred rooms of the holy temple, he presented it to his counselors, who accepted it and approved it. It was then
presented to the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles, who unanimously
approved it, and was subsequently presented to all other General
Authorities, who likewise approved it unanimously.
President Kimball has asked that I now read this letter:
June 8, 1978
To all general and local priesthood officers of The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints throughout the world:
Dear Brethren:
As we have witnessed the expansion of the work of the Lord over the
earth, we have been grateful that people of many nations have responded to the message of the restored gospel, and have joined the church in
ever-increasing numbers. This, in turn, has inspired us with a desire to
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extend to every worthy member of the church all of the privileges and
blessings which the gospel affords.
Aware of the promises made by the prophets and presidents of the
church who have preceded us that at some time, in God’s eternal plan,
all of our brethren who are worthy may receive the priesthood, and witnessing the faithfulness of those from whom the priesthood had been
withheld, we have pleaded long and earnestly in behalf of these, our
faithful brethren, spending many hours in the Upper Room of the
Temple supplicating the Lord for divine guidance.
He has heard our prayers, and by revelation has confirmed that the
long-promised day has come when every faithful, worthy man in the
church may receive the holy priesthood, with power to exercise its
divine authority, and enjoy with his loved ones every blessing that flows
there-from, including the blessings of the temple. Accordingly, all worthy male members of the church may be ordained to the priesthood
without regard for race or color. Priesthood leaders are instructed to follow the policy of carefully interviewing all candidates for ordination to
either the Aaronic or the Melchizedek Priesthood to insure that they
meet the established standards for worthiness.
We declare with soberness that the Lord has now made known his
will for the blessing of all his children throughout the earth who will
hearken to the voice of his authorized servants, and prepare themselves
to receive every blessing of the gospel.
Sincerely yours,
Spencer W. Kimball
N. Eldon Tanner
Marion G. Romney
The First Presidency
Recognizing Spencer W. Kimball as the prophet, seer, and revelator,
and president of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, it is
proposed that we as a constituent assembly accept this revelation as the
word and will of the Lord. All in favor please signify by raising your right
hand. Any opposed by the same sign.
The vote to sustain the foregoing motion was unanimous in the affirmative.
Salt Lake City, Utah, September 30, 1978
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Appendix D
The Family: A Proclamation
to the World
We, the First Presidency and the Council of the Twelve Apostles of The
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, solemnly proclaim that marriage between a man and a woman is ordained of God and that the family is central to the Creator’s plan for the eternal destiny of His children.
All human beings—male and female—are created in the image of
God. Each is a beloved spirit son or daughter of heavenly parents, and,
as such, each has a divine nature and destiny. Gender is an essential
characteristic of individual premortal, mortal, and eternal identity and
purpose.
In the premortal realm, spirit sons and daughters knew and worshipped God as their Eternal Father and accepted His plan by which His
children could obtain a physical body and gain earthly experience to
progress toward perfection and ultimately realize his or her divine destiny as an heir of eternal life. The divine plan of happiness enables family relationships to be perpetuated beyond the grave. Sacred ordinances
and covenants available in holy temples make it possible for individuals
to return to the presence of God and for families to be united eternally.
The first commandment that God gave to Adam and Eve pertained
to their potential for parenthood as husband and wife. We declare that
God’s commandment for His children to multiply and replenish the
earth remains in force. We further declare that God has commanded
that the sacred powers of procreation are to be employed only between
man and woman, lawfully wedded as husband and wife.
We declare the means by which mortal life is created to be divinely
appointed. We affirm the sanctity of life and of its importance in God’s
eternal plan.
Husband and wife have a solemn responsibility to love and care for
each other and for their children. “Children are an heritage of the Lord”
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(Psalm 127:3). Parents have a sacred duty to rear their children in love
and righteousness, to provide for their physical and spiritual needs, to
teach them to love and serve one another, to observe the commandments of God and to be law-abiding citizens wherever they live.
Husbands and wives—mothers and fathers—will be held accountable
before God for the discharge of these obligations.
The family is ordained of God. Marriage between man and woman is
essential to His eternal plan. Children are entitled to birth within the
bonds of matrimony, and to be reared by a father and a mother who
honor marital vows with complete fidelity. Happiness in family life is
most likely to be achieved when founded upon the teachings of the Lord
Jesus Christ. Successful marriages and families are established and maintained on principles of faith, prayer, repentance, forgiveness, respect,
love, compassion, work, and wholesome recreational activities. By
divine design, fathers are to preside over their families in love and righteousness and are responsible to provide the necessities of life and protection for their families. Mothers are primarily responsible for the nurture of their children. In these sacred responsibilities, fathers and mothers are obligated to help one another as equal partners. Disability, death,
or other circumstances may necessitate individual adaptation. Extended
families should lend support when needed.
We warn that individuals who violate covenants of chastity, who
abuse spouse or offspring, or who fail to fulfill family responsibilities will
one day stand accountable before God. Further, we warn that disintegration of the family will bring upon individuals, communities, and
nations the calamities foretold by ancient and modern prophets.
We call upon responsible citizens and officers of government everywhere to promote those measures designed to maintain and strengthen
the family as the fundamental unit of society.
This Proclamation was read by President Gordon B. Hinckley as part of his
message at the General Relief Society Meeting held September 23, 1995, in
Salt Lake City, Utah. It was first published in the Ensign, November 1995, on
page 102.
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Two examples of Mormon family histories from my own library of hardbound books include Our Family Heritage from England to the Tetons:
History of Charles Alma Moulton and Rhoda Frances Duke Moulton Family,
compiled by May Brinkerhoff. Most recently, members of the family have
privately published my great-grandmother’s diaries from her years raising a
family on “Mormon Row.” The large hardbound volume with 643 pages of
meticulous text accompanied by abundant photos is entitled Hadden Maria
Wood May Diaries 1937–1966: A Profile of a Jackson Hole, Wyoming Pioneer,
compiled by Vern Tempest May and transcribed by Thora May Bell and
Vern Tempest May.
Elizabeth W. Bruss (1976) coined the term “autobiographical acts” to
describe how autobiography is a creative performance both like and unlike
other literary productions. “[T]o become a genre,” Bruss theorized, “a literary
act must . . . be recognizable; the roles and purposes composing it must be relatively stable within a particular community of readers and writers” (5).
Until his untimely death from brain cancer at age sixty-eight on August
17, 2001, England was one of the foremost practitioners of the Mormon
personal essay, having produced numerous collections of his own. See, for
example, Dialogues with Myself: Personal Essays on Mormon Experience or
Making Peace: Personal Essays.
Richard Cracroft and Neal Lambert initiate a discussion toward some distinctions in the main and section introductions to A Believing People:
Literature of the Latter-day Saints.
See Milton V. Backman’s Joseph Smith’s First Vision: Confirming Evidences
and Contemporary Accounts for multiple versions that Smith told about his
encounter with God, beginning with the first “recital” of the story in 1832.
The various accounts contain significant differences in tone and detail
from the final 1838 version. In addition to his record of the First Vision, in
an 1830 revelation, Smith claimed that he was commanded by God to document the secular and spiritual events surrounding the founding and
development of the church. The now canonized scripture begins, “Behold,
there shall be a record kept among you” (Doctrine and Covenants 21.1).
Since their founder’s initial efforts to obey this commandment from God
by writing the multivolume History of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
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Saints, 1838–1844, the LDS Church’s hierarchy, composed mostly of white
American male leaders, has produced and controlled a voluminous history
of its founding and development. Such a record has always meant to maintain an ordered, well-documented chronicle of Smith’s and his followers’
direct dealings with God in a modern world where they were often
shunned and scorned by neighbors and the nation. The most useful narrative history of the Mormon Church up to 1990 by LDS historians is James
B. Allen and Glen M. Leonard’s The Story of the Latter-day Saints. For a thematic history, see Leonard J. Arrington and Davis Bitton, The Mormon
Experience: A History of the Latter-day Saints. A sample of histories from a
non-Mormon point of view include those by Jan Shipps, Mormonism: The
Story of a New Religious Tradition, and Wallace Stegner, The Gathering of
Zion: The Story of the Mormon Trail.
The total estimated LDS Church membership for October 1, 1996, reported in the 1997–1998 Church Almanac, was 9,600,000 members. During the
spring 1999 semi-annual conference of the church held in Salt Lake City,
Utah, LDS Church membership was reported to have reached 10,354,241
members by December 31, 1998. By December 31, 2000, the number had
reached 11,068,861, with approximately half the population living outside
of the United States. For “Quick Facts” about members, including recent
statistics and demographics, visit the “Newsroom” on the church’s web site
at <http://lds.org/newsroom/>. About the expanding Mormon membership, demographer Tim Heaton observes, “From its inception, the church
has viewed missionary work as divinely mandated and thus has been committed to increasing its membership. Beginning with the six people who
officially organized the church in 1830, the membership exhibits a classic
pattern of exponential growth . . . doubling approximately every nineteen
years” (107).
According to the Bitton Guide the libraries holding the largest collections
of Mormon material include the LDS Church Archives, the University of
Utah Library, the Utah State Historical Society, the Brigham Young
University Library, and the Utah State University Library. Other libraries
such as the Huntington and the Coe Collection of the Beinecke Library at
Yale University also hold significant Mormon writings examined by
researchers for the Bitton Guide. A collection of unevaluated materials
that would be important for researchers doing work in Mormon women’s
writing is held in the library of the Daughters of Utah Pioneers in Salt Lake
City. During the 1970s, Bitton says that researchers were not allowed
access to this material.
In addition to the Bitton Guide, refer to Leonard J. Arrington, Voices from
the Past: Diaries, Journals and Autobiographies and Ogden Kraut,
Autobiographies of Mormon Pioneer Women. A sample of selections from
early Mormon women’s autobiographies is additionally available in
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Kenneth W. Godfrey, Audrey M. Godfrey, and Jill Mulvay Derr, Women’s
Voices: An Untold History of the Latter-day Saints, 1830–1900. For an example of recent recovery work in Mormon women’s autobiography, see Jeni
Brober Holzapfel and Richard Neitzel Holzapfel, A Woman’s View: Helen
Mar Whitney’s Reminiscences of Early Church History.
9. A more precise term to describe Mormon polygamy would be “polygyny” or
marriage to more than one wife, as opposed to “polyandry,” marriage to more
than one husband, although some of Smith’s marriages were polyandrous
(Compton 3). Generally, work in Mormon studies refers to the practice as
“polygamy.” Within the early Mormon community, the practice was referred
to as “plural marriage,” meaning one husband having “plural wives.”
10. In her seminal work, Jelinek demonstrates that while the study of autobiography as a legitimate literary genre occurred only after World War II,
early critics barely mentioned women autobiographers. Women’s lives and
their autobiographies were viewed as “insignificant” (4). She also points
out that because early male critics’ subjective male perspective focused
autobiography studies on an autobiographer’s heroism, on his manhood, or
on how his life story reflected his historical times as he achieved a professional, public life, such early, androcentric theories of life writing were “not
applicable to women’s life studies” (5). The inadequacies of these first
androcentric theories compelled Jelinek, and others, to formulate an alternative female autobiographical tradition.
11. During the 1980s, feminist scholarship began drawing attention to the significance and meaning of women’s autobiographies—not just as historical
texts but as literary art. Because early autobiography scholars such as
George Misch, James Olney, Albert Stone, William C. Spengemann, and
Phillipe Lejeune had mostly ignored women’s life writing to focus on the
autobiographies of well-known men, feminist scholars began critiquing this
scholarly neglect. Smith and Watson, editors of a collection of previously
published articles that broke theoretical ground for the establishment of
studies in women’s autobiography, explain that “[t]heorists of women’s
autobiography have occupied a special place in calling for new autobiographical practices and critiques adequate to the texts of women’s lives
while exposing the blind spots, aporias, complicities, and exclusions in
dominant theorizing of the subject” (Women 37).
12. LDS historian Richard Bushman has traced the importance Latter-day
Saints place on record keeping in his study of Book of Mormon societies.
He observes that, according to LDS belief, these stories were written by
real people such as Nephi, Lehi, Mormon, and Moroni, all male characters
in the Book of Mormon who claim to be called by God as prophets and
who refer to themselves as “record-makers.” From the beginning of the
Book of Mormon, for example, Nephi writes, “I, Nephi, having been born
of goodly parents, therefore I was taught somewhat in all the learning of
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my father. . . . yea, having had a great knowledge of the goodness and the
mysteries of God, therefore I make a record of my proceedings in my days”
(1 Nephi 1.1). Bushman argues that Book of Mormon people inscribed and
recited their histories for their posterity and for other groups they encountered in order to teach and entertain: “Far from a boring lesson in history,
the rehearsal of the stories thrilled and excited the listeners. The recorded
histories entered into the imaginations of the people and stirred and
instructed them” (“The Book of Mormon” 9).
13. In order to track growth, activity rates, and relocation of members, the
church keeps careful records of membership and religious ordinances performed: baptism, confirmation, priesthood ordination, and temple ordinances. The church does not, however, record information regarding race.
Since 1960, growth outside of the United States from missionary work in
places such as South America, Mexico, Central America, the South
Pacific islands, the Philippines, Brazil, Africa, East Europe, and Asia has
been significant. In 1960, for example, ninety percent of church members
still lived in the United States. By 1989, however, this percentage had
decreased to fifty-seven percent (Heaton 108). For a detailed analysis of
church demographics up to 1990, see Tim B. Heaton, “Vital Statistics,”
Latter-day Saint Social Life: Social Research on the LDS Church and Its
Members, vol. 12. The most current demographic statistics can be found in
the latest Official Report of the most recent Conference of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, held in the LDS Conference Center twice
a year in Salt Lake City, Utah.
14. Although modern connotations of the word “peculiar” are often negative,
denoting something or someone odd, eccentric, or unusual, within Old
Testament tradition, the Hebrews embraced their “peculiarity,” believing
God had set them apart from the world: “For thou art an holy people unto
the Lord thy God, and the Lord hath chosen thee to be a peculiar people
unto himself, above all the nations that are upon the earth” (Deuteronomy
14.2). Like the ancient Israelites, Mormons have embraced the dual meaning of the word “peculiar,” believing that they, too, have been chosen to
spread God’s word to the Gentiles, despite the world’s criticism of
Mormonism’s supposed oddities.
15. From the church’s official establishment in New York in 1830, most US citizens considered Latter-day Saint beliefs and practices to be countercultural,
and although Mormons have always felt a certain satisfaction at being “set
apart” from the “world,” their peculiarities caused them to become another of America’s disenfranchised, despised, and marginalized groups. In addition, “[t]here is a good deal of evidence,” writes Marvin Hill, “that many,
if not most, early Mormons were men and women of modest means and little formal education. Such [white male] notables as Brigham Young,
Wilford Woodruff, John Taylor, Lorenzo Snow, Parley P. Pratt, and Lyman
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Wight were poor farmers or artisans barely finding the funds to meet their
needs in 1830” (Quest 16). In the late twentieth century, more church
members living within the United States have become financially successful, formally educated, and better assimilated into the mainstream of
American culture. Nevertheless, not all Mormons, especially those living
outside the United States, are well off. In general, Mormons also continue
to be viewed by other Christian denominations with critical suspicion, as
evidenced by the production of abundant “anti-Mormon” literature.
16. Because of the Mormon prophet’s busy schedule, Smith dictated most of
his ideas and experiences to church clerks (Jessee, Papers 1). Therefore, the
personal history of Mormonism’s founding leader was also never really a
private autobiographical writing act at all but, rather, one that was always
quite mediated, communal, and public, linking Smith to the biblical
scribe, slave narrative, and as-told-to writing traditions. While establishing
a new faith, Smith became a man who was both well loved by his religious
community and often bitterly hated by outsiders. His public image was rife
with controversy, not only over his religious claims, but, eventually, over
rumors of polygamy, an activity that Smith publicly denied but secretly
practiced and that the general, Victorian-minded country would eventually find thoroughly distasteful—yet titillating. Many scholars have
researched and speculated about the number and identities of Joseph
Smith’s plural wives. Todd Compton’s In Sacred Loneliness: The Plural
Wives of Joseph Smith provides the most recent scholarship concerning
Smith’s polygynous and polyandrous marriages. Compton’s introduction
provides a succinct overview of Mormon polygamy and briefly summarizes
past work concerning the number and nature of Smith’s marriages by historians such as Fawn Brodie, Michael Quinn, George Smith, and Stanley
Ivins. Compton himself identifies thirty-three “well documented” women
who were married to Smith. His book differs from past scholarship on the
topic because, as Compton writes, “[W]e see Mormon history from a new
perspective—not from the viewpoint of male church leaders but from the
viewpoint of women” (xi).
17. For further discussion about this LDS doctrine explaining how Eve and
Adam necessarily transgressed and introduced sin into the world, see
Robert J. Woodford’s “In the Beginning: A Latter-day Perspective.”
18. During the 1990s, many postfeminist scholars examined the potentially
narrow and overgeneralizing focus on women’s texts. Resisting dichotomous thinking, for example, Leigh Gilmore insists that theorists “cannot
lump all male-authored and all female-authored texts together” (12). She
further cautions against generalizations about gender and genre in autobiography (13). Similarly, Smith and Watson ask, “[I]sn’t it time to move
beyond this preoccupation with woman, women, and women’s ‘this’ or
‘that’? And hasn’t the continuing proliferation of theoretical accounts of
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‘difference’ undermined any solid ground for focusing separately on
women’s texts?” (41). Such late-twentieth-century critiques of early feminist positions work to advance the complex nature of subjecthood and sex
or gender distinctions. Late-twentieth-century feminist and psychosexual
theorists argue that viewing “male” and “female” as absolute sex-gender
binaries is no longer tenable. Instead, an individual’s identity should be
located along a female-male continuum of sex-gender expression ranging
from extreme femaleness to extreme maleness. Moreover, Judith Butler
uses the term gender to describe how this aspect of a person’s identity is
socially constructed or “performed” rather than given as innate or automatically determined by an individual’s biology (his or her “sex”). In addition, gender, race, class, and ethnicity all intersect to complicate how an
autobiographer might depict her diverse and multiple identities within the
pages of an autobiographical text.
Now printed on many varieties and sizes of parchment paper and frequently framed for display in Latter-day Saints’ homes, “The Family: A
Proclamation to the World” was first published in the Ensign in November
1995.
Consult William L. Howarth, “Some Principles of Autobiography,” for an
early discussion about defining autobiography.
An invaluable, two-part discussion covering the breadth of the issues and
“A History of Autobiography Criticism,” which includes chapter 5,
“Defining the Genre,” and chapter 6, “Contemporary Theorizing,” are
available in Smith and Watson’s Reading Autobiography: A Guide for
Interpreting Life Narratives. For a comprehensive history of women’s autobiography in particular, consult the introduction to their edited collection,
Women, Autobiography, Theory: A Reader.
In the early 1980s when Domna C. Stanton began searching through autobiographical criticism since its inception, her investigation yielded what
she refers to as numerous “gynoless” volumes (9). The “ghostly absence” of
work done on women’s autobiographies angered Stanton, not just for
women’s conspicuous absence, but because, as she points out, “[e]ven in
phallocratic terms, it made no sense. How could that void be reconciled
with the age-old, pervasive decoding of all female writing as autobiographical?” (6). Stanton answers her own critical question by demonstrating that
autobiography had been viewed as a “positive term” when applied to maleauthored texts but had acquired “negative connotations” when applied to
female-authored texts. Sidonie Smith was another leading voice in the
chorus of feminist critics asking where in “the maze of proliferating definitions and theories of autobiographical criticism was there any consideration of woman’s bios, woman’s aute, woman’s graphia, or woman’s
hermeneutics.” In 1987 she pointed out that even though feminist critics
had been raising their critical voices, “the majority of autobiography critics
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still persist in either erasing woman’s story, relegating it to the margins of
critical discourse, or when they treat women’s autobiographies seriously,
uncritically conflating the dynamics of male and female selfhood and textuality.” Her initial work demonstrated that “[t]oo many contemporary historians and critics of autobiography remain oblivious to the naïveté and
culpability of their own critical assumptions and presumptions”
(“Autobiography Criticism” 15).
23. Nineteenth-century American humorist and novelist Mark Twain points
out that an individual’s “acts and words” are only a “wee little part of a person’s life.” According to Twain, a person’s “thoughts, not those other things,
are his history. The mass of [a person] is hidden—it and its volcanic fires
that toss and boil, and never rest, night nor day. These are his life, and they
are not written, and cannot be written.” Twain explains the impossibility
of writing autobiography by asserting that “[e]very day would make a whole
book of eighty thousand words—three hundred and sixty-five books a year.
Biographies are but the clothes and buttons of the man—the biography of
the man himself cannot be written” (2). The theoretically impossible
nature of capturing a “whole” life, added to Twain’s own propensity for
telling “tall tales,” leads this southern American novelist to undermine any
expectations readers might have in coming to read a “truthful” or “authoritative” autobiographical story, especially one about Mark Twain written by
himself. In fact, Twain offers the following advice for writing autobiography: “Start at no particular time of your life; wander at your free will all
over your life; talk only about the things which interest you for the
moment; drop it the moment its interest threatens to pale, and turn your
talk upon the new and more interesting thing that has intruded itself into
your mind meantime.” With such an ironic beginning, Twain pretends, as
an autobiographer, not to be carefully plotting the story of his life.
However, his writer’s pretense of nonconstruction is the very thing that
signals how carefully individuals like himself do construct their life stories,
selecting or omitting events, characters, and scenes in order to write about
their life experience.
24. Fawn M. Brodie took the title of her well-praised, but controversial, early
biography, No Man Knows My History: The Life of Joseph Smith, from this
funeral discourse. For a collection of recent LDS scholars’ responses to
Brodie’s debated interpretation of the life of Joseph Smith as a “dictator”
(viii) and a “mythmaker of prodigious talent,” who was “creating for himself the nucleus of an American empire” (ix), see Newell G. Bringhurst,
Reconsidering No Man Knows My History: Fawn M. Brodie and Joseph Smith
in Retrospect.
25. As Shea explains, autobiographies “represent a further stage in the refinement of immediate experience, a stage at which the writer . . . has attempted to introduce pattern and moves consciously toward generalization about
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[her] life. . . . [T]he diary keeper [on the other hand] is almost invariably a
prisoner of the present” (xxvi).

1. Narrating Optimism, Faith, and Divine Intervention
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

In Our Latter-Day Hymns: The Stories and the Messages researcher Karen
Lynn Davidson writes, “‘Come, Come, Ye Saints’ has appeared in every
Latter-day Saint hymnbook since 1851. Many non-Latter-day Saints have
learned to identify it with the church through recordings, performances,
and reprintings. It holds a special place in the hearts of all Latter-day
Saints, since all members of the church are the spiritual, if not the literal,
descendants of the pioneers whose devotion is memorialized in the hymn”
(59). Hafen confirms the influence of music in her own life when she
writes, “I remember with pleasure the evening meetings where we enjoyed
the sermons of the Elders and listened to the Mormon hymns which I
loved even as a child” (19).
For a full description of these Victorian ideals, see Barbara Welter’s classic
essay, “The Cult of True Womanhood, 1820–1860.”
Wilford Woodruff’s 1890 “Manifesto” was only partially successful in ending the unorthodox marriage practice. Some leaders and members of the
church, fully converted to the doctrine of plural marriage, continued to
marry wives, despite official policy against it. Fifteen years after the
“Manifesto,” the church issued a resolution in 1904 at the 74th Annual
Conference of the church reiterating the policy against plural marriages,
which finally ended polygamy among mainstream Mormons. Splinter
groups of fundamentalists continue the practice even today.
“In the spring of 1900 Albert decided to marry,” writes Hafen. “He had
been my mainstay for a good part of his life but he was now twenty-six
years old and it was time for him to head a family of his own. Even after he
was married he was very good to me; kept up the farm and did all he could.
For a year he and Ellen, his wife, lived with us. Then his father gave him a
lot and part of the farm for himself” (82).
In his demographic study of Mormon polygamy, Stanley S. Ivins argues
that Joseph Smith began polygamy on April 5, 1841, when he and Louisa
Beaman were sealed “in a cornfield outside the city of Nauvoo, Illinois”
(229). For a little over a decade, Mormon polygamy remained confidential
until 1852, when Mormons had made their successful move west, away
from direct public criticism.
Ivins estimates that only fifteen to twenty percent of Mormon families in
Utah were polygamous (230). “[T]hese men with many wives were the few
exceptions to the rule. Of 1,784 polygamists, 66.3 per cent married only
one extra wife. Another 21.2 per cent were three-wife men, and 6.7 per
cent went as far as to take four wives. This left a small group of less than
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six per cent who married five or more women. The typical polygamist, far
from being the insatiable male of popular fable, was a dispassionate fellow,
content to call a halt after marrying the one extra wife required to assure
him of his chance at salvation” (233).

2. Defending and Condemning a Polygamous Life
1.

2.

3.

Stanley Ivins claims that Mormon polygamy was officially begun April 5,
1841, when Louisa Beaman was “sealed” to Joseph Smith (229). Todd
Compton, however, provides evidence for Smith’s experimenting with
polygamy in the 1830s but then marrying most of his plural wives from
1841 to 1843 (2–9). Regardless of the exact starting point of Mormon
polygamy, church leaders kept the practice quiet until the fall of 1852.
Ivins estimates the percentage of Mormon men and women who actually
entered into plural marriage to be from fifteen to twenty percent—much
less than the general public usually assumes (230). In 1882, the EdmundsTucker Act outlawed polygamy, forcing polygamous Mormon family members to go “underground.” Imprisonments and hardships for Mormon men
and women followed. In 1890 the “Manifesto” revelation, received and
read by then president Wilford Woodruff, ended official church sanction of
the practice; no new plural marriages were to be performed. church members who were already living polygamous lives often continued their family ties. Ivins explains, “[T]he experiment was ten years in embryo, enjoyed
a vigorous life of forty years, and took fifteen years to die” (229). Because
Mormons were forced to hide their marriages from public scrutiny, openly
practicing polygamy for only ten years, the percentage of Mormons who
entered into polygamous marriages cannot be known for certain.
Contemporary religious factions of polygamous groups are not affiliated
with the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints headquartered in Salt
Lake City, Utah, although official Mormon doctrine maintains the sanctity of plural marriages—if and when they are ordained by God. See section
132 in the Doctrine and Covenants of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints.
Similar strategies of character defense can be seen at work in black
women’s slave narratives. For example, Harriet A. Jacob, Incidents in the
Life of a Slave Girl: Written by Herself, argues to a mostly white audience
that slavery’s evils forced her into early sexualization and marriage.
However, had she been free to choose, she would have upheld Victorian
moral standards.
A growing interest in finding family “roots” has resulted in Mormons and
non-Mormons alike flocking to the LDS Church’s genealogical library in
Salt Lake City, Utah. This library, with its satellite locations across the
country and with technology linking researchers through personal computers
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and genealogy web sites, is one of the largest collecting sites and repositories of genealogical information today.
4. See Mormon Apostle Boyd K. Packer’s explanation of Mormon temple
sealing ordinances in “The Power to Seal.”
5. According to Mormon Apostle Bruce R. McConkie, Mormon Doctrine,
“celestial marriages” are those marriages “performed in the temples for time
and eternity.” Partners who “keep all the terms and conditions of this order
of the priesthood” can expect that they will “continue on as husband and
wife in the celestial kingdom of God” (117).
6. Davis Bitton, “Mormon Polygamy: A Review Article,” provides valuable
synopses and analyses of the significant scholarly work done from the
1930s to the mid-1970s concerning the origins and practices of Mormon
polygamy. He points out that writing about polygamy occurred in the nineteenth century, but this early work up through the 1930s “can be dismissed
as polemical attacks or defenses” (102). For a contemporary Mormon
scholar’s perspective on the practice, see Eugene England, “On Fidelity,
Polygamy, and Celestial Marriage.” In his article, England agrees with early
Mormon claims that polygamy was “inspired by God through his
prophets.” However, unlike early Mormons, England provides five reasons
to argue that Mormon’s historical practice of polygamy was not an eternal
principle of marriage but, rather, an Abrahamic test “limited to a specific
historical period and place” (140). Also refer to a more recent historical
study by non-Mormon scholar Jan Shipps, “The Principle Revoked: A
Closer Look at the Demise of Plural Marriage.”
7. See Davis Bitton, Guide to Mormon Diaries and Autobiographies, for an
extensive, annotated list of Mormon men’s and women’s autobiographies.
8. For further examples of sentiment that was both sympathetic and caustic
toward Mormons during this period, see William Mulder and A. Russell
Mortensen, Among the Mormons: Historic Accounts by Contemporary
Observers.
9. As evidence of Eliza R. Snow’s autonomy, she retained her last name throughout her life, never gave birth to children, and was a driving force behind the
Mormon women’s Relief Society, children’s Primary, and Young Women’s
Mutual Improvement Association. All three organizations were key auxiliaries of the Mormon Church run by women leaders. In Eliza and Her Sisters,
Maureen Ursenbach Beecher explains that Snow was referred to during her
time as a “poetess,” “prophetess,” “priestess,” and “presidentess” (5).
10. Because a large portion of the Mormon population in the mid- to late 1800s
consisted of immigrants who were proselytized in England and other
European countries, British Victorianism heavily influenced Mormon culture.
11. See Harold Bloom, The American Religion: The Emergence of the PostChristian Nation, for a more complicated explanation of the connections
between Mormonism and Puritanism (54). In his exploration of
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Mormonism as the “original” American religion, Bloom observes that “[a]
personal God, a history of providences, a theocracy of saints: these were
Puritan inheritances” found in Mormonism. “As a kind of Puritan
anachronism, two centuries late,” notes Bloom, “the Mormons became
furious monists and perhaps the most work-addicted culture in religious
history.” Furthermore, Mormons’ “self-discipline” and “group loyalty”
alarmed their neighbors (103).
12. Official policy on missionary service has varied greatly since the beginning
of Mormonism. In the early church, for example, missionaries might be
single or married men who would serve anywhere from one to several years
on missions at home or abroad. Women were not sent out from their congregations to serve formal missions. Today, nineteen- to twenty-one-yearold single men, older married couples, and single women over the age of
twenty-one volunteer to serve one-and-a-half- to two-year missions for the
church. Policies on missions continue to fluctuate, however. In 1974,
Mormon prophet Spencer W. Kimball stated that “[e]very young [single]
man should fill a mission” (3). Young single Mormon women have never
been under any similar obligation to serve missions, although many in
recent times have gone out willingly to proselytize new members in the
United States and abroad. Until the mid-1980s, missionary work for young
women was viewed by the culture as undesirable since serving a mission
was assumed to signify that a young woman had not been able to find a
marriage partner and was, therefore, forced to leave home on a mission
instead. These female Mormon missionaries were also implicitly assumed
to be unattractive, overweight, or otherwise undesirable women. Today, for
the most part, such negative, oppressive cultural assumptions and taboos
have been tempered so that church members now view female missionaries favorably and even encourage Mormon women to serve missions. For
further explanation about the history of Mormon missionary work, see
Leonard J. Arrington and Davis Bitton, The Mormon Experience: A History
of the Latter-day Saints (301–2).
13. “It is startling to see how often white women autobiographers reinscribe their
gender in the title of their texts despite the redundancy of that act,” observes
Margo Culley (7). In contrast, Culley points out that black and white male
autobiographers inscribe gender “much less often,” while white male and
white female autobiographers never inscribe race. She concludes that “[w]e
come to understand [these gender and race categories’] priority to every other
category only in noticing their absence.” Obviously, a central priority for a
white woman like Tanner was her connection to her children as their mother. Other women inscribe themselves as “brides and belles, nuns and nurses,
schoolmistresses and stewardesses, prostitutes and witches” (8).
14. Many theorists of women’s autobiographies point out the relational nature
of women writers’ autobiographies. See, for example, Estelle Jelinek,
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Women’s Autobiography: Essays in Criticism and The Tradition of Women’s
Autobiography: From Antiquity to the Present. See also Mary G. Mason, “The
Other Voice: Autobiographies of Women Writers”(210) and Carol Holly,
“Nineteenth-Century Autobiographies of Affiliation” (226).

3. Truth Telling about a Temporal and a Spiritual Life
1.

2.

For a complete listing of her twelve published books, numerous edited collections, articles, essays, stories, poems, and book reviews, see the bibliography at the end of Levi S. Peterson’s biography, Juanita Brooks: Mormon
Woman Historian.
An abbreviated history from the college’s present web site reads as follows
Dixie State College of Utah emerged from the desire for learning of the
Mormon pioneers who lived in the remote isolation of Utah’s Dixie, a
plain on the Virgin River in the heat of the Mohave Desert. . . . In 1908
church leaders from St. George and Salt Lake City undertook plans for
an academy like those in other Mormon communities. . . . The sacrifices
of the people to build and equip the building have become legendary. . . .
On September 19, 1911, the College opened while the carpenters were
still completing the building. Initially it was called the St. George Stake
Academy (and later nicknamed Dixie Academy), but in 1916 the name
became Dixie Normal College, in 1923, Dixie Junior College, in 1970
Dixie College, and in 2000, Dixie State College of Utah. . . . In 1933
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints discontinued its support
of the College as part of a wider policy to favor state-supported education instead of parochial. (Watson)

3.

In the preface, Brooks writes a brief, two-page autobiographical act, asserting her membership in the church as further evidence of the credibility of
the account she is about to make. “At the outset, let me make myself clear,
I am a member of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, commonly called Mormon; I was born into the church and have been raised in
it. Anyone who is interested enough to look up my history will find that I
am, and have always been, a loyal and active member.” Her second paragraph hints at the high stakes for her as a Mormon writing this history. “I
am interested in the reputation of my church. When one has served in and
sacrificed for a cause over a long period of years, that cause becomes dear,
more dear, perhaps, than it is to those who draw their livelihood from it.
Hence, in trying to present this subject with a desire only to tell the truth,
I believe that I am doing my church a service” (xxv). In this original preface, she specifically avoids identifying anyone who might have assisted her,
feeling that she “must bear full responsibility for the first edition of this
book.” After the book was well received, however, in subsequent editions
she thanks people such as her editor and friend, Dale L. Morgan (who also
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edited her autobiography), Stanley Ivins, her second husband, William
Brooks, “[a]nd all the many unnamed friends who have spoken out in my
defense through the intervening years” (xxvii).
Twelve years after the first publication of Mountain Meadows Massacre,
Brooks writes in an “Author’s Statement” that a republication indicates
“public interest has created a demand for the book,” and also, perhaps with
relief, she notes that “[i]f no recognition came from the authorities of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, neither did any official condemnation” (xi). Besides the original book, she published several other
works related to the incident, including editing the account of John Doyle
Lee, the man who carried out orders to lead the attack and who was eventually scapegoated and executed for it. In a fourth printing, she adds a second “Author’s Statement” and clarifies what has been added, giving
repeated evidence of her meticulous research and historian’s commitment
to an accurate, full, and truthful record of the event. “These records make
it doubly clear that the massacre at Mountain Meadows was committed by
a military group under military orders by men fired by what was later called
‘The Spirit of the Times.’ Spurred on by the inflammatory speeches of their
church leaders, their own determination not to be driven again, their private vows to avenge the blood of the Prophets, the promises in their
Patriarchal Blessings that they would be permitted to do so—all these carried some weight. But military orders brought them to the scene; military
orders placed each man where he was to do his duty. After it was over, not
a man of them would ever be the same again, either in his own heart nor
in the eyes of his neighbors” (xviii–xix).
In her published history of the event, Brooks describes how challenging it
was to “reconstruct with any degree of accuracy all the conditions—the
various contributing factors, the many differing personalities involved.” In
chapter 4, entitled “Misunderstood Covenant,” she explains, “It has been
compared to an attempt to disentangle a great snarl of multicolored
threads, but such a comparison leaves out the emotional element. The fervor generated by the eloquence of [church leader] George A. Smith, the
rehearsals of past sufferings and indignities, the imagined threat of being
again driven from their homes, the repeated vows to avenge the blood of
their martyred prophet had set the fires smoldering even in the calmest
heart. It would take little to fan them into a flame” (Mountain Meadows
60).
See the story and affidavit of Nephi Johnson in Mountain Meadows
Massacre (83–86).

4. Remedying Race and Religious Prejudice
1.

For a special collection of articles that analyze the history of blacks and the
Mormon Church, see Neither White nor Black: Mormon Scholars Confront
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the Race Issue in a Universal Church. See especially Lester Bush’s groundbreaking work, “Mormonism’s Negro Doctrine: An Historical Overview,”
first published in Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought, 1973. The crucial overview became one of a series of articles on the issue of blacks and
the Mormon Church published by Bush, Armand Mauss, Newell
Bringhurst, and others in Dialogue between 1967 and 1981. Bush’s historical research traces the origins of the LDS Church’s “Negro Policy” to
Brigham Young, rather than to Joseph Smith. He and others have pointed
out that no leader has ever offered any definitive reasons for the restrictions against blacks. Bush also discusses the history of Mormons and slavery, explaining, for example, why Mormons—themselves under attack in
Missouri, a slave-holding state—held both antiabolitionist and antislavery
positions. For a comprehensive historical study, see Newell Bringhurst’s
Saints, Slaves, and Blacks: The Changing Place of Black People within
Mormonism. Jessie L. Embry’s Black Saints in a White Church: Contemporary
African American Mormons includes an additionally useful chapter, “Impact
of the LDS ‘Negro Policy.’” Her work grew out of an oral history project
she completed with Alan Cherry, a black Mormon.
Because the LDS Church does not record race in its membership records,
approximating the number of black members is difficult, except in areas
where people are mostly of African descent. One of the best known early
converts, Elijah Abel, was baptized in 1832 and ordained an elder in 1836.
Abel’s remarkable ordination to the priesthood provides evidence for tracing priesthood denial back to Brigham Young rather than to Joseph Smith.
Jane Manning James, another well-known early black convert, married
Isaac James, also a black Mormon. Embry points out, “Elijah Abel, Jane
Manning James, and Samuel Chambers [a freed slave] are among the best
documented black church members between 1840 and 1900. Stories of
other blacks who converted after the pioneer period are more difficult to
reconstruct” (43). By the 1960s and 1970s, black Americans had not
joined the LDS Church in any significant numbers. Because of black
priesthood denial—the reasons for which, affirms Embry, have never been
clear (70)—missionaries were discouraged from proselytizing in black communities until after 1978 (57). The challenge for Embry and Cherry doing
an oral history project in the 1980s was finding black Mormons who were
also willing to be interviewed. They finally sent a survey to five hundred
people identified as black Mormons. Two hundred and one of those surveys
were completed (83). In his recent publication, The Dawning of a Brighter
Day: The Church in Black Africa, Alexander B. Morrison, an LDS General
Authority and scientist involved with the World Health Organization, discusses the decade of church growth in Africa from 1978 to 1988. By 1989,
he reports thirteen thousand LDS Church members in Nigeria alone (87).
The rationale for restricting priesthood authority to males is based on
Mormons’ belief in separate, God-given, and supposedly equal roles for
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women and men. The differences have been variously expressed as “men
hold the priesthood” and “women have motherhood.” Mormon feminists
point out that the logical parallel roles would be “men have fatherhood”
and “women have motherhood.” Therefore, since priesthood is a privilege
available only to Mormon men, gender relations and women’s access to
power and authority in the church cannot be equal.
Examples of protests against the church include a July 1965 resolution
passed at a convention of the Salt Lake and Ogden Chapters of the
NAACP, condemning the Mormon “doctrine of non-white inferiority”
(Bush and Mauss 15). Activists also picketed through downtown Salt Lake
City in 1965 and called for Third World countries to deny visas to LDS
missionaries (Bush and Mauss 155). When such tactics failed to move LDS
leaders, who were adamant that only a revelation from God would change
the policy, activists in 1968 began to protest against Brigham Young
University, “a vulnerable secondary target” (Mauss 158). Stanford and the
University of Washington, for example, cut off athletic relations, “even
though investigations by both the Western Athletic Conference and a
University of Arizona delegation had exonerated the Mormon school of
any discriminatory practice” (Bush and Mauss 158).
In a December 15, 1969, letter to church leaders, the LDS First Presidency
in Salt Lake City explicitly stated its position in support of civil rights.
Pointing out that Latter-day Saints “know something of the sufferings of
those who are discriminated against in a denial of their civil rights and
Constitutional privileges,” the statement says that “we believe the Negro,
as well as those of other races, should have his full Constitutional privileges as a member of society, and we hope that members of the church
everywhere will do their part as citizens to see that these rights are held
inviolate. Each citizen must have equal opportunities and protection under
the law with reference to civil rights” (Bush and Mauss 222). Another
effort to persuade the public that Mormons supported civil rights for all
people was led by Ernest L. Wilkins, president of BYU, who published a
full-page ad in major Washington newspapers on April 1, 1970, entitled
“Minorities, Civil Rights, and BYU” (Bush and Mauss 159).
Writing in 1967 on “Mormonism and the Negro: Faith, Folklore, and Civil
Rights,” Mauss argued that, regardless of Mormons’ perceived racism and
despite his own personal discomfort with the black priesthood policy, he
remained equally adamant that Mormons’ distinguishing “principle of continuous revelation must be maintained” (Bush and Mauss 24). Otherwise,
Mormon doctrine could be influenced by public opinion. If such influence
were possible, then the claim to divine revelation given by the “President,
Prophet, Seer, and Revelator” for the LDS Church when moved upon by
the Holy Ghost—a central tenet of Mormonism—would be undermined.
Other black Mormons have also written and published autobiographies
explaining and defending their conversions to the church. Notable examples
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include Alan Cherry’s It’s You and Me, Lord!; Mary Frances Sturlaugson’s
A Soul So Rebellious and He Restoreth My Soul; and most recently, The
Autobiography of Elder Helvecio Martinez, a now emeritus general authority
of the church.
For an introduction to the history and basic tenets of critical race theory,
see Richard Delgado and Jean Stefancic’s Critical Race Theory: An
Introduction.
According to Mauss, other black Mormon writers at the time, Carey C.
Bowles (1968), Alan Gerald Cherry (1970), and “Daily (David?) Oliver”
(1963), also “tended to reject the theological rationales traditionally
offered for the status of Negroes in the church, but (except for Oliver) were
nevertheless generally appreciative for their membership” (Bush and
Mauss 187).
I have been unable to locate any reviews of Wynetta Willis Martin’s book;
however, she and her publisher must have intended the life story to receive
at least modest national attention since her membership in the Mormon
Tabernacle Choir had been reported on by the press.
Ian F. Haney López provides a useful definition of “race” that accounts for
its origins in social belief and societal forces constructing categories of race
rather than on genetics and biological science: “I define ‘race’ as a vast
group of people loosely bound together by historically contingent, socially
significant elements of their morphology and/or ancestry. I argue that race
must be understood as a sui generis social phenomenon in which contested systems of meaning serve as the connections between physical features,
faces, and personal characteristics. In other words, social meanings connect our faces to our souls. Race is neither an essence nor an illusion, but
rather an ongoing, contradictory, self-reinforcing, plastic process subject to
the macro forces of social and political struggle and the micro effects of
daily decisions. As used here, the referents of terms like Black and White
are social groups, not genetically distinct branches of humankind” (165).
A “statistically random sampling” of black LDS Church members was
impossible to obtain. See Embry’s chapter 4, “The Oral History Project and
Survey,” for a detailed explanation about the methodologies that she and
Alan Cherry employed for conducting the survey and interviews (79–94).
“[W]here a person is a member of the dominant or advantaged social
group, the category is usually not mentioned. That element of their identity is so taken for granted by them that it goes without comment. It is
taken for granted by them because it is taken for granted by the dominant
culture. In Eriksonian terms, their inner experience and outer circumstance are in harmony with one another, and the image reflected by others
is similar to the image within. In the absence of dissonance, this dimension
of identity escapes conscious attention” (Tatum 21).
According to Mauss’s study, from all indications, Mormons were not
unique in their prejudice but represented attitudes common among many
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United States citizens in the mid–twentieth century. “Like most
Americans,” he writes, “Mormons were somewhat taken by surprise at the
civil rights movement. Treating blacks ‘differently’ had become so thoroughly
normative in the nation that even the churches generally did not question
it until the 1950s, at the earliest. Prior to that time, the public schools, the
military, and nearly all major institutions of the nation were racially segregated. Accordingly, rumblings about racism among the Mormons were rare
and continued so until the 1960s” (154). Mauss posits in his early sociological research on Mormon prejudice that “Mormons were no more likely to give anti-Negro responses than were the Presbyterians, Episcopalians,
Lutherans (whether American or Missouri Synod) or Baptists (whether
American or Southern), and furthermore that the Mormon responses were
very nearly the same as the Protestant averages” (22). The real difference
among Mormons themselves, writes Mauss, seems to be “between the educated and uneducated, the manual and the professional, the old and the
young, or the rural and the urban (as in any denomination).” He points out
that manifesting prejudices according to these characteristics accords with
other studies that have found socioeconomic status to be one probable
determinant of attitudes toward minorities (23).
During a brief phone conversation on December 20, 1999, I interviewed
John D. Hawkes, the now aging publisher of Martin’s text. He stated that
he remembered little about the history of this book’s publication but that
his cover artist would have conceptualized the picture of the Tabernacle
Choir and then inserted a photo of Martin above it. Hawkes said that by
contract, the publisher would have determined the cover, although he
would also have shown it to Martin for her approval.
For a comprehensive list of the conventions, see Charles T. Davis and
Henry Louis Gates, Jr., The Slave’s Narrative.
According to Davis and Gates, one important convention of the slave’s
narrative is a “handful of testimonials and/or one or more prefaces or introductions written either by a white abolitionist friend of the narrator or by
a white amanuensis/editor/author actually responsible for the text, in the
course of which preface the reader is told that the narrative is a ‘plain,
unvarnished tale’ and that naught ‘has been exaggerated, nothing drawn
from the imagination’” (152–53).
“Whiteness, in both American and European identity, comes from a careful
construction of what the African or African-American is not”(Wynter 21).

5. A Home Windswept with Paradox
1.

Laake’s book is reminiscent of Fanny Stenhouse’s nineteenth-century tale
of her own disaffection from the Mormon Church, Tell It All. Tragically, on
February 6, 2000, Laake took her own life with an overdose of pills. She
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was living in Charleston, South Carolina. According to an article reporting her death, she was diagnosed with cancer soon after she published
Secret Ceremonies, having left an editorship at the New Times “to spend
much of the remainder of her life battling for health.” See “In Memory of
Deborah Laake.”
Her books include The Secret Language of Snow, by Williams and Ted Major
(1984); Pieces of White Shell: A Journey to Navajoland (1984); Between
Cattails (1985); Coyote’s Canyon (1989); Earthly Messengers (1989); Refuge:
An Unnatural History of Family and Place (1991); An Unspoken Hunger:
Stories from the Field (1994); Desert Quartet: An Erotic Landscape (1995);
Great and Peculiar Beauty: A Utah Centennial Reader, edited with Thomas
J. Lyon (1995); Testimony: Writers in Defense of the Wilderness, compiled
with Stephen Trimble (1996); New Genesis: A Mormon Reader on Land and
Community, edited with William B. Smart and Gibbs M. Smith (1998);
Leap (2000); Red: Passion and Patience in the Desert (2001). Other selected
publications include A Desert Sea, a television production written and narrated by Williams for KUED Television, Salt Lake City (1993); Utah: A
Centennial Celebration, foreword by Williams (1995); “Burning Sage at the
Department of the Interior,” in The Geography of Hope: A Tribute to Wallace
Stegner, edited by Page Stegner and Mary Stegner (1996); Testimony:
Writers of the West Speak on Behalf of Utah Wilderness, edited by Williams
and Stephen Trimble (1996); “The Bowl,” North American Review (1998).
The autobiography of Mormon pioneer Sarah Studevant Leavitt
(1798–1878) is replete with examples of an early Mormon woman exercising and describing her spiritual gifts. Before her conversion, she writes
about having had a “vision of the damned spirits in hell” (Kraut 1: 9).
After hearing “the gospel preached in its purity,” she tells about her ability to interpret other visions she had. For example, one evening lights
showed up on her bedroom floor “in the shape of a half moon and full of
little black spots.” She explains, “The half-moon that was cut off was the
spiritual gifts promised after baptism. The black spots were the defects you
will find in every church throughout the whole world. The last light was
the gospel preached by the Angel flying through the midst of Heaven . . .”
(Kraut 1:10). In another scene, she writes, “There was an angel stood by
my bed to answer my prayer. He told me to call Louisa up and lay my hands
upon her head in the name of Jesus Christ and administer to her and she
should recover” (Kraut 1: 16). Leavitt goes to her neighbor Louisa, a
“Gentile” (i.e., not a member of the church), and writes, “Her mind was
weak, indeed, but she got up and I administered to her in faith, having the
gift from the Lord. It was about midnight when this was done, and she
began to recover from that time and was soon up and about, and the honor,
praise and glory be to God and the Lamb” (Kraut 1: 17). After learning
about how leaders of the church were “getting more wives than one,”
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Leavitt was disturbed. She went to bed that night, “[a]nd then my mind
was carried away from the earth and I had a view of the order of the celestial kingdom. . . . I was filled with love and joy that was unspeakable. I
waked my husband and told him of the views I had and that the ordinance
[plural marriage] was from the Lord; but it would damn thousands” (Kraut
1: 31–32).
For a history of Mormon women giving blessings and seeking other spiritual gifts, see Linda King Newell’s “Gifts of the Spirit: Women’s Share.”
Eugene England reported that when he taught Refuge among LDS students,
he had to overcome some students’ resistance to Williams’s text by asking
students to list the ways that she is unorthodox (the record is twenty) and
then also the ways that she is actually quite orthodox. “[W]ithout much
stretching, my students [were] able, after some reflection, to come up with
a list just as long of ways Terry is more orthodox than the average
Mormon.” See “The Works of Terry Tempest Williams.”
The key lines from Eliza R. Snow’s hymn, “Oh My Father,” read, “In the
heav’ns are parents single? No, the thought makes reason stare! Truth is
reason; truth eternal tells me I’ve a mother there.”
While certainly wanting to provoke her Mormon readership, Williams values them as well. In a panel presentation at the 1999 Association for
Mormon Letters (AML) Conference on “The Works of Terry Tempest
Williams,” England reports that “[m]any of us remember, at our gathering
here six years ago, when she received the annual award in the essay for
Refuge, how she asked to speak in response and told us, with obvious emotion, how much it meant to her to be honored, even accepted, by her own
community.” Also during the panel, a past AML president, Linda
Brummett, “tells how Terry worried a great deal about how the book would
be accepted by her own people and how crucial that award was in allaying
that fear.” See “The Works of Terry Tempest Williams.”

6. Training to Be a Good Mormon Girl While Longing
for Fame
1.

According to non-Mormon historian Lawrence Foster in Religion and
Sexuality: The Shakers, the Mormons, and the Oneida Community, Mormon
men were even more silent about romantic feelings or experiences than
Mormon women were in their diaries and journals. Foster attributes the
omission of men’s personal reactions to the fact that they valued the ideal
of equality among wives and feared descendants might detect favoritism in
their writing, which could lead to battles over the family’s estate.
Regardless, Foster points out, “[e]ven with the best intentions, individuals
who had been socialized to monogamous norms found the transition to
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new patterns of relationships in polygamy difficult” (209). Mormon
women’s and men’s writing remained veiled. Furthermore, Foster debunks
the “popular semi-novelistic American stereotype” of plural wives living in
“harems.” He provides evidence to show that “the Mormon wife seems to
have had at least as much freedom and independence as her typical nonMormon counterpart of the period” and was often even more independent
because of a husband’s frequent absence (212).
Gender theorist Judith Butler would argue against the Mormon ideology
that maintains a strict male-female binary as “natural” or preexisting to
identity. Instead, she posits, “[G]ender is an identity tenuously constituted
in time, instituted in an exterior space through a stylized repetition of acts”
(Gender Trouble 140). These acts become “performative,” says Butler, as
they reiterate “a norm or set of norms,” such as those consciously and
unconsciously trained into Mormon youth by their cultural upbringing
(Bodies That Matter 12).
These messages continue to be reenforced in the Mormon Church even
today. See “Protecting Purity: A BYU Study Offers Insight into How
Friends, Faith, and Family Influence the Sexual Morality of Youth.” The
article summarizes findings from a recent Brigham Young University study
of the premarital sexual activity of over five thousand LDS teenagers from
Utah County, the East Coast, the Pacific Northwest, Great Britain, and
Mexico.
“By contrast,” writes Chodorow, “women as mothers (and men as notmothers) produce sons whose nurturant capacities and needs have been
systematically curtailed and repressed” (7).
For a critique of the beauty rituals, consumerism, and heterosexual romantic aims to which many female adolescents are conditioned, see Angela
McRobbie’s “Just Like a Jackie Story” in Feminism for Girls: An Adventure
Story.
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